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Abstract

The subject of this dissertation is the awareness of linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible—that is, the recognition evident in certain biblical texts that the world’s languages differ from one another. Given the frequent role of language in conceptions of identity, the biblical authors’ reflections on language are important to examine.

Of the biblical texts that explicitly address the subject of linguistic diversity, some are specific, as in references to particular languages (e.g., “Aramaic.”), while others refer to linguistic multiplicity generally, as in the Tower of Babel episode (Gen 11:1–9). Linguistic difference is also indicated implicitly, as when the speech of Laban in Gen 29–31 exhibits Aramaic-like features that emphasize his foreignness.

Building on previous studies of limited scope, my approach is to collect and analyse the evidence for awareness of linguistic diversity in the biblical books comprehensively. Drawing on concepts from sociolinguistics, including style-switching, code-switching, and language ideology, I categorize such evidence and explain its significance with respect to its literary and historical contexts. I thus contribute to wider debates on the sociolinguistics of ancient Hebrew, the development of the concept of the “holy language” in Judaism, and the topic of linguistic diversity in the broader ancient Near East.

I find that the notion of linguistic diversity is used in the Hebrew Bible to set up, and also to challenge, boundaries of various kinds, be they territorial, as in the Shibboleth test
(Judg 12:5–6), ethnic, as with the Judaean-Ashdodite children (Neh 13:23–4), or theological, as in Jeremiah’s Aramaic oracle against idols (Jer 10:11). My analysis shows that references to linguistic diversity are concentrated in texts of the Achaemenid Persian period and later, reflecting changes in the sociolinguistic circumstances of Judaeans. Yet in all periods Israel and Judah’s encounters with the empires Assyria, Babylonia, and Persia influenced attitudes towards linguistic diversity, whether this influence be manifested in fear (Jer 5:15) or ridicule (Esth 8:9). Overall, linguistic difference is not the primary means by which the biblical authors distinguish Israel from the nations, nor do they attribute a unique religious function to their own language.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

I. Overview

The subject of this dissertation is the recognition displayed in certain texts of the Hebrew Bible of the diversity of the world’s languages. The speech of human beings is not everywhere the same, but differs from place to place, by greater or lesser degrees. This linguistic plurality is a ubiquitous and enduring reality, as biblical authors were aware, yet their handling of it has yet not been fully or systematically examined by scholars. This dissertation is an attempt to analyse patterns in the distribution of texts in various books of the Hebrew Bible that make reference to linguistic diversity; to elucidate their functions in their literary contexts; to examine the conceptions of the nature of language revealed in them; and to understand their relations to their historical settings. It will attempt to treat comprehensively those texts which explicitly refer to linguistic diversity, and will consider many other texts which make implicit reference to this fact.

Linguistic diversity takes many forms. One language differs from another, one dialect differs from another, and one speaker’s use of some dialect differs from another’s. Naturally, then, references to linguistic diversity take many related forms, including to the fact that one’s own language differs from “foreign” languages and that one’s own language is itself not uniform. I will be concerned with references to all such forms of linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible. Since, however, the majority of texts that contain such references deal with the difference between the authors’ own language and the languages of foreigners, references to foreign language will constitute my main focus.
Explicit references to linguistic diversity occur in a variety of texts in the Hebrew Bible. The most familiar and, arguably, most powerful case is the account of the building of the Tower of Babel, and the frustration of this project by Yahweh, through the confusion of tongues and the scattering of peoples throughout the world (Gen 11:1–9). The influence of this short tale, which grapples with a universal element of human experience with deep insight, on later Jewish and Christian interpretation is difficult to estimate. But references to linguistic diversity are also present in other familiar texts, such as the conflict between the Ephraimites and the Gileadites (Judg 12)—which has given English the word “Shibboleth”—and the Rabshakeh’s intimidating address in Hebrew, or rather “Judaean,” to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, a memorable ancient use of psychological warfare (2 Kgs 18//Isa 36//2 Chr 32).

Examples of sensitivity to linguistic multiplicity that are more implicit also come in various forms. Such a case is the curious presence of the Aramaic phrase יֵצֶר שֵׁהַדָּה, “heap of witness,” in the speech of Laban in a Hebrew narrative (Gen 31:27). Likewise, the unusual linguistic forms in Jethro’s speech are implicit indications of that character’s linguistic otherness (Exod 18).

Because these and related passages are present in biblical texts of various genres from all historical periods, an analysis of the depictions and conceptualizations of linguistic difference contained in the Hebrew Bible must form part of our understanding of biblical history, literature, and thought. This subject, therefore, merits careful study, which this dissertation undertakes. Among the questions that will be addressed are: What role was linguistic difference perceived to play in indicating or even establishing social distinctions (tribal, ethnic, etc.)? What was the particular significance, if any, of the Hebrew language for the biblical authors? Do references to linguistic diversity exhibit different forms and functions in

---

1 Citations of the biblical books in this dissertation follow the chapter and verse numbering of the Hebrew text.
different genres of biblical literature? And what relationship can be discerned between Israel’s changing historical circumstances and its attitudes towards foreign languages?

I intend to show that, despite the diversity of the evidence and development over time, implicit and explicit references to linguistic diversity constitute a persistent and pervasive feature of the Hebrew Bible. These references address an overlapping set of problems tied to some of the central concerns of the Hebrew Bible, and share a number of perspectives and assumptions. In particular, I will demonstrate how these references in various ways reflect a common conception of language as a marker of difference. I will argue that this notion of language as an indicator of difference is often the key to understanding references to linguistic diversity.

Given the universality of the experience of linguistic diversity, it is hoped that a study of the biblical authors’ treatment of this topic will be interesting, instructive, and useful not merely to practitioners of biblical studies, but to a broader audience of historians, linguists, and literary scholars.

II. History of Research

A great deal of research on the Hebrew Bible is concerned with language in the sense that it takes as its focus the language of the Bible, be it from a historical, comparative, stylistic or other perspective. Despite this fact, very little research has treated the topic of language in the Hebrew Bible, that is, language as a subject matter per se, as mentioned, discussed, commented and reflected upon in the biblical texts.
In modern times, discussion of this topic was initiated by Edward Ullendorff, who published a short article in 1962 entitled “The Knowledge of Languages in the Old Testament.”

Ullendorff was motivated in this study by what he regarded as two “astounding, but apparently scarcely noticed, linguistic problems”: the “unusual polyglottal talents” of the Assyrian Rabshakeh, who speaks הדרה, “Judaean,” as well as, presumably, Aramaic and Akkadian (2 Kgs 18//Isa 36); and the apparently easy communication between Israelites and Philistines in the period of the Judges. In his consideration of these issues, Ullendorff was prompted to point to a set of texts which displayed a conscious awareness of linguistic issues. These include the biblical aetiology of linguistic diversity, the Tower of Babel episode (Gen 11:1–9); texts that make use of Aramaic (e.g., Jer 10:11); and texts that illustrate awareness of diversity and unity within the language of the biblical authors, the שפה כנען, “language of Canaan” (Isa 19:18). Overall, Ullendorff offers only tentative and suggestive answers to the important questions raised by these texts, closing with a statement about the necessity of further research into these matters.

In a subsequent article published in 1968, Ullendorff made reference to some of the same texts in a general cross-cultural survey of expressions of the kind “it’s all Greek to me.”

Ullendorff’s treatment of this topic ranges from ancient to modern languages from Europe and Asia, including biblical and rabbinic evidence. In his discussion of the possible biblical expressions that indicate a strange, unknown language, Ullendorff considered the verb יד in biblical and later Hebrew; the phrase ישפם שפה כבדה ורפה, “deep-lipped and heavy-tongued” (Ezek 3:5–6; cf. Isa 33:19); and the language of Ashdod, אשדודית (Neh 13:24),

---


3 Edward Ullendorff, “C’est de l’hébreu pour moi!” JSS 13 (1968): 125–35. Ullendorff’s title makes use of the French version of “it’s all Greek to me,” in which Hebrew is the paradigmatically unintelligible language.
concluding that the latter, as a non-Semitic language, is used as an exemplar of linguistic strangeness.⁴

In an article from 1980, Werner Weinberg offered an ordered presentation of texts in the Hebrew Bible that display “language consciousness.”⁵ This study included sections on “language names and words for language,” “bilingualism and translation,” and “attitude toward foreign languages,” thus assigning to categories the passages to which Ullendorff had earlier pointed (though Weinberg cites neither of Ullendorff’s articles). In these sections, a number of the texts to be discussed in this dissertation, such as prophetic passages which speak of the unintelligible language of a foreign conqueror (e.g., Isa 28:11; Jer 5:15) were listed. Weinberg’s interest was broader than Ullendorff’s, however, because he was concerned with the treatment of linguistic issues beyond linguistic diversity. Thus Weinberg has sections devoted to biblical references to phonetics, semantic change, speech deficiency, and style and rhetoric. Weinberg’s article represents really a catalogue of passages, with only brief interpretative comments offered. Beyond the categories in which he presents this material, Weinberg does not attempt to relate these passages to one another.

This contrasts with the approach of Daniel Block, who, in 1984, examined biblical texts mentioning foreign language in order to answer a particular question: What role did language play in ancient Israelite perceptions of national identity?⁶ Block was motivated to answer this question because he took issue with what he saw as a prevailing assumption in approaches to the history of the ancient Near East, namely that language may be treated “as the basic means

⁴ Ullendorff’s identification of “Ashdodite” will be challenged in Chapter 6.


of distinguishing various ethnic units in the ancient Near East.” In determining whether this held for ancient Israel and its neighbours, Block analysed the association between, on the one hand, biblical language-names and words for language, and, on the other, words for and names of people-groups. He also investigated texts which have an “antithetical” attitude towards foreign language. Block found that “the Hebrews at least seemed to have recognized a correlation between nations and their languages” but that “this does not mean that the correspondence was one nation/one language.” More broadly, Block claimed that “the importance of language as an indicator of kinship, especially for this region, should not be overemphasized,” since in this area “language is less a function of nationality than of geography.” Thus, Block advanced the discussion of the topic of linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible by integrating a detailed study of many relevant passages into an argument for a particular conclusion. Block also introduced relevant comparative Near Eastern materials into this discussion. Akkadian, Sumerian, Egyptian, and Hittite sources were cited to provide parallels and contrasts to the biblical evidence.

Since Block’s article appeared, no sustained treatment of linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible has been published, but one other study may be mentioned. In 1999, David Aaron investigated the place of Judaism’s “holy language,” יִשְׂרָאֵל הַיָּדָרְבָּא, in Jewish tradition. In this article, Aaron devoted several pages to the attitudes of the biblical authors towards their own language. After discussing biblical names for Hebrew, and the association of Hebrew with the patriarch Jacob in contrast to the Aramaic of Laban (Gen 31:47), Aaron draws a largely
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7 Ibid., 322; the quotation is from Ignace J. Gelb, *Hurrians and Subarians* (SAOC 22; Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1944), vi.


9 Ibid., 338.

negative conclusion about the biblical situation: “There is no discrete notion that Hebrew had a unique value or purpose as will become the case in post-biblical eras . . . Hebrew during the biblical eras of Israelite religion . . . is not yet Judaism’s language, let alone, a holy tongue.”

Independent of these treatments of ideas of linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible stands an area of research which is nevertheless very relevant. Especially since Jonas Greenfield’s article on “Aramaic Studies and the Bible” (1982), scholars have paid attention to deliberate stylistic representations, on the part of biblical authors, of the foreign speech of certain characters, through the use of unusual lexis and morphology (e.g., Laban in Gen 31). In 1988 Stephen Kaufman was the first to refer to this practice as “style-switching,” a term from sociolinguistics (on which see further below). Gary Rendsburg and, more recently, Brian Bompiani have shown particular interest in this topic.

This review of previous research into biblical texts that raise issues of a linguistic nature indicates that further study is justified on several grounds. Firstly, no extended analysis of these texts has yet appeared, and no sustained attempt has been made to understand these texts in relation to one another. Secondly, the articles of Ullendorff, Weinberg, and Block, which have the broadest scope, do not take into account the phenomenon of style-switching in biblical texts as a manifestation of the recognition of linguistic diversity. Ullendorff wrote,

11 Ibid., 64.


for instance: “The languages of Israel’s neighbours . . . are not used to express the idea of
linguistic strangeness or eccentricity.”\textsuperscript{15} However, this appears to be precisely what several
instances of style-switching are designed to achieve. Thus it is important that style-switching
be integrated into the study of linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible. Finally, the research
so far conducted in this area does not reflect important developments in the study of ancient
Hebrew and ancient Israel. Block’s article appeared more than three decades ago, and is not
informed by methods from sociolinguistics, which have in recent years been fruitfully applied
to the study of ancient Hebrew (see below), and are extremely relevant to understanding the
study of attitudes towards linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible.

\section*{III. Methodological Considerations: Sociolinguistics}

In addition to the standard philological tools employed in biblical criticism, in this study I
employ several concepts and principles drawn from sociolinguistics. This discipline usefully
provides categories for analysing certain references to linguistic diversity that are found in
the Hebrew Bible, and also offers a framework for relating these acknowledgements of
linguistic diversity to social circumstances in Israelite history. I shall outline here the chief
concerns and approaches of sociolinguistics, as well as some specific areas of relevance
within the discipline.

As Suzanne Romaine and Ronald Wardhaugh lay out in their introductions to this field,
sociolinguistics is a discipline within linguistics that studies the relationship between
language use and its social setting, and in particular how linguistic variation and change

\textsuperscript{15} Ullendorff, “C’est de l’hébreu,” 132.
The fundamental principle motivating the sociolinguistic study of language is that language use, variety, and change cannot be understood without thorough consideration of the setting of language within a community of speakers. Indeed, William Labov, a sociolinguistic pioneer, claimed that a separate name for this discipline was inappropriate, “as it implies that there can be a successful linguistic theory or practice which is not social.”

Sociolinguistics begins by studying how specific variants in language use (e.g., in lexis, phonology, syntax, etc.) are distributed in a speech community. For instance, a variant may primarily be found in the speech of people of a certain age or sex, or of those belonging to a particular race or ethnicity, or of those who have a certain level of education or wealth. Alternatively, a linguistic variant may be restricted to particular speech contexts, such as formal speech, speech to a child, or written language. Through association with a particular group or setting, a linguistic feature may come to indicate prestige or stigma; and much variety in language use, and language change over time, can be related to speakers’ efforts to avoid stigmatized linguistic features and seek prestigious ones. Linguistic variants that regularly co-occur form language varieties of differing scales (styles, registers, sociolects, and so on), the prestige of which is related to the position of their speakers in the speech community.

Many important phenomena have been isolated and studied by sociolinguists. For instance, “diglossia,” described particularly by Charles Ferguson and Joshua Fishman, is the co-existence of two dialects or languages in one speech community, these two dialects/languages occupying hierarchically distinguished social settings and functions (e.g., formal/informal,
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written/spoken, religious/profane). Diglossia of this kind exists, for example, in Arabic-speaking societies, where Modern Standard (fuṣṭa) Arabic exists alongside a vernacular Arabic dialect.

Other focuses of sociolinguistic research are the related phenomena of style-switching and code-switching, which have been studied by many, including Carol Myers-Scotton, Penelope Eckert and John Rickford. During the course of a single conversation, speakers may switch between two or more of the language varieties that are available in a speech community. Those varieties may be distinct languages, in which case the practice is referred to as code-switching, or they may be lesser varieties, in which case the term style-switching is used. This switching has been shown by Myers-Scotton, Eckert, Rickford, and others, to be related to contextual factors, such as audience and setting. In particular, it has been shown that through code- and style-switching a speaker can project or suppress a certain identity, because of the social value associated with particular language varieties, in order to achieve desired effects.

A final subject of sociolinguistic research that I shall mention here is language ideology, a notion developed in particular by Judith Irvine, Susan Gal, Kathryn Woolard, and Bambi Schieffelin. A speech community may possess a developed and explicit set of beliefs about particular linguistic features or language varieties. In these language (alternatively “linguistic”) ideologies, social prestige or stigma is expressed in praise or censure of particular words, pronunciations, and grammatical structures, or, in written language, of
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particular writing systems, character forms, spellings, and punctuation. Moreover, the names
given to particular languages by some speech community ("glottonyms") may be informed by
particular attitudes towards those languages and their speakers, and thus express a
community’s language ideology.

The relevance of these concepts and areas of research in sociolinguistics for understanding
references to linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible is manifest. Linguistic diversity is not
an abstract phenomenon, but an embodied social reality. References to linguistic diversity in
the Hebrew Bible reflect this, imbuing difference in language with social significance, be it in
distinguishing tribes (Judg 12:6), peoples (Gen 11:1–9), or communities of worship (Isa
19:18); in conveying loyalty or disloyalty (Neh 13:24); or in many other ways. In revealing
the nature of the connections between the social and the linguistic, sociolinguistics proves
extremely useful in investigating references to linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible.

IV. Contributions

I regard this study of attitudes towards linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible as adding to
ongoing discourses within three areas of research: 1) the broader project of a sociolinguistic
account of ancient Hebrew; 2) the study of references to and reflections upon the topic of
language and linguistic diversity more broadly in the ancient Near East, and; 3) the
investigation of Hebrew’s rise to prominence as the language of Jews and Judaism in the late
Second Temple period and rabbinic literature. The fact that this dissertation contributes to
these different fields of study indicates that the topic of attitudes towards linguistic diversity
in the Hebrew Bible exists at the intersection of important concerns in scholarship. In this
dissertation, I do not attempt to integrate my findings thoroughly into these large areas of
study, but it is hoped that future research by myself or others will make use of my findings to further these debates.

A. Sociolinguistics and the Study of the Hebrew Bible

A sociolinguistic account of ancient Hebrew has long been considered a desideratum. Ullendorff encouraged scholars to “endeavour to shed more light on dialect geography and the influence of social stratification on the Hebrew of Biblical times.”21 In recent years, a marked increase in such study is apparent, and several important contributions to that field may be noted.

The methods, evidence, and motivations for a sociolinguistics of Hebrew were outlined by William Schniedewind in 2004.22 Here we may note some of the unfortunately severe limitations of such study that Schniedewind points out. For one thing, our knowledge of ancient Hebrew is limited in various respects. Our only evidence of ancient Hebrew is written, and thus, we cannot hope to construct a sociolinguistics of ancient Hebrew in general, but rather only of the written language; moreover, this written corpus is fairly small, and as a result cannot be expected to attest to nearly all of the features of the ancient language, or do so in a representative fashion. Secondly, though it has increased steadily in recent decades, our knowledge of the social history of ancient Israel is incomplete in important areas. Archaeological and textual evidence can be used to reconstruct certain social realities of ancient Israel (family life, settlement patterns, economic organization, religion, and so on), but often only in general or broad terms; moreover our access to important yet
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21 Ullendorff, “Knowledge of Languages,” 465.

ephemeral social distinctions (e.g., gender, class, age) is inadequate. Finally, our ability to relate the Hebrew language to particular social conditions is greatly hampered by the fact that the texts of the Hebrew Bible often cannot be dated with certainty; indeed, they frequently reflect a process of redaction that associates them with several historical periods.

But while, for these reasons, a sociolinguistic analysis of ancient Hebrew must be incomplete, such an analysis is nonetheless valuable. Schniedewind himself has now produced “A Social History of Hebrew” through to the rabbinic period. In this work, Schniedewind relies on the work of scholars who have identified diversity and change in the language, such as dialectical differences between Hebrew in the kingdoms of Israel and Judah, and the diachronically distinct language varieties usually referred to as Archaic, Standard, and Late Biblical Hebrew. More deliberately than previous scholars, Schniedewind links these linguistic differences and changes to social factors, including state-formation and consolidation, conquest and exile, and imperialism. In the process, Schniedewind is able to elaborate on the ideological dimension of various aspects of language change in ancient Israel, including the standardization of language and orthography, and in this respect, Schniedewind’s work intersects with the project of Seth Sanders. Sanders has, in numerous studies, sought to demonstrate a link between the emergence of an idea of Israelite nationhood, and a state-sponsored spread of a standardized Hebrew vernacular alongside a standardized script for representing it.


Other scholars have carried out notable research into the sociolinguistics of ancient Hebrew.

On the basis of supposedly colloquial expressions in the Hebrew Bible, Rendsburg has argued that a situation of diglossia obtained in pre-exilic Israel, specifically, that a “high,” variety of Hebrew existed for use in formal contexts, alongside a “low” colloquial variety used in everyday speech. Rendsburg contends that the “high” variety is what has come down to us in the Hebrew Bible as Standard Biblical Hebrew, while the “low” variety was preserved for centuries as a spoken language, and is reflected in Mishnaic Hebrew.

Rendsburg’s thesis has not gained widespread acceptance, because there is insufficient evidence that formal and colloquial Hebrew differed to such an extent as to justify the classification of “diglossia.” However, Rendsburg’s work likely does demonstrate that socially-indexed differences existed.

In addition, recent significant contributions to the study of sociolinguistic issues in ancient Hebrew have been made by Francis Polak. Polak’s focuses include: diglossia and societal bilingualism among the Judaeans of the Achaemenid period; distinct styles of written Hebrew and their social contexts; the differences between the oral and the written language; and sociocultural dynamics of dialogue and negotiation in ancient Hebrew.

The work of these scholars indicates the value of sociolinguistic approaches to the texts of the Hebrew Bible, and this dissertation contributes to this wider discourse by advancing
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discussion of particular issues in the sociolinguistics of ancient Hebrew. In the case of style-switching, for instance, I address in greater depth than previous researchers some significant methodological difficulties in detecting its occurrence in the Hebrew Bible, and re-evaluate the number of texts in which this device can be safely identified. In addition, this dissertation significantly advances the study of ancient Israel’s language ideology, by focusing on biblical attitudes towards linguistic diversity, and especially towards foreign languages.

B. The Topic of Language across the Ancient Near East

In the literatures of ancient Near Eastern cultures beyond Israel, references to linguistic issues, including linguistic diversity, occur in various forms. And while, generally speaking, this topic has been more often treated as a distinct area for study in Egyptology than in Sumerology and Assyriology, yet in all three areas scholars have investigated ancient attitudes towards language and languages.

The Egyptian situation has been laid out by Sami Uljas, building on earlier work by Sergio Donadoni, Mario Liverani, and Serge Sauneron.28 The Tale of Sinuhe (perhaps dating from the 19th century) vividly illustrates the linguistic difference of various peoples through the experience of a single individual, while in the Hymn to Aten (14th century) the general condition of linguistic diversity is attributed to the gods. The letters from Amarna attest to a multilingual bureaucracy that carried out relations with Egypt’s close and distant neighbours.

in forms of Akkadian in the 14th century;29 but in other texts, the Egyptian language is associated with Egyptian political superiority. For instance, in the inscriptions of Ramesses III (12th century), foreign captives are taught Egyptian and forget their native tongues.30 Thus, relations with foreign peoples naturally played a role in shaping Egyptian attitudes towards foreign languages. In addition, the long history of the Egyptian literary tradition stimulated recognition of linguistic issues. As later copyists were confronted with the archaisms of older texts they gained an awareness of language change, although evidence of grammatical conceptualization is slim.

In Mesopotamia, too, these two factors—scribal tradition and relations with foreign peoples—played a role in the forms in which references to linguistic issues are attested. A sophisticated degree of linguistic awareness, including in the areas of lexis and grammar, is displayed in relation to the long history of a bilingual Akkadian-Sumerian scribal culture, as has been pointed out by Wolfram von Soden, Dominique Charpin, Irving Finkel, and others.31 This long history may have led to distinctive ideas about the unique nature of the relationship between these two languages, and the possibility of translation between them, as has been suggested by Aaron Shaffer and Stefano Seminara.32


30 KRI V: 91.6–7.


In the “Spell of Nudimmud,” within the Sumerian epic Enmerkar and the Lord of Aratta, the origins of linguistic diversity appear to be assigned to an act of Enki, in a way that Samuel Kramer related to the biblical Tower of Babel account. Elsewhere, language is highlighted in relations with foreign peoples, especially in the Neo-Assyrian period. Carlo Zaccagnini has discussed ethnic, including linguistic, aspects in the characterization of the enemies of Neo-Assyria, and Peter Machinist has considered the ways in which Assyria was defined in Neo-Assyrian royal inscriptions, making mention of the role that Assyrian Akkadian played in Assyrian identity discourse. The issue of the increasing use of Aramaic in Neo-Assyrian internal and external affairs, explored notably by Hayim Tadmor, and more recently by Martti Nissinen, Holger Gzella and others, explicitly surfaces in some texts, including Sargon II’s angry letter berating an official for corresponding with him in Aramaic rather than Akkadian.

This dissertation allows us to place ancient Israel in this broader context, and to reflect upon the similarities and differences in the forms of references towards linguistic diversity that are found in the Hebrew Bible and these other literatures. I show that the particular circumstances of the history of Israel, including invasion by more powerful nations and loss of national sovereignty to an imperial power, have conditioned biblical attitudes towards
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foreign languages. As a result it is to be expected that references to linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible show some differences from those found in Egyptian and Mesopotamian writings.

C. Hebrew’s Emerging Significance in the Late Second Temple Period and Beyond

In non-biblical Jewish literature of the late Second Temple period, an increasing number of references to Hebrew can be found, and the ideas expressed about Hebrew in these references differ significantly from those found in the Hebrew Bible. This sets apart this literature as a subject of research distinct from the biblical books in the matter of linguistic diversity. This holds despite the fact that in general, a sharp distinction should not be made, in historical context and community of origin, between these corpora. Many of the attitudes expressed in the late Second Temple period literature prefigure features of rabbinic language ideology, and we may mention here the scholarly perspectives on certain of these texts.

2 Maccabees 7 contains an account of the brutal martyrdom of a Jewish woman and her seven sons at the hands of Antiochus IV Epiphanes, who were put to death for refusing to eat pork. This story contains several references to the “ancestral [πάτριος, πατρόνιος] language” of the Jews (2 Macc 7:18, 21, 27), in which the martyrs exhort one another to die. Jan Willem van Henten has shown that this most likely refers to Hebrew, and that the close association of this language with the “ancestral customs” and “laws of the ancestors” given through Moses indicates that the language possesses an ethnic and religious significance. Moreover, the emphasis on this language in the context of resistance to Antiochus gives Hebrew a political

36 Van Henten argues this on the grounds that 2 Macc was composed in Jerusalem during the Hasmonean period, when Hebrew was used as a national cultural icon; and further that the only other serious candidate—Aramaic—was a language used widely, so would not express the distinctive identity that seems to be in view here. See Jan Willem van Henten, “The Ancestral Language of the Jews in 2 Maccabees,” in Hebrew Study from Ezra to Ben-Yehuda (ed. William Horbury; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1999), 53–68.
importance. This is in keeping with the use of the Hebrew language and the Palaeo-Hebrew script, for instance on coinage, first in the late fourth century B.C.E., but especially later as emblems of Jewish political sovereignty in Judea under the Hasmoneans, the likely compositional setting of 2 Maccabees.

In the prologue to the Greek translation of the Wisdom of Sirach (dated in the work to 132 B.C.E.), the translator remarks upon the unique expressive power of Hebrew in comparison with other languages into which it might be translated (lines 21–22). In this text, Stefan Schorch detects the first signs of the concept of the original, “ideal text,” and a reflection of the debate about the relative status of a scriptural translation in comparison with that ideal original. This debate is attested also in the Letter of Aristeas, and continues well into the rabbinic period (e.g., m. Sotah 7), as Willem Smelik has documented.

In the Book of Jubilees (second century B.C.E.), Hebrew appears as the revealed “language of creation” (Jub. 12.25–26). This phrase is normally taken to mean that Hebrew is the language in which God created the world, since, as Milka Rubin has shown, this theme is well-attested in rabbinic works (e.g., Gen. Rab. 18.4). This language was the original tongue of all humanity, forgotten at the confusion of man’s speech at Babel, and, at God’s command, it is

39 This text also contains the earliest reference to the language as Hebrew (Eβραίας); see Chapter 2 below.
retaught to Abraham by an angel so that he might read texts written by his ancestors (Jub. 12.25–27). As Aaron notes, Jubilees thus imbues Hebrew with both a universal and a divine significance, and also a particular significance for the Jewish people: Hebrew is first and foremost the language of heaven, but on earth it serves to mark off Jews as Abraham’s heirs and the people of God’s covenant.43

Similarly, the documents discovered at Qumran show a clear preference for Hebrew as the language for composing religious works, which attests to an association of this language with divine matters. Jonathan Campbell and William Schniedewind, following Chaim Rabin, have written of the linguistic ideology contained in and revealed by this use of Hebrew, and in particular in the use at Qumran of a form of that language which is very distinctive, especially in orthography.44 Indeed, it is in a fragment from Qumran that the phrase לִשְׁם הָדוּשׁ תַּהְפֵּשׁ, “the holy language,” common in rabbinic literature, is first attested (4Q464), though it is uncertain whether Hebrew is intended. In the Qumran fragment, this phrase is used alongside של מחכוש, the “purified speech” which, in Zeph 3:9, Yahweh will bestow upon all the nations. The use of these two phrases together may suggest, as Esther Eshel and Michael Stone have argued, that Hebrew is here imagined as the language that will one day be spoken universally among mankind.45 The origins of the phrase לִשְׁם הָדוּשׁ תַּהְפֵּשׁ are not clear, if we are to look for an explanation beyond the simple fact that it was coined to designate Hebrew as “the language of holiness, the holy language.” A fuller expression של מחכוש תַּהְפֵּשׁ, “the language of

43 Aaron, “Judaism’s Holy Language,” 73.


the house of holiness,” attested in Targumic texts (e.g. *Tg. Neof.* to Gen 11:1), has suggested to some that לַשְׁנָהּ הַכֹּהֵן referred originally to the “language of the sanctuary,” the language in which the Temple service was performed. Alternatively לְשׁוןָהּ may refer to Yahweh, Israel’s Holy One.46

This brief overview of attitudes towards Hebrew attested in late Second Temple period literature demonstrates that many tenets of later rabbinic thought regarding Hebrew were already in existence at this time—Hebrew as God’s language, and the language of creation; Hebrew as the original language of humanity; Hebrew as the language of God’s people; etc. Other themes that emerge later and form part of the language ideology of rabbinic Judaism are the cosmic significance of the Hebrew alphabet and the unique role of Hebrew in effective prayer and study, as Smelik and Bernard Spolsky have explored.47 Additionally, the tradition of Hebrew as the “holy language” among the Samaritans has been examined by Abraham Tal.48

In this dissertation these attitudes towards Hebrew from the late Second Temple period and beyond will occasionally be referred to in order to elucidate the biblical material, or show how a particular biblical theme is related to one attested in later Judaism. However, the study of these attitudes is a major area of research in itself, and therefore they will not be treated in depth in this dissertation. The relationship of my study of attitudes towards linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible to the study of these later attitudes towards Hebrew is as an important backdrop to research. By examining the attitudes expressed in the texts considered

46 See Aaron, “Judaism’s Holy Language,” 74–75.


authoritative by the communities among whom Hebrew became so highly regarded, we gain a more sensitive understanding of the exegetical “raw materials” furnished by the Hebrew Bible, and perhaps therefore of the origin of the later traditions. In particular, in my final chapter, I shall specifically reflect upon what can be discerned about the attitudes of the biblical authors towards their own language.

V. Plan of the Dissertation

Following the present introductory first chapter, the second chapter is concerned with the terminology used to indicate linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible. I offer in it an analysis of the semantic range of words meaning “language” in the Hebrew Bible, including the synecdochic use of Hebrew-visible and Aramaic-visible as “a linguistic community.” In light of sociolinguistic observations on language-naming practices, the five names of particular languages that are found in the Hebrew Bible are examined to see what distinctions they assume or impose between peoples. These considerations allow me to address the question of whether a distinction between language and dialect is recognized in the Hebrew Bible, and of how closely peoplehood and language are associated in these texts, in theory and practice.

In Chapter 3, I continue to pursue the relationship between peoples and language, with references to texts that describe the origins of linguistic diversity and those that may predict future changes to the world’s linguistically diverse situation. The origins of linguistic diversity are addressed, though a consideration of the Tower of Babel episode (Gen 11:1–9) and the Table of Nations (Gen 10), in light of potentially relevant comparative material. I investigate the presentation of linguistic and national diversity as closely linked in these texts. I also assess Yahweh’s role in confusing the language of humanity in the Babel episode, and
the story’s possibly negative evaluation of the world’s linguistically diverse condition. Next I examine several prophetic texts that may predict a change in the world’s linguistic situation in the future, and consider whether these suggest that Hebrew has a unique religious function. Finally I discuss the issue of whether divine language, the speech of heaven, is distinguished from terrestrial human language by the biblical authors.

The subject of the fourth chapter is style-switching in the Hebrew Bible. I give an overview of sociolinguistic research into the switching of style, which will involve introducing some distinctions in the forms that such switching takes, various factors that condition it, and the numerous goals that it may be used to achieve. As noted above, several scholars have detected the use of style-switching in the Hebrew Bible, and have attributed to it the purpose of conveying the linguistic otherness of a foreign character or environment. I address the significant methodological difficulties that confront us in attempting to detect the use of this device in the Hebrew Bible, and apply a set of refined criteria for detection to several cases: Gen 31, Exod 18, Num 23–24, Judg 12, Isa 21, and Ruth. These case studies reveal that the device is less widespread than has been supposed, and that in some cases the device is used to convey foreignness not, but other kinds of linguistic difference, such as archaism. I then analyse the cases that may be considered secure to determine what they reveal about the attitudes towards foreign language among the biblical authors, including the specific respects in which the authors of these passages recognized that languages differ, and the possibility that there is, as has been suggested, something distinctively Israelite, in the context of the ancient Near East, about the use of style-switching in the Hebrew Bible to represent foreignness; or that, conversely, style-switching is intended by the biblical authors who use it to convey Israel’s distinctiveness.
In Chapter 5 I consider two instances in particular in which code-switching is clearly at issue in the Hebrew Bible, and is associated with a boundary dividing the Hebrew-speaking in-group, Israel/Judah, from an Aramaic-speaking out-group. In Jer 10:11, a brief, carefully worded Aramaic message against idolatry is embedded in a Hebrew context. I consider the relevance of the author’s probable sociolinguistic context for determining the purpose(s) of this code-switch. In particular, the likely social significance of Aramaic for the author and his audience is explored. I next examine the reference to code-switching in the episode of the Rabshakeh’s speech at the wall of Jerusalem (2 Kgs 18//Isa 36). Here, the Judaean officials’ request that the Rabshakeh code-switch from Judaean to Aramaic serves an important structuring device in the narrative, and is carefully phrased to reflect the relations of power between the participants. The question of the source of the Rabshakeh’s knowledge of Hebrew will also be addressed. Finally, the omission of the reference to code-switching in the parallel account to the Rabshakeh episode in 2 Chr 32 is addressed, and is seen to be closely connected with the Chronicler’s goals in writing his history, and perhaps with his specific sociolinguistic situation.

Chapter 6 examines a set of related passages, largely from prophetic literature, that concern the invasion of Israel/Judah by an unnamed people who speak a foreign language. In Jer 5:15 and Deut 28:49 this prediction is stated most fully. It is alluded to in Isa 28:11, and apparently a reversal of this prediction is found in Isa 33:19. In Ezek 3:5–6, the elements of this prediction are redeveloped to convey a hypothetical situation. I argue that these passages attest to a prophetic trope within ancient Israel, that of the “alloglot invader,” and I analyse the key language used to express this trope, and the force and meaning of the prediction of invasion by alloglots. A possible occurrence of this trope in narrative (the Rabshakeh episode) is discussed at this point. After considering the relationship between the uses of the trope in these various passages, I offer some observations concerning the history of this
prophetic tradition in the Hebrew Bible. I then examine the similarities between the image presented in these passages—a people who are both linguistically other and rapaciously violent—and the Greek concept of barbarity.

The focus of the seventh chapter is references to foreign language in the books of Ezra-Nehemiah, Esther, and Daniel; a single verse in Genesis 42 will also be discussed. Ezra-Nehemiah, Esther, and Daniel reflect a related set of experiences and perspectives, stemming from the postexilic (Achaemenid to Hellenistic) period in which the relationship between the diasporic Judaean people, their former homeland, and their historic language is considerably different from the relationship between these that had obtained in the kingdom of Judah before its destruction. Relevant to our discussion, these books contain a disproportionately high number of references to languages and linguistic issues, in comparison with the rest of biblical literature. I examine the forms of references to linguistic diversity that appear in these books. For one thing, several references to translation and interpretation occur, most frequently in the context of the Persian imperial administration (e.g., Ezra 4:7; Esth 8:9). In addition, the bilingual books of Ezra and Daniel vividly present the reality of linguistic diversity, also in association with imperial administration; however, Aramaic plays quite a different role in each book, as I demonstrate. Finally, I explore the suggestion of linguistic nationalism that is contained in Nehemiah’s censure of Judaean men whose children spoke Ashdodite rather than Judaean (Neh 13). I set these various forms of references to linguistic diversity in the context of the new linguistic situation of Judaeans in the Persian period, which appears to have involved widespread bilingualism.

In Chapter 8 I draw some conclusions from the research carried out in this dissertation. I reflect upon the overall picture that emerges from the Hebrew Bible, through a consideration of several issues: the diachronic distribution of references to linguistic diversity; the role of
empire in shaping biblical attitudes towards foreign language; the biblical authors’ attitudes

towards their own language; and the general significance of linguistic diversity in the Hebrew

Bible. Finally, I shall indicate some desirable directions that future research on language in

the Hebrew Bible might take.
Chapter 2

The Language of Languages in the Hebrew Bible

I. Introduction

The focus of this chapter is the terminology of linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible. First, an analysis will be offered of the Hebrew and Aramaic words used for “a language” in the Bible, לְשׁון, and שְׁמַה. The range of meanings of these words in the Hebrew Bible will be explored, as will their use to denote “a language.” I shall then consider the five names of languages mentioned in the Hebrew Bible, אָשְׁדוֹדִית, אַרְמָית, יהודית, “Judaean,” “Aramaic,” “Ashdodite,” “language of Canaan,” and אָשָׁרָם, “language of the Chaldeans.” Sociolinguistic considerations about language-naming practices will be brought to bear on these biblical names. A word for unintelligible language, לא, will also be examined.

Throughout these discussions, a related set of questions will be borne in mind: What distinctions are associated with linguistic difference in the Hebrew Bible? What distinctions are made between languages, and within them? What distinctions are made through language? These questions will allow us to explore, in particular, two important issues: the nature of the relationship between ethnic and linguistic diversity, between a people and its language, that is assumed to exist in these texts; and the recognition (or lack thereof) in the Hebrew Bible of a distinction between language and dialect—of varieties of languages that differ in order of magnitude.
II. Words Meaning “a Language” in the Hebrew Bible

Three terms are used in the Hebrew Bible with the meaning “a language,” in a total of approximately 35 instances: Hebrew לְשׁוֹן (לְשׁוֹן) (18 times) and שָׁמַש (10), and Aramaic לְשׁוֹן (7). This section will examine the meaning and usage of these words, including their relation to one another; their distribution in the Hebrew Bible; issues of language and peoplehood; and the language/dialect distinction.

A. לְשׁוֹן (Heb.), “Tongue; Speech, Talk; a Language”

The word most commonly and widely used to indicate “a language” in the Hebrew Bible is לְשׁוֹן, lāšôn. I shall here briefly outline the wide range of meanings of this word, before focussing on its use to mean “a language.”

לְשׁוֹן (fem.; pl. לְשׁוֹנֵי) has the anatomical meaning “tongue,” and is used in this sense in reference to humans (e.g., Judges 7:5), animals (e.g., Exod 11:7), and, in one case, a divine being (Isa 30:27). The word is most frequently used in contexts that invoke the tongue’s function as an organ of speech, as in 2 Sam 23:2: “[Yahweh’s] word is upon my tongue [לְשׁוֹן יהוה];” and Ps 12:4: “May Yahweh cut off . . . the tongue that makes great boasts [לְשׁוֹן מִדָּבְרוֹת מַלָּת].” The word can also refer to items that resemble tongues in shape (technically a

---

1 English “language” has several meanings, including “a (particular) language,” “wording, phraseology” (“poetic language”), the human faculty for speech (“language separates us from the animals”), and “profanity” (see OED at “language,” definition 2e). In the discussion in this chapter, only the meaning “a (particular) language” is examined in depth for the Hebrew and Aramaic terms.

2 Transliterations of biblical Hebrew and Aramaic follow the conventions of the “academic style” outlined in The SBL Handbook of Style: For Biblical Studies and Related Disciplines (ed. Billie Jean Collins; 2d ed.; Atlanta: SBL, 2014), §5.1.1. The “general-purpose style” (§5.1.2) is used for transliterations of the names of Hebrew letters and of vowels in the Tiberian system.

3 Unless otherwise stated, translations of the Hebrew Bible are taken from NRSV. Modifications to NRSV are noted, except that NRSV’s “the LORD” is consistently changed to “Yahweh.”
metaphorical semantic value), including bodies of water (bays or gulfs—Josh 15:2; Isa 11:15), bars of gold (Josh 7:21, 24), and flames (e.g., Isa 5:24).

In yet other cases, the reference is to what is produced by the bodily organ, that is, speech or talk. Thus לְשׁוֹן may be a particular act or acts of speech, as in Isa 3:8: “Judah has fallen, because their talk and their deeds are against Yahweh.” Furthermore, this may be the ability to speak, or speech as a means of communication: “death and life are in the power of language” (Prov 18:21).

Most commonly in this use as “speech,” לְשׁוֹנָה refers to some manner or kind of speech. In this sense, לְשׁוֹנָה is often used in the book of Proverbs in association with a noun denoting falsehood or deceit (רומח, פֶּה, שֵׂדֶר) to indicate speech of a false nature, lying, as in Prov 21:6: “Getting treasures by false speech is fleeting vapour and a deadly snare.”

A specific nuance of לְשׁוֹנָה as “manner of speech” is the use of the word to indicate the distinctive mode of speech of a particular community, a language. For instance, in Babylon Daniel learns “the language of the Chaldeans” (Dan 1:4). One particularly bad type of speech, namely accusation, gossip or slander, may be indicated by לְשׁוֹנָה without further qualification: “Do not let the slanderer be established in the land” (Ps 140:12).

As Tamar Sovran points out, the use of לְשׁוֹנָה for “speech, talk” is (or originated as) metonymy, “the act of referring to one thing by the name of a closely related thing or notion.” Thus, tongue, the organ associated with speech, acquires the meaning “speech.” In

---


5 The technical language or jargon belonging to a particular profession may be indicated by לְשׁוֹנָה in לַשׁוֹנָה הַלִּבְרָדָר, “the language of the learned,” in Isa 50:4. This meaning is clearly attested for the Akkadian cognate lišānu, as in lišān kuttimmi, “the (technical) language of the silversmith,” and lišān purkulli “the (technical) language of the seal cutter”; see CAD L 213b–214a.

poetic texts, which make use of imagery and ambiguity, it can be difficult to distinguish this metonymic use of לְשׁוֹן from the anatomical meaning: “your tongue/speech is like a sharp razor” (Ps 52:2).  

1. לְשׁוֹן as “a Language”

Out of a total of 117 occurrences of לְשׁוֹן in the Hebrew Bible, 18 (that is, roughly 15%) clearly refer to “a language.” They are listed here for reference, since they will form the basis of much discussion in this study. Many of these verses contain significant interpretative difficulties. These are not remarked upon here, but will rather be discussed later on in this and subsequent chapters as I analyse each passage throughout the dissertation:

1. Gen 10:5: “These are the descendants of Japheth in their lands, each with his own language [לְשׁוֹן פרו], by their families, in their nations.”
2. Gen 10:20: “These are the descendants of Ham, by their families, their languages [לְשׁוֹנֵיהֶם], their lands, and their nations.”
3. Gen 10:31: “These are the descendants of Shem, by their families, their languages [לְשׁוֹנֵיהֶם], their lands, and their nations.”
4. Deut 28:49: “Yahweh will bring a nation from far away . . . a nation whose language you do not understand [לְשׁוֹן זר לא נמָּנֵה]”
5. Isa 28:11: “Truly, in a stammering speech and in a foreign language [לְשׁוֹן זָר] he will speak to this people”
6. Isa 33:19: “No longer will you see the fierce(?) people [נִזְר גְּדוֹל], the people of an obscure speech that you cannot comprehend, stammering in a language that you cannot understand [לְשׁוֹן זָר אָ Xm Xv]”
7. Isa 66:18: “For I know their works and their thoughts, and I am coming to gather all the nations and languages [לְשׁוֹנֵיהֶם כָּל הָאָדָמִים]”

---

8 Other possible instances will be discussed below.
9 NRSV modified.
8. Jer 5:15: “I am going to bring upon you a nation from far away … a nation whose language you do not know [גוי לא חדם לשון], nor can you understand what they say.”

9. Ezek 3:5: “For you are not sent to a people of obscure speech and difficult language [_BEFOREibbon_ רכבר לשון], but to the house of Israel”

10. Ezek 3:6: “not to many peoples of obscure speech and difficult language [juana], whose words you cannot understand.”

11. Zech 8:23: “In those days ten men from all the languages of the nations [졌다 לשון] shall take hold of a Judaean, . . . saying, ‘Let us go with you’”

12. & 13. Esth 1:22: “he [King Ahasuerus] sent letters to all the royal provinces, to every province according to its own script and to every people according to own language [ الجمهר Câm שומי], declaring that every man should be master in his own house and speak according to the language of his people [信息系统].”

14. Esth 3:12: “an edict, according to all that Haman commanded, was written . . . to every province according to its own script and every people according to its own language [信息系统]”

15. & 16. Esth 8:9: “an edict was written, according to all that Mordecai commanded . . . to every province according to its own script and to every people according to its own language [信息系统]. and also to the Judaeans according to their script and their language [信息系统].”

17. Dan 1:4: “[the king commanded his palace master Ashpenaz to bring some of the Israelites of the royal family and of the nobility], young men without physical defect and handsome . . . and to teach them the literature and language of the Chaldeans [ליהוה תמר לשון כדרם]”

18. Neh 13:24: “and half of their children spoke Ashdodite, and they could not speak Judaean, but the language of various peoples [信息系统].”

2. Syntax

Some syntactical features of these uses of לשון may be noted that will permit a comparison of the range of use of this word with the use of שפה later on. In eight cases, לשון occurs with a

---

10 NRSV modified.
11 NRSV modified.
12 NRSV modified.
13 NRSV modified.
14 NRSV modified.
pronominal suffix. In four cases, לֶשֶׁם is the nomen regens in a construct chain, and in four cases it is the nomen rectum. In nine cases a preposition is prefixed to לֶשֶׁם (most frequently the kaf preposition, “according to” six times). In four cases, לֶשֶׁם is the direct object of a verb, while it is the subject in none. In twelve cases לֶשֶׁם is definite or is in a definite noun phrase. The definite article is prefixed only once to לֶשֶׁם, and لֶשֶׁם is modified only once by an adjective.

3. Semantic Considerations: Scale

The plural of לֶשֶׁם is a true plural, meaning “languages” (four cases), but the nature of the distinction between languages is not clear from these passages. Specifically, it is not clear from these passages how broad or narrow a לֶשֶׁם was for the biblical authors, or whether there was a definite or consistent conception of the range of coverage of a לֶשֶׁם. That is, we cannot tell from these passages alone whether לֶשֶׁם could refer both to a language and also to the subdivision of a language that we would refer to as a dialect. Nor can we tell whether לֶשֶׁם could refer to a language family, the larger class of which we say that individual languages form a part. In most of these passages, the boundaries of a לֶשֶׁם seem to correspond to the boundaries of a people or nation, expressed generally (עֲבָדֵים) or specifically (עֲבָדֵים, וֹרֶמְבֶּד). But since the extents of peoples and nations are not uniform or consistent in Hebrew Bible, the extent of a לֶשֶׁם is correspondingly vague. This issue will be considered further below.

15 Thirteen, if לֶשֶׁם in Dan 1:4 is taken as definite.
16 The adjectives in construct with لֶשֶׁם in Isa 33:19 and Ezek 3:5–6 describe this لֶשֶׁם, and in that sense they modify it, but their gender and number are explained with reference to לֶשֶׁם.
17 On the complicated issue of defining language and dialect, see Romaine, Language in Society, 1–18. More important than the intrinsic size or scope of a language vs. a dialect seem to be their relational properties: languages (can) consist of more than one dialect; and dialects are always part of some language.
18 Thus לֶשֶׁם, for instance, can refer to Judah (1:5), all Israel (Exod 1:10) and even all of mankind (Gen 11:1). The term apparently expresses relational properties about a group, rather than a property of magnitude.
with reference to the names used for particular languages in the Hebrew Bible, and an
analysis of the Tower of Babel episode (Gen 11:1–9) and the Table of Nations (Gen 10) in
the next chapter.

4. as “Linguistic Community”

In at least one of the cases listed above, Isa 66:18 does not refer to a language per se: “I
am coming to gather all nations and languages [לושי כל גוני וחלשוהו]; and they shall come
and see my glory.” Languages are not physical realities that can be gathered, nor are they
subjects of sense perceptions that they could see Yahweh’s glory. Rather in this case
refers to the speakers of a language, that is, to a group bound by a common language, a
linguistic community. This is an instance of synecdoche—the reference to a thing by the
name for one of its parts or elements, and it is also attested for Aramaic לושי and Akkadian
lišānu. In Isa 66, the linguistic dimension of these communities does not appear to be
emphasized, and לושי appears to be simply a poetic parallel for צד.

In two other occurrences of Hebrew לושי, the word may stand for the human speakers of a
language.

One of these cases is Zech 8:23: “In those days ten men from all the languages of the nations
shall grasp the garment of a Judaean man, saying, ‘Let us go with you, for we have heard that God is with you.’” The phrase “ten men from all the
languages of the nations” is slightly awkward; it is more natural to say that one belongs to or

---

19 Joseph Blenkinsopp classifies the use of this pair as hendiadys, translating “nations of every tongue”; Joseph

20 See the discussion of Aramaic לושי below.

21 NRSV modified.
comes from a nation, a people, or a land, and not a system of communication. Generally translators and commentators obviate this awkwardness by reversing the order of the elements of this phrase in English: “from nations of every language” (NRSV); “nations of all tongues” (Carol and Eric Meyers)22 “from every nation of every tongue” (David Petersen);23 “from nations of every tongue” (NIPS). Meyers and Meyers probably speak for most interpreters when they write that “the construct form here [i.e., Lêšn̂at hōŵ, CP] surely denotes those foreign nations outside Israel/Yehud that speak other languages.”24 This must be correct, generally speaking, but it is imprecise; it does not sufficiently explain the apparently peculiar function of the constituent elements of the phrase Lêšn̂at hōŵ.

This difficulty can, however, be alleviated if Lêšn̂at is interpreted as “linguistic communities,” since a person may be said to belong to or come from such a group: thus, “ten men from all the linguistic communities of [among, in] the nations.” This distinction may seem somewhat trivial, but it is right to be wary of conflating the concepts of nation and linguistic community, as indeed Meyers and Meyers recognize with reference to this verse: “Insofar as language is a cultural phenomenon, this expression adds a nonpolitical dimension to the inherently political connotation of ‘nation.’”25 Linguistic community and nation are certainly related categories, but it remains to be seen below how closely they are in fact related in the eyes of the biblical authors.

24 Meyers and Meyers, Haggai, Zechariah 1–8, 441.
25 Ibid., 441.
In one other case, Ezek 36:3, the meaning “linguistic community” has been discerned for לשון, by Yael Landman, following the NJPS translation of this verse. In Ezekiel 36:3, Yahweh tells Israel that he will punish its neighbouring nations “because they made you desolate indeed, and crushed you from all sides, so that you became the possession of the rest of the nations, and you became the ‘lip of tongue’ and slander among the people [ [משנה ולהפת [ licking the tongue and slander among the people].”

The phrase לשון is unique in the Hebrew Bible, but according to the standard interpretation among commentators it means “slanderous speech.” Here, לשון is understood to carry its common meaning “speech.” This “speech” is of the nature of לשון, understood as gossip or slander in light of דבה, “defamation.” As was noted above, “slander” is a not infrequent meaning of לשון.

However, in the interpretation of the NJPS translation, referred to by Yael Landman, here may mean “linguistic community”: “you have become the butt of gossip in every language and of the jibes from every people.” The sense of the translation “in every language” appears to be “among every linguistic community.” The motivation for this interpretation is a perceived parallelism between the phrases לשון and לשון לשון since דבה לשון and since לשון לשון

---


27 The interpretation of לשון is difficult, perhaps “were mentioned”; see Moshe Greenberg, Ezekiel 21–37 (AB; New York: Doubleday, 1997), 711.

28 Block mistakenly claims that it appears also in Job 12:20; Block, “National Identity,” 324. This mistake appears to have arisen from a misreading of the BDB entry for לשון, in which a reference to Job 12:20 follows a quotation of Ezek 36:3; see BDB 973b.


30 Landman, “Lips and Tongues.”
and appear to correspond, the thinking is that we should seek a meaning of לָשׁוֹן לֵשׁׁנָה similar to that of “people.” Hence, perhaps לָשׁוֹן לֵשׁׁנָה means “linguistic community.”

However, it is apparent that the two phrases are not exactly parallel. For while לָשׁוֹן לֵשׁׁנָה might correspond with תָּמִם in the sense of a people group, דַּבֵּר does not correspond to דַּבֵּר. That is, לָשׁוֹן, unlike לָשׁוֹן, does not mean “slander, gossip” in biblical (or Mishnaic) Hebrew, but rather, more neutrally, “speech, talk.” Thus the sense of שַמֵּת לָשׁוֹן as “the speech/talk of a linguistic community” does not closely match דַּבֵּר, which tells against an interpretation of the two phrases as a parallelism expressing a related idea, if לָשׁוֹן is taken to mean “a linguistic community.”

Nevertheless, it is possible that in this case שַמֵּת לָשׁוֹן, the neutral “speech of a linguistic community” is specified by דַּבֵּר: that “speech” is specifically speech of a slanderous kind. This interpretation retains the apparent parallelism of לָשׁוֹן לֵשׁׁנָה and תָּמִם in this verse.

It is does not seem possible, therefore to determine whether לָשׁוֹן in this verse means “linguistic community,” or whether the more usual interpretation “slander” (in “speech of slander”) is preferable. Consequently, it does not seem prudent to count this verse among references to linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible.

5. לָשׁוֹן as “a Language”: Uncertain Cases

Three cases (Ps 55:10; Prov 6:24; Ecc 10:11;) in which the meaning of לָשׁוֹן as “a language” is disputed may now be considered.

31 It might also be mentioned that, unlike in Ezek 36:3, in the two other instances in which Hebrew לָשׁוֹן appears to mean “linguistic community” just discussed, the word occurs in the plural, as do the Akkadian and Aramaic words in a significant majority of the pertinent cases; see below.
i. “Split, Swallow their Tongue”: Psalm 55:10

In Ps 55, a lamentor describes his treatment at the hands of wicked enemies, and asks God to intercede. The wording of Ps 55:10 has suggested to Block that יָשָׂר is used in this psalm in the sense of “a language,” although beyond detecting this meaning here, Block does not offer an interpretation of its meaning: “Swallow up, my Lord, split their tongue/language [נְפָעַל אֲבָדְתָּם נְפָעַל לְשָׁן]; for I see violence and strife in the city.”

The value of לְשָׁן here is uncertain in part because the verb סָלַל, apparently meaning “to divide,” is rare, occurring only two other times in the Hebrew Bible. Its meaning in Gen 10:25 is unclear, and in Job 38:25 the verb refers to making channels for water, in accordance with the meaning of the more common noun סֵלָה, “channel, watercourse.” Hans-Joachim Kraus declares this verse corrupt and proposes major emendations. However, an interpretation is available in light of the meaning of סָלַל in this verse, if we assume that סָלַל here means “to split, divide,” and this “confusing” of the לְשָׁן would express the idea of rendering the enemies’ communication ineffective. Similarly, the division of the enemies’ speech indicated

---

32 NRSV modified; Block, “National Identity,” 323 n. 10.
33 See the discussion of the Table of Nations in the next chapter. Any connection that may be discerned between this psalm and the Tower of Babel events (Gen 11:1–9) is indirect and secondary, arising from an association worked out in the history of interpretation of Gen 10:25.
34 Hans-Joachim Kraus, Psalms 1–59: A Commentary (trans. Hilton C. Oswald; Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1988), 519. Mitchell Dahood proposes an anatomical meaning for “tongue” here, comparing the imagery of this verse to Ps 3:8: “For you strike all my enemies on the cheek; you break the teeth of the wicked.” God’s destroying of the enemies’ (anatomical) tongues would deprive them of speech, and thus their ability to slander him and conspire against him (Ps 55:13); Mitchell Dahood, Psalms (3 vols.; Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1966–1970), 2:33. The analogy is not especially close, however.
35 BDB at סָלַל, 118a. The meaning “confuse” is not attested for the Pual or Niphal, which rather mean “to be swallowed up.”
by a foreign tongue could refer to creating discord in their counsel (so BDB interprets here), thus “Confuse, O Lord, divide their speech.”

In any case, the meaning “a (particular) language” for does not seem to fit the context. The psalm contains no indication that the enemies speak a language other than that of the psalmist. In fact, the psalmist emphasizes that he has previously had a very close relationship with one who now persecutes him (vv. 14–15). Thus is better interpreted as “tongue” and/or “speech” in Ps 55:10.

ii. “Smoothness of a Foreign Tongue”: Prov 6:24

The phrase in MT Prov 6:24 should also be mentioned. The description of a tongue as “foreign” here might suggest that means “a language.” Now, sense can be given to “the smoothness [of a foreign language”; after all, we frequently evaluate certain languages as seductive, passionate, mellifluous, and so on, and this meaning might be at play since the subject of this passage is the risk involved in adultery (vv. 24–35). However, in line with the Peshitta, Vulgate, and Targum, it seems best to emend MT’s (absolute) to (construct), so that the phrase reads “the smoothness of a foreign woman’s tongue.” The phrase then refers to the seductive talk of a would-be adulteress. Proverbs 5:3 provides a close parallel to this interpretation: “the lips of a strange woman [drip honey.” A reference to foreign language is (probably) not, therefore, to be found in Prov 6:24.

36 BDB 118a.

37 This reference to “dividing” speech might suggest a similarity to the Tower of Babel episode (Gen 11:1–9), in which case could be a case of wordplay on in that episode. As I discuss in Chapter 3, however, although the languages of the earth do end up divided after the Tower of Babel account, “division” is not emphasized in that account, and it is not expressed through , “mix, confuse.”

38 So, for instance, Nancy Nam Hoon Tan, The “Foreignness” of the Foreign Woman in Proverbs 1–9 (BZAW 381; Berlin: De Gruyter, 2008), 94–95.
iii. “Master of the Tongue”: Ecc 10:11

A possible use of תֵּיבָא הָלֶשׁ with the meaning “a language” is found in Ecclesiastes 10:11: “If the snake bites before it is charmed [בֵּית הָלֶשׁ], there is no advantage for the master of the tongue [דִּקְרָא תמּוּר לָבֹע הַלֶשׁ].” The thrust of this proverbial statement is apparently to indicate that human action often contains within it the undoing of its intended purpose (cf. vv. 8–10). In any case, it is clear that בֵּית הָלֶשׁ is a way of referring a snake charmer, though C. L. Seow points out that this phrase is unique in the Hebrew Bible (snake charmers being referred to otherwise in Hebrew as מְלֶהשֶׁה, “whisperer” [e.g., Ps 58:6], and הבֶּר “binder [of spells]” [e.g., Sir 12:13]).

If בֵּית הָלֶשׁ refers to the trained snake charmer, then, it is likely that הבֶהְר here is used in the sense “one skilled in, one with mastery/control of.” But in which tongue is the charmer skilled? Seow considers, but rejects, the possibility that this is the snake’s tongue conceived of as a source of poison or harm, as it is in Job 20:16. We may also compare Yahweh’s binding of Leviathan’s dangerous tongue in Job 40:25. Seow considers it more likely, however, that in בבֵּית הָלֶשׁ, “the reference is to the charmer as an expert of incantations.” He points out that Akkadian lišānu can be used of spells and prayers, and also notes a structural (though not semantic) parallel in Akkadian bēl lišāni, “one who knows a foreign language,” found in Standard Babylonian and Neo-Assyrian. The incantations known to the charmer would be those that enchant the snake and render it harmless.

39 NRSV modified.
41 CAD L, 209a–215a, at 211b.
42 CAD L, bēl lišāni, 215a–b.
Seow’s interpretation is possible, although in biblical and later Hebrew יָשוּפַּת does not carry the meaning “spell, incantation.” But because of the exactness of parallel, Akkadian בֵּל לִישָּׁנִי deserves further consideration. In this phrase, לִישָּׁנִי does not refer to spells, but to language, with the whole meaning “one skilled in some language, someone who knows a particular language.” For instance, in Prism texts of Ashurbanipal, we read of a rider who visits the Assyrian court, apparently sent by King Gyges of Lydia: of “all the languages of East and of West, over which the god Ashur has given me [Ashurbanipal] control, there was no [speaker] of his tongue [בֵּל לִישָּׁנִישׁו ul ıbšima]. His language was foreign, so that his words were not understood.” As Cogan and Tadmor note, the function of this encounter is to emphasize Ashurbanipal’s broadening of the horizons of Assyrian influence and contact (although clearly Ashurbanipal does not have control over Lydia, or its [non-Semitic] language.)

A corresponding interpretation of Hebrew בֵּל לִישָּׁנִי in Ecc 10:11 makes good sense: the charmer is “one skilled in the language” of snakes, at the very least in the metaphorical sense that he makes the same sibilant, whispering noises (ךָשֶׁש) made by a snake. Furthermore it may be that this whispering is conceived of as a system of communication between the charmer and the snake, and thus literally a language, which allows the charmer to exert

43 See Jastrow יָשוּפַּת 720a.

44 CAD L, בֵּל לִישָּׁנִי, 215a–b.

45 The text and translation are found in Mordechai Cogan and Hayim Tadmor, “Gyges and Ashurbanipal: A Study in Literary Transmission,” Or 46 (1977): 65–85, at 68. Cogan and Tadmor translate בֵּל לִישָּׁנִי as “interpreter,” which is surely the function that this individual is intended to perform in this context. However, “interpreter, dragoman” (Akkadian targummanu) conveys a specific piece of information not clearly indicated in בֵּל לִישָּׁנִי, namely, mastery of two languages. I have therefore translated בֵּל לִישָּׁנִי here as “speaker of a language,” in line with CAD L, בֵּל לִישָּׁנִי, 215a–b. On the figure of the dragoman in the ancient Near East, see Ignace J. Gelb, “The Word for Dragoman in the Ancient Near East,” Glossa 2 (1968): 93–104.

46 Cogan and Tadmor, “Gyges and Ashurbanipal,” 73–75.
influence over the animal. Elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible, of course, communication between a snake and a human is depicted (Gen 3:1–5).

Thus the interpretation of בֵּעָל הַלָּשׁוֹנָה as “one skilled in some language, one who speaks some language” works well in Ecc 10:11, and we therefore have reason to add this phrase to the terminology for matters relating to foreign language of the biblical authors. The particular language referred to here, however, is a beastly, and not a human one, so it will not play a further role in my investigation of the attitudes of the biblical authors to the diversity of human language.

6. לשון: Distribution and Diachronic Considerations

We are now in a position to remark upon the distribution of לשון with the meaning “a language” in the biblical corpus. לשון as “a language” occurs in texts of various genres (narrative, prophecy, wisdom), but is most commonly found in two corpora: prophetic literature (Isa, Ezek, Jer, Zech), and literature of postexilic imperial courtly and administrative life (Dan, Neh, Esther). There are only two texts in the Pentateuch (Gen 10, Deut 28) in which לשון as “a language” occurs, and in this meaning is entirely absent from Josh–Kgs (the Deuteronomistic History), and the extended poetic books (Psalms, Proverbs, and Job).

This distribution does not strongly indicate any significant diachronic information about the semantic value of לשון in biblical Hebrew. The attestations in Daniel, Esther, and Nehemiah make it clear that לשון as “a language” is well-established in Late Biblical Hebrew. In

47 In the Harry Potter series, the language of snakes, which is known to some humans, is called “parseltongue,” and its speakers “parselmouths.” I am grateful to Jan Joosten for the comparison (private communication).
addition, this meaning of שֵׁם is rare in the corpus considered definitive of Standard Biblical Hebrew, Gen–Kgs. But the attestations in Gen, Deut, Isa, Jer (and Ezek) suggest that שֵׁם as “a language” was not only found in Hebrew of the postexilic period. The two occurrences of the meaning “linguistic community” are in securely postexilic texts (Isa 66:18; Zech 8:23), and it is possible that Aramaic שֵׁם has influenced Hebrew in this regard.

B. שֵׁם (Aram.), “Linguistic Community”

In the Aramaic of the Bible, שֵׁם, liššān, occurs seven times. All seven occurrences are in the book of Daniel, in variations of the phrase שֵׁם יִשְׁרָאֵל אֲרָמִים אֲרָמָיִים, “all peoples, nations, and languages” (Dan 3:4, 7, 29, 31; 5:19; 6:26; 7:14). The use alongside words for people groups, קָנָן and קָנָן, clearly shows that שֵׁם is being used in the synecdochic sense of “linguistic communities.”

In Old and Imperial Aramaic, שֵׁם is attested only with the meanings “tongue” and, in the instructional portion of Ahiqar, as “speech,” in sayings reminiscent of the use of שֵׁם in Proverbs. In later Jewish Aramaic, the meaning “a language” is attested, and it is reasonable to believe the word, like the Akkadian and Hebrew cognates, had this valence in earlier stages of the language. Indeed the meaning “linguistic community” is dependent or derivative from the meaning “language.”

48 In the very small poetic corpus of Archaic Biblical Hebrew, the word שֵׁם, with any meaning, does not occur at all, but no significance may be drawn from this fact. The standard list of chapters belonging to this corpus is given in, for instance, Saénz-Badillos: Gen 49; Exod 15; Deut 32, 33; Num 23–24; and Judg 5; Angel Saénz-Badillos, A History of the Hebrew Language (trans. John E. Elwolde; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 56–62.

49 שֵׁם is absent at 3:4. The words are sg. in 3:29.

50 DNWSI at lšn, 584–85.

51 Jastrow at שֵׁם, 710a–b.
Among cognate languages, we may note that Akkadian lišānu can also be used to indicate “a linguistic community,” as well as “an individual who speaks some language.” Both meanings are attested from Old Babylonian on, and the meaning “linguistic community” for lišānu is found in royal titulature, apparently for the first time, in reference to the Achaemenid kings Darius I and Xerxes I: šar napḫar lišāni gabbi, “king of absolutely every linguistic community.” Such rhetoric may be reflected in Daniel’s use of לשון in this sense.

C. שפה (Heb.), “Lip; Speech; Language”

The word שָׁפָה, šāpāh, is also used to indicate “a language” in the Hebrew Bible, though less commonly or widely than לֵשׁ. As before, I shall briefly outline the wide range of meanings of this word, before considering its use as “a language.”

שָׁפָה (dual: שָׁפָה; pl.: שֶפֶר [rare]) has the anatomical meaning “lip,” chiefly of humans (e.g., 2 Kgs 19:28), but twice also of a divine being (Isa 11:4; 30:27). The lips’ function as organs of speech is most often in view in the use of שפה in the Hebrew Bible., as in Ps 34:15: “Keep your tongue from evil, and your lips from speaking deceit [שֶפֶר וַדָּמֶר].” In this usage, the dual is much more common than the singular. In a common usage (technically metaphorical), שפה in the singular means “edge,” and is applied to furniture (Ezek 43:13), vessels (“rim, brim,” 1 Kgs 7:23), garments (“hem,” Exod 26:4), territory (“border,” Judg 7:22), and in, particular, watercourses or bodies of water (“shore, bank,” Gen 22:17, Gen 41:3).

52 CAD L 214a.

53 See further in Chapter 7.
can, by metonymy, indicate the product of the lips, speech or talk, most often referring to a manner of speech, be it good (e.g., שפת ברורה, “purified speech,” Zeph 3:9) or, more usually, evil (e.g., שפת שגיא, “false speech,” Prov 12:22). Again, in this usage, the dual is much more common than the singular. This may also be the distinctive manner of speech of a particular ethnic or territorial group, that is, a language, as in “the language of Canaan [שפת כנען]” (Isa 19:18). שפת may also refer to the ability to speak, as in Job 12:20: “[Yahweh] deprives of speech those who are trusted [משרר שפה לאמנים].” In legal usage (特别) refers to a statement made “in speech,” that is, aloud, orally, which may thus be considered binding (Lev 5:4; Num 30:7,9) or constitute grounds for punishment (Job 2:10; Prov 12:13).

1. שפת as “a Language”

Of a total of 176 occurrences of שפת in the Hebrew Bible, שפת appears to mean “a language” in ten cases, roughly 5.7%. Again, interpretative difficulties in these verses are not indicated here, and will be dealt with later in this and subsequent chapters:

1. Gen 11:1: “Now the whole earth had one language [שפת כל הארץ] and the same(?) words.”
2. Gen 11:6: “And Yahweh said, ‘Look, they are one people, and they have all one language [שפת כל הארץ].’”
3. & 4. Gen 11:7: “Come, let us go down, and confuse their language there [ספר内の שפה], so that they will not understand one another’s language [אילן שפה הנהר],”
4. Gen 11:9: “Therefore it was called Babel, because there Yahweh confused the language of all the earth [שפת כלの人ים].”
5. Isa 19:18: “On that day there will be five cities in the land of Egypt that speak the language of Canaan [שפת כנען] and swear allegiance to Yahweh of hosts.”

54 NRSV modified.
7. Isa 28:11: “Truly, in a stammering speech [בָּלְשֵׁנִי שָׁפָה] and in a foreign language he will speak to this people.” 55

8. Isa 33:19: “No longer will you see the fierce(?) people [עֲבָדֵי נָצִיא], the people of a speech too obscure to comprehend [עֵדֵמִי שָׁפָה], stammering in a language that you cannot understand.”

9. Ezek 3:5: “For you are not sent to a people of obscure speech [עֵדֵמִי שָׁפָה] and difficult language, but to the house of Israel.”

10. Ezek 3:6: “not to many peoples of obscure speech [עֶמֶם רְבֵם שָׁפָה] and difficult language, whose words you cannot understand.”

2. Syntax

Shapha never occurs in the dual or plural with the meaning “a language.” In one case Shapha occurs with a pronominal suffix. In three cases it is the nomen regens of a construct chain, and in four it is the nomen rectum (three times in the phrase שָׁפָה). In no cases is a preposition prefixed to Shapha. In four cases, Shapha is the direct object of a verb, and it is the subject in one. 56

In four cases Shapha is definite or part of a definite noun phrase, though it never occurs with the definite article. Shapha is modified twice by an adjective.

From this we see that, in two respects, the usage of Shapha stands out from that of לֵשׁון. Firstly, whereas לֵשׁון is commonly used with prepositions, Shapha is not. In particular, we do not find Shapha used in phrases of the kind “according to the language of each,” which were fairly common for לֵשׁון. Secondly, whereas the plural לְשׁוֹנָה indicated several languages, the plural (or dual) of Шапма is not attested in this meaning. This may, however, merely be an accident of preservation. In Genesis 11:7, for instance, אֲרָשֵׁי שָׁפָה, “each other’s language,” seems to imply that many Shapha’s came to be spoken at Babel; cf. אֲרָשֵׁי לֶשׁוֹנָה, “each with their own language,” Gen 10:5.

55 NRSV modified.

56 It is apparently a subject complement in Gen 11:1; see the section on the Tower of Babel below.
3. Semantic Considerations

In the ten cases listed, the meaning “a language” for שפה is suggested for a number of reasons. In several cases, שפה is used in parallel with לשון in this sense (Isa 28:11; 33:19; Ezek 3:5–6; always as the first element of the pair).\(^{57}\) In Isa 19:18, the name of a region, Canaan, is given which prompts us to understand שפה as “a language.” And in Gen 11:1–9, as in Isa 33:19 and Ezek 3:5–6, a people or nation is closely associated with a particular שפה, thus suggesting “a language.”\(^{58}\)

Once again, however, the scope of “a language” on the dialect-language-language family scale is not readily apparent from these uses. Nevertheless, Christoph Uehlinger has proposed that שפה indicates a language on a greater order of magnitude than לשון; thus if שפה were “language,” then לשון would be “dialect”: שפה “bezeichnet . . . nicht eine Sprache im Sinne eines Idioms oder gar Dialekts . . . sondern eine Sprachfamilie.”\(^{59}\) The evidence Uehlinger uses in support of this suggestion is Isa 19:18, in which שפה indicates the “language of Canaan” of which לוּשון, “Judaean,” presumably considered a לשון (cf. Esth 8:9), is a subdivision.

Now, this explanation of the relationship between “the language of Canaan” and “Judaean” is likely true.\(^{60}\) But that does not mean that this is expressed by the semantic value of שפה. In fact, this single usage cannot support such a reconstruction of the relationship in meaning between לוּשון and שפה, and in uses of these words together, no contrast may be detected. Thus

---

\(^{57}\) שפה and לשון also commonly occur in parallel outside this usage; see Block, “National Identity,” 324.

\(^{58}\) See the discussion of the Tower of Babel episode below for some scholars’ objections to understanding שפה as “language” in this story.

\(^{59}\) שפה “indicates . . . not a language in the sense of an idiom or even dialect . . . but rather a language family”; Christoph Uehlinger, Weltreich und “eine Rede”: eine neue Deutung der sogenannten Turmbauerzählung (Gen 11, 1–9) (OBO 101; Fribourg: Universitätsverlag, 1990), 348.

\(^{60}\) See the section later in this chapter on the glottonyms in the Hebrew Bible.
we should not distinguish לֶשׁון תָּהוֹן and שָׁמֵש semantically by order of magnitude of the language variety that they denote.

Unlike שָׁמֵש, לֶשׁון is not used in the meaning “a group speaking a common language, a linguistic community.” This is natural if we imagine that such a use of Hebrew לֶשׁון was influenced by the use of the cognate in Aramaic. In contrast, the cognates of Hebrew שָׁמֵש in Aramaic (שמשה, “lip”) and other Semitic languages (e.g., Akkadian šaptu, “lip; utterance, command”) are not used to mean “a language,” let alone “a linguistic community.” As Block points out, the development of the meaning “a language” for שָׁמֵש in Hebrew appears to be unique.

4. Disputed Cases

In two other uses of שָׁמֵש, Ps 81:6 and Zeph 3:9, the meaning “a language” has been detected by numerous scholars. I shall discuss the שָׁמֵש מְרֹרָה, “purified speech,” of Zeph 3:9 after my analysis of the Tower of Babel story in the next chapter, with which it has often been associated by interpreters. A consideration of Ps 81:6, in which I do not detect this meaning, will also be included at the end of that chapter, in relation to the question of divine language.

5. שָׁמֵש: Distribution and Diachronic Considerations

The distribution of שָׁמֵש is much more limited than לֶשׁון. Half of the ten total cases occur in a single episode, Gen 11:1–9. Outside this episode, the word is only found as “language” in

---

61 For Aram., see DNWSI at šph, 1181; Jastrow at שָׁמִישׁ, 1613a–1614b. For Akk., see CAD Š 1 at šaptu 483a–487a. As in Hebrew, Akk. šaptu can have a metonymic usage, specifically “utterance, speech, command,” although not the meaning “a language.”

three passages in Isaiah, and one in Ezekiel. Thus, we do not have evidence of חֲפֵלָה as “a language” in the corpus of Late Biblical Hebrew, nor does it appear with this meaning in Mishnaic Hebrew. We may therefore, with Landman, tentatively detect a diachronic significance in this distribution: the meaning of “a language” for חֲפֵלָה may have been absent from the latest form of Hebrew attested in the Hebrew Bible. However, two factors condition the certainty of this hypothesis: the dating of the biblical texts from which these attestations of חֲפֵלָה come is uncertain; and the total number of attestations of חֲפֵלָה as “a language” are few, and so are possibly unrepresentative of the actual linguistic reality.

D. Words for Languages: Summary

The three words used for “language” in the Hebrew Bible, Hebrew שְׁפֵּטָה, and Aramaic שִׁלְשָׁן, exhibit overlapping but distinct usages and distribution. Hebrew שְׁפֵּטָה and שְׁפֵּטָה indicate bodily organs of speech, the speech produced by these, and a community’s distinctive manner of speech, a language. In that meaning, שְׁפֵּטָה is found in texts from various periods, whereas שְׁפֵּטָה seems to be restricted to pre-exilic and exilic literature. שְׁפֵּטָה is sometimes used to indicate a “linguistic community,” but שְׁפֵּטָה is never used in this way, while Aramaic שִׁלְשָׁן is attested only with this sense. None of these words conveys differences of scale (language vs. dialect), and all three are frequently used in close connection with words indicating nation or people.

63 See Jastrow at שְׁפֵּטָה, 1613a–1614b. DCH lists a possible occurrence in a text from Qumran (1QMyst 1.1.10); DCH שְׁפֵּטָה 8:177a–179b, at 179a.

64 Landman, “Lips and Tongues.”
III. Naming Languages: Glottonymy in the Hebrew Bible

A. Sociolinguistic Considerations

Within sociolinguistics, “glottonymy,” or the naming of languages, is an important focus of research. Isabelle Léglise and Bettina Migge write, “linguistic naming conventions provide valuable insights into the social and linguistic perceptions of people.”65 Several significant factors in language naming in particular may be highlighted here that may be brought to bear in examining the names of languages used in the Hebrew Bible.

Firstly we may note the important distinction between endonyms and exonyms in glottonomy. Patrick Sériot, for instance, has shown how a name given to a language from within the community of its speakers, an endonym (e.g., Deutsch), may have a very different history and set of connotations from an exonym, one given by outsiders (German, allemand).66 Moreover, languages may not be named at all, and many factors may contribute to avoiding the name of a language, as Salih Akin has explored. Non-naming may be, for instance, a polemic device aimed at suppressing identity, as in the case of Kurdish, the speaking and naming of which were outlawed in Turkey for several decades in the 20th century.67

A further important recognition that has been emphasized by Andrée Tabouret-Keller is that glottonyms exist within specific domains, and must be related to the conventions and

assumptions of those domains. For instance, in modern English, a speaker might refer to the language of the Hebrew Bible as *leshon hakodesh*, Hebrew, or Classical Hebrew, each potentially indicating an important difference of setting. In addition, Tabouret-Keller notes that glottonyms are not fixed through time: through many processes, names may come to be established or displaced, as with Yugoslavian versus Serbo-Croatian, Serbian, Croatian, Bosnian, and Montenegrin.

This last example brings to mind the fact that an act of naming may be intended to reify an entity, and thus create or bolster an identity. As Benedict Anderson has shown, in this respect glottonymy has been extremely important in the politics of identity in Europe. The formation of nation states has been closely associated with the development of national vernaculars, and their promulgation among populations.

All of these considerations, and more besides, are relevant to determining the dynamics of an individual speaker’s use or avoidance of a particular glottonym, at a particular moment, in a particular setting. These will be borne in mind in the discussion of the glottonyms found in the Hebrew Bible.

**B. The Glottonyms of the Hebrew Bible**

Five names for specific languages are given in the Hebrew Bible—Judaean, Aramaic, Ashdodite, Canaanite, and Chaldean. These glottonyms names fall into two basic types,
which I shall examine in turn: names with suffix -ît; and name in the form of a construct phrase, containing a word for “language” followed by a people/place name.

1. Glottonyms with Suffix –ît: Form and Syntax

Three glottonyms occur in the Hebrew Bible with the suffix -ît: יְהוּדִית, “Judaean”; אֲרָמִית, “Aramaic”; and אָשָדְוָית, “Ashdodite.” These words are proper nouns, from the gentilic adjective (Arabic nisba) that indicates association with a group (people, tribe, nation, etc.). The form of the adjective in this case is feminine singular. This may be related to the fact that the words for “language” in Hebrew, שֶפֶת and שֶפֶת הָיוֹדִית, are feminine, but fuller expressions of the kind יִשְׂרָאֵל הָיוֹדִית, “the Judaean language,” are not found in Biblical Hebrew. In fact, a feminine gentilic adjective for glottonyms is widespread in Semitic languages. In the Hebrew Bible, a distinction may be observed in the distribution of the two feminine singular forms of the gentilic adjective, -ît and -iyyaḥ: people are described using both forms, while languages are known only by the -ît form. Thus, while these two forms probably share a single historical origin (-iyat), they may have developed semantically distinct functions in ancient Hebrew. In the case of אֲרָמִית, at least according to the Tiberian vocalization, these functions are further phonologically distinguished: a person is אֲרָמִית (אֲרָמִית), with patah and doubled mem, whereas the language is אָשָדְוָית, with qamets and single mem.

In several cases, these -ît glottonyms occur as the direct object of a verb of speaking. Thus, “speak Aramaic with your servants” (2 Kgs 18:26). In other cases they


72 See PMBH 264.
seem to be used, without prepositions, in an adverbial sense: “he called aloud in Judaean” (2 Kgs 18:28); “written in Aramaic” (Ezra 4:7, first occurrence). In two cases, the names for language may be late glosses (Ezra 4:7 [second occurrence]; Dan 2:4). Here, these glottonyms have a paratextual function, indicating the language of the text that immediately follows them, and thus they stand outside the syntax of their context.

i. יָהִידוּת, “Judaean”

The glottonym יָהִידוּת, “Judaean,” derived from יְהוֹרָדָה, “Judah,” occurs a total of six times in the Hebrew Bible, in two contexts. Five occur in the three versions of the episode of the Rabshakeh at the walls of Jerusalem (2 Kgs 18:26, 28; Isa 36:11, 13; 2 Chr 32:18). Here, in order to avoid panic among the city’s populace, the Judaean officials request to be addressed by their Assyrian besieger in Aramaic, rather than Judaean, but to no avail. The other occurrence is in the account of a mixed-marriage episode in the time of Nehemiah, in which Judaean men married to Ashdodites are scolded because their children cannot speak Judaean (Neh 13:24).

Because of the wide range of applications of the name יְהוֹרָדָה, “Judah,” the origin and referent of the glottonym is unclear. “Judah” in the Hebrew Bible is the name of a patriarch, a tribe, a tribal territory, a district within a larger kingdom, an independent kingdom, a Persian province, and a diasporic people. To which one or which several of these does יָהִידוּת refer?

We may give two kinds of answer, contextual and historical.

---

73 See the discussion of Ezra 7:7 and Dan 2:4 in Chapter 7.

74 Elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible, יְהוֹרָדָה is the name of an individual, a wife of Esau (Gen 26:34).
We may first consider the meaning of הָדְרֵדָה in its biblical contexts. The Rabshakeh episode is set during Hezekiah’s reign over the kingdom of Judah. Here the glotonym הָדְרֵדָה is used first by the characters in the story, the high officials of the kingdom (2 Kgs 18:26), and then by the narrator, presumably with the same sense (2 Kgs 18:28). It is a language that the inhabitants of Jerusalem understand, unlike Aramaic. Thus it is quite natural to assume, that in this case הָדְרֵדָה is imagined to be the language widely spoken in the kingdom of Judah.

In Nehemiah’s case, the function of הָדְרֵדָה must be different. This episode takes place in the Achaemenid province of Yehud/Judah. But הָדְרֵדָה probably does not indicate the official language of that district, whose administration was likely undertaken in Aramaic, and the population of which may have spoken Aramaic as widely as Hebrew.75 Surely instead, הָדְרֵדָה here is a reference to the particular language associated with the Judaeans, a diasporic people living throughout the Achaemenid territories.76 In the book of Esther, this language is referred to by mentioning that people: “an edict was written . . . to the Judaeans in their script and language” (Esth 8:9).

In the broader canonical context, of course, these languages of Hezekiah’s and Nehemiah’s periods are one and the same: the Judaeans kept their language after the fall of the kingdom of Judah. Moreover, this is the same language in which apparently the bulk of the biblical texts are written. Indeed, this perceived continuity is part of the rhetorical strategy of Neh 13: Judaeans living in their historic homeland ought to speak the language of the former kingdom. This theme becomes especially pronounced in later Jewish literature. For instance, in the story of the martyrdom of the woman and her seven sons in 2 Macc 7, it appears that the Judaean language is referred to as the “ancestral [πάτριος, πατρώιος] language” (2 Macc

75 See Chapter 7 for a discussion of the linguistic situation of Achaemenid Yehud.

76 Clearly Nehemiah perceives this to be a normative relationship—Judaeans ought to be able to speak Judaean. See Chapter 7 for a discussion of this theme in Neh 13.
7:18, 21, 27).  

Thus, יְהוּדָה comes to resonate with all the associations of “Judah”—the patriarchal, tribal, monarchical, territorial, and ethnic.

As for the historical issue of when and with what meaning the glottonym יְהוּדָה originally arose, we must admit uncertainty. The glottonym is not attested in ancient extrabiblical sources; and therefore its occurrences in the Hebrew Bible are our earliest evidence for it. Of these, the oldest texts in which it appears must be 1 Kgs 18//Isa 36, where it refers to the language of the kingdom of Judah. While specific dates for this account are elusive, there is good reason to believe that the original episode was composed in the seventh or early sixth centuries B.C.E., so that this usage of יְהוּדָה likely reflects the terminology of monarchical Judah.

Similarly, I would argue that the origin of the term is to be sought in the monarchical period. Epigraphic data from Palestine demonstrate that several consistent differences obtained in the orthography of Hebrew in the kingdoms of Judah and Israel. These can be taken to indicate that a different standard dialect prevailed in each. For instance, in the standard Northern dialect, the diphthongs aw and ay were contracted, whereas they were retained in the standard Southern dialect. In driving and maintaining such standardization, the primacy of the royal courts, operating through the centralized offices of the state, can hardly be doubted, as Sanders and others have argued. Thus, the kingdom of Judah was responsible for the emergence of a distinctive, standardized variety of Hebrew. It is natural to think that the

---

77 As noted in Chapter 1, van Henten argues for the interpretation of this “ancestral language” as Hebrew, rather than Aramaic; van Henten, “Ancestral Language of the Jews,” 53–68.

78 For a fuller discussion of the Rabshakeh episode, including questions of dating, see Chapter 5.


80 See, e.g., PMBH 96.

81 So, e.g., Sanders, Invention of Hebrew, 113–20.
glottonym was coined within Judah for just this variety (thus making
endonym). I am, therefore, inclined to agree with Block when he accounts for
as follows: “The name is derived from the name of a geopolitical entity, which in turn originated
with the name of the tribe occupying it.”

Block further notes that the glottonym contains within it an implicit contrast: “Judaean”
is the language of Judah, not the language of all Israel. We may hypothesize that the
standardized variety of Hebrew that arose in the Northern Kingdom was also known by a
specific glottonym (Israelite? Ephraimite? Josephite?), although that name is not attested.
The distinction between Israel and Judah, in the arenas of religion, politics, and territory, is a
prominent theme in the Hebrew Bible, and it is important to note that a distinction was also
perceived and represented also in the realm of language. However, a differentiation by name
does not imply any particularly strong degree of linguistic difference. Glottonyms operate to
conceal (Chinese; Arabic) or accentuate (Dutch vs. Flemish) linguistic difference. There is no
prima facie reason to believe, then, that the distinction between Judaean and “Israelite” that
the name implies arose because of a perceived degree of linguistic (dialect) difference;
rather, the distinction may have been made in the absence of linguistic considerations, and
reflect primarily a political boundary. Any differences in these standard dialects must

---

82 In the words of Max Weinreich, “a language is a dialect with an army and a navy.”

83 Block, “National Identity,” 329; compare also Weinberg, “Language Consciousness,” 53. In contrast,
Schniedewind does not emphasize the role of the state in the origin of the name: “language is an important basis
for kinship affiliation . . . Judean . . . is derivative of the tribal and geographic name Judah”; Schniedewind,
Social History, 96. We must admit that the monarchic origin of יְהוָה is not proved.

84 Block, “National Identity,” 330. This point stands whether or not יְהוָה arose specifically as the name for the
standard language of the kingdom of Judah.

85 It is possible, as Peter Machinist has suggested (private communication), that the absence of a glottonym for
the Northern dialect of Hebrew is a result of deliberate action (either through avoidance or deletion) on the part
of the Southern tradents of the texts that form the biblical canon.
therefore be convincingly demonstrated on a case by case basis, and in this effort epigraphic
evidence must be primary.  

A general term for Hebrew that does not express a distinction between north and south is only
attested much later. As Schorc has illustrated, אֲבֹאֶרְשִׁי in the translator’s prologue to the
Greek version of the Wisdom of Sirach is our earliest evidence of the use of “Hebrew” to
designate a language (132 B.C.E.); and it is not until the 3–5th centuries C.E. that we have
evidence of the Hebrew term עברית, ‘ibrît, being used in this sense. By contrast, in the
Hebrew Bible the designation עברית does not appear to have a linguistic dimension.

ii. ארמית, ‘ărāmît, “Aramaic”

Aramaic is mentioned by name five times in MT: twice in the accounts of the Rabshakeh
episode (2 Kgs 18:26; Isa 36:11); twice in one verse in Ezra (4:7), which concerns the
sending of a letter of complaint against the Judeans to King Artaxerxes; and once in Dan
2:4, where it introduces the direct speech of the Chaldeans.

This name for the language is known from other ancient sources. In the Aramaic documents
from Elephantine, ארמית is attested once, and in Neo-Assyrian Akkadian, the form armītu is

86 Gary Rendsburg has worked extensively on isolating differences between the southern Judaean dialect,
evidenced in Standard Biblical Hebrew, and the northern “Israelian” one. In this project, Rendsburg’s primary
method has been to identify linguistic peculiarities in biblical texts that he regards as northern in origin; see
38 (2003): 5–35. However, many of Rendsburg’s findings must be considered quite uncertain. See Ian Young,
Schniedewind and Daniel Sivan, “The Elijah-Elisha Narratives: A Test Case for the Northern Dialect of
88 Cf. Ullendorff, who suggests that the absence of a linguistic use of עברית from the Hebrew Bible is purely
accidental; Ullendorff, “Knowledge of Languages,” 330.
89 TADAE B1.12 line 4.
found.\textsuperscript{90} It is not likely, then, that the name originated independently in Hebrew; it may rather have originated among the Aramaeans as an endonym and spread.\textsuperscript{91}

The question of what kind of identities this work evokes in Hebrew, then, is perhaps less appropriate than it was for רַמְאִים, which probably arose within Israel. Indeed, the relevance of Israel’s encounters with Aram and Aramaeans (especially the city-state Aram-Damascus) seem largely irrelevant to the biblical occurrences of רַמְאִים. As Block has pointed out, none of the biblical occurrences of רַמְאִים involves any of the biblical “Aram” regions or ethnic Aramaeans.\textsuperscript{92} Rather, the biblical occurrences present Aramaic in its role as an imperial regional lingua franca in: Neo-Assyrian warfare (2 Kgs 18:26; Isa 36:11; the Rabshakeh declines to use it, however); Neo-Babylonian domestic affairs (Dan 2:4); and the Achaemenid provincial administration (Ezra 4:7).

These depictions surely convey a general truth about Israel’s experience of Aramaic. We have increasing epigraphic evidence, beginning in the seventh century, of the use of Aramaic alongside Akkadian in Neo-Assyrian administration,\textsuperscript{93} and Neo-Babylonian practice was largely continuous in this respect.\textsuperscript{94} Later, Aramaic was the chief international administrative language of the Persian empire, from Egypt in the west to Bactria in the east.\textsuperscript{95} The biblical references to Aramaic make good sense in light of this history of the use of that language in the region.

\textsuperscript{90} CAD at armû, A2 293b–294a. Elsewhere, ahlamû “Aramaic,” and ahlamatti “in Aramaic [script]” are found; CAD A1 192b–193a.

\textsuperscript{91} On the emergence of Old Aramaic standard varieties in Syria the early first millennium B.C.E., see Gzella, \textit{Cultural History}, 57–77.

\textsuperscript{92} Block, “National Identity,” 329.

\textsuperscript{93} See, e.g., Gzella, \textit{Cultural History}, 124–34. The Rabshakeh story presumes this knowledge of Aramaic on the part of the Assyrians already in the late eighth century.

\textsuperscript{94} Ibid., 134–39.

\textsuperscript{95} Ibid., 168–77.
Because of the imperial character of the biblical occurrences, Block writes that the original association between Aramaic and Aram/Aramaens had been lost: from the Israelite point of view, Aramaic “ceased to be a national language.”\textsuperscript{96} This may be largely correct, but it is not entirely true, for we do encounter one Aramaean associated with the Aramaic language in the Hebrew Bible. In Gen 31:47, Laban utters an Aramaic phrase, as part of a treaty he concludes with Jacob. In this case, the name of the language is not mentioned, though it may be said to be implied, since Laban is frequently referred to as אָרָם, “the Aramaean” in the context (Gen 31:20, 24).

iii. אָשֶׂדִית, ’ašdêîṯ, “Ashdodite” (Neh 13:24)

“Ashdodite” is mentioned in Neh 13:24, as the language spoken by half of the children of the mixed Judaean-Ashdodite marriages. The language is not mentioned in other ancient texts, and has been variously supposed to be Phoenician, Aramaic, Philistine, or a southern Canaanite dialect. The identity of this language will be the subject of discussion in Chapter 7, but here it may be mentioned that alone among biblical glottonyms, “Ashdodite” takes its name from a city, “a rather limited toponym,” as Block notes.\textsuperscript{97}

2. Glottonyms of the Form “Language of X”

Two names of languages are attested in the form of a construct phrase of two elements: word meaning language + specifying name: שֶׁפַט קֹנָאָן, “language of Canaan” (Isa 19:18); and לְשׁוֹן קַשְׁדִים, “language of the Chaldeans” (Dan 1:4). As Block notes,\textsuperscript{96}

\textsuperscript{96} Block, “National Identity,” 329.
\textsuperscript{97} Ibid., 330.
this construction is not widely attested in other ancient Semitic sources. Nevertheless, this construction is intelligible. It is comparable to construct phrases found elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible such as בֵּית הָעָם, “the language of his people” (Esth 1:22), or the use ofָשֶַת הָלֶשֶׁת with pronominal suffixes. In both cases, the construct phrase is the direct object of a verb (וֹרָם, Isa 19:18; לְבָּר, Dan 1:4).

i. שַַּמֶּת הָנָּעַן, “Language of Canaan”

In Isa 19:18, an oracle foretells a time when “there will be five cities in the land of Egypt that speak the language of Canaan [שַַּמֶּת הָנָּעַן] and swear allegiance to Yahweh of hosts.” This seems to be one of a set of additions to an earlier oracle against Egypt (19:1–15).

In Isa 19:18, it is not clear to what language (or languages) “the language of Canaan” refers. On the one hand, “the language of Canaan” seems like an appropriate description for linguistic situation of the Southern Levant. Epigraphic evidence has permitted scholars to distinguish several languages (or dialects) used in the Southern Levant, including Phoenician, Moabite, and Hebrew. These languages are closely related, form a distinct branch (“Canaanite”) within Northwest Semitic languages (over against Aramaic, Amorite), among which a high degree of mutual intelligibility is likely to have obtained. In light of this similarity, a reference to “language of Canaan” is quite intelligible. As Block writes, “the

---

98 Ibid., 327. Block cites one Akkadian example from Sennacherib’s annals: “a portico patterned after a Hittite palace, which they call a bit hilani in the Amorite language [ina lišâni Amurri], I built in front of their (i.e. the palaces’) gates.” The syntax of this phrase is unclear, however: the final vowel on lišâni suggests that this word is not in construct with Amurri; but if, alternatively, Amurri is an adj., it does not agree with fem. lišâni. For other examples of unusual Akkadian construct forms, see GAG §64.

99 The boundaries of the land referred to as Canaan in Egyptian, biblical, and other sources do not appear to have been fixed; see Philip C. Schmitz, “Canaan,” ABD 1:1243–46, at 1245.

language of Canaan” may thus refer to the “general linguistic category that included not only Hebrew, but also Moabite, Edomite, and Ammonite,”101 and, we might add, Phoenician and the language of the Deir Alla text. In technical terminology, “the language of Canaan” would thus be a Dachsprache,102 a name that provides a “roof” over related languages/dialects including, presumably, Judaean.

On the other hand, as was pointed out earlier, linguistic similarity and difference are only one factor, of variable significance, in the demarcation of languages through names. Actually, “the language of Canaan” is surprising in the biblical context, and three reasons in particular may be noted. First, Canaan is frequently presented in the Hebrew Bible as a territory comprised of many peoples. In the literature describing the early period of Israel’s settlement in Canaan, these peoples include Canaanites, Amorites, Hittites, Hivvites, Girgashites, Jebusites, and so on (see, e.g., Exod 3:7; Deut 7:1; Josh 3:10). In the monarchic period, the Hebrew Bible refers to numerous polities in Canaan, including Israel and Judah, the Phoenician and Philistine city-states, and the Transjordanian states of Ammon and Moab. Thus, the reference to a single “language of Canaan” is not expected based on the biblical picture of Canaan as a multiethnic and multinational land, as it defies the association of people/nation and language that we find elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible.

Secondly, texts in the Hebrew Bible imply or assume the existence of linguistic differences among the inhabitants of Canaan. We read in Deut 2:10, 20, that the giant Rephaim were known to the Ammonites as Zamzummim, and to the Moabites as Emim, and in the next

101 Block, “National Identity,” 327. This seems preferable to Ullendorff’s related proposal that the “language of Canaan” refers to an additional, unattested Canaanite language variety, “a Canaanite lingua franca which . . . remained in oral use but was obviously excluded from written sources”; Ullendorff, “Knowledge of Languages,” 455.

chapter the Sidonian and Amorite names for Mount Hermon are given (Sirion and Senir respectively; Deut 3:9). Furthermore, in Judg 12:6, a difference in the pronunciation of sibilants between the Gileadites and the Ephraimites is recorded. And as mentioned above, the glottonym תַּאַרְוָא, “Judaean,” implies a linguistic distinction between the languages of Judah and those of the surrounding polities, including Israel. In this way, the overall biblical picture of Canaan is not one of a linguistically unitary region, so that the term “language of Canaan” is surprising.

Finally, the authors of the Hebrew Bible generally take great pains to distinguish Israel from the peoples of Canaan (including Canaanites). Israel’s genealogy and geographical origins are presented as distinct from that of the Canaanites (e.g., Gen 10;103 Gen 11:10–32), and this is a distinction that the Israelites are told they must maintain, especially in the domain of religion (Lev 18:3). In cases where Israel is linked with the Canaanite peoples, the intent is usually to criticize Israel (e.g., 1 Kgs 4:24; Ezek 16:45). But in Isa 19:18, most scholars have imagined that “the language of Canaan” is not intended to exclude the language that the Judaeans speak (even if it is not precisely the same thing as “Judaean”).104 Indeed, the speaking of this language in Egypt follows from Judah’s terrorizing of Egypt through Yahweh (Isa 19:17; whether this refers to military conquest is unclear). Such an association between Judah and any Canaanite cultural item, without a hint of reproof, is highly unusual in the Hebrew Bible.

These three considerations indicate the various respects in which “the language of Canaan” is a surprising glottonym in the Hebrew Bible. To account for its use in Isa 19:18, then, various explanations have been offered. Ullendorff and Csaba Balogh imagine that the oracle is

---

103 Israel is not mentioned in this genealogy, but Shem, the ancestor of the Israelites, Shem. The Canaanites descend from Shem’s brother, Ham.

worded with an Egyptian audience in mind: “this is how Egyptians referred to the language spoken by Judaeans.”

This is possible, but this name is not attested in Egyptian sources, and the audience of the oracle is Judaeans rather than Egyptians. Block proposes that the issue is one of scale: “in the context, [the language of Canaan] may have been intended as a counterpart of Egyptian.” That is, Canaanite is a suitable match or rival of Egyptian, since both are languages spoken across wide areas; perhaps in high-level international affairs, it would be parochial to refer to the “Judaean” language. But there is no particular indication in the text that this is the intent of using “the language of Canaan,” and “Judaean,” after all, is used in the Rabshakeh episode, in the context of high-level international relations.

In the explanations offered by these scholars, we see examples of how setting may have influenced glottonymy. As was indicated above, glottonyms exist in specific domains of discourse, and carry corresponding meanings and associations. This may indeed be the direction in which an explanation of “the language of Canaan” should be sought, but unfortunately the biblical evidence is not sufficient to resolve the issue.

Can we know anything about when and where the term חלום שבטנה originated? The date of the Isaianic oracle in which “the language of Canaan” is mentioned is extremely uncertain, beyond the fact that it does not appear to belong to the earliest material in the book (thus, seventh century B.C.E. or later). It does not seem likely, however, that the term originated within Israel or Judah; at least, it would surely not have originated among the circle of Israelites and Judaeans who emphasized the Israel/Canaan distinction, and whose attitudes are reflected throughout Hebrew Bible. Among the other nations in the region, but no unified or extensive polity went by the name Canaan. Thus “the language of Canaan” did not

---

105 Quotation from Balogh, Stele of YHWH, 297; similarly, Ullendorff, “Knowledge of Languages,” 456.


107 See the further discussion of Isa 19:18 in Chapter 3 on the dating the oracle.
originate as a glottonym as “Judaean” may have, according to the explanation I offered above. Rather, as Block points out, the name appears to derive from a “geographic rather than an ethnic” or geopolitical entity.

As for the idea of regional linguistic similarity conveyed by “language of Canaan,” it is most applicable to the linguistic situation of the land before the Assyrians and Babylonians in the eighth–sixth centuries B.C.E. extensively depopulated the region, and resettled foreign peoples there (see, e.g., 2 Kgs 17:24–41), peoples who presumably spoke non-Canaanite languages. It is possible, then, that the name originated before this time. Alternatively, the name may date to a later period, and reflect an attempt to refer to the speech of Canaan at a time when well-defined polities like Judah, and their associated standardized languages, had come to an end, and when therefore the differences between various dialects of Canaanite might have been less apparent. Thus we must admit that we do not know when and among whom this term originated.

ii. lashon kaśdim, “Language of the Chaldeans” (Dan 1:4).

The instruction of Jewish youths in the writing and language of the Chaldeans sets the scene for the action of the book of Daniel. The identity of this language, which has been thought to be Aramaic, Akkadian, or the native language of the ethnic Chaldeans (a language probably distinct from Aramaic), will be considered in depth in Chapter 7. Here it suffices to note the double significance of the ethnonym in this context. On the one hand, lashon is used

---

108 An origin in the Late Bronze Age is intriguing, during the period of Egyptian hegemony over the area frequently referred to as Kinâḥhî, “Canaan” in the Amarna letters (EA 38.15; 148.46). However, this predates the biblical attestation of the glottonym by at least half a millennium.


110 See Chapter 7 for the effects of such deportation and resettlement on the linguistic situation of the land.
elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible as an ethnic/national designation for the people of Babylonia. This usage is especially common in Jeremiah and other texts concerned with Nebuchadnezzar II’s empire (e.g., 2 Kgs 25:10; Jer 21:4). In Dan 1:4, then, the “language of the Chaldeans,” in the explicit setting of Nebuchadnezzar’s court, clearly evokes this ethnic valence. In the larger context of Daniel, however, הֶחָדָן has another, more frequent, use to indicate a class of skilled diviners (Dan 2:2; 4:7; etc.). We have, in other words, a technical or professional nuance in the use of the phrase לֶשׁון חָדָן in Daniel.\(^{111}\)


Dialect

This overview of the biblical names of languages has particular relevance for the question of the relationship between language and ethnicity in the Hebrew Bible. As Block observes, no straightforward relationship between ethnicity and language is discernible in the use of glottonyms in the Hebrew Bible.\(^{112}\) For one thing, the entities from which the names derive are quite heterogeneous: a city (Ashdod), a geographical region (Canaan), a tribal kingdom (Judah), and two people-groups, which themselves have tribal characteristics (Aramaeans and Chaldeans). In addition, those presented as speaking these languages do not always come from the associated entities: Judaean is put in the mouth of an Assyrian; Canaanite will be spoken by Egyptians; and Judaeans use Aramaic, Chaldean, and Ashdodite.\(^{113}\) Thus, these glottonyms encapsulate no single or distinctive way in which language corresponds to, forms,

\(^{111}\) The relationship between the ethnic and the technical/professional meaning of “Chaldean” will be discussed in Chapter 7.

\(^{112}\) Block, “National Identity,” 339.

\(^{113}\) Only in Neh 13:24 is the mismatch between a speaker’s ethnicity (Judaean) and language spoken (Ashdodite) explicitly criticized in the Hebrew Bible, apparently as likely to undermine ethnic identity.
or contributes to identity. This is a clear contrast to the relationship that is presumed to exist in the frequent use of יד and ושע in non-specific cases. Put another way, these biblical glottonyms demonstrate that the particulars of language distribution in the real world cannot be accounted for by a simple people::language schema.

In addition, we may, for the last time, raise the issue of language and dialect in the Hebrew Bible. Two different names, “Judaean” and “Canaanite,” can be accurately applied to the language spoken by Judaeans. Our scholarly explanation of this duality—basically that Judaean is a subdivision of Canaanite— involves distinguishing between orders of language (language vs. dialect), and asserting kinship of various degrees to exist among the members of these orders (e.g., that Moabite and Judaean alike are varieties of Canaanite). However, this glottonymic duality for Hebrew is not explicitly acknowledged in the Hebrew Bible, nor is any attempt is made to explain it. Thus, though we must acknowledge that the glottonyms attested in ancient Hebrew provided the opportunity for reflection on orders of language and kinship among languages, if such reflection occurred in ancient Israel it is not recorded in the biblical corpus.

IV. Expressing Foreign Language: שֹׁמַר, “Speaking Unintelligibly” (Ps 114:1)

Of the terms most commonly used to express “foreignness” in the Hebrew Bible—נֹּ֫חַר, "foreign,” רָא, “strange,” and אָסָר, “other”—only אָסָר is applied to a language in the Hebrew

---

114 Ullendorff was perhaps too pessimistic about discovering an awareness of a dialect/language difference in the Hebrew Bible. He wrote: “the mental operation and intellectual insight required to discover linguistic kinship are of a high order . . . we may well doubt that such recognition obtruded itself upon their conscious minds”; Ullendorff, “Knowledge of Languages,” 458–59.

115 The Shibboleth incident in Judg 12:6 will be discussed in Chapter 4. This episode makes use of what we would call a dialectal difference; however, that difference is not categorized or expressed in such terms in Judg 12; see Chapter 4.
Bible, and only once (לעם אשור; Isa 28:11). However, לעם, a verb that in later Hebrew means “to speak a foreign language,” occurs in Ps 114, and may therefore be considered in this discussion of terms and names for languages in the Hebrew Bible.

Psalm 114 is a short hymnic poem which describes, in highly metaphorical terms, the response of the natural world (hills, mountains, sea, and rivers) to God’s delivery of Israel from Egypt. At the opening of the psalm, we read:

When Israel went out from Egypt, the House of Jacob from a לעם כף people [ ביהי עמוס חמה], Judah became his sanctuary, Israel his dominion (Ps 114:1)

The use of לעם here is probably a reference to linguistic difference, although commentators are divided as to its precise significance. I shall therefore investigate the likely meaning of this word, and the significance of its use in this context.

A. Textual Issues

Because the root לעם is a hapax legomenon in Biblical Hebrew, Mitchell Dahood proposed an emendation to MT here. Dahood suggested a revocalization of the text: לעם, understood as the adjective לעם, “strong, mighty, fierce,” with asseverative lamed. Dahood cites support from the broader biblical context, by noting that Egypt is much more consistently depicted as

---

116 Jastrow, לעם, 714a.
117 Dahood, Psalms, 3:134.
118 On the emphatic or asseverative lamed, see GKC §143 e; IBHS §11.2.10; and especially John Huehnergard, “Asseverative *la and Hypothetical *lu/law in Semitic,” JAOS 103 (1983): 569–93.
cruel (e.g., Exod 1), than as speaking a foreign language. Dahood also notes that the root is only attested in Semitic languages much later than the biblical text (first in the Mishnah), so he considers it a “late” root not at home in Biblical Hebrew.

Against Dahood’s suggestion, we may note that there is no manuscript evidence in favour of his distinctive vocalization. Moreover, all the ancient versions appear to understand צָפַר as describing Egypt’s linguistic otherness: LXX: βάρβαρου (Aquila: ὑπερφυλάκεσθαι, “other-tongued”); Vulg.: barbaro; Tg.: יִבְרָא; Syr.: ʿwz (adj., “speaking indistinctly”). Nor is Dahood’s linguistic argument valid. The Hebrew Bible, as a severely limited corpus, contains only a fraction of the ancient Hebrew lexicon; it is likely that the apparent “lateness” of words first attested in postbiblical texts should often be attributed to the scarcity of evidence for earlier periods. And while Dahood is correct that Egypt is more frequently depicted as cruel than as an alloglot, this observation does not warrant a textual emendation.

For these reasons, it is best to reject Dahood’s emendation, and to interpret MT as it stands.

B. Meaning of צָפַר

In MT צָפַר is vocalized as a Qal active participle (m. sg.). The participle is here used attributively: “a ʿlʿz-ing people.” The root צָפַר is a hapax legomenon in biblical Hebrew, and does not appear in the Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Later Hebrew usage, cognate languages, and context are therefore our sources for its meaning in Ps 114:1.

119 Perplexingly, Dahood’s own translation “barbaric,” obscures this distinction, since “barbaric” connotes linguistic otherness as well as brutal behaviour. See the discussion below.

120 IBHS §37.5. The modifying active ptc. with attributive adjectival function is rare (though common with pass. ptc.); more often, a modifying act. ptc. performs a relative function.
In this case, it may be noted that context does not clearly suggest a meaning for לבר. The “people” described as לבר are clearly Egypt, given the parallel structure of Psalm 114:1a: יח is paired with ירא and יבר with ישרא. But there is no further mention of Egypt in the psalm that would indicate the particular aspect of this nation that the psalmist is trying to convey. In the broader biblical context, no single attribute of Egypt is emphasized to such an extent that we could infer that it was being mentioned in this passage. Elsewhere, we find descriptions of Egypt’s harshness towards the Israelites (Exod 1:11–14), as well as its unreliability as an ally (2 Kgs 18:21; Isa 30:2–5). Occasionally its linguistic otherness is assumed or hinted at (Gen 42:23; Isa 19:18; perhaps Ps 81:6), without being emphasized. Thus, the fact that לבר refers to Egypt does not greatly assist us in reconstructing its meaning.

Another contextual clue might come from the narrative arc of the psalm. After quitting Egypt, Israel’s fortunes improve greatly: “Judah became his [sc. Yahweh’s] sanctuary, Israel his dominion” (Ps 114:1b). Indeed, some commentators have seen לבר as the antithesis of the new situation that Israel finds itself in. For instance, Frank-Lothar Hossfeld and Erich Zenger write: “When v. 1 localizes Israel/the house of Jacob in a hostile world of strange language, it characterizes Israel as homeless and threatened. This condition was ended when Israel, through the first and second exoduses, from Egypt and from Babylon, became YHWH’s sanctuary and the place of his royal rule—from which YHWH will then give the nations a new language as well.” This “new language” is a reference to Zeph 3:9: “At that time I will change the speech of the peoples to a purified speech [שְׁפֵלָה בְרָדָה], that all of them may call on the name of Yahweh and serve him with one accord.” These suggestions are intriguing, but since they assume the meaning of לבר as “speaking a foreign language,” they must be put...

121 The verb is elided in the second clause, as frequently occurs in Hebrew poetry; see Adele Berlin, *The Dynamics of Biblical Parallelism* (Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 1985), 83.

aside for the moment; they cannot be said to be evidence from context concerning the
meaning of ʦʲʬ. What the context most clearly depicts is a replacement of the entity who has
dominion over Israel: the people are no longer under Egypt’s control, but Yahweh’s. The role
of language in this movement is not especially emphasized in the psalm.

We may next consider the weight of comparative Semitic evidence. In Mishnaic and later
Hebrew, ʦʲʬ is well attested in verbal, nominal, and adjectival forms, with two meanings: to
speak a foreign (that is, non-Hebrew, non-Aramaic) language, especially Greek; and to speak
ill of, to slander. Beyond Mishnaic Hebrew, cognates occur in Aramaic, Syriac, and
Arabic. In Jewish Aramaic texts, we find a similar dual usage of ʦʲʬ as in Mishnaic
Hebrew: to speak a foreign language; to speak ill of, to slander. In Syriac, these meanings
are also attested, and the root is also used of the singing of a bird, and of murmuring or
whispering. In Arabic, l- ġ-z has two meanings: “to speak ambiguously or enigmatically, to
speak in riddles;” and “to provide [a burrow] with side tunnels” (apparently unrelated). A
meaning related to speech is thus common in the cognate languages. Further, we may say that
this speech does not belong to the typical mode of everyday communication; it is speech that
cannot readily be understood, because of how it sounds (murmuring; Syriac), because it is
ambiguous or equivocal (Arabic), or because it belongs to another language (Mishnaic
Hebrew, Aramaic).

123 Jastrow 714a. Rabbinic tradition cleverly explains this root as an acronym of ʸʦ ʭʲ ʯʥˇʬ, “language of a
strange people.”
124 There is no clear cognate in Akkadian. AHw suggests that the rare lezû means “to stutter”; AHw 548b. Geller
connects this with Hebrew ʦʧ, by metathesis of z and ʿ, and subsequent loss of ʿ in Akkadian; Geller, “Imagery
in Ps 114,” 191 n. 29. However, CAD L 163a translates lezû as “continue, persist.”
125 Jastrow 714a.
126 Sokoloff, Syriac Lexicon, 694.
127 Lane 2264–5. The ġ in the Arabic word suggests the Proto-Semitic root was l-ġ-z.
Despite the fact that the attestations in these languages postdate Psalm 114 by several centuries (even if, with most commentators, we assume that this is a postexilic text), this similarity in meaning is significant, and should be seen as providing good evidence for the meaning of שָׁרֶל in the psalm. Though the evidence of later Hebrew, where the root means specifically “foreign language,” should be given strongest weight, yet in light of the comparative evidence it is most prudent to read here the more widely attested general meaning “unintelligible speech” (gibberish, jabbering, nonsense, which could be applied equally to the speech of a foreigner, infant, lunatic, or animal). Thus I favour BDB’s definition “to talk indistinctly, unintelligibly,” to HALOT’s “to speak an uncomprehensible [sic] language, speak a foreign language,” and certainly to DCH’s “speak a foreign language, be foreign.”

The question of the connotative meaning of שָׁרֶל, that is, of the word’s associations in the minds of ancient readers, is very difficult to answer. Modern translators and commentators have, however, speculated concerning the ancient connotations of שָׁרֶל. One particular locus of reflection is the root עשֵל, “to mock, deride; (perhaps also) to stutter,” due to graphic and phonetic similarity to שָׁרֶל, and its use in related contexts. Now, Stephen Geller is correct to point out that in the Hebrew Bible “foreign speech is portrayed as the result of an impediment.” This seems to be the case in Isaiah, where the root עשֵל is used to liken foreign speech to stuttering (28:11; 33:19), and in Ezekiel (3:5–6).

---

128 So Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 193; Gerstenberger, Psalms and Lamentations, 281.
129 BDB 541b; HALOT 533a; DCH 4:555b (emphasis added).
130 The extent of the phonetic similarity is unclear. The value of ג as ג or ג in עשֵל is not determinable, because its cognates in Semitic languages other than Hebrew, Aramaic, and Syriac are not extant.
132 See Chapter 6 below for a full discussion of these passages, and an examination of the meaning of עשֵל in Isa 28:11; 33:19.
overstates the evidence when he speaks of the “partial semantic merging” of לֶחֶד and לַעֲחִית, as does Gottfried Glaßner when, following Kraus, he translates לַעֲחִית in our psalm as “stammelnd” on the grounds that it is a “Nebenform” of לֶחֶד. The attestations of לַעֲחִית—once—and לֶחֶד in the meaning “stutter”—twice—are insufficient to support such a reconstruction of an overlap in the words’ meanings. Specifically, there is nothing in Ps 114, or, indeed, in later Hebrew, Aramaic, and Syriac, that supports the meaning “stutter” for לֶחֶד. We should not admit more, then, than that an association of the two roots in ancient times was possible, given the phonetic and graphic similarity, the use in related contexts, and the practice of allusive wordplay among the biblical authors. But this possibility is not an essential item in understanding לָעַחַד in Ps 114:1, and “stuttering” should certainly not enter into a translation of this text.

The other major connotative aspect that modern scholars attribute to לָעַחַד concerns cruelty or savagery. Geller translates “cruel strangers,” which he justifies by claiming that a pun on נָעַח is intended in this word. But while this is possible, it is not certain, and should not form the basis for a translation. Another line of interpretation is favoured by Artur Weiser, Robert

---

133 Geller, “Imagery in Ps 114,” 192.


135 For an overview of the forms of paronomasia, or wordplay, in the Hebrew Bible, with an up-to-date bibliography, see Scott B. Noegel, “Paronomasia,” EHL 3 (2000): 24–29. See also the recent in-depth study by Jonathan Greenlee Kline, “Transforming the Tradition: Soundplay as an Interpretive Device in Innerbiblical Allusions” (PhD diss., Harvard University, 2014).

136 It should be mentioned that it has frequently been observed that triliteral Semitic roots beginning with the same two consonants often (though certainly not always) overlap semantically; consider, for example, אֲנָח, אָנָח, “to split,” פָרָך, “to divide,” and פָרָך, “to tear apart.” Such a situation may be at work in the case of לָעַחַד and לֶחֶד. These semantic similarities may be attributable to the ultimate origin of these roots as modified biliteral roots, although this view is problematic; see PMBH 188–89.

Alter, and certain modern published translations of the Hebrew Bible. These render מָלֶל with a word such as “barbarous,” “barbaric,” and “barbarian,” related to Greek βάρβαρος, “non-Greek, foreign … especially of language; … brutal, rude.” The intended effect appears to be to convey both linguistic otherness and also brutality. Alter writes: “The Hebrew lo’ez corresponds exactly to the Greek term from which ‘barbarous’ and ‘barbaric’ are derived. Both indicate the utterance of unintelligible sounds instead of the articulate speech of a civilized people.”

There are two issues here. Firstly, do the Hebrew and Greek terms correspond? Secondly, are “barbarous, etc.” appropriate English translations of מָלֶל? In answering the first question, we should point out once again that the single attestation of מָלֶל, without significant clarifying contextual information, is insufficient to inform us about the whole texture of the word in ancient Hebrew, or in this verse in particular. βάρβαρος and מָלֶל approximately correspond insofar as the two indicate linguistic difference. I say “approximately” because βάρβαρος is an onomatopoeic word that conveys the sound of a foreign language to the hearer, whereas this does not seem to the case for מָלֶל. But in the matter of brutality, we must be very cautious. As mentioned above, in the Hebrew Bible Egypt is indeed depicted as treating the Israelites harshly; thus if מָלֶל, like βάρβαρος, had such a behavioural connotation, it would be an appropriate way of describing the Egyptians. But this is not the same as saying that מָלֶל did have such a connotation, and that this connotation is being activated in Ps 114:1. Of this we


139 LSJ ad loc. See Chapter 6 for a fuller account of the Greek concept of “barbarity,” and its history and relation to ideas in the Hebrew Bible.

140 Alter, Psalms, 405. Emphasis added.
do not have clear evidence. Thus the range in meaning of Greek βάρβαρος exceeds what we can claim to know of ancient Hebrew לְהָבָּם.

These considerations aid us in answering the second question, whether “barbarous, etc.” are appropriate English translations of לְהָבָּם, “speaking unintelligibly.” But while linguistic otherness belongs to the etymology of “barbarous, etc.,” the primary meaning in contemporary usage is “brutal, uncivilized, savage,” which we cannot attribute to לְהָבָּם. Thus, “barbarous, etc.” are highly misleading translations of לְהָבָּם, and I would argue they are best avoided.

C. The Use of לְהָבָּם in Ps 114

Having established a broad meaning for לְהָבָּם, we may now ask what the effect of using it in Psalm 114:1 is. What is intended or achieved by describing Egypt as “a people speaking unintelligibly” in this context?

We may first point out that לְהָבָּם seems to express both the perspective of the psalmist, and the experience of the Israelites delivered by Yahweh at the exodus. The main point is not that, to the psalmist writing in his own age, the Egyptians are a people who speak unintelligibly; rather, it is that the psalmist thinks that the Israelites who underwent the exodus considered the Egyptians an לְהָבָּם. In this way we see how לְהָבָּם is less a claim about the inherent nature of Egypt’s language than an attempt to convey Israel’s subjective experience of that tongue. That is to say, Egyptian is not really nonsense, but, according to the psalmist, it certainly seemed so to the “house of Jacob.”

141 Alter’s own translation, “barbarous-tongued folk,” attempts to highlight the specific connotation of linguistic-otherness of the English word; Alter, Psalms, 405.
According to some commentators, this description was an especially apposite one for how Hebrew speakers perceived the (non-Semitic) Egyptian language, because of the relatively greater differences between these two languages than between Hebrew and other Semitic languages.\(^{142}\) That is, the Egyptians stand out as a “jabbering people” because they spoke a language that was particularly alien to the Israelites. This suggestion is credible, but if we accept it, we should be aware that it involves making assumptions about the knowledge of the psalmist, and of his audience. For this observation to have occurred to the psalmist (or be relevant to his audience), he (and they) would need some real exposure both to the Egyptian language, and to other Semitic languages. And while this is absolutely possible in most periods of Israelite history, it should not be overlooked that it is not a given.

Whether or not \(ʦʲʬ\) is used to depict a particularly extreme degree of linguistic difference, or simply linguistic difference of some kind, the chief effect of describing the Egyptians as speaking unintelligibly, as most commentators have pointed out, is to convey aspects of Israel’s experience in Egypt. Feelings of disorientation and discomfort, alienation, and powerlessness may be evoked by drawing attention to Egypt’s unintelligible speech (although the context does not elaborate on these).\(^{143}\) This may be more than simply an act of artistic sympathy on the part of the psalmist, but rather describe an experience that resonated particularly with the psalmist and his original audience in their historical circumstances, as Hossfeld and Zenger propose. They attribute Ps 114 to the postexilic period, detecting in this text dependence on motifs from Isaiah 40–55 (e.g., mountains, hills, seas, and rivers responding to Yahweh’s deliverance; water springing from dry land), where Israel’s


\(^{143}\) E.g., Eaton, Psalms, 394; Geller, “Imagery in Ps 114,” 192–93.
liberation from Babylon is described. Consequently, Hossfeld and Zenger suggest that through mentioning the exodus from Egypt, the psalm simultaneously “or primarily looks back to the second exodus, from Babylon.” Hossfeld and Zenger thus believe that “it is very probable that the Babylonians are meant by the expression ‘people of strange language.’”

We must agree with Hossfeld and Zenger that the psalm could hardly have failed to resonate with the experience of Judaeans during and after the exile, whether deported or left behind, since their linguistic situation was fundamentally changed after the defeat of the kingdom of Judah. But in our assessment of the intent of the psalm, we should not dismiss the fact that this text explicitly sets out to describe the exodus from Egypt, not Babylon, and the wondrous entry into Canaan across the Jordan (Ps 114:3–4; cf. the procession of the ark across the wondrously divided Jordan in Josh 3–4). In the absence of clearly-late historical references, the date of this text is uncertain. Thus I would not go so far as to claim that Psalm 114 is “primarily” about the second exodus.

Another effect of using יזה in this psalm is to imply its opposite. As mentioned above, the first verse of this psalm expresses a dramatic reversal: Israel moves from being Egypt’s captive to Yahweh’s sanctuary (משכן יהוה) and dominion (כוננס). This structure of reversal leads the reader to suppose that the unintelligible talk that characterized life in Egypt also drops away in the new situation, along with any accompanying alienation and unease. In this way, the psalm seems to allude to a feeling of security one may have in a monolingual environment that can only be fully appreciated with reference to the opposite situation: to be

144 Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 199.
145 Ibid., 194. Similarly, John Goldingay, Psalms (3 vols.; Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Academic, 2006–2008), 3:321. It might be noted that Israel’s linguistic distance from the Babylonians (speakers of Akkadian or, more likely in the sixth century B.C.E, Aramaic) was not as dramatic as its distance from the Egyptians.
146 See Chapter 7 for a fuller discussion of this topic.
in one’s homeland, surrounded by speakers of one’s native language, is comfortable in a way that is most keenly felt on returning.

Once again, this is a sympathetic or compassionate observation on the part of the psalmist, but its significance has been overemphasized. In Ps 114, the new linguistic situation for the Israelites that arises after the exodus is not specifically mentioned, nor clearly contained in the references to Yahweh’s “sanctuary” and “dominion.” For these reasons, I regard as far-fetched the supposition shared by Geller and Hossfeld and Zenger, and mentioned above, that Israel’s new linguistic situation in the psalm contains some universal significance. There seems to be no indication in Ps 114 that Israel’s departure from Egypt results, or will eventually result, in a universal language, the “pure speech” of humanity alluded to in Zeph 3:9, of the kind that reverses the divisions established at the overthrow of the tower of Babel (Gen 11:1–9).147

Rather, what this psalm does point to is the reality that different nations speak different languages. Specifically, implicit in the description of exodus-era Egypt as a “people speaking unintelligibly” is the view that the Hebrews, during their slavery, spoke a language other than Egyptian. In the Hebrew Bible, Ps 114:1 is the only allusion to this view, although it does not identify the language of the Israelites.148 In rabbinic Jewish thought this assumption becomes standard,149 and, at least in part, serves to answer the question, How did Israel maintain its identity during its period of servitude among a foreign people? The book of Exodus suggests that it was not Israel’s continued worship of its god that defined them. But according to

---


148 This psalm does not express this view if the description of Egypt as a jabbering people reflects the psalmist’s perspective, rather than the exodus group’s. This is a possible interpretation of the psalm.

149 See, e.g., Lev. Rab. 32.5, which claims that Israelites “did not change their language [לָא תִּתְלָשׁוּם],” citing Exod 5:3: “the God of the Hebrews has revealed himself to us” (emphasis added). In Ridley Scott’s recent Hollywood blockbuster Exodus: Gods and Kings, the Israelites in Egypt are even shown using their own script (the Palaeo-Hebrew script).
traditional interpretation, language was one of the cultural elements of peoplehood that the Israelites maintained, linking them to Abraham “the Hebrew.”

Now, Ps 114:1 appears to pave the way for this line of thought. But it would be implausible to claim that this identity-preserving function of the Israelites’ language is exhibited by the psalm. For the specifically Israelite language (in contrast to which, Egyptian is gibberish) is not identified here nor expressly referred to. Furthermore, the psalm does not stress the idea of linguistic continuity in Israel, even if we might suspect that it presumes it. It is not indicated that that language of the “house of Jacob” in Egypt is the same as that of Jacob’s ancestors or distant descendants. Thus, Ps 114:1 should be identified as a likely first attestation of the idea that the Israelites spoke their own language during their time in Egypt, but the ramifications of that idea are at most only latent within it.

Overall, then, the use of ʦʲʬ in Ps 114 is suggestive and succinct: it presumes that the Hebrews maintained their linguistic difference from the Egyptians during their bondage, and perhaps indicates a perception about the great distance between Hebrew and Egyptian; and it conveys a feeling of alienation in a multilingual setting, and the reversal of that feeling, by referring to a (mytho-)historical period that may have resonances with the psalmist’s own circumstances. Arguably the complexity of this usage illustrates that the presence of ʦʲʬ in Ps 114:1 is the result of considered reflection on the meaning of linguistic diversity.

150 Lev. Rab. 32.5. Similarly, this midrash asserts that the Israelites clung to other items of their cultural heritage, including their names.
D. The Egyptian Language in Ps 114 and Elsewhere

Although no name for the Egyptian language is attested in the Hebrew Bible, I regard this as largely accidental, since there are several clear indications in the Hebrew Bible beyond Ps 114:1 of the linguistic otherness of the Egyptians.\footnote{151}{The Egyptians referred to their language as ṟ n kmt and mti kmt, “the language of Egypt,” or otherwise simply as “the language of men”; see Uljas, “Linguistic Consciousness,” 2, 3. No name for this language is found in Akkadian, but in Aramaic, מדרת ויר with the meaning “in Egyptian” is attested in two documents from Elephantine; TADAE B3.7.10. Another use of mṣryt to refer to this language may be found in a Nabataean text dated to 36 B.C.E. from a trade post in Egypt; see Richard N. Jones et al., “A Second Nabataean Inscription from Tell esh-Shuqafiya, Egypt,” BASOR 269 (1998): 47–57, at 48, with discussion at 51, 52.} Set before the period of Israelite servitude, the Joseph story contains such references. Acting as a high Egyptian official, Joseph uses an interpreter (أخبار) during negotiations with his Israelite brothers (Gen 42:23).\footnote{152}{The meaning of the term ṟʬʮ will be discussed in Chapter 7, in the context of a detailed discussion of linguistic diversity in the Joseph story.} Joseph also receives an Egyptian name (-refresh; ṣápmät pa’nēaḥ; Gen 41:45), and what is perhaps an Egyptian word, ṣҧkb (Gen 41:43) is found in the narrative. The prediction in Isa 19:18 about the speaking of the “language of Canaan” in five cities of Egypt also presumes that in normal circumstances Egypt is linguistically other than Canaan. But the language of the Egyptian masters is not a standard element in biblical retellings of the oppression in Egypt and the flight therefrom, including in the book of Exodus.\footnote{153}{See Chapter 3 for a discussion of the other case (also a psalm) in which the language of the oppressing Egyptians may be mentioned, Ps 81:6.} This theme apparently was not an especially vivid or productive one in Israel’s cultural memory.

V. Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the three words for “a language” used in the Hebrew Bible were seen to have overlapping ranges of meaning. Some diachronic distinctions may be apparent in their distribution—least being found in all periods, and least being found in pre-exilic and exilic
texts—and the use of these words suggests a close relationship between language and ethnicity. In contrast, the names of particular languages attested in the Hebrew Bible do not seem to be derived in any straightforward way from ethnic groups. Thus, these texts do not attest to a consistent or systematic presentation of the relationship between language and peoplehood. In addition, we saw in this chapter that the distinction between language and dialect is not clearly stated in the Hebrew Bible, although observations pertinent to the issue are made. Finally, rather than specifically “to speak a foreign language,” the verb נַשֵּׁל (Ps 114:1) appears to mean “to speak unintelligibly” in reference to the Egyptians, and was used succinctly in that psalm to great effect.
Chapter 3

The Past and Future of Linguistic Diversity

I. Introduction

This chapter continues to investigate some of the concerns of Chapter 2—the relationship between people and language, and the role of language in establishing distinctions. In this chapter, I move to a discussion of texts that depict the beginnings of linguistic and national diversity, and those that may envisage the future removal of boundaries between languages and peoples.

To begin, the question of the origins of linguistic diversity will be addressed, through a consideration of the Table of Nations (Gen 10) and the Tower of Babel episode (Gen 11:1–9), in light of potentially relevant comparative evidence. The joint presentation of linguistic and ethnic diversity in these texts will be explored, and the perspectives of the two texts contrasted. I shall also examine Yahweh’s role in confusing the language of humanity in the Babel episode, and the story’s possibly negative evaluation of the world’s linguistically diverse condition.

Corresponding to this discussion of the origins of linguistic diversity, I shall examine several prophetic texts which may predict a change in the world’s linguistic situation in the future (Zeph 3:9; Isa 19:18; Zech 8:23). These texts invite us to consider the question of whether the Hebrew Bible expresses an idea that some particular language has a specific or unique religious function. Finally, through an analysis of Ps 81:6 I shall discuss the issue of whether in the Hebrew Bible a boundary exists between the divine realm and the human with respect
to language: is a divine language, the speech of heaven, distinguished from terrestrial human language by the biblical authors?

II. The Origins of Linguistic Diversity: The Table of Nations (Gen 10)

Two texts in the Hebrew Bible address the history of the distinction between languages, and the associated distinction between peoples. The perspectives of these accounts appear to be contrasting, but have often been related. In this section, I shall examine the role and meaning of language, and the distinctions associated with it, in these two texts separately, before exploring the relationship between them.

A. The Table of Nations (Gen 10): Language, Clan, Land, and Nation

Following the conclusion of the flood narrative, and the episode of Noah’s drunkenness, the so-called Table of Nations presents, in three sections, the genealogy of Noah’s sons, Japheth (vv. 2–5), Ham (vv. 6–20), and Shem (vv. 21–31). The conclusion of each genealogy is in the following form (with minor variations): “These are the descendants of Ham, by their clans, their languages, in their lands, their nations.” (Gen 10:20; cf. 5, 31). I shall here consider the role language plays as a boundary marker in this text.

---

1 NRSV modified. The singular “language” appears in v. 5, in the distributive phrase אֲשֶׁר לֶשׁוֹן, “each by its language.” This verse also contains a variant order of the elements, though retains the prepositional usage of vv. 20, 31. The whole Table concludes with a comparable formula that lacks reference to language: “These are the clans of Noah’s sons, according to their genealogies, in their nations”; v. 32.
1. Form

According to traditional source-critical analysis, the Table of Nations is a composite text.\(^2\) A unit from the Priestly source (P) provides the structure and is primarily genealogical. Entries are of the form: “The descendants of Shem: Elam, Ashur, Arpachshad, Lud, and Aram. The descendants of Aram: etc.” (vv. 22–23). Notably for our purposes, the three closing formulae that contain references to “languages” are assigned to P (vv. 5, 20, 31). Into this unit have been inserted two extended portions of J material (Gen 10:8–19, 24–30), which is more heterogeneous, including narrative elements (the feats of the empire builder and proverbial hunter, Nimrod; vv. 8–12),\(^3\) territorial notes (e.g., v. 19), and a name explanation (of Peleg, “in whose days the earth was split [provided with canals?; ] v. 25).\(^4\)

Despite the composite nature of this text, there is a coherent structure in Gen 10, which moves through the descendants of each of Noah’s sons with little repetition (although another list of Shem’s descendants [Gen 11:10–26; P] is given after the Tower of Babel episode). Moreover, the typologically significant number of names listed in MT, seventy, suggests that a clear rationale pervades the whole.\(^5\)

---


\(^3\) On possibilities for the identity of the biblical figure of Nimrod (as a human or divine Mesopotamian figure), see Yigal Levin, “Nimrod the Mighty, King of Kish, King of Sumer and Akkad.” *VT* 52 (2002): 350–66; and also Karel van der Toorn and Pieter W. van der Horst, “Nimrod before and after the Bible,” *HTR* 83 (1990): 1–29.

\(^4\) For further discussion of Peleg, see the discussion below on the relationship between the Table of Nations and the Tower of Babel episode.

“By their languages”: Language as One Factor in Ethnic Boundaries

The Table of Nations claims to list the clans, nations, and territories of Noah’s sons’ descendants, “each by its language” [בָּאַשׁ לְשׁוֹנָּה]. In this repeated formula, we find language associated with several other terms emphasizing different dimensions of the world’s human communities: בְּנֵי, “clan, family,” which focuses on communities structured by kinship bonds; מַגֵּר, “nation, people,” denoting a large human community with connotations of political organization; and אָרֶץ, “land, country” which specifies the territory occupied by a community. The contribution of מַגֵּר is in raising the issue of the distinctive mode of speech in which the members of a group communicate among each other.

The formula in the Table of Nations is thus comparable to the Aramaic phrase כל העמים, האומות, והלשונות, “all peoples, nations, and tongues,” found in Daniel (e.g. 3:4, 7, 29). In that phrase, as was discussed earlier, מַגֵּר has the meaning “linguistic community” rather than “language.” I do not, however, see good reason for understanding מַגֵּר in Gen 10 in this way. It is not that we here have various types of communities referred to—clans vs. nations vs. countries vs. linguistic communities; rather, the formula is pointing out that human beings are bound together by several types of bonds into overlapping communities.

Among these different forms of diversity among communities, however, language is apparently not primary. For the familial structure of relationships between peoples that the Table presents does not correspond to the family tree of languages that modern linguistics constructs. This is despite the fact that linguists have applied the Table’s names—Hamitic, Japhetic, and, especially still, Semitic—to large branches of that family tree. This disparity

---

6 For the use of the lamed preposition with the meaning “according to, after, by,” see BDB י, 510a–518a, at 516a.
may be seen, for instance, in the situation of Elam and Canaan, as Nahum Sarna points out.\(^7\) We may suspect that factors of regional and cultural similarity are at work in the presentation of Elam as a son of Shem and brother of Ashur and Aram, despite the fact that Elamite is a language isolate. Conversely, the Canaanites, the closest linguistic (and cultural) neighbours of the Israelites, are clearly separated from Israel as part of a wide-reaching identity polemic in the Hebrew Bible: Israel is a descendant of Shem, through Eber and Abraham, whereas Canaan springs from Ham, and is brother to Egypt and Cush (Nubia).\(^8\) Thus, it appears that a confluence of several disparate factors are at work in structuring the Table of Nations, and that similarity of language is neither necessary nor sufficient to establish the kinship of peoples here.

3. The Languages of Gen 10

Nevertheless, the formulaic phraseology of vv. 5, 20, 31, “each according to its language,” does suggest that there is a straightforward correspondence between ethnicity and speech: languages and nations exist in a ratio of 1:1. Yet the seventy nations listed in the Table vastly exceed the number of languages to which the Hebrew Bible refers. Moreover, we could not expect the authors/redactors of this text to have been familiar with the languages of more than a few of peoples listed in Gen 10. In that respect this text appears to be displaying schematic or systematizing intent, assuming rather than demonstrating an abstract principle of correspondence of language to people. As Claus Westermann and others have noted, this is in

---

\(^7\) Nahum M. Sarna, *Genesis: The Traditional Hebrew Text with the New JPS Translation* (JPS Torah Commentary; Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 1989), 68.

\(^8\) Canaan here consists of the Phoenicians (Sidonians), Amorites, Hittites, Jebusites, etc. Others of Israel’s close neighbours in the southern Levant are elsewhere presented as close Semitic kin of Israel: Ammon and Moab are the sons of Abraham’s nephew Lot (Gen 19); and Edom/Esau is the brother of Jacob/Israel brother (Gen 25). The Philistines are said to be descendants of Ham, through Egypt (Gen 10:14).
accordance with the Priestly author’s ordered presentation of other phenomena in the Pentateuch.  

In fact, strictly speaking, no glottonyms are given in the Table, of the form we encounter elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible—“language [كشف وش] of X” or “ethnonym + suffix”

Instead, the Table contains a mixed list of ethnonyms and toponyms, presented for the most part as eponymous ancestors.  

But since it contains such people- and place-names, it is natural that this list includes names associated with distinct ancient languages. Among this list are several nations or territories associated elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible with a particular language: Aram, Canaan, and Egypt.  

The list also contains reference to ancient peoples/places whom we know to have had distinct languages: Elam, Akkad, Javan (Greece), etc.  

The ancestor of the Hebrews, Eber, is, of course, mentioned although, as discussed above, this name is not given to the Hebrew language in the Hebrew Bible.

However, despite the fact that we can associate a number of these peoples with known languages, we cannot know how many of these languages the biblical authors were aware of.

---


10 For identifications, with greater or lesser degrees of certainty, see, e.g., Westermann, *Genesis*, 1:504–28. In the material attributed to J, some groups are listed as gentilic pl. forms, e.g., פַּלְּסִיִּים, “Philistines” (Gen 10:14).

11 Arpachshad (ארפכישד) should perhaps be added to this list, if the name is to be associated with the Chaldeans (ברעלים); see John Skinner, *A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book of Genesis* (ICC; New York: Scribner, 1910), 210–20. The two other peoples/places that are clearly associated with languages in the Hebrew Bible are not present here: Ashdod and Judah. The origins of Judah and the other sons of Israel are described much later in Genesis.

12 Akkadû(m) is the Akkadian word for the Akkadian language, though the geographical and ethnic use of “Akkad” and “the Akkadians” in Akkadian literature varies through time; *CAD A1 akkadû* at 272a–273a.

13 Shinar (שָנִיר) may belong among these if it is related to “Sumer”, Akk. *Šumeru(m)*, but it is more likely that the name is related to the Mesopotamian region/people referred to in cuneiform documents as *Ṣanḫara*, Eg. *Sngr*; see Ran Zadok, “The Origin of the Name Shinar” *ZA* 74 (1984): 241–4.
4. Accounting for and Evaluating Linguistic Diversity in Gen 10

In the multinational world depicted in the Table of Nations, linguistic diversity receives no special explanation. Such diversity accompanies the dispersion of peoples after the flood—that is, linguistic difference is associated with geographical separation of kin groups. But the process by which each people came to possess its own territory and language is not envisaged. In this sense I regard J. Severino Croatto as incorrect in stating that this text “explained [linguistic diversity] by way of genealogy.” Gen 10 simply presumes the existence of various languages in the world.

Since Gen 10 lacks an explanation of that diversity, it is also devoid of information on which we might base an assessment of how it evaluates the multilingual status of the world. To ascertain this, scholars have looked to the relationship between Gen 10 and the flood story. Bill T. Arnold writes that the Table of Nations exhibits “a positive appraisal of human dispersion,” because it fulfils God’s postdiluvial blessing on Noah’s family, “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth” (Gen 9:1, 7). This renews God’s blessing bestowed upon all humanity at creation (Gen 1:28), both texts exhibiting distinctively Priestly characteristics. But while this seems the correct way to understand the dispersion of humanity in Gen 10, it is not clear that linguistic diversity per se is a manifestation of this blessedness. Genesis 10 does not say as much. Since this is uncertain, we do not know whether to describe as positive the evaluation of the earth’s multilingualism in Gen 10. And for sure, “linguistic diversity as boon” is not an emphasized or central theme of the text. Therefore, it seems safer to say

---


merely that Gen 10 presents linguistic diversity as a fact of life, and one that is intimately linked with mankind’s ethnic and territorial distinctions.

**B. The Tower of Babel Episode (Gen 11:1–9)**

Besides Gen 10, the following unit, Gen 11:1–9, is the other text that we should examine on the subject of the origins of multilingualism. In the story of the building of the city and tower of Babel, we find a mythical exposition of the phenomenon of linguistic diversity. This account explains linguistic diversity as arising out of an interaction of conflicting human and divine motives. This tale is the most extended reflection on the topic in the Hebrew Bible, and the only biblical narrative which has linguistic diversity as a primary focus. The text thus merits detailed attention in a consideration of attitudes towards linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible. In this section, I shall consider the meaning and significance through several topics, in particular: the unity of Gen 11:1–9; the idea of language in this text, including the terminology מְדִיבֵר אֲדֹנִים and שָפֵת; the attitudes towards linguistic unity and diversity in the text, including the question of sin and punishment in this story; a possible Sumerian parallel to the story; and finally the relationship between the Tower of Babel episode and the text just discussed, the Table of Nations.

1. **Gen 11:1–9**
Now the whole earth had one language and the same words. 2 And as they migrated from the east, they came upon a plain in the land of Shinar and settled there. 3 And they said to one another, “Come, let us make bricks, and burn them thoroughly.” And they had brick for stone, and bitumen for mortar. 4 Then they said, “Come, let us build ourselves a city, and a tower with its top in the heavens, and let us make a name for ourselves; otherwise we shall spread abroad upon the face of the whole earth.” 5 Yahweh came down to see the city and the tower, which the humans had built. 6 And Yahweh said, “Look, they are one people, and they have all one language; and this is only the beginning of what they will do; nothing that they plan to do will now be impossible for them. 7 Come, let us go down, and mix their language there, so that they will not understand one another’s language.” 8 So Yahweh spread them abroad from there over the face of all the earth, and they left off building the city. 9 Therefore it was called Babel, because there Yahweh mixed the language of all the earth; and from there Yahweh spread them abroad over the face of all the earth. 16 (Gen 11:1–9)

2. Textual Issues

The text of Gen 11:1–9 is largely secure. The only major variant to MT occurs in v. 8 of LXX and SP, where a third reference to the tower is found at the end of the verse: “they left off building the city and the tower [καὶ τὸν πύργον = וַתִּמְלַכֵּר].” This may have been omitted in MT through homoioteleuton, since the first word of v. 9, על, ends in lamed, like מגדל. Alternatively, it may have been added in SP and LXX in order to harmonize v. 8 with vv. 4, 5, where city and tower are mentioned together.

3. Context

The Tower of Babel episode immediately follows the Table of Nations, and is followed by a genealogy, from Shem, of Terah and his son Abram (Gen 11:10–32). 17 The Tower of Babel is thus the final narrative episode in the Primaeval History (Gen 1–11). This is the last story in

---

16 NRSV modified.

17 The relationship between Gen 10 and Gen 11:1–9 will be discussed at the end of this section.
which Yahweh is shown interacting with humanity as a whole; after this point, the narrator focuses on Yahweh’s relations with a single man and the people that springs from him. Gen 10 and 11 lay the groundwork for the election of Abram, by depicting the break-up of the original unity of mankind.

4. Form: The Unity of Gen 11:1–9

As it stands, Gen 11:1–9 displays a clearly-structured progression: after the narrator sets the scene (v.1–2), the human beings plan and undertake a course of action, which is conveyed to the reader through direct speech (vv. 3–4); next, Yahweh assesses and responds to the plans of the humans, which is also conveyed to the reader through direct speech (vv. 5–8); finally, the narrator closes the story with a note of broader significance (v. 9). As Umberto Cassuto pointed out, this structure is augmented by frequent alliteration of bet, lamed, and nun, as in מֵלֶל (v. 3), מֵלֶל (v. 7), and מֵלֶל, so that the name “Babel” echoes throughout the tale.  

Yet despite these indications of structure, Hermann Gunkel and, more recently, Christoph Uehlinger have argued that Gen 11:1–9 shows signs of being a composite text. Gunkel proposed that Gen 11:1–9 is composed of two originally distinct accounts, later combined by the author of the Yahwistic Pentateuchal source (J). In one episode, the “tower recension,” humanity begins to build a mighty tower in Shinar as a measure against spreading across the earth, but Yahweh spread them nonetheless. In the second episode, the “Babel recension,” the humans intend to make a name for themselves by building a great city, but their city acquires

---


the ironic name Babel after Yahweh inflicts linguistic diversity upon them. Uehlinger’s theory posits only a single original account, stemming from the Neo-Assyrian period and addressing Sargon II’s imperial policies. This first account was subject to three redactional phases, including one that reoriented the tale to the circumstances of the reign of the Neo-Babylonian king, Nebuchadnezzar II. The primary evidence for both scholars in dividing the account is the duality they detect in the story: two building projects (tower vs. city), two motives by humans (to avoid dispersing vs. to make a name), two descents of Yahweh, two responses by Yahweh (scattering people vs. mixing languages).

If either of these theses were correct, they would be highly pertinent to our understanding of the role of language in this story, since they seek to separate the idea of the spread of humanity from the notion of mankind’s linguistic diversity. These source/redaction-critical analyses, however, may be challenged. Joel Baden has argued that the traditional principles of source criticism cannot be used to demonstrate multiplicity in this text. For one thing, only a single divine name, יְהֹウェָה, is used to refer to the Israelite god. Moreover, there are no contradictions within the story that would be explained through the combination of sources. In particular, Baden points out that the apparent doublets can be convincingly explained as original to a single literary composition. Yahweh’s dual descent, for example, is clearly explained in Gen 11: Yahweh first comes down to earth “(in order) to see” the status of the city and the tower (v. 5), whereas the purpose of his second descent (vv. 7–8) is to sabotage the project. As for the pair העיר והמבוא, “city and tower” (vv. 4, 5), Westermann has indicated

---


23 Westermann attributes any other relics of multiplicity in the story to its preliterary history; Westermann, Genesis, 1:537.
that this should be seen as hendiadys, expressing a single concept: a certain type of city is meant, a fortified city, or a city with an acropolis.\textsuperscript{24} Whereas Hebrew יָשָׂר can refer to human settlements of varying magnitudes, including rural towns, only a metropolis could serve as a landmark for all humanity, and to establish their reputation.\textsuperscript{25}

Thus, we lack good indications that Gen 11:1–9 is a composite text,\textsuperscript{26} and the episode should therefore be interpreted as a unity. For our purposes in particular, this will mean treating the spread of humanity across the earth together with the notion of humanity’s linguistic diversity. Before turning to an interpretation of the text, however, let us consider a potentially illuminating parallel from Sumerian literature.

5. “The Spell of Nudimmud”: A Sumerian Parallel to Gen 11:1–9?

A Sumerian text has been cited as providing a parallel to the biblical story of the Tower of Babel. The text is the so-called “Spell of Nudimmud,” a short section of an epic composition, \textit{Enmerkar and the Lord of Aratta}. This text is attested in tablets from the Old Babylonian period, but describes a much earlier age in which the ruler of Uruk, Enmerkar, is engaged in a long conflict with the lord of Aratta, a polity somewhere in the Iranian highlands, in which Enmerkar benefits from his guile and from the favour of the goddess Ishtar.

\textsuperscript{24} Westermann, \textit{Genesis}, 1:534. This would explain the absence of גָּדֶר in MT v. 8: the tower is included in the reference to the city.


Since its initial translation and interpretation by Kramer, the Spell has been the subject of numerous studies, disputing major and minor points of its interpretation. A translation by Thorkild Jacobsen is included here:

In those days, there being no snakes, there being no scorpions,
There being no hyenas, there being no lions,
There being no dogs or wolves,
There being no(thing) fearful or hair-raising,
Mankind had no opponents
In those days in the countries Subartu, Hamazi,
Bilingual Sumer being the great country of princely office,
The region Uri being a country in which was what was appropriate,
The country Mardu lying in safe pastures,
(In) the (whole) compass of heaven and earth the people entrusted (to him)
Could address Enlil, verily, in but a single tongue.
In those days, (having) lordly bouts, princely bouts, and royal bouts
(Did) Enki, (having) lordly bouts, princely bouts, and royal bouts
Having lordly bouts fought, having princely bouts fought, and having royal bouts fought,
Did Enki, lord of abundance, lord of effective command,
Did the lord of intelligence, the country's clever one
Did the leader of the gods,
Did the sagacious omen-revealed lord of Eridu
Estrange the tongues in their mouths as many as were put there
The tongues of men which were one. (ELA 135–55)

According to Kramer’s interpretation, the story presents an original ideal “golden age” for humanity, when linguistic diversity had not yet entered the world; Enki (called Nudimmud in


his capacity as creator) introduced linguistic diversity, perhaps because of some rivalry between him and Enlil, evident in other myths though unstated in this context; and this story fits into the narrative as an explanation for why international diplomacy must be carried out. However, there are many points of great uncertainty in interpreting this text. I shall mention only four that are relevant to assessing the pertinence of this text to Gen 11:1–9.

Firstly, the temporality of the Spell has been disputed; Vanstiphout and Black interpret the final line as a reference to the present—“the tongue of mankind is truly one.” Secondly, it is not clear whether linguistic diversity really enters the world for the first time here, since we have a reference to “bilingual [perhaps: harmonious; eme ḫamun] Sumer” in the introduction. Thirdly, this does not seem to be a story about the whole world, but about Mesopotamia in particular, as the specifying place names suggest (Sumer, Subartu, Mardu, Uri); this region may, however, stand for the whole world in this case. Fourthly, the “single tongue” may not refer to the human communication system in general, but to the prayers of humanity in “address [to] Enlil.”

It should be apparent that the relevance of the Spell as a parallel to Gen 11:1–9 is greatly reduced if, on even one of these points, Kramer was mistaken. For the major supposed commonalities between the texts—unity of human language in the period of myth, and subsequent division by a divine agent—are subject to doubt. The setting of both in Mesopotamia is shared, but this is not alone does not show that the Spell of Nudimmud is helpful in understanding the Tower of Babel episode. In fact, the Spell contains none of the clearly Mesopotamian elements of Gen 11:1–9—the great plain, the use of bitumen, the


31 The interpretation of the Sumerian phrase eme ḫamun, which appears to be able to express both “harmony” and “opposition” is disputed. A discussion of the various opinions that have been offered for its meaning in this context and elsewhere is found in Klein, “Spell of Nudimmud,” 567–68 n. 26. The phrase will be discussed further at a later point in this chapter.
baking of brick, urbanism, monumental structure—and an explanation should be sought for them other than familiarity with the events referred to in the Spell. Thus, I do not regard the Spell of Nudimmud as relevant here, beyond serving as a fairly general cross-cultural parallel as a story that explains the emergence of diverse languages. To this theme in the Babel story I shall now turn, beginning with an analysis of the terminology used.


i. soátה: Unity and Diversity of Language

洑ה is a keyword in Gen 11:1–9, expressing one of the episode’s central themes. The word occurs five times in the narrative in the following phrases:onoiat, “one language/speech” (v. 1, 6); אאש שפה רצה, “their language/speech” (v. 7); ע铟 שפה, “each other’s language/speech” (v. 7); וית שפה לכל האזרים, “the language/speech of the whole earth” (v. 9). The noun is always in the singular, and occurs in the narrator’s framework and in the speech of Yahweh. There are several interpretative difficulties involving the use of˘.subplots in the narrative. I shall first consider a small syntactic difficulty, then a more pervasive semantic one.

Firstly, the opening sentence of the episode presents a minor syntactic difficulty:כל האזרים appears to be the subject of והד; thus literally “the whole earth was one language/speech.”34 But what does this mean? Of course, humans cannot be “languages” in the sense of “communicative verbal systems,” but as discussed above, they can be “linguistic

32 Even if no genetic relationship exists between the Spell and the Babel episode, the Spell might be useful in providing a typological parallel. However, the obscurity of the action and sense of the Spell reduces the text’s usefulness in this regard.


communities.” However, it would be odd to find this usage for לשון in Gen 11:1: while, under the influence of Aramaic, does mean “linguistic community” in a few late biblical texts, לשון, as we have seen, is not used in this way. Instead, v. 6 makes it clear what the intended sense of v. 1 is: that the whole earth had a single language (.jsp, which is how this verse is usually translated. Perhaps the phrase jsp in v. 1 is adverbial: they were “of or in one language/speech.”

Next we should consider the issue of the semantic value of שפה in this narrative. Croatto and Uehlinger have argued that in Gen 11:1–9 the word does not mean “a particular language,” which they regard as solely expressed by לשון in biblical Hebrew; rather it means more generally “speech,” Rede. Thus, the purpose of the story is not (simply—so Uehlinger; at all—so Croatto) to explain the diversity of the world’s languages, but rather the fundamental disunity of human discourse, whether carried out in one or many individual languages. Uehlinger states that שפה here expresses “nicht nur ‘Einsprachigkeit’ in einem linguistischen Sinne, sondern darüber hinaus auch ‘Einstimmigkeit’ im Sinne der geeinten, gemeinsamen Intention.” For Croatto, what arises out of Yahweh’s confusing of humanity’s conceptual unity is “the negation of all communication,” rather than the diffusion of various languages.

However, there is good reason, to favour the interpretation of שפה as “a particular language” over “speech.” Firstly, we should point out that, contrary to these scholars’ arguments, שפה can indeed, like לשון, mean “a particular language” in the Hebrew Bible. This is made most

---

35 For parallel constructions, see, e.g., IBHS §10.2.2.

36 Uehlinger, Weltreich, 348; Croatto, “Tower of Babel,” 202. Croatto uses this to support his argument that the Babel story does not depict the multiplication of human languages.

37 “not only ‘monolingualism’ in a linguistic sense, but furthermore also ‘unanimity’ in the sense of a united, common intent”; Uehlinger, Weltreich, 349.

clear in the reference to "the language of Canaan" in Isa 19:18. 39 It is also the natural interpretation of שפה when used in parallel with שם meaning "a language" (e.g., Isa 28:11; 33:19; Ezek 3:5–6).

Secondly, the use of שפה alongside שם makes the meaning "a particular language, a national idiom": "Look, they are one people, and they have all one language." 40 As Block has pointed out, the general relation "ethnic group : : language (שם or שם)" is commonly expressed throughout the Hebrew Bible (e.g., Gen 10:5; Deut 28:49; Ezek 3:5–6; Esth 1:22). In contrast, the link of "ethnic group : : discourse/ideology" is not so explicitly or frequently made. Thus, when we see שפה together with שם it is natural to understand it as "a particular language." 42

Finally, the meaning "a particular language" is perfectly intelligible throughout. All the earth had one language; that is, they called everything by the same names, and translation and interpretation were not required (vv. 1, 6). Yahweh confuses this language (vv. 7, 9), in that he introduces division and diversity into it, with the result that several distinct languages arise. 43 As a consequence, no one understands the language that anyone else speaks (v. 7), 44 so that global cooperation is no longer possible. In contrast, the action of the story is harder to

---

39 Uehlinger disputes this; Uehlinger, Weltreich, 348. See above for a discussion of his position and arguments in favour of mine.

40 Berlin remarks that in this verse the parallelism (שם א godt השפה) serves to link these ideas especially closely; Berlin, Biblical Parallelism, 42–43.

41 Block, "National Identity," 328. Block claims that it is "indisputable" that this same association is being made in Gen 11:6.

42 We might also note that in Gen 11:1–6, שפה must denote something countable (humanity has one of them). This is clearly the case if שפה means "a particular language," but less so if it means "speech/Rede.

43 Alternatively, in vv. 7 and 9 we may be dealing with the meaning "speech" (rather than "a particular language"), referring to "the sum total of whatever the humans spoke": the sum total of human speaking becomes a mixed-up jumble, because it now consists of several distinct languages.

44 Here we may compare the distributive construction ידיעת איש שפה רומח, "they will not understand one another’s language," to two usages in the book of Esther: שפם כל ממלכתו, "to every people in its own language" (Esth 1:22; 3:12; 8:9); and כל איש ... מדבר כלשון ז↩️, "every man should ... speak according to the language of his people" (Esth 1:22).
grasp if the meaning is “speech”: the earth had one set of ideas (did it have a single language to express them in?), and Yahweh caused people to have divergent discourses (how does this relate to the claim that they could not no longer understand each other?); as a result there is disunity of action and purpose in the world. This is a less intelligible and compelling story.

For these reasons, יהוה should be understood as meaning “a language” in Gen 11:1–9. While Uehlinger and Croatto are correct to detect an original unity of purpose among the humans, this is not expressed through the semantic value of יהוה. Strictly speaking, the function of the “single language” in the plot is as the precondition for collective human thought and action. It allows them to decide to build the city, and to build it. Yahweh removes this precondition by diversifying language, rendering agreement impossible to ascertain, and cooperation impossible to achieve, rather than directly creating discord among the intentions of humanity.

Croatto’s and Uehlinger’s detection of a relationship between, on the one hand, ethno-linguistic unity, and singleness of purpose and action in this narrative is not mistaken, however. It is not simply that shared language facilitates the unanimous formation and implementation of a plan in Gen 11:1–9. It is also that we expect a group bound by kinship and language to have one set of interests, and to work together to achieve them. And we expect discord to arise when humanity is divided into distinct ethno-linguistic groups, and so Yahweh’s dispersion of humanity probably does imply the emergence of strife, even if the text does not state this. But we read the Tower of Babel story in this way because of our understanding of how nations or peoples function, not because of a specific semantic value of יהוה as “unanimity.” In other words, linguistic and ethnic unity are proxies, markers, or correlates of unity of purpose and action; but they are not identical with that unity.
The meaning of the phrase דְבָרִים אַהֲדִים, דְבָרִים אַהֲדִים, which appears only in v. 1, is disputed, and scholars are divided as to the interpretation of both elements. It is clear that דְבָר here has a meaning related to its first chief sense “word, utterance” rather than its second, “thing, matter.” This is apparent from the broad linguistic theme of the story, and specifically from its use in conjunction (or parallel) with שָם, “speech, language,” in this verse. But the specific value of דְבָר is less clear. As for אַהֲדִים, scholars have generally been in agreement that Gen 11:1 does not contain the meaning most often attested for this plural form—“few, not many,” as in Gen 29:20: “So Jacob served seven years for Rachel, and they seemed to him but a few days [דְבָרִים אַהֲדִים] because of the love he had for her” (so also Gen 27:44; Dan 11:20). This meaning may be rejected because the claim that the builders had a limited stock of words does not have clear relevance for the story. However, scholars differ as to what meaning to attribute to it instead. I shall now consider the various proposals for understanding the phrase that have been made. Three understandings have been proposed: 1) דְבָרִים אַהֲדִים as “the same vocabulary”; 2) דְבָרִים אַהֲדִים as “one language”; and 3) דְבָרִים אַהֲדִים as “a pair of dialects.”

Nevertheless one ancient midrash takes the word to mean “things,” so that דְבָרִים אַהֲדִים means “property held in common”: “What this one held in his possession was held in the possession of the other”; Gen. Rab. 38.6.

The understanding of דְבָר as “few, not many” in Gen 11:1 does appear in ancient sources, however. For instance, Gen. Rab. regards this verse as giving paratextual information: the “generation of the division” (דְרָע רָעָה) had “few words” in the sense that only nine verses were devoted to their tale in the book of Genesis; Gen. Rab. 38.6.

Tg. Neof. and Tg. Ps.-Jon. contain reference to the “single counsel” (לְכָּל אֱלֹהִים; עְסָקָה מָלֵא) of humanity, apparently understanding דְבָרִים as referring to the “words” that the humans spoke to one another when deciding to build the tower (Gen 11:3,4).
a. Westermann’s Proposal: The Same Vocabulary

Westermann exhibits the most typical interpretation of דברים when he translates it as Vokabel, “vocabulary.” That is, דברים is taken as a true plural, “words,” here referring to the total set of words in a given language—that is, its vocabulary. The use of דברים in parallel with קסם דברים would be explicable if underlying it were the basic and intuitive idea that a language is made up by its lexis. Thus, by referring to a language’s vocabulary, the biblical author is referring to the language as a whole: there is but one language, having the same words for all of its speakers. Now it should be noted that the pertinent meaning “an individual word, a vocable” is fairly rare for דבר in the singular and plural; much more frequently refers to a larger unit of spoken or written discourse—to an utterance, statement, promise, report, claim, and so on. But “a word” is certainly one meaning of דבר, and thus it is possible to understand דברים as “vocabulary.”

In this interpretation seems initially difficult, for it is hard to know how many words can be described as “one(s).” As already indicated, however, the understanding of דברים that is generally favoured in this reading is as “the same.” In the Hebrew Bible, דבר can be used to indicate numerical identity—“(one and) the same.” Consider the following examples:

“They both dreamt, each his own dream, on the same night” (Gen 40:5); “Did not

48 Westermann, Genesis, 1:533.

49 This fundamentally lexical theory of language is of course insufficient. It fails to take account, for instance, of syntax, as well as inflection. Frits Staal has noted that ancient conceptions of language often committed this error; Frits Staal, “Oriental Ideas on the Origin of Language” JAOS (1979): 1–14, at 2–3.

50 On the interpretation of as דבר as “the same” see the next paragraph.

51 See BDB דבר, 182a–184a. Thus when we read of קסם דברים, דברים, we understand by it “ten statements” and not “ten words.”

52 Uehlinger uses German einerlei, “all the same,” to translate אחדות in this sense, retaining the etymological connection; Uehlinger, Weltreich, 359–60.

53 BDB 25a–b, at 25a.

This is distinct from qualitative identity, or exact resemblance, as in “those shoes are the same.”
he who made me in the womb make them? And did the same [אֶלֹהִים] fashion us in the womb?” (Job 31:15).  

Indeed, this seems to be the meaning of השפה אֶלֹהִים in the parallel phrase דְּבָרֵים אֶלֹהִים in Gen 11:1: “the same language.” Thus, in דְּבָרֵים, the adjective occurs in a plural form because it modifies a plural noun, and the meaning is not problematic: “the same words.”

That is, there was at this time one set of words shared by the whole of humanity.

b. Cassuto’s Proposal: One Language

Cassuto offers a different explanation for the plurality of the phrase דְּבָרֵים אֶלֹהִים in Gen 11:1.

He argues that דְּבָרֵים here is a plurale tantum: a form that is morphologically plural but with a singular meaning: “the noun דְּבָרֵים means language”; דְּבָרֵים is synonymous in this verse with השפה. Cassuto argues for this synonymy from the parallelism of the two words in this verse and in Ezek 3:6, where the plural of דְּבָרֵים occurs in parallel with לשון השפה and דְּבָרֵים: יָדֵע הָאֱלֹהִים. Yahweh tells the prophet, “you are not sent to many peoples of obscure speech [שְׁפַת] and difficult language [דְּבָרֵים], whose words [דְּבָרֵים] you cannot understand” (Ezek 3:6). Cassuto’s interpretation allows him to deal straightforwardly with the form דְּבָרֵים: though morphologically plural (conditioned by the plural form of דְּבָרֵים), the meaning is the standard meaning of the adjective, “one”; thus “one speech and one language.” Cassuto compares cases where אֲדֹלֶם, “God,” takes a morphologically plural adjective, for example אֲדֹלֶם חֵיה (Deut 5:23) and

54 This meaning is difficult to detect when השפה is used in the singular, because the translation “one” is usually also suitable.

55 This is also the understanding of השפה in Gen 11:1 offered in GKC §97 h (“iidem”).

56 Cassuto, Genesis II, 239.

57 Cassuto, Genesis II, 239.

58 A comparable parallelism of לשון and דְּבָרֵים is found in Jer 5:15, though דְּבָרֵים here appears in a verbal form: “a nation whose language [לְשׁוֹן] you do not know, nor can you understand what they say [דְּבָרֵים].”
We may also note that, in this interpretation, Cassuto has the support of the ancient versions: LXX renders άνευμα ως άνευμα, “one speech, language”; 60 Tg. Onq. has, “one speech.”

Cassuto is surely correct that contains a parallel structure that is indicative of the meaning of the whole. Specifically, the form of parallelism used here highlights the adjective and encourages us to seek a single understanding of its use in both cases. Adele Berlin writes with regard to this verse: “the use of the same or similar adjectives in different number emphasizes the adjective and yields a morphologic parallelism.” 61 However, the parallel structural device does not require total (semantic) synonymy, and is thus weak evidence for it: the two cases in which is parallel to are not proof that was considered to be a noun with a singular meaning “language.” Since other evidence for this claim is not forthcoming, we should be hesitant to accept it. And if we do not accept that has a singular meaning, it also follows that cannot mean “one.”

c. Shaffer’s Proposal: A Pair of Dialects

Aaron Shaffer offered a provocative explanation of the phrase which differs substantially from those yet examined. 62 He translates the phrase as “a pair of modes of speaking, dialects,” and argues that “these ‘dialects’ refer to Sumerian and Akkadian.” 63 The

59 In addition to the remark about humanity’s “single counsel,” Tg. Neof. and Tg. Ps.-J. also contain the phrase άνευμα. These texts therefore seem to contain a dual translation of דבירים."

60 LSJ at ως.

61 Berlin, Biblical Parallelism, 48.

62 Shaffer, “Tower of Babel.”

63 Ibid., 35.
following discussion of Shaffer’s proposal is more extensive than of the previous ones, since
evaluating his argument involves considering comparative cultural and linguistic evidence,
and a potential biblical analogue to דבריים אッדיאם.

α. Akkadian and Sumerian: The Language of Harmony

In דבריים אッדיאם, understood as “a pair of dialects,” Shaffer detects “an echo of the
Mesopotamian view of language,” which, he argues, conceived of Sumerian and Akkadian as
languages ideally compatible, correspondent, or matching with one another. This relationship
is expressed in Akkadian through the phrase lišān mitḥurti, “language of correspondence,"
and the Sumerian eme ḫamun, “harmonious language,” which we have already met. Now,
since Akkadian differs greatly from Sumerian, especially as compared to the other Semitic
languages in the region, these two languages might not strike us as particularly naturally
suited to one another. Nevertheless, Shaffer notes that this conceptualization of the
relationship likely grew out of the long tradition of written (and oral) bilingualism in
Mesopotamia, and perhaps specifically the scribal practice of arranging bilingual lexical lists
in parallel columns, in which Sumerian words faced, or corresponded to, their Akkadian
counterparts.64 The correspondence of these languages was regarded as established and
guaranteed by the gods, including Nabu, sāniq mitḥurti, “the verifier of correspondence,”65
and Shamash, who “set[s] aright the languages of compatibility as if they were one and the
same.”66 Shaffer even proposes that “the Mesopotamians regarded Sumerian and Akkadian as

64 Ibid., 26.
65 Examples listed under mitḥurtu, CAD M2 137b–138a. This title is also applied to Nergal and Ninurta.
66 In the Shamash series (3 line 40) of bīt rimki ritual texts. For references, see Thorkild Jacobsen, “Sumerian
two expressions of one and the same language and that this is the ideological basis which for
them ma[de] exact translation possible."\(^67\)

β. Plausibility of a Biblical Attestation of this Concept

Shaffer’s elucidation of the Mesopotamian situation is extremely valuable, and the possible
appearance of these notions in the Hebrew Bible is intriguing. But before examining Shaffer’
arguments in relation to the interpretation of שַׂמֶפ הָאָדָם as “a pair of dialects” in Gen 11:1,
we would do well to address the following question: How plausible is it that we would find in
the Hebrew Bible a reference to this particular Mesopotamian concept? Shaffer notes only
that finding such a reference in Gen 11:1–9 would be “entirely in keeping with the
thoroughly Mesopotamian milieu of the whole Tower of Babel episode.”\(^68\) Indeed these
Mesopotamian elements of this story (bitumen, baked brick, the mighty tower, the great
plain, etc.) are undeniable, but they are of a general nature and could possibly have been
transmitted as part of common lore about Babylonia’s landscape and architecture. In contrast,
it might be claimed that the notion of the ideal-correspondence of Akkadian and Sumerian is
a highly learned tradition, intelligible to those at home in the context of bilingual
Mesopotamian scribalism, but obscure to those outside it. It is in an advanced school text, for
instance, that we find the claim that Sumerian is the tamšīlu, “replica” of Akkadian.”\(^69\)

In response, however, we may note that the lišān mitḥurit/eme ḫamun concept, or a reflex of
it, was current in the first millennium B.C.E., in texts of the kind that the biblical authors may
have known. For example, one of the texts cited by Shaffer is the Sargon II cylinder

\(^{67}\) Shaffer, “Tower of Babel,” 27.

\(^{68}\) Ibid., 35.

inscription concerning Dūr-Šarrukīn (ca. 707 B.C.E.). In this document, the conquered peoples who have been resettled in the king’s new city are described as having previously spoken languages that are lā mīharti “not (mutually) correspondent,” before Sargon went about making them pā ḫṣēn, “(of) one mouth.”\(^{70}\) This text suggests that the ideal-correspondence notion was incorporated in some way into Neo-Assyrian imperial ideology, and it is apparent from other biblical texts that some Israelite authors were familiar with, and critiqued, items of Neo-Assyrian thought and rhetoric.\(^{71}\) Therefore, the premise of Shaffer’s proposal is plausible: we should be open to the possibility that the Mesopotamian concept of linguistic ideal-correspondence is addressed in the Hebrew Bible.

Let us now turn to an examination of Shaffer’s arguments concerning the interpretation of דברים אדומים as “a Pair of Dialects” in Gen 11:1.

Firstly, we may consider Shaffer’s understanding of דברים אדומים as “modes of speaking, dialects.” Shaffer’s interpretation should be distinguished from that of Cassuto, mentioned above, since rather than understanding the plural דברים as a plurale tantum meaning “language,” Shaffer takes it as a genuine plural, “modes of speech, dialects.” In this respect, Shaffer appears to be comparing דברים to Akkadian atwû (atmû), a noun meaning both “word, utterance” and “speech, manner of speech.”\(^{72}\) Atwû is occasionally found alongside lišēnu, referring to national and technical/professional

---

\(^{70}\) For the Akkadian of this text, and a translation, see Peter Machinist, “Assyria and Its Image in the First Isaiah,” *JAOS* 103 (1983): 719–37, at 732.

\(^{71}\) See, for example, Machinist, “Assyria and Its Image.” Shaffer also cites an omen text of the Neo-Assyrian king Esarhaddon in which he detects the concept; Shaffer, “Tower of Babel,” 29.

\(^{72}\) *CAD* A2 atwû 497b–498b.
languages, and in this usage Shaffer translates *atwû* as “dialects,” as he does *דברים* in Gen 11:1. In the Hebrew Bible, *דבר* can indeed indicate “type or manner of speech,” as in, for instance, "lying speech" (Prov 30:8). With the possible exception of Gen 11:1, however, this usage is not attested in contexts of linguistic diversity—*דבר* is not used elsewhere to specify the mode of speech of a particular people or nation, and *דברים* is not used to indicate several of such modes. Thus while Shaffer’s proposed understanding of *דברים* as “dialect” is not unfeasible, it does not strongly suggest itself.

Next, we may turn to Shaffer’s understanding of *ʭʩʣʧʠ* as “pair, set of two.” In this, Shaffer relies on two pieces of comparative evidence: the use of *ʭʩʣʧʠ* in Ezek 37:17; and the meaning of Akkadian *išṭēnītu*. I shall consider the relevance of these in turn.

δ. Evidence from Ezekiel

In Ezek 37:16–17, Yahweh commands Ezekiel as follows: “Mortal, take a [קָעַת, wooden object] and write on it, ‘For Judah, and the Israelites associated with it’; then take another [קָעַת, wooden object] and write on it, “For Joseph (the [קָעַת, wooden object] of Ephraim) and all the house of Israel associated with it”; and join them together into one [קָעַת, wooden object], so that they may become ṣāḥē[h]ēdim in your hand [והיו labor הבדל].” Shaffer explains the context of this verse as follows: “We have here the description of how Ezekiel is to take two wooden tablets and write letters to Israel and Judah. I propose to you that ṣāḥē[h]ēdim here means

---

73 See CAD A2 *atwû* 497b–498b for examples.

74 Shaffer, “Tower of Babel,” 27.

75 BDB *דבר*, 182a–184a.

‘set’, or ‘pair’ and what Ezekiel is told to do is to make a diptych, a hinged, two-leafed tablet used for writing in ancient times.” This is an ingenious explanation for one of Ezekiel’s often obscure symbolic acts. However, I regard this suggestion as unlikely to be correct, on linguistic and contextual grounds.

Firstly, in this passage appears to be a purely morphological plural with the meaning “one” (precisely the explanation that Cassuto gave for the form in Gen 11:1). The meaning “one” seems clear from a parallel expression two verses later (Ezek 37:18–19) in which the singular is used. Here Yahweh declares: I will take Israel and Judah “and make them one [wooden object], in order that they may be one in my hand [הָאֵছָהוֹ אָחָה בֵּית].” Similarly, for Ezekiel’s act to be an effective symbol, complete unification, not association, of the two wooden objects is required. Israel and Judah are not to become a “set” or “pair” of peoples, like a diptych, but “one nation in the land . . . and one king shall be over them all. Never again shall they be two nations, and never again shall they be divided into two kingdoms” (Ezek 37:22). The explanation for the plural form used of the wooden objects is that the subject of the verb is plural, but this does not affect the meaning.

A second argument against Shaffer’s diptych proposal is that the use of here to denote specifically a writing tablet would be unique in the Hebrew Bible. Elsewhere in Ezekiel we find the more standard "tablet, slate, board” used to describe flat wooden objects (Ezek 27:5). Rather, here is more naturally interpreted as bearing one of its standard meanings “a

---

77 Shaffer, “Tower of Babel,” 34.

78 Thus the form has apparently a total of three explanations in Biblical Hebrew: “few” (Gen 29:20; 27:44; Dan 11:20), “one” (Ezek 37:17), and “the same” (Gen 11:1). The question remains as to why two distinct forms are used in such similar contexts in Ezek 37, but this may simply be an example of spontaneous and natural linguistic variation, without semantic significance.

79 See BDB at בַּעֲשָׂ , 781b–782a.
length of wood, stick,” with the prophet making use of the common biblical metaphor of “kin group = tree.” Since Ezekiel refers to the “Joseph” subdivision of Israel, as “the stick [ץ] of Ephraim” in this passage, this metaphor appears to be at play. We may compare words like שבט and תשא, both of which have the dual meaning “staff, rod” and “tribe.”

One final point may be noted against Shaffer’s interpretation of Ezek 37:17. It is hard to see how the inscriptions on the אֱלִישָׁבָא could be interpreted as letters to Judah and Israel, as Shaffer proposes. Ezekiel is to write “For Judah, and the Israelites associated with it,” and “For Joseph (the stick of Ephraim) and all the house of Israel associated with it” (Ezek 37:16). These short phrases, which lack predicates, are not messages, but rather labels or tags, visibly indicating and realizing the specific symbolic referents of the sticks.

Thus Shaffer’s diptych proposal for Ezek 37 cannot be substantiated, and therefore it should not be used to support an interpretation of אֱלִישָׁבָא as “pair” in Gen 11:1.

ε. Evidence from Akkadian ʾıšṭēnūtu

Shaffer’s second piece of comparative evidence is Akkadian ʾıšṭēnūtu. He writes: ‘The word ‘one’ in Akkadian, ᵖʾšēn, has a plural ʾıšṭēnūtu, which has precisely [the] sense” of “a pair or set of things which can or do go together. . . . This semantic parallel from Akkadian offers strong support for a proposed translation of אֱלִישָׁבָא as ‘pair.’” Shaffer’s comparison, however, is not straightforward, as I shall now demonstrate.

---

80 BDB at צ, 781a.
81 Shaffer, “Tower of Babel,” 34–35. In Shaffer, CAD I/J and AHw, no example of ʾıšṭēnūtu is cited in which the word refers to the “pair” of Mesopotamian languages.
With regard to a plural of *ištēn*, “one,” *CAD* lists several, in forms related to *ištēnūtu*.\(^{82}\)

However, the meaning of these plurals does not seem to be “pair or set”; rather the plural of *ištēn* here is assigned two functions. Firstly, when modifying *pluralia tantum*, it is a purely morphological plural with the meaning “one”: thus, *I-ni-[ia]-tu šuršurrātu siparri*, “one copper chain (?)”.\(^{83}\) Secondly it has an indefinite pronominal usage, meaning “some, several”: thus, *i-si-nu-te ittalkuni . . . i-si-nu-te-ma udina la ušāni* “some have gone . . . some have not yet left.” These two usages are comparable to the cases of אֵלֶּה אָדָמוֹן in the Hebrew Bible discussed above: אֵלֶּה אָדָמוֹן, “they will become one” (Ezek 37:17); אֵלֶּה אָדָמוֹן, “like a few days” (Gen 29:20). Neither, however, is parallel to the meaning “pair, set” that Shaffer proposes for אֵלֶּה אָדָמוֹן in Gen 11:1.

For the meaning “set,” we must look to a lexeme *ištēnūtu* treated as distinct from *ištēn* in *CAD* and *AHw*. This *ištēnūtu* is a singular noun formed by affixing the abstract suffix -ūt to *ištēn*.\(^{84}\) According to *CAD* and *AHw*, this word has two meanings: 1) “set (consisting of several objects),” *Satz, Garnitur*; 2) “(undivided) unit,” (unteilbare) *Einheit*. In *AHw* and *CAD*, it is under this lexeme that the examples Shaffer lists are classified: *ansābātu,* “earrings”; *sariyam* (fem. pl.), “armour”; and a declaration of “unity” between the kings of Ugarit and Siyanni.\(^{85}\) But this analysis of *ištēnūtu* as a singular noun does not offer a parallel to the plural form אֵלֶּה אָדָמוֹן; rather it is closer to the Modern Hebrew אָדָם, *’ahdūt*, “unity.”

Clearly we are dealing here with a complex issue in Akkadian lexicography, and I do not claim the requisite competence to adjudicate between, on the one hand, *CAD* and *AHw*’s

---

\(^{82}\) *CAD* I/J 277b.

\(^{83}\) *AHw* differs slightly in the analysis of such usages, listing them rather as plural forms of the adjective *ištēnū*, “single”; *AHw* 401a.

\(^{84}\) *CAD* I/J 282a; *AHw* 401b. *CAD* I/J 282a distinguishes yet another lexeme with the same form *ištēnūtu*, meaning “for the first time; once,” attested in texts from Nuzi and Amarna.

\(^{85}\) Shaffer, “Tower of Babel,” 34–35.
twofold explanation of *ištēnūtu* and, on the other, Shaffer’s apparently singular understanding of the form.\(^86\) In considering this issue, we should also bear in mind that ancient Akkadian speakers may have been unaware of the etymological or semantic distinctions we are making, instead using the single form *ištēnūtu* with the variety of functions discussed. Thus, even if *CAD*’s and *AHw*’s accounts are correct, so that *ištēnūtu* and *ܒܢܐܫܘим* are not etymologically comparable, nevertheless Shaffer’s point that *ištēnūtu* as “set” is in some sense parallel to Hebrew אָבֵרָים may not be invalidated. However, we should recognize that the complexity of this issue, and the accompanying uncertainty of how to analyse *ištēnūtu* undermine the confidence with which we can accept Shaffer’s proposal concerning אָבֵרָים.

One final semantic point on the topic of *ištēnūtu* should be made, relevant to Shaffer’s understanding of Gen 11:1. Shaffer detects in אָבֵרָים a reference to the partner-languages Akkadian and Sumerian, in part because he understands אָבֵרָים as “pair,” in light of *ištēnūtu*. And indeed *ištēnūtu* is applied to sets consisting of two members, like shoes and earrings, where the English translation “pair” is appropriate. However, as Uehlinger points out, *ištēnūtu* is also applied to sets with more than two members, like items of bed-linen, and the garments making up a suit of armour,\(^87\) in which cases it cannot mean “set of two, pair,” but rather means, more generally “set.”\(^88\) Likewise, there is nothing in the two proposed etymologies of *ištēnūtu* that indicates specifically two-ness. Uehlinger is correct in affirming, then, that whether the word be analysed as the plural of *ištēn* (so Shaffer), hence “ones,” or as an abstracting formation from *ištēn* (so *AHw*), hence “one-ness, unity,” duality is not involved. Therefore, we should treat this word as meaning “set,” without reference to the

---

\(^86\) We may presume that Shaffer was aware that he was differing from *CAD* and *AHw* at this point. The relevant volumes of both works had appeared more than a decade before this lecture was given. Shaffer does not, however, mention this particular difference in analysis, although he does elsewhere in the lecture openly (and humbly) dispute *CAD*’s interpretation of *mithurtu* as “opposition.”

\(^87\) For these and further examples, see *CAD I/J* 282a; *AHw* 401b.

\(^88\) Uehlinger, *Weltreich*, 359.
number of that set’s members.⁸⁹ For this reason, if we were to accept that a parallel exists between אָדָם and ištēnūtu, this should lead us to render Gen 11:1 as “the whole earth had one language, and a set of dialects.” But this “set of dialects,” as opposed to a “pair” of them, does not suggest nearly as forcefully the idea of Akkadian and Sumerian as partner languages. Correspondingly, the persuasiveness of Shaffer’s proposal is reduced.

ζ. Final Evaluation Shaffer’s Proposal

Overall, then, I do not believe that there is strong evidence for translating אָדָם in Gen 11:1 as “pair.” In combination with my earlier finding that it is unlikely that הָרִירִים is to be interpreted as “dialects,” I am thus inclined to reject Shaffer’s proposal that הָרִירִים אָדָם, here, refers to Akkadian and Sumerian, and that Gen 11 “miraculously preserves for us an echo of the Mesopotamian view of language.”⁹⁰ As noted above, it is entirely possible that some version of this Mesopotamian view of language was known to biblical authors, and the arguments I have presented here do not prove otherwise. In general, it is extremely valuable to be informed about the attitudes of cultures in the ancient world beyond Israel towards linguistic diversity, for the sake of developing a broader perspective on these issues. But in the case of Gen 11:1–9, it seems best not to detect the particular ideas just discussed, and instead to interpret the text in its own terms.

⁸⁹ Because of the relationship of usage to a word’s meaning, ištēnūtu may well have acquired the specific meaning “pair” through frequent application to sets of two. We do not, however, have evidence that indicates the development of this specific nuance.

⁹⁰ Shaffer, “Tower of Babel,” 35.
d. Summary of דברים אhéím

The strongest proposal for דברים אhéím understands this phrase as meaning “the same words.” According to this understanding, יָרָד and דָּרֵך have values from among their standard ranges of meaning. “The same words” is readily intelligible as a way of referring to the initial shared language of all humanity envisaged in the Tower of Babel episode. In addition it is possible that it indicates a conception of languages as primarily constituted by their lexis.

iii. The Question of Diversification in Gen 11:1–9: Mixing (בָּלָל) and Scattering (קָוָם)

According to the standard interpretation of the Tower of Babel episode, Yahweh creates ethnic and linguistic diversity when he sees the humans building the city and the tower. Yahweh does this by “mixing” or “confusing” human language (בָּלָל, v. 7; בָּל, v. 9; from בָּל) and “scattering” the people across the earth (קָו, v. 8; קוֹם, v. 9; from קוֹם). However, Croatto, as we have noted, opposes this understanding of the story. He argues that “Gen 11:1–9 has nothing to do with the emergence of the different languages of the earth . . . . with the division of humanity into tongues and peoples.”

Because of their potential relevance to understanding the role of language in establishing boundaries in this story, Croatto’s arguments deserve consideration.

Croatto argues that there is no clear reference to multiplication or diversification in Gen 11:1–9, and therefore no account of the division of peoples and languages. For one thing, we have reference only to a single people, שֵׁם אָדָם (v. 6), with a single speech, שְׂפָתָה אָדָם (vv. 1, 6), in these verses, unlike the many languages and nations (pl.) of Gen 10. In addition, the action

---

91 Croatto, “Tower of Babel,” 219, 221. Croatto’s own interpretation of nature of Yahweh’s action was discussed above.
Yahweh takes against this people is not such as to bring about diversity: “‘[t]o mix/to confuse’ (balal) is not the same as to diversify, to generate, to multiply.”92 Likewise, “‘[d]ispersion’ is not equivalent to the division of peoples.”93 This is in contrast to the Table of Nations, where it is clearly stated that Yahweh “divided, separated” the nations (װװּװװױ Deferred, Gen 10:5). Thus, Croatto detects no reference in the Tower of Babel story to the multiplication of peoples.

In response to these arguments, we may first note that it is clear in v. 6 that the unity of the human nation and language is judged by Yahweh to be a grave problem that must be addressed: “Look, they are one people, and they have all one language, and this is only the beginning of what they will do.” If this situation does not change, then “nothing that they propose to do will now be impossible for them” (v. 6), which is, apparently, an intolerable situation to Yahweh.

We must assume, then, that Yahweh’s solution to the problem will change this situation—that is, it will bring an end to the state of affairs in which precisely one people with one language exists. But this could be done in one of only two ways: by dividing humanity into multiple peoples; or by rendering humanity a non-people, a דִּי (Deut 32:21), a mass of bodies lacking kinship or culture, representing the end of all human community.94 In the context, the former understanding is preferable. The tone and context of the story do not prepare us to expect Yahweh to destroy human community altogether. Rather, Yahweh once and for all channels the flow of human history in a specific direction, away from a

92 Ibid., 220.
93 Ibid., 220.
94 In Deut 32:21, the דִּי, “non-people,” may lack, not a unifying kinship and culture, but wisdom or proper behaviour, given the parallelism with שִׁפְי, “foolish/immoral nation.”
particularly risky extreme. Thus, we should imagine that multiple languages and peoples result from Yahweh’s act of confusing and scattering.

We may now consider the terminology used to describe this division. In the case of בָּבל, it is true that its use here is unusual. This verb most often appears in cultic texts and describes the mixing together of flour and other ingredients with oil (e.g., Exod 29:40; Lev 2:5; Num 7:13). Evidently the desire to offer an etymology of בָּבל, “Babel, Babylon” in Gen 11:9 has exerted an influence on the particular wording of the story. Yahweh’s “mixing” of the speech of humanity creates a jumble, then, in which communication is not possible. We might compare English “confuse,” which has the dual meaning of mixing and bewildering. Croatto is correct that this is not strictly a description of a diversifying act: בָּבל is not a claim that Yahweh created the many languages of the world, but that he disrupted mankind’s communication. But “mixture” is an apt description for what most interpreters have imagined to be the means by which Yahweh achieves this disruption at Babel: the diversification of languages. A polyglottic situation in which many speakers speak many languages is a “mixture,” just as the image of the “melting pot” can be applied to a multicultural situation.

Likewise, Croatto is correct to point out that by Yahweh’s “spreading, scattering” (from מִפְרָד) of humankind is not presented in terms that emphasize this as a structuring, ordering act. In fact, מִפְרָד is often used to describe the fundamental destabilizing of some group of people, as of a routed army (1 Sam 11:11) or the exiled population of a nation (Ezek 11:17). However, as with בָּבל, מִפְרָד is not inappropriate in the context of the formation of the various nations of the earth. In Gen 10:18, for instance, מִפְרָד is used to describe the initial spreading of the Canaanite peoples into their territories, and in Gen 9:19, a text, like the Babel episode,

---

95 The related noun, בָּבָל, is used to refer to transgressive sexual relations; Lev 18:23; 20:12.

96 English “babble” is an attractive wordplay with “Babel” in this context, though it is more specific than בָּבל, in referring particularly to a jumble of voices or sound.
commonly attributed to J, the related verb נֵ֥בֶן is used to describe how, after the flood, הַ֖אֲרָ֣ר “the whole earth was peopled,” from Noah’s sons.⁹⁷

Thus Croatto’s arguments that division of languages and peoples is not envisioned in Gen 11:1–9 are not convincing. We should recognize, however, that Croatto is correct in his emphasis. Yahweh’s confusing and scattering are not depicted as positively creative acts, aimed at producing diversity, but destructive ones, intended to eliminate unity. We are not dealing, here, with the establishment of explicitly good or beneficial diversity or multiplicity, in contrast to the distinctions that God establishes in P’s creation account (Hiphil of בָּרַד; Gen 1:4, 6, etc.), or to the multiplicity with which God blesses humanity in that account (רָבָּה, פַּרְדָּה; v. 28). Nor does Gen 11:1–9 emphasize any kind of order arising from the division of peoples. This is in contrast to the act of division of peoples as presented, for instance, in the Song of Moses:⁹⁸ “When the Most High apportioned the nations, when he divided humankind, he fixed the boundaries of the peoples according to the number of the gods.⁹⁹ Yahweh’s portion was his people, Jacob his allotted share” (Deut 32:8). This act is constructive or active: the Most High is clearly depicted as establishing territorial and ethnic boundaries. Moreover, it produces an ordered division of peoples, not a chaotic one: a principle or logic, the number of divine beings, underlies ethnic/national divisions.

The difference in perspective between these texts and Gen 11:1–9 is significant. However, this difference should not lead us to reject the basic fact that the Table of Nations, the Tower of Babel, and the Song of Moses are reflections upon the same fundamental fact of human existence. This is rightly recognized in ancient interpretation. For instance, Targum Pseudo-

---

⁹⁷ The root קָנַל may have arisen as a back-formation from the Niphal of קָנַל, as in לְבָנֵ֥ן (Gen 10:18). See BDB at קָנַל, 659a.

⁹⁸ The Table of Nations also imagines the division of people as ordered, but God’s role in establishing this order is not stated.

⁹⁹ Reading בְּנֵי אֲדָמָה or בְּנֵי אָלָמָה, with LXX and Qumran manuscript evidence, instead of MT’s בְּנֵי יְהוָּה.
Jonathan to Gen 11:8 links the Tower of Babel, the Table of Nations, and the Song of Moses traditions. Combining the idea that the total number of nations is seventy (Gen 10) with the idea that each nation has its own tutelary divine being (Deut 32), the Targum specifies that God was assisted by seventy angels at Babel, whom he addresses in the “we” of “let us go down” and “let us mix” of 11:6, 7; together, God and these angels divided humanity into seventy nations with seventy languages. But by combining these traditions, the Targum eliminates the distinctive perspective of each, and in particular erases the disorderly implications of the Babel episode.

7. The Ills of Linguistic Unity: The Question of Anti-Imperialism in Gen 11:1–9

Underlying Croatto’s arguments, we may identify a particular motive at work that makes it difficult for him to admit that the Hebrew Bible might be attributing multiplicity in human culture to a destructive act. Croatto expresses a characteristically postcolonialist preference for diversity and difference: “Unity is bad; division, as an expression of diversified and enriching cultures at all levels, is positive.” Furthermore, he writes positively of the “blessing” that is “the incredible cultural diversity represented by the different languages of humanity,” and laments the “denigration of suffocation of aboriginal languages.” My suspicion is that for Croatto, then, it seems unthinkable that such a great human good as the division of the earth into many peoples could be presented in a negative light, as confusion and scattering.

Croatto’s makes these claims as part of an analysis of the Tower of Babel story in light of what he regards as its original contextual goals. In Gen 11:1–9, Croatto, like Ephraim

---

100 Croatto, “Tower of Babel,” 222.

101 Ibid., 222.
Speiser, detects a counter-myth, “the Founding and Exile of Babylon,” deliberately opposed to native Babylonian traditions concerning Babylon’s illustrious origin, such as are found in Enuma Elish.102 This myth is anti-imperial in the sense that it depicts Yahweh halting a human “megalomaniacal project” that, like all such projects, made use of a “univocal linguistic code” to impose its “dominant ideology.”103 Yahweh’s measure against Babylon—scattering, that is, exile—is ironic for the original exilic audience of the story, because exile was one of the Neo-Babylonian empire’s tools of oppression.

Uehlinger has detected similar goals in the story, though he focuses more closely on its resonances with Neo-Assyrian rhetoric.104 In particular, Uehlinger believes that the ideology displayed in Sargon II’s efforts to construct the city of Dur-Šarrukin is targeted in this episode. An inscription of Sargon’s, mentioned above, describes this project as a colossal building effort, involving diverse conquered peoples, relocated to the Assyrian heartland. Upon these peoples, the king imposes a single linguistic and behavioural code: Sargon establishes pâ ištên, “one mouth,” that is, a single accord among them, which consists of “revering god and king,” the central items of the Assyrian value-system. The Tower of Babel, according to Uehlinger, depicts Yahweh’s disapproval of a similar project, and his nullification of it. By contrast, Yahweh sanctions cultural and ethnic difference. Thus the text can be said to be an anti-imperial piece of literature.

According to both Uehlinger and Croatto, then, the Tower of Babel episode presents the unity of language as negative: “Gen 11:1–9 problematizes the unity of language, from the point of

103 Croatto, “Tower of Babel,” 221.
view of human hubris or excess, as an instrument of oppression.”

However, there are reasons to doubt that the specific anti-imperial themes detected by Croatto and Uehlinger are intended in Gen 11:1–9.

Now, clearly Gen 11:1–9 is anti-Babylonian, in some respect—an attitude that the text has in common with much biblical prophetic literature. The text presents the city’s beginnings as abortive, and the divine realm as opposed to, not supportive of, its construction. Likewise, the explanation of the name of the city through מִיקָטָא, “mixing, confusion,” is certainly derisive. The text thus stands in opposition to Babylonian traditions that aggrandize the city’s origins, although we must admit uncertainty about allusions to particular traditions, like Enuma Elish here, since a direct literary relationship is very difficult to establish.

However, the specific note of anti-imperialism that Croatto and Uehlinger postulate is harder to detect. For as Bernhard Anderson has pointed out, the organization or administration of the human endeavour in the Tower of Babel episode does not display the character of the imperial projects. The narrative presents the unity of human purpose as spontaneous and not dictated: “Come, let us build . . .” Similarly, the unity of action appears to be voluntary, not imposed by a hierarchical authority. Further, the good that will arise—making a name and not being scattered—apparently benefits the community in an unmediated way; it is not that the community only benefits in relation to the welfare of the imperial identity which that community constitutes (the kingdom or its symbols, e.g., its king and gods).

---

105 Croatto, “Tower of Babel,” 222.
106 However, by locating the origins of Babylon in the age of myth, Gen 11:1–9 does not differ from these opposing traditions in according Babylon a fundamental role in the history of humanity.
Thus, the imperial nature of the building of the city and the tower is not evident in Gen 11:1–9. And in fact, as Anderson notes, this is in clear contrast to the presentation of Babylon in Gen 10:8–12. There, the city forms part of the great kingdom of the warrior Nimrod, which encompassed both Babylonia and Assyria. But while ancient interpretative tradition blends these accounts—Josephus, for instance, presents the building of the tower as a project conceived and tyrannically directed by Nimrod—we should separate them if our attempt is to interpret the Tower of Babel episode on its own terms.\footnote{Ant. 1.4.2. Later traditions note that Abraham refused to take part in this scheme.} Therefore, we should recognize that a strictly anti-imperial sentiment is not apparent in in Gen 11:1–9. Consequently, I do not see good grounds for understanding the disruption of the unity of language in the episode as a critique of the typically imperial imposition of a dominant ideology on a subject people, or the suppression of unique and distinctive cultural identities. Unity of language per se is not presented in a negative light in this text.

8. The Ills of Human Linguistic Diversity: Confusion as Punishment or Sabotage?

The text’s portrayal of unity of language, therefore, stands in contrast to its portrayal of the diversification of language. As was noted above, the diffusion of languages and peoples is conveyed as a destabilizing, chaotic event, and to this extent the Babel episode depicts linguistic diversity in a negative light. However, it has been further claimed that this episode presents the existence of diverse tongues in the nature of a curse or punishment, like humanity’s pains in childbirth and toil in farming (Gen 3:16–19). Gerhard von Rad, for instance, argued that the Tower of Babel episode fit into the sin-punishment-grace cycle of stories in the Primaeval History—the fruit in the garden, Cain’s fratricide, divine-human sexual congress, the widespread violence that precipitated the flood—except that the Babel
account contained absolutely no note of grace. However, detecting a sin-punishment theme in this passage, and hence an evaluation of linguistic diversity as a curse, relies on regarding the acts of the humans as wicked or sinful. But this issue is not straightforward, as Theodore Hiebert, among others, has shown.

Language of condemnation, curse, or punishment is entirely absent from Gen 11:1–9: the humans are not declared to be wicked or evil (אזרע; cf. Gen 6:5), nor are they cursed (אחרון; cf. Gen 3:14; 4:11). Despite this fact, sin has been detected in almost every element of the humans’ action and intent in the history of interpretation of Gen 11:1–9. Among ancient interpreters, the great height of the tower was taken to indicate that the humans intended to climb into heaven (e.g. Jub. 10.19). But the expression "with its head in the heavens" appears to be a standard literary expression of great height, found elsewhere in Israelite and Mesopotamian literature, and it is not therefore sufficient justification for imputing a heaven-scaling intent to the builders. Moreover, the tower has been regarded as a cultic structure and a site of idolatry (e.g., Tg. Ps.-Jon. and Tg. Neof.to Gen 11:4), which is also implied or asserted in modern comparisons of the tower with the monumental ziqqurats of southern Mesopotamia. However, even if this gigantic tower is related to the tradition of building ziqqurats (and this is disputed by, among others, Uehlinger), there is no absolutely

---


111 So also Gunkel, *Genesis*, 98.


no indication that the structure in Gen 11:1–9 is intended as a place of worship, and furthermore this story is equally about the building of a city as of a tower.

In general, modern interpreters have preferred to find wickedness in the intent of the builders. The builders are reckoned to be disobedient for refusing to obey God’s command to “fill the earth” (Gen 1:28), instead proposing to dwell together in a single location (so, e.g., Sarna; Walter Brueggemann). But while this understanding arises in the current context of the story in Gen 1–11, it seems unwise to base our understanding of this tale in J on a text from P, as Gen 1:28 is. Alternatively, the builders are considered prideful and vainglorious for setting out to “make a name” for themselves (so, e.g., Cassuto; André Lacocque).

However, as Hiebert and Jacob Wright have pointed out, the goal of establishing one’s name is regarded as a normal and often noble human motivation elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible. Probably the most persistent and prevalent reading imagines that the builders are guilty of having superhuman pretensions, of wanting to be like gods, that is, of hubris (so, e.g., Anderson; Peter Harland). And certainly, it should not be doubted that the distinction between man and god is of central importance to this story. As knowledge and immortality are battlegrounds for the separation of god and man in Gen 2–3, and Gen 6:1–4, so is power in the Tower of Babel episode. This seems to be conveyed in Yahweh’s prediction in v. 6: “nothing that they plan [or: scheme] to do will be impossible for them [לָא יְכַפְּרוּ לָם כָּךְ אֵשֶׁר יְשַׁעְו].” In the book of Job, this attribute is presented as a mark of Yahweh’s supreme divinity, in terms clearly allusive to Gen 11:6. Job confesses to Yahweh: “I know that you

115 Nahum M. Sarna, Understanding Genesis (New York: Shocken, 1966), 72; Walter Brueggemann, Genesis. (Interpretation; Atlanta: John Knox, 1982), 99. This position is already found in Josephus; see Ant. 1.4.1.
can do all things, and that no plan is impossible for you” (Job 42:2). In Gen 11, Yahweh ensures that such power does not fall to mankind, who are repeatedly referred to as “humans, mortals” in this text. Thus, the division of humanity into nations of various languages ensures that the divine/human distinction is maintained. That is, Yahweh protects one boundary by establishing a new one, or more precisely, by creating a whole new kind of boundary—the ethno-linguistic one.

However, as Gowan has pointed out, the hubristic nature of the humans’ intention in Gen 11:1–9 is at most muted. The humans are not said to be motivated to become like gods. Rather their motives are clearly stated—to make a name and not be scattered—and these are not condemned, unlike the wicked intentions of the generation of the flood (Gen 6:5).

Furthermore, it is not clear that Yahweh sees anything particularly objectionable in the humans’ intention to build, and the actual building of the city and the tower. Yahweh’s purpose in Gen 11:6–7 is to restrict the dangerous future potential of humans, of which the city is an indicator. Thus hubris too should not be seen as the sin of the humans.

We may say, then, that Gen 11:1–9 attributes no particular fault or guilt to the humans. Correspondingly, we should seek an explanation of Yahweh’s actions other than as a merited punishment or curse. For it seems likely that the common conclusion that what Yahweh does in Gen 11 is a punishment arises out of a conviction in divine justice: since Yahweh acted against humanity, and since Yahweh is just, humanity must have done something to provoke Yahweh. Thus these sin-punishment interpretations serve as theodicy, demonstrating how

---


120 Hiebert claims that this was also apparently noted by ancient interpreters; Hiebert, “Tower of Babel,” 41, quoting Gen Rab. 38.6: “while the deeds [תַּלְשָׁנּוֹת] of the generation of the Flood were spelled out, the deeds of the generation of the Dispersion were not spelled out”; Gen. Rab. 38.6. (Hiebert understands תַּלְשָׁנּוֹת as referring specifically to deeds of an evil nature.) However, this midrash should not be interpreted as claiming that the builders of the tower were blameless, but rather that the nature of their sin is not explicitly stated in Gen 11:1–9.
Yahweh’s act to have been just. This theological motivation, however, is not a sound hermeneutical principle, and if we are to see divine justice at work in this text, it must be discovered rather than presumed.

To understand Yahweh’s motive in dividing humanity into peoples and languages in this text, Yahweh’s twofold response to the first humans’ eating of the fruit in Eden provides a useful comparison (Gen 3:16–24). The text clearly distinguishes between the punitive measures Yahweh imposes upon the pair on the one hand—pain in childbirth, toil in food production (Gen 3:16–19)—and a further preventative measure that Yahweh takes to ensure that humanity does not obtain immortality—ejecting them from the garden (Gen 3:22–24). In the Tower of Babel episode, Yahweh’s intent is much more clearly of this preventative kind. Yahweh decides to sabotage the building of the city and the tower so that the humans cannot go on to achieve all of the projects that they might in future decide to undertake (Gen 11:6).

Precisely why Yahweh must prevent this is only hinted at in the text (v. 6). Westermann may be correct that Yahweh sounds fearful of the humans’ power, so that his measure seems “defensive” of the interests of the gods (cf. Gen 3:5, 22–23). But his further claim that Yahweh benefits humanity also seems to presume ahead of time divine justice. In contrast to von Rad, who claimed that this story contains “no word of grace,” Westermann regards Yahweh’s policing of the divine-human boundary as ultimately beneficial for humanity: Yahweh benevolently establishes a multinational, multilingual way of life for humanity, within which it can fulfil its proper nature as creatures. Similarly, Harland writes “The J version of the primeval history stresses that humans must remain within the restrictions

121 Westermann, Genesis, 1:550.

122 Von Rad, Genesis, 1:149; Westermann, Genesis, 1:555.
which have been given to them by God. Only then can human existence find fulfilment.”

But such interpretations are eisegetical. Yahweh’s concern for man’s welfare is not apparent in Gen 11:1–9. The only thing we may be certain of is that Yahweh regards it as imperative that the divine-human boundary be upheld, by the establishment of new boundaries internal to the humans.

9. Language and Languages in Gen 11:1–9

Thus, linguistic diversity is not presented as a curse inflicted upon mankind as a result of its sin. Consequently, there is no particular reason to think that living with linguistic diversity is an inherently negative experience, unlike, as previously mentioned, the pain of childbirth or toil in farming. In this respect, the Tower of Babel does not seem to present the situation of linguistic division as especially lamentable. What is primarily emphasized is that it hinders human cooperation; that is, it is extremely inconvenient. In addition, as mentioned earlier, there may be a recognition here that diversity of language contributes to or facilitates disagreement and strife, by providing the context in which differing identities, and thus conflicting interests, can be cultivated. But it is not as if the mere fact of being divided in speech brings about suffering for humanity.

On the other hand, this passage is not especially positive about linguistic diversity. As discussed above, the use of יָבֵא and יָבִא conveys that there is something messy about the diffusion of peoples and languages across the world. This is not, however, a judgement about the negative experiential quality of a life lived with linguistic diversity (that it involves suffering), but an aesthetic one about the situation considered as a whole (that it is not

---

orderly). If we were to say that the text is positive about language in any respect, it would be as an affirmation of great power of the human faculty of language in general. Our capacity to communicate verbally makes cooperation possible, and if such communication could occur on a global level, there is apparently no limit to what might be achieved.

C. Relationship between Gen 10 and Gen 11:1–9

The Table of Nations and the Tower of Babel episode are thus both aimed at the same phenomena that are fundamental to human existence: ethnic and linguistic diversity. However, tension arises from the juxtaposition of these two texts in the book of Genesis. For linguistic diversity is presented as established in Gen 10, but global monolingualism is the starting point for Gen 11:1–9. If, then, the Babel episode is thought to be set after the peopling of the earth has already occurred, we have a clear contradiction.124

This tension has been resolved or explained in number of ways throughout the history of interpretation.125 The author of the second-century B.C.E. Book of Jubilees appears reticent to refer to linguistic diversity in both of these texts.126 But rather than disappearing from the Tower of Babel, as in Croatto’s interpretation, in Jubilees the theme of linguistic diversity drops out of the Table of Nations. In the work, it appears that reference to the לתועות, “tongues,” of Gen 10, is preserved, but not in connection with linguistic entities. Rather, the
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124 For Croatto this tension is another reason for rejecting the diversification understanding of the Tower of Babel; Croatto, “Tower of Babel,” 221. I have given reasons above, however, against Croatto’s position.

125 For a recent examination of the ancient Jewish interpretations of Gen 11:1–9, see Phillip M. Sherman, Babel’s Tower Translated: Genesis 11 and Ancient Jewish Interpretation (Biblical Interpretation Series 117; Leiden: Brill, 2013).

126 For issues of dating the composition of Jubilees, see James C. VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees (Guides to the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 2001), 17–21.
“tongues” mentioned eight times in *Jubilees* refer to geographical realities—bays and peninsulas—in keeping with another meaning of לָשׁוֹן mentioned above.\(^{127}\)

Indeed, the structuring of *Jubilees* serves to harmonize the two biblical presentations of national and linguistic diversity yet further. The section of *Jubilees* that corresponds to the Table of Nations is in fact depicted as Noah’s *allotment* of territories to his descendants as an inheritance; and as would be expected the descendants do not appear to take possession of these allotments until after Noah’s death. *Jubilees* closely associates Noah’s death with the Tower of Babel episode (\(\text{Jub. } 10.15–18\)), and the dates given in the text indicate that the building of Babel began during Noah’s lifetime. Thus, the text presents a single dispersal of mankind across the earth that derives both from Gen 10 and from Gen 11:1–9.

To justify this dating of the tower building, *Jubilees* makes use of an enigmatic aside in Gen 10 about the figure Peleg (\(\text{Jub. } 10.18–19\)), in whose lifetime, according to the Table of Nations, “the earth was split [\(רָמַאָה \text{יָדָו} \text{לַהֵן}\)]” (Gen 10:25). Within Gen 10, the meaning of the verb heißt is quite unclear. If it is interpreted as a notice of cultural innovation, like Tubal-Cain’s metallurgy (4:22), or Noah’s viticulture (9:20), it may refer to the invention of artificial irrigation of farmland, the noun heißt meaning canal or channel.\(^{128}\) In *Jubilees*, however, the association of Peleg with the tower of Babel indicates an interpretation of the earth’s “splitting” as the scattering of peoples from Babel in Gen 11:1–9. *Jubilees* is the first ancient Jewish text that attests this tradition, which later gives rise to the rabbinic designation of the builders of the tower as \(דְּרָמַאָה \text{יָדָו} \text{לַהֵן}\), “generation of the splitting.”\(^{129}\) Subsequent interpreters thicken the network of associations between Gen 10 and Gen 11:1–9. For
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\(^{128}\) See Sarna, *Genesis*, 79.

\(^{129}\) As in, e.g., *Gen. Rab.* 38.6.
instance, as mentioned above, Josephus presents Nimrod as the orchestrator of the great building project.\textsuperscript{130}

In contrast to these traditional interpretations which seek to find unity in the biblical text, modern critical approaches have tended to emphasize the basic duality of the presentations of linguistic diversity. As has already been mentioned, according to standard source-critical analyses, the Tower of Babel is a text belonging to the J source in the Pentateuch, whereas references to language in the Table of Nations are assigned to P.\textsuperscript{131} While the position of language in the narrative—after the flood—in the two accounts appears to be the same in both sources, the two accounts may be contrasted in various ways. For one thing, terminological differences are evident. For whereas Gen 11:1–9 speaks of the single “people,” צא, with a single “lip,” שפה, Gen 10 describes various “clans,” משבחות, and “nations,” גזים, and their “tongues,” לשבחות. The two accounts differ in genre and in perspective. P’s genealogy presents a purely terrestrial situation in which the divisions of peoples are shown to be ordered. In contrast, J’s myth portrays linguistic diversity as a matter of disorder, and a result of divine agency.

What a strictly source-critical analysis fails to address, however, is the meaning that results from the combination of these two sources. And surely an understanding of the so-called canonical, or final form, of the text should form part of its interpretation, if only for the simple reason that that form is the result of deliberate editorial activity. In the case of Gen 10 and Gen 11:1–9, such editorial activity appears to have juxtaposed two accounts precisely because they reflect on the same human reality.\textsuperscript{132}

\textsuperscript{130} Ant. 1.4.2.

\textsuperscript{131} Westermann, Genesis, 1:499, 536–7.

\textsuperscript{132} So, e.g., Block, “National Identity,” 337.
Firstly, in the matter of the sequence of events, we may note that the interpretation of Gen 11:1–9 as a resumption of a theme earlier laid out in Gen 10 is quite natural. The Table of Nations presents the result of the dispersion of humanity across the earth, while the Babel episode accounts for how it arose, with a particular focus on linguistic diversity. In this respect, the interpretations of Jubilees and Josephus are certainly not wrong-headed, although the specific ways in which they integrate these texts go beyond what can be found Genesis.

Secondly, we may consider the question of the varying perspectives of the two texts. For one thing, the texts are unified in the important realization that language and peoplehood are closely related, and in affirming that geographic distance sustains the distinctions between ethno-linguistic groups. Yet it is true that the Table of Nations associates the spread of humanity across the earth with blessing, whereas the Tower of Babel episode is more negative in its assessment (though I have argued above that it does not see it as curse or punishment). Here, then, there may be an editorial effort, as Harland has suggested, to present a balanced picture which highlights both the good and the bad in human diversity. Mankind has multiplied and taken possession of the furthest reaches of the earth, in fulfilment of its creator’s wish, but this spread of humanity involves distinctions that may be regrettably divisive.\textsuperscript{133}

It is also interesting to note that both Gen 10 and Gen 11:1–9 pay particular attention to Mesopotamia in describing the fundamental situation of mankind.\textsuperscript{134} This is quite intelligible, given the enduring and formidable cultural influence of that region across the Near East, including in the realm of language. It is also understandable as a reflection of the repeated

\textsuperscript{133} Harland, “Sin of Babel,” 527–33.

\textsuperscript{134} Though this may not be a similarity that bridges the source distinction, as the Nimrod interlude in Gen 10 (vv. 8–12) is commonly ascribed to J.
encounters of Israel and Judah, at various points in those nations’ history, with Assyrians and Babylonians.

In these respects, Gen 10 and Gen 11:1–9 function effectively together in their canonical arrangement; and an acknowledgement of their composition history certainly does not warrant establishing a strict dichotomy between the two texts.

III. The Future of Language: Linguistic Diversity and the Religious Community of Yahweh

In several prophetic passages, the issue of language is, or may be, raised in connection with a future change in the boundaries of the community consisting of Yahweh’s worshippers. In these passages, where non-Israelites come to worship Israel’s god, the theme of language and linguistic diversity is treated in various ways. I shall examine these passages in order to determine whether, for the biblical authors, language, and in particular the language of Israel, defines the boundaries of Yahweh’s community. These passages are Zeph 3:9; Isa 19:18; and Zech 8:23.  

A. “Purified Speech”: Zeph 3:9

“At that time I will change [the speech of] the peoples to a purified speech [אָהֶרֶף, אלא עָמוֹד שֵׁם רֹאשׁ], that all of them may call on the name of Yahweh and serve him with one effort [שָׁמְחַת אָהֶד].”

135 In the the Judaean-Ashdodite marriages (Neh 13:23–24), language is involved in maintaining, rather than changing, the boundaries of Judah, conceived primarily, in my opinion, as an ethnic community rather than a religious one; this issue will be further explored in Chapter 7.
1. Textual Issues

The unusual syntax of this verse, literally “I will change to the peoples a purified speech,” may be slightly eased slightly if we correct MT’s רָאָס, in line with LXX and the Hebrew Minor Prophets Scroll from Wadi Murabba‘at. Here, רָאָס may express the locus of the particular item that is transformed, as in Dan 10:8 “my complexion was transformed” [וָרָאָס].

For MT’s בָּרֹוחַ, LXX has εἰς γενεάν αὐτῆς. As Hubert Irsigler points out, LXX appears to be reading בָּרֹוחַ, “in its generation,” here. LXX is otherwise unsupported in this reading, and the sense of MT is more readily intelligible.

2. Context

This structure and relation of the oracles of Zeph 3, which contains several introductory formulas (“on that day,” “at that time”) are somewhat obscure, as Marvin Sweeney has pointed out. Our verse makes most sense in the immediate context of vv. 8–10 which describe the gathering of scattered peoples and kingdoms to receive Yahweh’s judgement. The relation of this to the partial judgement visited upon Jerusalem (vv. 1–7, 9–13) is not clear, but the overall impression is not that Jerusalem will be rejected in favour of Gentiles.
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136 Mur 88 col. XXI.

137 Hubert Irsigler, Zefanja: Übersetzt und ausgelegt (HTKAT; Freiburg im Breisgau: Herder, 2002), 369. Marvin Sweeney’s suggestion that LXX reads a form of נָא here, implying a link to the original unity of language at creation, is unlikely; Marvin A. Sweeney, Zephaniah: A Commentary (Hermeneia. Minneapolis: Fortress, 2003), 168, 184.

138 Sweeney, Zephaniah, 182.
3. “Purified Speech”

In attempting to understand the force of בָּרוֹרָה in this verse, we may first note that there is no compelling reason within the passage to understand בָּרוֹרָה as “a language” over against the common meaning “speech” more generally: it does not occur with a demonym or toponym (as in יהוּדָה, meaning “a language”; nor is it enumerated as in Gen 11:1, 6. Therefore, בָּרוֹרָה may be interpreted as “speech” in Zeph 3:9, for the moment.

We may now consider the meaning of בָּרוֹרָה in this context. The verb בָּרָר is used to describe polished metals (e.g., Isa 49:2; Jer 51:11), as well as ceremonial purity (Isa 52:11), and righteous behaviour and character (e.g., 2 Sam 22:7). It is used of sincere speech in Job 33:3.

In the text under consideration, Zeph 3:9, the purity appears to be of a cultic nature: what the purification results in is the invocation of Yahweh’s name, and service, that is, worship, of Yahweh among the peoples. The mechanism by which this purification comes about is not stated explicitly in the verse, but the context implies a purging through Yahweh’s anger imagined as fire. Yahweh declares “my decision is to gather nations . . . to pour out upon them my indignation, all the heat of my anger . . . the fire of my passion” (Zeph 3:8).

Two parallels from other prophetic books are instructive in understanding this purified speech. Firstly, Milgrom and others have pointed out the thematic similarity of Zeph 3:9 to the cleansing of Isaiah’s lips in that prophet’s throne vision. On seeing Yahweh, Isaiah exclaims “Woe is me! I am lost, for I am a man of unclean lips [אָשֶׁר טַפָּאָה שְפָחָה], and I live among a people of unclean lips [אֲשֶׁר טַפָּאָה שְפָחָה]” (Isa 6:5). Subsequently, a seraph applies a hot coal to Isaiah’s mouth, and declares “your guilt has departed and your sin is blotted out [וֹרָר שְׁנוֹר וּהָעָטָר הָכֵפר]” (Isa 6:7).

---

140 NRSV modified.
In both Isa 6 and Zeph 3, we see the recognition that ordinary profane human speech is inappropriate for communication with the divine realm; and moreover that fire is a powerful symbol or metaphor of purgation (יָרֵדָה, עשַׁי; Zeph 3:8). But in Isa 6:5–7, apart from the use of אש (here in the dual rather than the singular), we do not find significant similarities in wording to Zeph 3:9. Thus the relationship between these passages is not a direct one, but one of broad themes and concepts.

Secondly, we may also consider the following verses from Hosea: “On that day, says Yahweh, you will call me, ‘My husband,’ and no longer will you call me, ‘My master [בְּשָׁלֵם].’ For I will remove the names of the Baals from her mouth, and they shall be mentioned by name no more” (Hos 2:18–19).\(^{141}\) Here, the title by which Israel addresses Yahweh is altered, in order to eliminate the names of gods other than Yahweh from Israel’s speech. Given that the outcome of purifying the nations’ speech in Zeph 3:9 is calling on Yahweh’s name, we might similarly imagine that the purification involves expunging the names of other gods from the lips of the nations.

In addition to these specifically cultic considerations, “purified speech” may also indicate ethical uprightness. Several verses later in Zeph 3, we read: “the remnant of Israel shall do no wrong and utter no lies, nor shall deceitful talk [לֹא יִשְׁפֹּת] be found in their mouths” (Zeph 3:13). Thus, a purified speech may be one which does not contain deliberate falsehoods.

Since it is stressed elsewhere in the prophetic literature that righteousness is a precondition of acceptable cultic service (e.g., Isa 1:10–20), these two types of purity of speech—cultic and righteous—may well be related.

These passages lead us to understand the “purified speech” as a manner of speech with which it is appropriate to worship Yahweh. And in that Yahweh bestows this upon many nations,

\(^{141}\) NRSV modified.
who will serve him with “one effort [שֵׁסֶף אָדוֹן],” we may, with Uehlinger, speak of a widespread Kultgemeinschaft, or cultic community, in this verse.

4. Relationship to Gen 11:1–9

Several scholars have detected a relationship of some kind between Zeph 3:9 and the Tower of Babel episode. Sweeney and Geller argue that Zeph 3:9 contains an intentional reversal of the diversification of languages at Babel, and in this they agree with a long exegetical tradition. If this were correct, we would have good reason to understand in Zeph 3:9 as “a (particular) language,” as in Gen 11:1–9, rather than simply “speech.” I shall now consider whether there are grounds for detecting a relationship between these texts.

According to those who detect a direct relationship to Gen 11:1–9, the transformation (the verb תָּמָס) of the peoples’ speech in Zeph 3:9 is a reversion to the original monolingual condition of mankind. Geller translates: “I shall change the peoples back to pure speech.” The purification (וֹמָר) of the speech reverses the mixing (חָלֶל) of humanity’s speech, and here Geller detects deliberate wordplay. Moreover, Sweeney indicates that the dispersion of humanity depicted in Gen 11:1–9 is undone in Zeph 3, since “From beyond the rivers of Cush, my suppliants, my scattered ones [גּוֹלָמִים מִשְׁפָּט], shall bring my offering.” Thus, both

142 The image of the unified “shoulder” may be drawn from draught animals; cf. LXX, Syr, which translate שֵׁסֶף as “yoke.”

143 “Cultic community”; Uehlinger, Weltreich, 349, n. 22; similarly, Irsigler, Zefanja, 376.

144 See, for instance, Tg. Neb. at Zeph 3:9, which expansively translates שֵׁסֶף as שְׁלָשׁ שֵׁשֶׁפֶּסֶף, “one speech,” echoing the Targumic translations of שֵׁסֶף in Gen 11:1.

145 Geller, “Imagery in Ps 114,” 193, emphasis added.

146 The duplicated final root consonants in both words make this a morphological as well as a phonetic wordplay.

147 Sweeney, Zephaniah, 183.
Yahweh’s scattering and confusion at Babel are undone in Zeph 3. We may also add that the passages contain several specific verbal similarities that appear to tie them together: יָהָּוֶה, “people,” in connection with שֵׁם, “speech/language”; חֵלֶם, “all of them”; a form of צָאָן, expressing unity; שֵם, “name”; כל הנאתים, “the whole earth” (Zeph 3:8–9). The direction of this relationship is in keeping with the dates traditionally assigned to these texts: Gen 11:1–9, as a text from J, would date to early in the monarchic period, while the prophecies of Zephaniah are dated to the second half of the seventh century B.C.E. (Zeph 1:1).

In response, we may firstly note that the strength of the specific verbal links is not overwhelming, given that most of these are extremely common words in the biblical corpus, although their appearance together in both texts does increase the weight of the argument for a relationship between these texts. As for the themes that are supposedly common between these two texts, we may point out that they appear quite differently in Zeph 3 from Gen 11. The unity of the peoples in Zeph 3:9 is in their worship of Yahweh with a common speech; however, as I pointed out in my analysis of Gen 11:1–9 above, that text does not appear to have a cultic interest—the structure is not a religious one, and the single language of humanity is not a single language of worship. Further, while peoples and nations are indeed gathered together in Zeph 3:8, the text does not state that they will be unified into a single people, whereas Gen 11:1–9 is extremely concerned with the question of ethnic unity/diversity. Finally, while Zeph 3:10 does imagine the reversal of scattering, it is of Yahweh’s worshippers specifically, rather than of all the peoples of the earth. The image may be compared to that found in Zech 10:9–10 and Isa 56:8, where dispersed Israelites are gathered from the far reaches of the earth. Thus, we cannot talk of the reversal of the Babel event in this respect.
In sum, there is not a sufficiently close thematic or verbal correspondence between Zeph 3 and Gen 11:1–9 to indicate a close relationship, and so the idea that Zeph 3:9 represents a reversal of the confusion of language at Babel should not be accepted. As such, there is no strong reason for understanding שפה to mean “a language” in this verse, and the meaning “speech” discussed above can be seen to suffice.

5. Hebrew as the Purified Speech?

An exegetical tradition arose that identified the “purified speech” of Zeph 3:9 with Hebrew, the “holy language.” For instance, 4Q464, a composition about the patriarchs, uses שפה היה in connection with the life of Abraham, who in many retellings, knew or learnt Hebrew (e.g., Jub. 12). It seems unlikely that the intent of שפה היה in Zeph 3:9 is to indicate that Hebrew will become the universal language of liturgy, but we may note in particular two reasons why this tradition may have arisen.

Firstly, in Late Biblical and postbiblical Hebrew, היה can mean “chosen, selected; elite” (e.g., Neh 5:18; 1 Chr 7:40; so understood in Tg. Ps.-J. ad Zeph 3:9). As Irsigler has noted, an understanding of היה as “a chosen language” (e.g., Tg. Ps.-Jon. משל אל זה בחר) may have facilitated the identification of this with the holy language. However, this connotation of “selection” for היה is not clearly intended in Zeph 3:9, which stems from the period of Classical Biblical Hebrew.

148 Uehlinger and Irsigler do not imagine that a “single language” is in view in Zeph 3:9, but they support some kind of indirect relationship between this text and Gen 11:1–9; Uehlinger, Weltreich, 349, n. 22; Irsigler, Zefanja, 376. But if the nature of this relationship is thus attenuated, it is not clear to me what significance it should be given in interpreting either text.

149 Irsigler, Zefanja, 369.
Secondly, the identification of the “purified speech” with Hebrew may also have been facilitated by an association of Isa 19:18 with Zeph 3:9. In Isa 19:18, in five Egyptian cities where “the language of Canaan” will come to be spoken, people will “swear allegiance to Yahweh of hosts.” The content of this verse, describing non-Israelite peoples’ worship of Yahweh, is similar to Zeph 3:9, and there appears to be a close relationship between Zeph 3:8–10 and the oracles concerning Egypt in Isa 18–19. Thus, it is an understandable interpretative step to identify these two “speeches.” But it is far from certain that Zeph 3:9 intentionally alludes to Isa 19:18, and so it is safest not to identify the “purified speech” with Hebrew, or any other particular language, in our interpretation.

6. Summary

 الشمال בחרוה in Zeph 3:9 appears to indicate a manner of speech fit for worshipping Yahweh, rather than a particular national language. In addition, Zeph 3:9 does not appear to envisage a reversal of the linguistic or territorial distinctions established at Babel.

B. The Language of Canaan in Five Cities of Egypt: Isa 19:18

“On that day there will be five cities in the land of Egypt that speak the language of Canaan [מַעַבְרֵיהֶם שָׁפַת נַעַשׂ] and swear allegiance to Yahweh of hosts. One of these will be called the City of the Sun.”

1. Textual Issues

MT identifies the city mentioned as העיר טַחְרֵס. The noun טַחְרֵס is a hapax legomenon in Biblical Hebrew. Preferable is the reading העיר הרָפָג of 1QIsa and 1QIsa, supported by Tg., Syr., and

150 For the similarities between these passages, see Sweeney, Zephaniah, 182–85.
Vulg. הַרְּסָב is a rare noun meaning “sun” (e.g., Job 9:7). This Egyptian city would therefore be the one referred to elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible as ḫתקש “On,” Egyptian iwnw, known to the Greeks as Ἡλιούπολις, “sun city, Heliopolis,” in accordance with the prominence of the god Ra’s cult there. Instead of הַרְּסָב, LXX reads ἀσεδεκ here (Heb. מַעֲשֵׁי), which may be an interpretative reading.

2. Context and Date

This verse is one of five short prophecies concerning Egypt that are introduced by the phrase ḫghest (vv. 16–25). These prophecies focus on the victory of Judah over Egypt (vv. 16–17), the worship of Yahweh in Egypt (vv. 19–22), and relations among Egypt, Assyria, and Israel (vv. 23–25). These follow an extended oracle of judgement against Egypt (vv. 1–15). The five prophecies are generally regarded as a secondary addition to the chapter, but their relationship to one another is not clear. Joseph Blenkinsopp represents perhaps the standard scholarly position when he writes that “these five editorial addenda have been attached serially to 19:1–15.” In contrast, Balogh treats these verses as a single addition expressing a unified vision.

The historical circumstances reflected in the verses are also the subject of debate. Reference to cultic worship of Yahweh in Egypt has been associated with communities of Judaeans attested in Egypt from the 6th century on, as at Elephantine and Alexandria (so Blenkinsopp). On the other hand, the topic of Assyrian-Egyptian relations, and particularly a possible reference to Esarhaddon’s invasion of Egypt (v. 23), points to a 7th century setting.

---

152 Balogh, Stele of YHWH, 296–302.
In our particular verse, “City of the Sun” apparently reflects the Greek name of On/Heliopolis. The implications of this for dating are not straightforward, since the Greek name Ἡλιούπολις was in use well before the Hellenistic period.155

3. Interpretation

What does it mean to prophesy that five Egyptian cities will speak the language of Canaan?

We may first address the issue of what it means for צִּיוֹן, “cities,” to speak a language. Elsewhere this ability is attributed to individuals or nations, and clearly צִּיוֹן in Isa 19:18 is used not to refer to a location, but in the sense of “the inhabitants of a city as a group.” Though only here in the Hebrew Bible is צִּיוֹן the subject of the verb דָּאָה, other verbs of speaking are elsewhere similarly predicated of צִּיוֹן (e.g., דִּכְתָּה, “answer,” Deut 22:10; דִּכְתָּה, “cry out,” 1 Sam 4:13).

The speaking of Canaanite in these cities must therefore be of such a kind that it can be attributed to these entire cities. This might be appropriate if the language of Canaan became the “official” language of these cities—the language of the rulers of these cities or that in which administration was carried out; or it might be appropriate if Canaanite were the language of commerce, or that spoken by the majority of citizens. However, it does not seem an appropriate description of a city with an ethnic enclave of Canaanite speakers, and thus I do not agree with Blenkinsopp and others that the specific mention of “five cities” refers to “a federation or network of Jewish communities” in diaspora in Egypt.156 Surely some kind of

---

154 Balogh, Stele of YHWH, 302.

155 For instance, Herodotus uses the name in the 5th century; Hist. 2.7–8.

156 Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1–39, 319.
transformation of the five Egyptian cities is envisaged, which will change the linguistic situation within them.\textsuperscript{157}

It is important that this transformation is both a linguistic and a religious one, for the cities will also “swear allegiance to Yahweh of hosts [נֵבֶן הָאֵל נַהֲרָה].” The cultic worship of Yahweh in Egypt is emphasized in the surrounding verses: an altar and a pillar (ָּשֶם) to Yahweh will be set up (v. 19), and sacrifices, grain offerings, and votive offerings will be made (v. 21).\textsuperscript{158} Perhaps here Canaanite is the precondition for such service of Yahweh. After all, swearing an oath to a god named יָהָウェָה involves using Canaanite/Hebrew: יָהָ웨ָה at least is a Hebrew word; and the name יָהָウェָה might also be regarded an item in that language.\textsuperscript{159}

In another respect, we might focus on the political connotations of the image of Egyptians using the religion and language of Judaeans. Religion and language are pieces of a nation’s cultural property; to this extent, the two claims, that Egypt will take up Judah’s religion and its language, reinforce a single idea: that Judah will achieve dominance over Egypt (as in vv. 16–17). This is apparently Balogh’s interpretation: “the adoption of the Canaanite language should . . . be seen as a political necessity after YHWH, the Canaanite speaking overlord, has conquered and subdued the country.”\textsuperscript{160} If this is correct, Balogh is astute to observe that this passage contains an analogue of biblical prophecies that tell of Israel having to hear a foreign language on the lips of invading nations (Isa 28:11; 33:19; Jer 5:15; Deut 28:49). Egypt will

\textsuperscript{157} That is not to say that the transformation could not build on something already existing—the author of this verse might be envisaging that certain existing Canaanite-speaking enclaves will achieve new prominence in their host cities.

\textsuperscript{158} See Balogh for a discussion of the significance of the ָּשֶם, which may also (or primarily) function here as Yahweh’s royal victory stele; Balogh, \emph{Stele of YHWH}, 258–260.

\textsuperscript{159} This is not to say that יָהָウェָה was analysed as anything but a proper noun by the biblical authors, although scholars have proposed a verbal origin for the term; see Patrick D. Miller, \emph{The Religion of Ancient Israel} (Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John Knox, 2000), 1–3.

\textsuperscript{160} Balogh, \emph{Stele of YHWH}, 255. It may be noted, however, that Canaanite/Judaean/Hebrew is not clearly presented as the language of Yahweh elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible.
likewise suffer this fate at the hands of Judah. In this understanding, the worship of Yahweh in Egypt is primarily conceived of as the service due from a vassal to a suzerain, and this appears to be conveyed in the use of כָּרָה, “swear,” in our verse, a term that can express political fealty in the language of international relations.

It should be noted, however, that these verses do not present an unmixed image of Egypt’s subjugation: Yahweh raises up a “saviour” for Egypt (Isa 18:21), “strikes and heals” it (v.22), and, and calls it “my people” (v. 23). Some scholars, including (tentatively) Hans Wildberger, have for this reason considered vv. 17–23 to contain a salvation oracle for Egypt and intimations of universalism.\textsuperscript{161} If the Canaanite language (which I argued earlier is used to refer to the continuum of languages and dialects in Canaan, including Judaean Hebrew) is involved in this salvation, however, it is apparently merely instrumental or secondary; Egypt’s salvation certainly does not consist in its adoption of Canaanite. In addition, there is no sense in this passage that Canaanite will be extended universally or even beyond the “five cities” to all of Egypt.

\textbf{C. Ten Men from All the Linguistic Communities of the Nations: Zech 8:23}

Thus says Yahweh of hosts: In those days ten men from all the linguistic communities of the nations \[כָּרָה אָנֵשׁ מֵאַלְּכַל שֵׁם הָגָהִים\] shall take hold of the garment of a Judaean man \[הַגָּדֹל אֲשֶׁר יְהוֹבָא\], saying, ‘Let us go with you, for we have heard that God is with you.’\textsuperscript{162}

\begin{itemize}
\item\textsuperscript{162} NRSV modified. For the translation “linguistic communities” in this verse, see the discussion above. There are no textual difficulties in this verse.
\end{itemize}
1. Context and Date

This is the final verse of Zech 8, and therefore the close of the so-called First Zechariah, Zech 1–8, a prophetic collection with different style and focus from Zech 9–14. It appears in the context of predictions of universalistic worship of Yahweh (vv. 20–22). However, the short oracle of v. 23 is generally regarded as a secondary addition to the collection, in light of the separate introductory formula (כutable של ית, “Thus says Yahweh of hosts”) and separate specification of time (בשעת הת補, 163 This verse must therefore postdate the composition of Zech 1–8 (very late 6th century, at the earliest), but otherwise the date cannot be determined. The addressees of this oracle must therefore be the postexilic Judaean community.

2. Interpretation

The situation of Zech 8:23 is presented differently from Isa 19. The universalism in this Zechariah passage is clear, with people coming from across the world to seek Yahweh. Moreover this turning to Yahweh is voluntary, and does not involve the theme of submission that could be found in Isa 19. And the form of this worship is vague: in the surrounding verses the terms בקש, “seek,” and חלה פניהם, “entreat the favour of” (vv. 21 and 22), are used, and cultic apparatus and offerings are not mentioned.

In this passage, the linguistic identity of these foreign communities does not appear to be a strong theme. In the preceding verses of Zech 8, we have reference to people groups by other terms: we read of the “inhabitants of many cities [שבים הרות]” (v. 20) and “many peoples and strong nations [לإنتاج רבים והוגים צעדים]” (v. 22), who will likewise come to entreat Judah’s

163 So Meyers and Meyers, Haggai, Zechariah 1–8, 440; Petersen, Haggai and Zechariah 1–8, 318.
god. Thus לֶשֶׁר may simply be a stylistic variant of other words for people groups, as it appears to be in Isa 66:18, where the worship of Yahweh by many nations is also in view.

However, the reference to the linguistic difference of these foreign peoples may be in deliberate focus. We may note, for example, that the name of the Judaean god, Yahweh, is not used in the words attributed to these communities, and instead we find the non-specific אלוהים, “God.” As Meyers and Meyers point out, this may be an authorial representation of cultural or religious difference through language, a recognition that Yahweh belongs specifically to the religious language of Judah. The same principle seems to be at work in the use of אלוהים in Pharaoh Neco’s message to Josiah (2 Chr 35:21).

If language is at issue in this passage, the designation יהודים may be deliberately used with a linguistic connotation: Judaeans may represent a קבוצה מקאר, an ethnic community with its own distinctive language, alongside those that will come to seek God. Consequently, the special access to God that a Judaean can provide may have a linguistic dimension; perhaps it is through the Judaean language in particular that Yahweh can be sought and entreated. This latter point, however, is not emphasized. Indeed the issue of what medium of communication the foreigners use to communicate with the Judaeans is not addressed in this passage. There is certainly no implication that Judaeans, as Petersen suggests, must possess a “phenomenal linguistic competence” in order to be able to understand the “myriad of tongues” in which the nations will address them. Thus the universal worship of Yahweh by peoples of all languages does not, apparently, result in the eradication of linguistic boundaries in the world.

164 Meyers and Meyers, Haggai, Zechariah 1–8, 442.

165 It should be pointed out, however, that the nations use the name Yahweh in Zech 8:21; but, as noted, these verses may come originally from different hands.

166 Petersen, Haggai and Zechariah 1–8, 319.
3. Summary

From an analysis of these passages, no consistent or systematic relationship can be detected between the community of Yahweh’s worshippers and a particular language. Isaiah 19:18 contains the strongest indication of a relationship between the worship of Yahweh and the language spoken by Judaeans (and their neighbours, Canaanite), without, however, connotations of universalism. The worship of Yahweh among linguistically diverse peoples is envisaged in Zech 8:23, but this verse does not indicate a change in the world’s linguistic situation. A linguistic change is envisioned in Zeph 3:9, but this purification of language is not of the kind that removes diversity. Thus, the idea of the religious significance of Hebrew in particular does not emerge as a strong theme in the Hebrew Bible.

IV. A Divine Language? The Unknown Speech of Ps 81:6

Ps 81:6 may contain reference to a language that reflects an important distinction: a distinctively divine language that differs from the language used by humans. The interpretation of the relevant portion of this verse, "I hear a speech/language I did not know" however, is unclear, and will now be examined. Here is the verse in some context. The traditional subdivisions of v. 6 are indicated in superscript:

4 Blow the trumpet at the new moon, at the full moon, on our festal day.
5 For it is a statute for Israel, an ordinance of the God of Jacob.
6 "He made it a decree in Joseph, when he went out against the land of Egypt. I hear speech I did not know [נודת בראשות שמו ונצאת על ארץ מצרים שפה ולא ד EMAIL אשמא].
7 I relieved his shoulder of the burden; his hands were freed from the basket.
8 In distress you called, and I rescued you; I answered you in the secret place of thunder; I tested you at the waters of Meribah."167

167 NRSV modified.
A. Textual Issues

LXX has third person singular verbs—ἔγνω, ἔκκοιςεν—for MT’s דְּהִשֵּׁתִי and שֶׁפֶתֶל. This does not necessarily attest a difference in LXX’s Vorlage, however, since the translator may have been trying to make sense of the confusing sequence of speakers and referents in this psalm (see below).

B. Context

The structure of the psalm is relatively clear (see Kraus; Hossfeld and Zenger), although the point of transition from the first section to the second is disputed, as will be discussed further. After an introductory call to worship spoken by a member of the community (vv. 2–6[b]), Yahweh recounts the events of the exodus ([6c–]7), and lays down the commandment to have no strange god (8–10). Next, Yahweh rebukes the community for disobedience, and exhorts Israel to return to him (vv. 11–16).

C. Interpretation of שֶׁפֶתֶל לָא דְּהִשֵּׁתִי אַשְׁפֶת

The meaning of שֶׁפֶתֶל לָא דְּהִשֵּׁתִי אַשְׁפֶת (Ps 81:6c) is disputed. There are four major points of disagreement among scholars: 1) the identity of the speaker of this stich, and thus the referent of the two first person singular verbs; 2) the meaning and referent of שֶׁפֶת; 3) the syntax of שֶׁפֶת לָא דְּהִשֵּׁת. Each of these issues is relevant in understanding שֶׁפֶת in this psalm, and so I shall consider all of them.

1. The Speaker of Ps 81:6c

There are two ways of fitting v. 6c in the structure of the psalm. The stich may be taken as the last words of the human who summons Israel to worship, and thus as the conclusion of the introductory, call-to-worship section (vv. 1–6b).\(^{169}\) In this interpretation, the caller is seen to be speaking from the point of view of the exodus community, recounting an experience they had: “I heard [or: hear] [Yahweh’s] speech which I did not know.” Alternatively, v. 6c may be understood as the first words of Yahweh’s description of the exodus (so Dahood), and thus the beginning of the “oracle” that runs to the end of the psalm.\(^{170}\) In this interpretation, Yahweh mentions the initial circumstances which led him to redeem Israel: “I heard [Israel’s] speech which I did not know.”

In favour of Dahood’s Yahweh-as-speaker interpretation, we may note the distribution of first-person verbs in the psalm. The two verbs in v. 6c, נאשפתי ידעו, are the first verbs in the first person in the psalm,\(^{171}\) and they are followed by a sequence of twelve first-person verbs that characterize Yahweh’s direct speech until the end of the psalm. In this respect, נאשפתי ידעו most naturally belong within Yahweh’s speech. To believe the opposite, that these two verbs are spoken from the perspective of the human speaker of vv. 2–5 would involve seeing in this psalm a strange and abrupt change of direction: this four-word clause, נאשפתי לא ידוע אנשפח, would contain a perspective that is unique in the psalm—a human speaker recounting his own experience—and one that disappears immediately, since, for the

\(^{169}\) So Hossfeld and Zenger, *Psalms* 2, 320.


\(^{171}\) Though in LXX and Syr. they are 3 sg.
remainder of the psalm, only Yahweh’s voice is heard. Such a switch is, as Charles Briggs
noted, “improbable.”

In defence of the human-speaker interpretation of v. 6c, Hossfeld and Zenger write that v. 6c
“confronts us with the ‘I’ of the person speaking the psalm, who had been included in the
previous call to praise within the group’s ‘we’: cf. ‘our strength’ [שָׁלוֹם] in v. 2 and ‘our feast’
[חָג] in v. 4.” Moreover, in biblical poetry we fairly frequently encounter switches of
speaker or person that strike us as jarring or out of place, but seem to be the correct textual
readings. We may also support the human-speaker interpretation by noting that Israel appears
as the subject of the verb שמע four times in the rest of the psalm (v. 9, twice; v. 12; v. 14)
with the meanings “to hear” and “to obey.” Thus it would be natural that the community’s
representative, the caller-to-worship, would also be the subject of “hearing.”

2. Meaning and Referent of שָׁמֵש

In Ps 81:6, it is clear that שָׁמֵש does not bear the anatomical meaning “lip”: since שָׁמֵש is the
object of יָשָׁה, a verb of hearing, a meaning must be sought for שָׁמֵש in the realm of auditory
perception rather than anatomy. The two meanings of שָׁמֵש that fit this criterion are “speech”
generally, and, more narrowly, “a language.”

In Dahood’s Yahweh-as-speaker interpretation, שָׁמֵש would mean “speech,” because the
alternative, that this passage depicts Yahweh as being ignorant of some human language, is
very implausible. It would be a statement of a unique kind in the Hebrew Bible, and a

172 Charles A. Briggs, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book of Psalms (2 vols.; ICC; Edinburgh:
T&T Clark, 1906–1907), 2:211.

173 Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 321.

174 It may be noted that LXX apparently understands שָׁמֵש as “language” here, rendering it γλώσσαν.
theologically problematic one. Rather, Dahood takes שפתי as “speech.” This speech is the
desperate plea of the Israelites: Yahweh heard this, and was prompted to deliver them. This
plea is mentioned in v. 8 of this psalm (בצראיה יראת אבותך, “in distress you called and I
rescued you”) and in other accounts of the exodus (Exod 2:23–24; 3:7, 9), and in this respect,
Dahood’s interpretation fits the immediate and broader biblical context.

Among interpretations which see Ps 81:6c as spoken by the human caller-to-worship, שפתי is
variously taken as either “speech” or “a language.” Hossfeld and Zenger prefer “speech,” and
understand it as referring to Yahweh’s oracle in vv. 7–17, which they imagine to have been
received by a cult prophet who is the speaker of the psalm. Alternatively, we might
understand this “speech” as one located in the past: as Yahweh’s communications with the
Israelites at the time of the exodus. For the Exodus accounts depict Yahweh speaking directly
to Moses (Exod 3–4 etc.), Aaron (4:27), and all Israel (at Sinai; Exod 19:16, 20:22; Deut
4:33; 10:4). Taking שפתי as referring to the speech of Yahweh, either at the exodus or in cult
prophecy, has the advantage of linking the occurrences of ידע throughout the psalm: Israel
(or: the prophet) once heard and obeyed Yahweh words (v. 6, 9), and, despite some failures in
obedience (v. 12), is enjoined to heed them still (v. 14). And as T. Booij has pointed out,
obedience, expressed through ידע, is a major thematic element in this psalm.

Against this understanding, שפתי is interpreted as “language” by Block, Ullendorff, Weinberg,
and others. In favour of this interpretation, we may note that both ידע and ידוע are used in
the Hebrew Bible to express knowing a language: ידע in this usage means “to know (be able
to understand and/or speak) [a language]” (Deut 28:29; Jer 5:15); and ידוע idiomatically

---

175 Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 324.
Consciousness,” 57.
refers to receptive ability, “to be able to understand [a language]” (e.g., Gen 42:23; 2 Kgs 18:26). In Ps 81:6, the use of these words with שֶׁמֶש as their apparent direct object suggests that they carry their linguistic senses, and hence that שֶׁמֶש means “language.” Block, Ullendorff, et al. differ, however, as to the identity of this language, the referent of שֶׁמֶש being either the Egyptian language or the language of Yahweh.

Ullendorff and, following the JPS translation, Weinberg hold that the language in question is the Egyptian language, the land of Egypt having just been mentioned in v. 6b. In support of this interpretation, Ullendorff and Weinberg cite Ps 114:1, discussed above, in which Egypt’s linguistic otherness is referred to: “When Israel went out from Egypt, the house of Jacob from a people speaking unintelligibly [םָעֲשֵׂה], Judah became his sanctuary, Israel his dominion.” By thus mentioning Egypt’s linguistic otherness in the context of the exodus, Ps 114 would provide a close parallel to Ps 81:6c, as understood by Ullendorff and Weinberg. The effect of referring to the Egyptians’ language here is to set the scene for Israel’s subjection in an alien land, before Yahweh’s deliverance. It should be noted, however, that Egypt’s foreign language is not again raised in Ps 81.

In contrast, according to Block, “the unknown language is not that of foreigners, but divine . . . a divine language differing from that of humans.” Block does not elaborate on the function of this concept in Ps 81. We might imagine that it is used to emphasize the starkness of the encounter between Israel and its god at the exodus. Block does, however, support his interpretation with reference to a study by Johannes Friedrich, in which Friedrich claims that the idea of a divine language distinct from human language may be found in bilingual

---


179 Block, “National Identity,” 332 n. 44.
Hattic/Hittite texts. In assessing Block’s reading of Ps 81:6c, I shall consider the Hattic/Hittite evidence, as well as the idea of divine language elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible.

i. Divine Language among the Hittites

Friedrich pointed out that certain bilingual Hattic/Hittite ritual texts distinguish between, on the one hand, the names or epithets by which humans invoke some god, and, on the other, the names or epithets by which the gods know that god. In one of these texts, for instance, we read: “to mankind you are Tašimmetiš, but among the gods you are Ištar the queen.” Friedrich compared this with a practice found on several occasions in the *Iliad* (e.g., *Il.* 14.290) and *Odyssey* (e.g., *Od.* 12.61), in which the poet contrasts “human” and “divine” words for certain items (birds, plants, cliffs, etc.). While Friedrich in his analysis of the Hattic/Hittite texts pointed out that “[e]in ausdrücklicher Hinweis auf die Sprache der Götter und Menschen kommt nicht vor,” he nevertheless concluded that it was appropriate to describe these references as evidence for a concept of divine language—*Göttersprache*—as distinct from human language—*Menschensprache*—in ancient Asia Minor.

However, as Calvert Watkins has indicated, a notion of divine and human languages cannot be inferred from the Hattic/Hittite texts, since “[a]ll the examples of this figure concern the names or epithets of deities; we never have reference to any ordinary lexical item being


182 “An explicit reference to the language of the gods and humans does not occur”; Friedrich, “Göttersprache” 138.
assigned to the language of men or to the language of gods”; rather the practice is “more akin to the Greek hymnic tradition of invoking a divinity by a number of different names or epithets,” a tradition, we might add, that is also attested in ancient Mesopotamian religion (see the list of Marduk’s fifty names, Enuma Elish 6.123–7.146).\(^{183}\) As in Enuma Elish, the ascription of many names to the gods in the Hattic/Hittite texts may be related to complicated processes of cultural assimilation, as Alfonso Archi has suggested.\(^{184}\) Thus the practice is not clearly aimed at establishing a distinction between registers of the language, unlike the Homeric texts and certain Old Norse and Sanskrit parallels analysed by Watkins. In those cases, the “divine” word for some item is indisputably a word in Greek (or Old Norse or Sanskrit), although it belongs to a marked register of the language (archaic or poetic), and is opposed to the standard unmarked “human” term.\(^{185}\)

Therefore, although a difference exists in the names by which the gods are known among the gods, there is insufficient evidence to claim that there was a concept of a separate divine language among the Hittites, and hence these Hattic/Hittite texts do not provide a parallel that supports identifying the parallel of Ps 81:6c with a divine language.\(^{186}\)

---

\(^{183}\) Watkins, “Language of Gods,” 8. In fact, Watkins goes further and denies that the Hattic/Hittite texts are even “comparable” to the Greek examples. However, the similarity of phrasing in the texts (“to/for/among humans . . . to/for/among gods . . .”) suggests a relationship of some sort, as Friedrich maintained; Friedrich, “Göttersprache,” 138. In addition, Staal points out that many ancient cultures conceived of language as chiefly a system of naming, and failed to distinguish between proper and common nouns; therefore the distance between these practices may not be as great as first appears; Staal, “Origin of Language,” 1–2.


\(^{185}\) Watkins gives an English analogy of “horse” (unmarked) and “steed, mount, charger” (marked); Watkins, “Language of Gods,” 5.

\(^{186}\) A parallel closer in history, geography, and culture to the biblical sources that may suggest a difference between divine and human speech comes from Ugarit. Dennis Pardee writes that in the attested Ugaritic literature, “discourse from or about the divine sphere usually takes poetic form,” including, of course, the Baal Cycle; Dennis Pardee, The Ugaritic Texts and the Origins of West Semitic Literary Composition (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 123–24. Such “god-talk,” as Pardee calls it, is thus marked off from other topics through formal, lexical, and syntactic features. While the significance of this feature of Ugaritic literature
ii. Divine Speech in the Hebrew Bible

While the language of God is a topic of speculation in postbiblical Jewish texts, the evidence from the Hebrew Bible for the concept of a specifically divine language is slim. And while a detailed investigation of this subject lies beyond the scope of this dissertation, some relevant evidence may be presented.

Several biblical texts clearly envisage speech among the divine beings, generally in the context of the “divine council” (e.g., Pss 29:1; 82; 89:5–8; 103:19–21; Job 1:6–12; also probably Gen 1:26; 3:22; 11:7). Nevertheless, these texts do not make a claim about a particular language in which the business of heaven is carried out. Moreover, when humans are present at the divine council (e.g., 1 Kgs 22:19–22; Isa 6; Zech 3:1–5), they do not fail to understand god-talk, though the purgation of Isaiah’s lips in Isa 6:5–7 suggests a difference in holiness between divine and human speech.

Outside the context of communication among heavenly beings, Yahweh’s speech clearly differs from that of humans. In Ps 29, the great power of Yahweh’s voice, presented as a destructive force of nature, is meditated upon, while Elijah’s encounter with the voice is of a gentler nature (1 Kgs 19:11–12). Yahweh’s word of prophecy is effective in a way that human speech is not (Isa 55:10–11; Amos 3:8). Yahweh is said to have “lips full of

requires further examination, Pardee suggests that its function is to distinguish between spheres of literary discourse (divine and profane), without, however, claiming that it sets up an opposition between the languages used by gods and humans; Pardee, *Ugaritic Texts*, 33.

187 *Jub.* 12.25–27. According to early rabbinic interpretation of the Sabbath commandment in Exod 20:8 and Deut 5:12, divine speech is polyphonic or multivalent: “‘Remember’ [זכור] and ‘observe’ [שומש] were both spoken at one utterance . . . . This is a manner of speech impossible for creatures of flesh and blood” (*Mekhilta de-Rabbi Ishmael, Bahodesh* 7:55–60); translation from Jacob Z. Lauterbach, *Mekhilta de-Rabbi Ishmael* (2 vols.; Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 2004), 2:327. That is, one speech act of God’s is heard by a human as two distinct words; in support of this, the midrash cites Ps 62:12: “Once God has spoken; twice have I heard this: that power belongs to God.” This tradition is contained in a Qabbalistic hymn still sung in the Sabbath liturgy of Judaism:

188 The purification of Isaiah’s lips in Isa 6:5–7 suggests that the content of ordinary human speech is not fit for the divine assembly, as it has rendered Isaiah’s lips unclean. The passage does not suggest that humans’ mode or form of speech, human language as a whole, is unfit for heaven.
indignation” and a “tongue like a devouring fire” (Isa 30:27). These and many other passages clearly establish a difference between Yahweh’s speech and human speech, but without indicating that Yahweh uses a distinctively divine system of communication.

Therefore if, as Block suggests, the language of Ps 81:6 refers to a specifically divine language, this verse would be making a statement unparalleled in the Hebrew Bible. Since there are other viable options for interpreting this verse, it seems wisest not to accept Block’s suggestion.

3. The Syntax of

Interpreters of this psalm are in agreement that should be analysed as a noun in the construct state followed by a clause that modifies it, a structure that is generally restricted to poetic texts. The clause following the construct noun functions as a relative clause though it is not introduced by a relative pronoun. Such constructions permit two understandings.

The first is illustrated by Jer 48:36: “my heart moans like a flute for the people of Kir-heres; for the riches they gained have perished.” Here , the subject of , occurs in the construct state before a qualifying relative clause (cf. Isa 29:1; Ps 65:5). In general, interpreters of Ps 81:6 have understood in this way—“a speech I did not know”—the nature of this ignorance depending on the interpreter’s particular understanding.

---

189 So Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 324; Kraus, Psalms 60–150, 150. See Gen 1:1, for a likely example of this construction in prose; cf. also Hos 1:2.

190 GKC §130 d; Joüon §129 q. In other cases the relative pronoun is present after the noun in the construct, e.g. Gen 39:20; Ezek 6:13.

191 The interpretation of Jer 48:36 is not, however, unproblematic, since, according to the interpretation offered here, the singular noun is the subject of the plural verb ; so Leslie C. Allen, Jeremiah: A Commentary (OTL; Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John Knox Press, 2008).
of the “speech.” For Ullendorff and Weinberg, the language of the Egyptians is unknown to Israel because it is a foreign language. For Block, Yahweh’s language is unknown to Israel because it is a distinctively divine mode of communication. For Hossfeld and Zenger, Yahweh’s prophetic word is a new revelation for the recipient of the oracle. These various proposals may be said to be relatively plausible.

The second understanding of the syntagm construct noun + clause may be seen in Job 29:16: “I championed the cause of one I did not know.” Here רְבָּעַת אֶלֶּה נָשַׁפֶּה is modified by יָעַרְפֶּה; however, the thing/person that is not known appears to be an indefinite person (“one, him, the man, the person”), which is elided and must be provided in translation (cf. Exod 4:13; Job 18:21; Lam 1:14). In fact, Job 29:16, if this is the correct understanding, provides a particularly good parallel to our verse, since both contain the following elements: sg. noun in const. + יָעַרְפֶּה + 1 sg. impf. verb.

Dahood contends that Ps 81:6c exhibits this second type: “the speech of one I did not know, I hear.” Dahood identifies this “one, someone” as Israel, and argues that this interpretation also makes contextual sense in the setting of the exodus story: “‘Before its election Israel was ‘unknown’ to God.” Dahood cites Amos 3:2, where Yahweh’s unique knowledge of Israel (“You only have I known [or: come to know] of all the families of the earth”) is placed in the context of the exodus (cf. also Exod 33:17). But while this may show that Dahood’s interpretation of the ignorance in this verse is possible, it is not especially compelling. For the theme of Yahweh’s coming to know Israel through the exodus is not one that is repeatedly emphasized.

192 NRSV modified.
193 Dahood, Psalms, 2:265.
Even if the speaker of Ps 81:6c is human, we may uphold this reading of “the speech of one I did not know I heard.” In this case, the ignorance would be Israel’s unfamiliarity with Yahweh while in Egypt. This accords very well with Israel’s experience of coming to know Yahweh through the events of the exodus, as described in the book of Exodus and elsewhere. For before the exodus, Israel did not know Yahweh’s name (Exod 3:13–15; Exod 6:2–3), nor had it experienced the marvellous and knowledge-conveying signs and saving acts, through which “you/they shall know that I am Yahweh” (Exod 7:5. 17; 10:2; 14:4, 18; 16:12). Thus the understanding of Ps 81:7c as “the speech of one I did not know I heard” makes good sense in the broader biblical context.194

**D. General Assessment**

Overall, of the various interpretations that have been offered of Ps 81:6c and examined here, only one was rejected: Block’s suggestion that שפת לא ידעת refers to a divine language. The other interpretations offered—the as Yahweh’s cult-prophetic oracle, as Yahweh’s speech with the Israelites of the exodus, as the distressed pleas of the Israelites, or as the Egyptian language—were seen to be largely plausible, though each was attended by its own difficulties. In most of these interpretations, שפת meant “speech,” and in only one would it plausibly have the meaning “language,” namely, in Ullendorff and Weinberg’s Egyptian language understanding.

I would favour an interpretation combining elements from several of these interpretations. Dahood’s suggestion for analysing the syntax of the verse as “I heard the speech of one I did not know” is strong if the speaker is Israel (as Ullendorff imagined) and the speech is

---

194 In this respect, I accept Dahood’s grammatical analysis of the verse, but disagree with his identification of the “one” who is not known (Israel).
Yahweh’s (as Hossfeld and Zenger hold). This interpretation conforms with compositional features within the psalm (the repetition of יֶשָׁה), and makes sense in the context of other biblical retellings of the exodus (Israel’s initial unfamiliarity of Yahweh).

The likelihood that יֶשָׁה refers to a divine language in Ps 81:6, then, is slim, and an alternative understanding as “speech” seems preferable. More widely, the idea of a distinctively divine language appears to be absent from the Hebrew Bible.

V. Chapter Summary

While the presentation of the origins of linguistic diversity in the Tower of Babel episode could not be said to be positive, Yahweh’s action to mix the languages of humankind is not per se depicted as a curse. The juxtaposition of this account with the Table of Nations does not produce an extremely stark contrast, but the theme of blessing implicit in Gen 10 does offer another perspective on ethnic and linguistic diversity. Both of these accounts confirm the close association noted in the previous chapter between language and ethnicity. In the prophecies examined, the worship of Yahweh in Egypt in the language of Canaan (Isa 19:18) provided the strongest evidence for a conception that the language spoken in Judah (if this is the correct identification) is a language with a unique religious function. Otherwise no particular language was prioritized as the most sacred. Finally, while the interpretation of Ps 81:6 is uncertain, it does not appear to refer to a distinctively divine language, nor can this idea be clearly discerned elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible.
Chapter 4

The Representation of Foreignness through Style-Switching

I. Introduction

Linguistic diversity is at issue in texts in which normal Hebrew style is altered in order to convey the foreignness of some scene or character. Scholars have argued that this device, a type of “style-switching,” is present in numerous biblical books, including Genesis, Exodus, Numbers, Judges, 1 Kings, Isaiah, Job, Proverbs, and Ruth. Such passages function because they presume that language differs from place to place, and therefore that foreignness can be conveyed through deliberately strange-sounding language.

In this chapter I shall examine how the operation of this device may be detected in the Hebrew Bible, and, after presenting and analysing several examples, consider what it reveals about the conceptualization of linguistic diversity in ancient Israel. Firstly, though, I shall outline the sociolinguistic concept of “style-switching.”

II. Style and Switching in Sociolinguistics

Style is an important concept in sociolinguistic attempts to relate language variation and change to social factors like age, sex, ethnicity, race, wealth, education, profession, etc. As Eckert and Rickford explain, a “style” is a particular variety of a language with social
significance. In being a variety, a style is a “set of co-occurring variables,” which can be described through traditional linguistic categories (lexis, phonology, morphology, syntax, etc.). These variants have social significance in that they are not distributed at random within a society, but are instead associated with particular communities, age groups, sexes, social contexts (home, workplace), or discourses and practices (politics, religion, art, science). A dialect may be thought of as a style. A dialect’s particular social context is the group that speaks it, and its prestige is related to the place of those groups within a society. Styles are thus embedded in a “socioeconomic matrix,” and prestige and stigma are attached to a style by members of a society in accordance with that style’s place within the system.

The description of styles and their social settings requires significant empirical observation, to identify variants and their distribution in various contexts. In this regard William Labov’s wide-ranging study of English in New York is exemplary. What this study revealed, and many more have confirmed, is that individual speakers use elements (lexis, phonology, morphology, syntax, etc.) from various styles in their speech—that is, they switch or shift among styles. Moreover, this occurs frequently among all speakers, and should be regarded as a normal part of language use: since speakers have at their disposal forms from various styles, they must choose between them in any interaction. These choices are goal-driven; in light of the social dimensions of a particular interaction (interlocutor’s age, sex, class, etc.), speakers act on judgements regarding the effect of using a certain style and of thereby

---

1 Penelope Eckert and John R. Rickford, “Introduction,” in Eckert and Rickford (eds.), Style and Sociolinguistic Variation, 1–18, at 5.


4 Speakers also switch among several languages (“codes”) in a single discourse, in a practice known as code-switching. The manifestation of this phenomenon in the Hebrew Bible is touched upon in this chapter with reference to Gen 31:47, but will treated further in Chapters 5 and 7. At this point we may note that code-switching and style-switching appear to be used by speakers to achieve similar effects.
invoking its social meaning. In this way, “style is the locus of the individual’s internalization of broader social distributions of variation.”

In normal speech, these choices are made and executed very rapidly, but they achieve a wide variety of goals. In general, a choice can bring the speaker closer to his audience (“convergence”) or distance him from them (“divergence”). A related but separate distinction can be made between marked or unmarked switches, to use the terminology of Myers-Scotton. An unmarked switch is one that could be expected given contextual factors, and therefore does not stand out; for instance, a switch between styles is expected when conversational topics or settings change. A marked switch, in contrast, is unexpected in the circumstances and therefore stands out, as in a shift to an informal style in a formal context.

Through convergence and divergence, and through marked and unmarked switches, a speaker can achieve a vast array of goals. He can show or withhold respect, indicate familiarity or formality, assert superiority or seniority, convey humour or imitation, and so on. In these respects, Myers-Scotton describes switching as a “skilled performance.” An additional element of this skilled performance is the fact that speakers are often unaware that they are engaging in switching, as John Gumperz points out. In this sense, much of spoken style-switching may be described as un- or semi-conscious, although the practice should be regarded as purposeful or intentional, in the sense that it achieves a variety of complex discursive goals.

5 Romaine, Language in Society, 75–79.
7 Myers-Scotton, Social Motivations, 151–52.
8 A divergent switch, by distancing speaker and audience, will usually be marked, but in some cases this distance is expected, so that the switch is unmarked; for instance, an actor on stage is expected to speak differently from her audience, but only during the performance.
9 Myers-Scotton, Social Motivations, 6.
The usual focus of sociolinguistic research is spoken language, but written language also exhibits switching, such as the switch between a prosaic or a poetic style, or between an archaic and a contemporary one. The range of linguistic features that are switched in these instances will be more limited than in spoken language, since written language tends to omit many features of speech, such as prosody. But as with speech, textual switches are also likely to be purposive or goal-driven. In fact, a writer is more likely to be conscious of his switching than a speaker, because the greater time involved in writing over against speaking allows for a greater amount of reflection on a text’s precise wording and stylistics. Nevertheless, it is certainly possible that literary style-switches, like spoken ones, are employed unconsciously, or only semi-consciously. This does not mean, however, that they occur by chance or accidentally, since they form part of a goal-driven discursive strategy. It is in this latter sense that I shall describe cases of literary style-switching as “deliberate” throughout this chapter.

The range of goals achieved through literary style-switching is comparable to those achieved through spoken style-switching; through style, a text can conveying formality, age, sex, class, ethnicity, and so on. But the device in literature achieves these goals in slightly different ways. For one thing, a text does cannot react to its reader in a way that a speaker reacts to his dialogue partner: the switches of style contained in a text are fixed. Thus to speak of a text diverging from or converging with its reader means something different, and should probably be thought of as whether the text conforms to or differs from the style prevalent among of the text’s intended readership. And to judge whether a literary switch is marked or unmarked we will need to consider the conventions of the literary style used in the text.

---

III. Style-Switching in the Hebrew Bible to Represent Foreignness

Clearly there are significant variations in style throughout the Hebrew Bible. This is most apparent between works of different genres (narrative, hymns, prophecy, etc.), but it is also clear within biblical books, where it has often been explained through source-critical hypotheses. This variation is a result of the composite nature of the Hebrew Bible, but is distinct from the deliberate authorial shifting of style that I have just discussed. Genuine style-switching has been detected in the Hebrew Bible by a number of scholars, where it has been considered to fulfill a particular purpose: the representation of foreignness. By deliberately diverging from an expected or usual style, and in particular by using recognizably foreign forms, an author can convey the otherness or foreignness of a character or setting. As stated above, this relies on the recognition that people speak differently in different places; and by putting this linguistic otherness on the page, foreignness is conveyed.

Earlier studies discerned this device in a range of texts. In an examination of Isaiah’s oracle concerning Dumah (Isa 21:11–12), Rabin concluded that the several peculiar forms (יֵתִּים, יַעֲמֶר) and lexemes (חֵלֶם, יָדָן) were being used deliberately by the prophet in imitation of the language of the people addressed.⁴¹ Avi Hurvitz (1968) was not specific about the occurrences of this device, but remarked on its significance for dating biblical texts: “one cannot automatically ascribe to the later period the Aramaisms which are connected with the description of foreign nations and foreign peoples.... in these cases we are not dealing with actual loan words, or forms, but rather with unique stylistic devices of a particular author or composition.”⁴² Greenfield, in an overview of the significance of several Aramaic sources for

---


the study of the Hebrew Bible, suggested a similar explanation for certain unusual linguistic features of Jacob’s flight from, and pursuit by, Laban (Gen 31): the potentially formulaic combination of the verbs TableRow-1 and TableRow-2 (v. 9); the verb TableRow-3 with the meaning “reach, catch up with” (v. 23); and the verb TableRow-4 with the meaning “permit” (v. 28).\textsuperscript{14} Greenfield described these as intentional Aramaisms on the part of the author, designed to evoke the Aramaean setting.

It was Kaufman who described this device, quite appropriately, as “style-switching” in an article on the relation between Hebrew, Aramaic, and related languages and dialects in light of the Deir Alla texts.\textsuperscript{15} Like Hurvitz, Kaufman brought this concept into a discussion of the chronological significance of Aramaic features in the Hebrew Bible. Thus, he postulated that the Aramaic-like features (e.g.,  TableRow-5, “my son” [Prov 31:2];  TableRow-6, “he will come” [Job 37:22]) in the speech of certain characters that are presented as Transjordanians (Lemuel in Prov 31; Elihu in Job 32–37; Balaam in Num 23) are deliberate style-switches that do not suggest a late date.

A more in-depth and wide-ranging discussion of the phenomenon has been offered by Rendsburg who attempts to classify the uses of style-switching to convey foreignness in the Hebrew Bible.\textsuperscript{16} When this device is used in direct speech to portray that character’s foreign language, he calls it “language representation,”\textsuperscript{17} which he argues applies in Gen 29–32, Num 23, Job, and Prov 31. When style-switching is used in a text addressed to a foreign nation


\textsuperscript{15} Kaufman, “North West Semitic Dialects,” 55.


\textsuperscript{17} Rendsburg, “ ‘Foreign’ Factor,” 180.
(often in prophecy), Rendsburg calls it “addressee switching,” and he finds this used in one-off cases in Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Zechariah, and Joel.\textsuperscript{18} Rendsburg argues that these uses of style-switching achieve particular sociological and theological effects, and provide evidence that ancient Israel understood itself as distinctive in its environment. I shall examine Rendsburg’s proposals in greater detail below.

In a dissertation supervised by Kaufman, Brian Bompiani undertook to examine the speech of Aramaean and Transjordanian characters in biblical narrative for the presence of style-switching, and to the list of cases previously detected by scholars he adds Gen 24 (Abraham’s servant in Aram), 1 Kgs 20 (King Ben-Hadad of Aram Damascus fights Ahab of Israel), 2 Kgs 5, 6, 8 (stories involving Aram).\textsuperscript{19} Bompiani also discerns the device in Exod 18 (Jethro’s advice to Moses), a conclusion that Mordechay Mishor had previously reached in a study of this passage.\textsuperscript{20} Bompiani makes an effort to understand the literary dynamics of style-switching, and draws several conclusions, which I shall mention below when discussing specific cases. He also stipulates several useful methodological principles for detecting style-switching, which I shall elaborate upon.

Before moving away from this summary of previous scholarship, let me clarify a point of terminology. In the account given above, style-switching, in spoken or written language, is a general sociolinguistic phenomenon that can be used to achieve many ends; it is not limited to the representation of foreignness. It was in this sense that Kaufman first applied the term to

\textsuperscript{18} Ibid., 184. Rendsburg also uses “style switching,” without qualification, to mean his “language representation” and contrasts this with “addressee switching”; ibid., 184. However, it is more accurate to describe addressee-switching as a particular form of style-switching, or rather, as a label for style-switching when conditioned by a particular context and purpose.


the biblical cases: “[t]he Biblical authors apparently did not hesitate to use ‘style switching’ to reflect differences in the speech of their characters.”\(^{21}\) In the work of Rendsburg and, subsequently, Bompiani, “style-switching” has become shorthand for the specific use of style-switching most frequently detected in the Hebrew Bible, namely style-switching as used to convey foreignness.\(^ {22}\) This is convenient, and I shall generally follow the convention in the rest of this chapter; but it should be noted that style-switching in the Hebrew Bible is not limited to conveying foreignness. For instance, in his commentary on the book of Ruth, Robert Holmstedt has detected style-switching at work in the speech of Naomi (e.g., the unusual 2 fem. sing. perf. forms, רָזָּה וּרְדֵּהֶר [Ruth 3:3, 4, Kethib]) and in the speech of Boaz (e.g., רָזָּה, 2 fem. sing. impf. [2:8]).\(^ {23}\) In these cases, Holmstedt supposes that style-switching conveys the ancient setting of the story, rather than the foreignness of the characters.

### A. Methodological Difficulties

These studies presume that style-switching can be detected in the Hebrew Bible and correctly interpreted as representing foreignness. Now, there can be no doubt, as Bompiani observes, that “biblical writers could stylistically represent the speech of Aramean characters.”\(^ {24}\) This is proved by the unambiguous use of Aramaic in Gen 31:47; here, the clearly Aramaic רָזָּה

---

\(^{21}\) Kaufman, “North West Semitic Dialects,” 55.

\(^{22}\) E.g., Rendsburg, “‘Foreign’ Factor,” 184; Bompiani, “Speech of Foreigners,” 5. Rendsburg is aware that style-switching is a technical term from linguistics describing a practice of spoken language, and he calls what Kaufman points out specifically “literary style-switching”; Gary A. Rendsburg, “The Strata of Biblical Hebrew,” \textit{JNSL} 17 (1991): 81–99, at 92 n. 63. However, Rendsburg most often uses “style switching” to designate the representation specifically of foreign language; he writes “style switching or language representation (I am content to use the terms interchangeably)”; idem, “‘Foreign’ Factor,” 181.


is given as Laban’s term for the “heap of witness” that Jacob calls הַלְּדָה. Bompiani is correct, then, when he continues: “Thus, it is not a question of if [biblical authors] used this technique in their narratives, but only of where and of how often.” There are, however, significant obstacles to determining where and how often this device is used. In light of this, before beginning a search for style-switching, it needs to be established how it might be conducted, and how claims that style-switching appears in some passage should be assessed. I shall now elaborate on some of these obstacles, and then consider some methodological controls that mitigate their effect.

Firstly, a prerequisite to detecting style-switching is a proper knowledge of standard, unmarked, “unswitched” Hebrew style. This unmarked style serves as the base with which to compare some apparently unusual feature that we suspect is deliberately strange or “switched,” and for this an account detailing the typical lexicon, phonology, morphology, syntax, and other features of that style, is needed. But here we must first note that there is no single unmarked Hebrew style against which unusual forms can be compared, because the Hebrew Bible contains texts of diverse genres written over several centuries. Different genres have different conventions of linguistic usage, which is to say, different styles, and stylistic conventions change over time, so that we must distinguish diachronic styles within each genre. Thus the search for style-switching must rely on a robust account of the various styles represented in the Hebrew Bible.

Such an account is a goal towards which many scholars have long been contributing, but which must be considered far from complete. In general, our ability to delineate these styles is limited by the size of the corpus and the uncertainty of any date assigned to a biblical text, and as yet, no neat diachronic scheme of the styles of biblical genres can be constructed. For, on the one hand, analyses of poetic texts in the Pentateuch and Former Prophets form the
basis of descriptions of Archaic Biblical Hebrew; \(^{25}\) but, on the other, *narrative* texts inform the distinction between Classical (or Standard) Biblical Hebrew and Late Biblical Hebrew that has been specified by, among others, Hurvitz. \(^{26}\) Apart from this primarily chronological distinction, Polak, among others, has attempted to specify the syntactical and discourse-structural features of Hebrew prose styles, including epigraphic Hebrew. \(^{27}\) A diachronic account of Hebrew poetic styles, however, is highly elusive. \(^{28}\) Difficulties in describing the various biblical styles satisfactorily is therefore a significant obstacle to detecting style-switching; for if we do not know what the unmarked style of some text is, it is impossible to notice when that style is switched.

But even an exhaustive description of the styles present in the Hebrew Bible and in epigraphic texts will not completely describe these styles as they existed in ancient Israel. For our data are incomplete; our corpus is small, and it does not fully reflect any style it contains—consider the various blank spaces in our tables of verb grammar for weak verbs in derived stems. This is problematic for the search for style-switching since it focuses on words


\(^{28}\) It is of course an oversimplification to reduce the genres of the Hebrew Bible to prose and poetry; a satisfactory account of biblical styles would distinguish tales, fables, histories, oracles, hymns, proverbs, prayers, etc.
or forms that are judged to be rare, and therefore are thought to reflect “marked” stylistic choices. But this judgement of rarity is essentially a claim that, in the extant evidence, these words or forms appear infrequently. It is quite possible, however, that some word or form was really an unmarked feature of the relevant ancient Hebrew style, but is, by chance, not widely attested in the extant evidence. Indeed, it is a familiar oxymoron of biblical studies that rare words and forms are common in the Hebrew text. That is to say, hapax (and dis and tris) legomena occur often. But the apparent rarity of many of these words is surely due to the fact that our limited evidence is not wholly representative of ancient Hebrew. It is thus insufficient to rely on the rarity of a form in trying to establish style-switching, because that rarity may only be apparent.

A further difficulty in detecting style-switching arises from the logical constraints of the device itself, what Holmstedt calls “the principle of immediate intelligibility”: the degree to which an author may distort or colour his characters’ speech is limited by what his readers can be expected to understand, if the text is not intended to be incomprehensible.\(^\text{29}\) As Holmstedt notes, this will generally mean that switched forms, while unusual, will nonetheless be a part of some style of Hebrew which the reader could be expected to understand—perhaps an archaic or regional dialect, or the style of a different literary genre.\(^\text{30}\) That is, these forms may bear a close relationship to standard Hebrew forms, making them hard to spot; and they may be attested elsewhere in the ancient Hebrew corpus (but perhaps in a text of a different style), making it difficult to tell whether they really are rare and marked.

Holmstedt’s observation is broadly correct, but he fails to note an important point relevant to our discussion. Holmstedt assumes that for a text to be intelligible to an ancient Israelite

---

\(^{29}\) Holmstedt, *Ruth*, 46.

\(^{30}\) A similar point is made by Rendsburg, “‘Foreign’ Factor,” 178–80.
audience, it must contain only forms available (or closely resembling those available) in some variety of Hebrew. But this only follows if we presume that the ancient Israelite audience was strictly monolingual, which is certainly not the case for all periods of Israelite history. The officials of Jerusalem in the late eighth century were apparently trained in Aramaic (see 2 Kgs 18:26), and we have no reason to believe that this was an unusual circumstance in the history of the kingdoms of Israel and Judah (see also Jer 10:11). In the Achaemenid and Hellenistic periods, knowledge of Aramaic appears to have been widespread in Yehud, and is evidenced biblically, in the Aramaic portions of the Hebrew Bible (Ezra 4:8–6:18; 7:12–26; Dan 2:4–7:28), and epigraphically, in seal impressions, ostraca, and letters.\(^\text{31}\) Thus, if the readers of the biblical texts could be expected to understand items from another language, authors could use those items, and still create intelligible texts.\(^\text{32}\) In fact we can expect this when style-switching is used to represent foreignness, and thus we should be prepared to find intrusions from languages known to the ancient Israelites in the Hebrew Bible.

A final obstacle to the study of style-switching in the Hebrew Bible bears on the interpretation of instances of style-switching. As pointed out above, styles are varieties of language with social significance. Thus using some style, or switching to or from it, is a way of invoking a set of values related to the social context associated with that style. But while literary analysis may be able to define the contours of the styles of ancient Hebrew, it cannot provide the social context of those styles. The latter is the task of sociolinguistics, which requires evidence from beyond the text itself to recreate the *Sitz im Leben* of the style—its

---


\(^\text{32}\) An audience need not be fully bilingual for this to be possible, just as a modern English author can use *danke*, *merci* and *gracias* and expect his audience to understand him, without that implying that the audience is bilingual. A particular society’s circumstances, and an author’s familiarity with his audience’s knowledge, inform the judgement as to how many foreign items, and of what kind, can intelligibly be incorporated into a text.
origins, history, functions, the social standing of the group who made use of it, and so forth. A sociolinguistics of Hebrew has been the particular project of Schniedewind, who has deftly assembled and organized the extant evidence, and has presented the prevailing theories about the social history of Hebrew.\(^\text{33}\) But Schniedewind has also highlighted the vast lacunae in our evidence in his “prolegomena” to a sociolinguistics of ancient Israel.\(^\text{34}\) Rich data of the kind that a survey of native informants can elicit, as Labov could collect for New York English, are unavailable, and so a sociolinguistics of ancient Hebrew will be limited. It will also be skewed towards those styles that we have in the Hebrew Bible, because our account of the styles of Hebrew must omit a range of styles that we can safely hypothesize existed. Among written styles, we have, for instance, very few Israelite letters, and no royal inscriptions; and spoken Hebrew styles are strictly inaccessible to us. Moreover, as discussed in Chapter 2, we should imagine that the kingdom of Israel had its own system of written and spoken styles which differed at least in some respects from those of Judah. But even if there are some traces of these in the Hebrew Bible (as Rendsburg contends), they are mostly unrecoverable.\(^\text{35}\)

Thus, while we may be able to detect cases of style-switching, interpreting them will be difficult. For our purposes, we would like to know what social significance was attributed, at various points in Israel’s history, to styles that were used to represent foreignness. Let us consider the example of an Aramaic-sounding style. To understand what a biblical author achieves by switching to an Aramaic-sounding style, we need to know about the associations that Aramaic had in ancient Israel during the pertinent historical period. We may say, for one thing, that Aramaic was associated with Aramaeans, but how did Israelite society regard that people group in various respects (ethnic, political, cultural, etc.)? In addition, as discussed in

\(^{33}\) Schniedewind, *Social History.*

\(^{34}\) Schniedewind, “Prolegomena,” § 4.1–4.

\(^{35}\) See Chapter 1.
Chapter 2,\(^{36}\) Aramaic was not only associated with Aramaeans, even in the monarchical period; so we would ideally also know who else used it in Israel (e.g., diplomats and courtiers), for what purposes, and what their social standing was. Answers to these questions would inform our understanding of the social meaning of Aramaic in ancient Israel, and hence the significance of an Aramaic-sounding style used in Hebrew literature. To gather this information as best we can would require a substantial historical investigation (and in fact our chances of succeeding in such an investigation are slim, given that much of the requisite evidence for the social significance of Aramaic in ancient Israel is lacking).\(^{37}\) A similar investigation is required for any style that seems to be used to represent foreignness in the Hebrew Bible. This is another impediment to our attempts at understanding style-switching in the Hebrew Bible.

**B. Procedural Controls**

While some of the difficulties in detecting style-switching outlined in the foregoing are insuperable without further evidence, or without detailed investigations that are beyond the scope of this study, others can be obviated (or at least, their significance mitigated), if certain controls are put in place to guide the study of style-switching in the Hebrew Bible. I shall here discuss four such controls introduced into this discussion by Bompiani,\(^{38}\) and add one of my own, using examples to illustrate their use. Bompiani’s controls are adapted from those

---

\(^{36}\) And see esp. Block, “National Identity.”

\(^{37}\) In this particular case, recent attempts to reconstruct to a multidimensional history of Aramaic and Aramaeans in the region help us to gain access to the biblical authors’ experience of this language and people; see Gzella, *Cultural History*; and Niehr (ed.), *Aramaeans in Ancient Syria*.

that govern Hurvitz’s search for features of Late Biblical Hebrew, and which Rendsburg has used in his quest to identify the features of Northern (“Israelian”) Hebrew.

1. Distribution

For a supposed case of style-switching to be considered strong, it must be rare within the specific Hebrew style of the larger passage in which it is found. This is because a switch is a departure from normal usage within a style, and thus it must be rare. As discussed above, our ability to discern this relies on a detailed characterization of Hebrew styles (which is problematic), but when this is done as best it can be, we can make claims about the frequency with which certain features occur in any given style. The less frequent a feature is in that style, the more reason we have to believe that it is an example of style-switching. In this way the deliberateness of the unusual feature is strongly suggested; this strange form did not just appear in the text by chance, but was intentionally selected.

For example, appears thrice in the Pentateuch, each time in prose, as the form of the definite direct object marker with a 3 masc. pl. suffix (Exod 18:20 [Jethro’s speech]; Gen 32:1 [describing Laban]; and Num 21:3 [the defeat of the King of Arad]). In contrast, the regular forms and occur hundreds of times. This is a meaningfully rare distribution of the kind that can be used to support a claim of deliberate style-switching.

A corollary of this principle is that a form may still be considered style-switching in some context even if it is attested in other styles of Hebrew, because of the differing conventions of various styles. Thus, for instance, in Exod 18:9, a form of the verb appears: “Jethro

---

39 Hurvitz, Late Biblical Hebrew, 9–11.
rejoiced "[ךָָ֩דֵד].’’ Now, לַלֹּא is not a lexical *hapax legomenon*; the verb also appears in Job 3:6 and Ps 21:7. But these additional occurrences, in two poetic texts, are not sufficient to show that לַלֹּא is unremarkable in Exod 18, because of the differing stylistic contexts in each case. For one thing, different stylistic conventions govern Hebrew poetry and prose. Hence, the regular occurrence of a word or feature in poetry does not show that that feature is expected or natural in prose, or vice versa, and indeed, we can draw up lists of distinctively poetic Hebrew vocabulary that we do not expect to see in prose contexts. Moreover, the style of the book of Job is unique in extant Hebrew literature, and hence the use of a rare word like לַלֹּא in that book is not good evidence that this word is unexceptional when it appears in other Hebrew texts. Thus we are justified in regarding לַלֹּא as striking in Exod 18. Once again, in determining whether some feature is a style-switch, we will gain greater certainty if we can be specific about the styles involved (the unmarked style of the surrounding context in which the unusual feature occurs, and the style from which we suspect that the unusual feature is drawn).

2. Opposition

The criterion of “opposition” states that for a feature to be considered an instance of style-switching, it must clearly contrast with some more usual Hebrew expression that could have been expected in the circumstances. This applies in the case of lexical differences (a strange lexeme must be opposed to a more usual one), as well as in the case of other types of difference, such as morphology (a peculiar verbal or nominal form must contrast with a more usual one). This criterion seeks to establish the deliberateness of an unusual word or form: it

---

41 For such a list see, e.g., Donald Broadribb, *An Attempt to Delineate the Characteristics of (Biblical) Hebrew Poetry* (Bakers Hill, Australia: Bookleaf Publishing, 1995), 98–110.
shows that an author had at his disposal a standard Hebrew word or form, which he nonetheless shunned in favour of an unusual one. This criterion does not, however, establish the intent behind the use of an unusual feature (i.e., whether it is being used to convey foreignness or to some other end). The example of the given above is a clear case of this: it contrasts strongly with the standard form. Since it is unlikely that the author did not know the more usual form, we may suppose that it is a deliberate stylistic choice where it does occur. Nevertheless, the recognition that a choice was involved at this point does not ipso facto explain why this form was chosen.

This criterion can be used to exclude cases: if we see that a word expresses something for which there is no other conventional Hebrew expression, we should not entertain the idea that it is an instance of style-switching, no matter how rare that word is. For instance, Rendsburg suggests that maritime words in Ezek 26–28 were “associated by Hebrew speakers with [the language] Phoenician.” But since texts about seafaring are rare in the Hebrew Bible, we do not have the standard Hebrew lexicon for this arena of life; thus we cannot contrast that lexicon with Ezekiel’s terminology to determine style-switching. That is, the words in Ezek 26–28 are indeed rare, but they are not relevantly rare. Here once again we see that rarity is not sufficient to indicate style-switching.

When a usage can be thus opposed to a more common Hebrew expression, we may say that it stands in passive opposition or contrast to normal usage. But Bompiani has argued that the some biblical authors actively used these contrasts to highlight the style-switching that they were engaged in. He lists a number of cases where texts appear to establish a deliberate opposition between two usages (lexemes or forms), one usual and one unusual, with the

---

42 Rendsburg, “‘Foreign’ Factor,” 186.

unusual usage appearing in conjunction with some foreign element. The contrast may be between the direct speech of an Israelite character and that of a foreigner; or between the narrator’s language and the speech of characters acting a strange land; or between the same character’s usage in two contexts. We may call this device active contrast or opposition.\footnote{In this respect, Bompiani acknowledges the influence upon him of Alter in attempting to discern significance in any repetition in biblical narrative, though this is a truly ancient exegetical principle; see Robert Alter, The Art of Biblical Narrative (rev. and updated ed.; New York: Basic Books, 2011), 23.}

This is certainly at work in Gen 31:47, where Jacob’s Hebrew name for the heap of witness is clearly contrasted with Laban’s. Bompiani likewise detects it in Gen 24, where the encounter between Abraham’s servant and Rebekah is twice recorded, once as it happened in Aram-naharaim (vs. 1–27), and once as the servant’s report of the event (vs. 34–48).\footnote{Bompiani, “Genesis 24,” 412; idem, “Speech of Foreigners,” 21–27.} A comparison of these accounts shows up several differences in wording which are in themselves of doubtful significance, because neither word in each pair is exceptionally rare in usual Hebrew prose; for instance, שבעתו (v. 8) vs. נער (v. 41), “oath”; and נערה (v. 14) vs. נערה (v. 43), “young woman.” More suggestive, however, is the contrast between רבייה (v. 17) and רבייה (v. 43)—both “give me [water] to drink.” The former appears on the servant’s lips when he speaks to Rebekah for the first time; the latter in the servant’s report of the incident. The verb רבייה appears elsewhere only once in the Hebrew Bible (Job 39:24),\footnote{Here it may in fact derive from a homophonous root; see BDB רבייה at 167b.} and is attested in postbiblical Aramaic (e.g., Tg. of Job 39:30; b. Pesah. 74b). Thus, in any Hebrew occurrence, this word would stand in passive contrast to the standard biblical expression for the meaning “to give to drink,” the Hiphil of נער, but this contrast is made active, and thus more clear, by the use of רבייה later on in the chapter to describe the same event (Gen 24:45). Additionally, Bompiani points out that רבייה is the first word uttered by the servant after arriving in Aram. In this Bompiani follows Alter in regarding “the initial words spoken
by a personage” as “revelatory ... constituting an important moment in the exposition.”47

Here, the jarring effect of the strange first word would be revelatory: to convey the alienness of the setting, and the idea that the dialogue was being conducted in Aramaic. This and the other cases of active opposition described by Bompiani appear to indicate that several biblical authors intentionally sought to emphasize their use of style-switching.48 By setting up a clear contrast between expected usage and a switched form, they highlighted their use of the device, and consequently heightened the sense of foreignness present in the text.

3. Concentration

Bompiani writes: “a concentration of unusual grammatical features or rare lexemes in a narrative that has a foreign setting may strengthen the case for style-switching in that narrative.”49 This is an understatement. A concentration of such features and/or lexemes greatly increases the likelihood that style-switching is at work. For while one strange usage may plausibly have explanations other than deliberate choice (such as transmission error, or our incomplete knowledge of Hebrew styles), the chances that alternative explanations account for two such usages are significantly lower, and even lower for three unusual usages, and so on.

This is illustrated in Exod 18, a chapter which relates Jethro and Moses’ encounter after the exodus. Mishor detects nine uncommon usages (phonological, morphological, lexical, semantic, and syntactic) within fifteen verses, eight of which occur in Jethro’s direct

47 Alter, Biblical Narrative, 74.
49 Ibid., 11.
These features in Jethro’s speech are: יָתַּב, with unassimilated nun (v. 14); פָּעַב, in contrast to the more common תַּבֵּא (v. 14); יָתַּב, an unusual inf. consr. with suffix (v. 18); דָּגַב, an unusual form of the direct definite object marker (v. 20); the rare verb יָתָּב, apparently meaning “to instruct” (v. 20); asyndeton in תַּבֵּא (v. 20); דָּגַב, possibly meaning “select” (v. 21); and פָּעַב, with unusual prepositional usage (v. 23). In addition, outside direct speech we find the rare verb יָתָּב, “rejoice” (v. 13). This is a noteworthy concentration, and one that Benno Jacob (1992: 51) also observed. In other books, the unusual usages are more widely dispersed or are not clearly so closely related. For instance, in Gen 29–31, a much longer text, Greenfield, Rendsburg, Bompiani and others have explained between ten and twenty examples of unusual usages through style-switching. These include the following rare lexemes: דָּגַב “fortune” (30:11), דָּגַב “provide” (30:20), דָּגַב “almond” (30:37), דָּגַב, here “reach” (31:23). In addition, unusual morphological features are exhibited in the following words: יָתַּב, a 3 fem. pl. impf. form (30:38); and יָתַּב, “what was stolen” (31:39). These usages appear in a diverse range of settings, including the speech of Laban, Rachel, and Jacob, and the narrative framework. As such the reinforcement that each case offers the others must be considered to be attenuated, and depends on the distance between the unusual features and the diverse narrative settings in which they occur. For instance, דָּגַב (30:11) and דָּגַב (30:20) are closely comparable: both are examples of rare lexemes; both words appear on Leah’s lips; both form part of explanations of the names she gives to her children by Jacob; both occur within the same defined narrative unit (29:31–30:24) intended to account for the birth order, maternity, and names of Jacob’s children.

Therefore, purely in terms of concentration, we can say that דָּגַב and דָּגַב lend strong support to one another as candidates for style-switching. However, דָּגַב, “almond” (30:37), in comparison appears isolated: unlike most of the other proposed cases of style-switching in these chapters,

50 Mishor, “Text of Exodus 18.”
it occurs not in a character’s speech, but in the narrative framework; and it is of quite a different nature from the other closest proposed instance of style-switching, רַמַּשְׁתָּה, an unusual morphological form. Thus, in assessing the strength of an apparent concentration of proposed style-switches, one must bear in mind the precise nature of the switches, their proximity, and the likeness of their literary contexts. This consideration is extremely relevant in poetic, and especially prophetic texts, where it is often difficult to discern the limits of literary units.

As with “opposition,” this criterion does not indicate the purpose for the style-switches that it highlights (whether to represent foreignness or not). In addition, it cannot strictly be used to exclude cases, since there is no requirement for an author to use more than one style-switch at a time. This is evident in the Shibboleth episode (Judg 12:6), where there can be no doubt that a switch takes place (between shin and samekh), even though it is the only one in the passage. However, this case is unusually clear. Most other putative instances of style-switching are not explicit, and in practice, arguments based on a single word within a passage will rarely be convincing. This is true for many of Rendsburg’s proposals; for instance, קָנָה (rare Qal impv. masc. sg. form) in Ezek 37:16; פֶּסֶם (rare 3 fem. pl. impf. form) in Jer 49:11; and חַלָּל (Joel 4:5) with the rare meaning “(human) palace.”

The three criteria just described—distribution, opposition, and concentration—each suggest that a stylistic element is a deliberate choice, but, as we have noted, they do not indicate that the purpose of that switch is to represent foreignness. This is indicated, however, by two final methodological principles that I shall describe.

---

51 See Rendsburg, “‘Foreign’ Factor,” 186–87.
According to this principle, an unusual word or form is more likely to be an instance of representing foreignness through style-switching if it is attested in an ancient Near Eastern language other than Hebrew. While this is true, it requires significant qualification.

As discussed above, the catalyst for current efforts to detect style-switching in the Hebrew Bible was the increasing knowledge of Aramaic and other Northwest Semitic languages. Since Greenfield and Kaufman discerned features from these languages in the Hebrew Bible, arguments that a text displays style-switching conventionally include the claim that the words or forms under discussion are attested in a language other than Hebrew. This is thought to show that the biblical author knew and was successfully imitating a particular item from the specified language. From the ubiquity of the examples offered in the scholarly literature, it appears that this claim is taken as important to demonstrating that style-switching is at work.

In some cases, the value of the presumed examples of this claim is obvious. For instance, in Prov 31:1–9, within the words that Lemuel’s mother taught him, peculiar forms appear: בָּרֶּר, “son/my son” (v. 2) and מָלָלִים, “kings” (v. 3). From our wider knowledge, these forms are readily understood as Aramaic features, and in this respect “attestation in non-Hebrew sources” is helpful. The context suggests that they constitute deliberate stylistic variation, as the rest of the passage is not especially linguistically strange, and the normal Hebrew מָלָלִים appears twice in it (v. 4). As Kaufman pointed out, this should therefore be considered a style-switch related to the ascription of the sayings to “the king of Massa” (v. 1). In this case, because these features are simple, basic, and widespread in Aramaic (as our Aramaic

52 בָּרֶּר, the standard Hebrew pl. const. of בָּר, also appears (vv. 5, 8), but this is also the pl. const. of Aramaic בָּר.

53 Kaufman, “North West Semitic Dialects,” 55; Massa is a son of Ishmael in Gen 26:14.
sources show), we can reasonably maintain both that the author knew and successfully
imitated them, and also that he could expect his audience to know them.

In other cases suggested by scholars, however, the evidence drawn from non-Hebrew sources
cannot be said to show or even suggest as much. Sometimes the non-Hebrew attestation
adduced is at a great temporal remove. For instance, Talmudic Aramaic is cited by Bompiani
with regard to הָמְסַרַּיִם in Gen 24:17,\(^{54}\) and Rendsburg similarly cites sources that significantly
postdate the composition of the Hebrew Bible to support his contention that the unusual form
of the passive participle הִמְסַרַּיִם (Gen 31:39, twice) is an Aramaism.\(^{55}\) While not completely
irrelevant, such attestations are poor guidance as to what we can suppose that the ancient
Hebrew author (and his audience) knew. In other cases, unsound use is made of the non-
Hebrew attestations. Rendsburg notes that הֶרְבֵּשׁ, “dust cloud” (Num 23:10), “is more common
in Aramaic (Akkadian and Arabic too).”\(^{56}\) But in fact the word’s attestation in these four
Semitic languages, which represent several distinct branches of the language-family,
undermines its significance as evidence of style-switching; for this widespread attestation is
equally evidence for the position that that word might be expected to be attested in Hebrew
(the fact that it is rare notwithstanding). Finally, in yet other cases, Hebrew sources are
presented as attestations of non-Hebrew usage, in an unconvincing fashion. In an effort to
show that Jacob’s use of הָמְסַרַּיִם with הָמְסַרַּיִם (Gen 31:9) derives from Aramaic, Greenfield asserts

\(^{54}\) Bompiani, “Speech of Foreigners,” 25.

\(^{55}\) Rendsburg, “‘Foreign’ Factor,” 183. Rendsburg interprets הִמְסַרַּיִם as a pass. ptc. inflected in the 1 per. sg.: “I
was robbed”; Gary A. Rendsburg, “Morphological Evidence for Regional Dialects of Ancient Hebrew,” in
Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew (ed. Walter R. Bodine; Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1992), 65–88, at 82–84. Such a construction is only attested in Middle Aramaic; for references see Gustaf Dalman, Grammatik des jüdischen-palästinischen Aramäisch (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1978), 284. However, the context makes it more likely that הִמְסַרַּיִם is a Qal fem. sg. pass. ptc. in the construct: “of my hand you required it, whether stolen by day or stolen by night [מְסַרְתָּיָ ≈ מְסַרְתָּיָו]”; the hireq yod (“hireq compaginis”) may be a relic of a case ending and/or indicate the construct state; see GKC § 90 k–l. This form may, however, qualify as style-switching by the distribution and opposition criteria, because it is not the usual form of the construct, and
because the hireq compaginis is generally a feature of poetic style; see IBHS 127.

\(^{56}\) Rendsburg, “‘Foreign’ Factor,” 184.
“that there can be no doubt about this use of ħnšl may be seen in the words of Hosea, a
prophet whose language is replete with Aramaisms.”\(^{57}\) Greenfield’s point is that יֶבֶר in Hos
2:11 may be an Aramaism, because of the other Aramaisms in the book. This is possible, but
it is uncertain, and any argument built upon this suggestion will be correspondingly weak.
Rendsburg argues in a similar way, with respect to the relatively rare uses of the prophetic
יָאָב with a human subject (Prov 30:1; Num 24:3–4), writing: “Neither of these...can be
labelled specifically Aramaic, but they are identifiable as IH [Israelian Hebrew] traits; and
IH, of course, shared many more isoglosses with Aramaic than did JH [Judaean Hebrew].”\(^{58}\)
But it is quite unconvincing to use Hebrew texts as evidence of Aramaic usage in this way.

In these and other ways comparative evidence has been used with limited success in style-
switching discussions, and should be used with caution. And in fact, the importance of
showing attestation in non-Hebrew sources has been overestimated. That is because efforts to
show such attestation assume that style-switching to represent foreignness is an essentially
imitative exercise: that a biblical author is accurately replicating some real non-Hebrew form.
Greenfield, for one, clearly indicates this when he speaks of the “Aramaic Vorlage behind the
words put into the mouths of Aramaic speakers or used in conversation with them.”\(^{59}\) If style-
switching is conceived thus, it is natural to seek evidence of these unusual forms outside
Biblical Hebrew, and this has really been useful in some cases.

But there are good reasons to believe that style-switching when used to represent foreignness
will not be exclusively, or perhaps even, primarily imitative. Firstly, Holmstedt’s principle of
immediate intelligibility suggests this: imitation of foreign usages is a barrier to a reader’s
understanding of the text; and it is not suggested by any of the scholars who have written on

\(^{57}\) Greenfield, “Aramaic Studies,” 130.

\(^{58}\) Rendsburg, “‘Foreign’ Factor,” 181.

\(^{59}\) Greenfield, “Aramaic Studies,” 129.
this topic that the biblical authors intended to confuse their readers. Thus, any foreign forms imitated are likely to be similar to Hebrew and/or basic and general (like דּוּר וּכְלָּי), such that anyone could be expected to know them. Secondly, imitation implies that the author knows the language imitated. But it is unreasonable for us to posit such knowledge on the part of the biblical authors for all of the peoples supposedly represented through this device. Do we really think that the author of Exod 18 knew Midianite? (See below for a fuller discussion.) Finally, imitation of any specific foreign style is not strictly necessary for the representation of foreignness through style-switching. That is, an author does not need to know the specific details of the language a character is presumed to be speaking, in order to be able to convey that character’s linguistic otherness. This linguistic otherness can be conveyed by the use of features perceived as “foreign,” such as certain substitutions of vowels or consonants, or a specific order of words; and while such features will probably have come to be regarded as foreign because they are indeed real features of specific foreign languages, these features can be mixed and combined in various ways into a generally “foreign” style that does not match any specific language. Thus, strict imitation of the features of some particular foreign language is not necessary in style-switching. Indeed, this was intimated by Hurvitz in the early stages of the modern search for this feature, though it was largely ignored: “in these cases we are not dealing with actual loan words, or forms, but rather with unique stylistic devices of a particular author or composition.”

Thus, because imitation is not assured in cases of style-switching, it is not necessary to show that some unusual feature suspected of being style-switching occurs in a non-Hebrew text. Furthermore, if the case made by a scholar that some style-switched word is attested in non-

60 So Mishor, “Text of Exodus 18,” 226. In this sense, the switch out of normal Hebrew style is probably more important than the switch into a particular foreign style.

Hebrew sources seems unduly strained (as was true for some of the examples mentioned above), it may be disregarded, especially since, if a feature is an imitated one, it is most likely to be a general and basic feature in the imitated language, and not obscure. Proving non-Hebrew attestation is therefore less important than its ubiquity in the modern scholarly literature would suggest; and the weight that an extrabiblical attestation can lend to some possible case of style-switching will depend on a variety of factors, including the specificity of the parallel, its distribution or prevalence in various Semitic languages, and its proximity in time and location to the biblical authors.

Finally, I should make a note about terminology. The criterion I have just discussed appears as “Extra-biblical sources” in Bompiani, and this description is understandable. The Hebrew Bible is our primary source for ancient Hebrew usage, and is a predominantly Hebrew corpus; therefore, in order to establish usage in languages other than Hebrew, we will most frequently turn to texts outside the Hebrew Bible. But labelling this criterion “extrabiblical sources” is imprecise, for it conflates “non-Hebrew sources,” our evidence for reconstructing non-Hebrew usage, with “extrabiblical texts,” a broad corpus including Hebrew and non-Hebrew literature. Such conflation should be avoided for two reasons.

Firstly, there are relevant non-Hebrew texts that can be called “biblical”: the Aramaic portions of the Hebrew Bible, and the New Testament. Like other Aramaic and Greek texts, these “biblical” texts can provide evidence of Aramaic and Greek usage, and they could therefore be used to support a proposed case of style-switching. Indeed, in style-switching discussions, Bompiani, Mishor, and others do refer to the Aramaic texts in the Bible in order to establish Aramaic usage, and thus show that some unusual Hebrew feature constitutes

---

style-switching. But strictly speaking, these Aramaic and Greek biblical texts would be excluded if we described this criterion as attestation in “extrabiblical sources.” For this reason, “non-Hebrew sources” is more appropriate, as it does not exclude such texts.

Secondly, the title “extrabiblical sources” is inappropriate because it includes ancient Hebrew texts that, since they are Hebrew, could not be used to demonstrate non-Hebrew usage. Consider epigraphic material from ancient Israel and Judah, or the Hebrew text of Sirach, or the sectarian documents from Qumran. These are certainly “extrabiblical sources,” but if they are to enter a discussion of style-switching in the Hebrew Bible, it would not be to show that some feature is alien to Hebrew, but to serve as further evidence for the variety of native ancient Hebrew styles. Hence, describing the criterion under discussion as “non-Hebrew sources” is more fitting for picking out the texts that are in fact relevant for the aim of this criterion.

5. The “Foreign Factor”

We would not suspect a text of trying to convey foreignness through style-switching if it did not contain some foreign element. Thus what Rendsburg calls the “foreign factor” should be considered a necessary element of proposed cases. This can take many forms, including, but as we have seen, by no means restricted to the use of foreign languages. The forms can involve the presence of non-Israelite human or divine characters, the setting of the action in a land beyond Israel, reference to or discussion of non-Israelites, or, as Rendsburg emphasizes, an imagined foreign audience for the text in question (“addressee switching”). However, the presence of a foreign element is not a meaningful control on the search for the representation

of foreignness through style-switching, for it actually excludes very little material. Israel’s relationship to other nations is one of the primary concerns of the Hebrew Bible, and very few texts are completely oblivious to foreigners and foreignness.

Thus the presence of a foreign element is not sufficient to support a claim of style-switching. The force of this consideration can be strengthened, however, if there are signs in the text that the author is conscious of the foreign element, and is trying to communicate this to the reader. This might be evidenced by use of the names of specific foreign people or lands, or of words indicating foreignness more generally (e.g., ר, מ, ות); if these words or names are repeated in a passage, we can be more confident that an author is emphasizing the foreign element.

However, caution is necessary even in this respect, because, as was seen in Chapter 2 above, there is no simple correlation in the Hebrew Bible between being a non-Israelite and speaking another language; being a foreigner is not the same as being an alloglot. For instance, there are no explicit indications in the text that the Philistines spoke a different language from Judah and Israel. We cannot assume, therefore, that just because an author thought of some character as foreign, he also thought of that character as an alloglot. Conversely, style-switching can also be used to represent the varieties of speech of Israelites, since Israel is not presented as linguistically monolithic (see, e.g., Judg 12:6). These considerations are particularly relevant in considering potential style-switching on the lips of characters from among Israel’s near neighbours. For as was discussed in Chapter 2 above, there is evidence that the “speech of Canaan” (Isa 19:18) was considered a unity in the Hebrew Bible. Thus we should not assume that the biblical authors perceived the same linguistic differences that we do.

---

64 In the Persian period, “Ashdodite” is recognized as different from Judaean (Neh 13:24). See Chapter 7 below for a discussion of the identity of the language “Ashdodite.”
Thus, a foreign element in a text will be more relevant or significant to establishing the use of style-switching when we have good reason to believe that the author conceived of that foreign element as at the same time linguistically other. The evidence for this could be drawn from the biblical context at large: if one or more other biblical texts conceive of some nation as alloglot, the author of the text in question may well have done so too. But a yet stronger indication will be if this linguistic otherness is by some means made plain in the very text under discussion.

The presentation of Laban in Gen 31 is illustrative here, as it displays all of the characteristics outlined in the foregoing paragraphs. The clear switch from Hebrew to Aramaic (גֶּרֶם שָׁלֹאֵל, v. 47, technically a “code-switch”), establishes, from within this very text, that Laban is an alloglot, the speaker of a foreign language. Furthermore, the wider biblical context supports this, since Laban comes from the people whose language, Aramaic, is, along with Judaean, most often named in the Hebrew Bible. In addition, it is clear that the author is conscious of Laban’s foreignness and is attempting to communicate it, as it is emphasized through repetition of the designation רַבְרֵא (vv. 20, 24). Finally, a general word indicating foreignness is also present in the chapter (גֶּרֶם, v. 15). These factors combine to provide strong support for an argument that unusual words and forms in this chapter should be explained as style-switching. Unfortunately, however, it must be admitted that Gen 31 is unusually clear on this front.

---

65 See Chapter 2 for the languages of the ancient Near East named in the Hebrew Bible.

66 See Chapter 5.
IV. Case Studies

I have thus outlined five principles that should control the search for the use of style-switching to represent foreignness: rare distribution of an unusual feature in the relevant Hebrew style; opposition to normal stylistic usage; concentration of unusual features; attestation in non-Hebrew sources; and the presence or emphasis in the text of a factor that is foreign, or, more specifically, linguistically other. In accordance with these principles, then, I shall now discuss five texts in which style-switching to represent foreignness has been detected by scholars: Gen 31; Exod 18; Judg 12:6; Isa 21:11–12; and the book of Ruth. These texts are drawn from a variety of genres, and illustrate the range of forms and functions that scholars have attributed to style-switching in the Hebrew Bible. Further, they are all texts for which the hypothesis that style-switching is present merits serious consideration. Nevertheless, as I show below, the degree of certainty that can be attributed varies from case to case, and weaknesses in the reasoning used to establish the presence or meaning of style-switching in these texts will be illustrative. Together with the preceding discussion, these analyses will be informative when I subsequently consider the phenomenon of the conceptualization of linguistic diversity as it is attested through style-switching.

A. Genesis 31

In Genesis 31, Jacob and his family depart Paddan-Aram secretly, in fear of Laban. When Laban discovers this, he pursues Jacob into Gilead, and the two air their grievances (about dishonest wages, missing household gods, and so on). Jacob and Laban agree to go separate ways, and set up a cairn to memorialize their covenant, swearing not to cross into each other’s territory for ill. Jacob calls this cairn דַּגֶּשׁ (Hebrew), and Laban calls it אֶפֶן שְׁלֹשׁ.
(Aramaic), both meaning “heap of witness” (v. 47). As already noted in brief, Greenfield identified three unusual features in this chapter which he regarded as deliberate Aramaisms.\(^\text{67}\)

In v. 28, Laban, asks Jacob, “Why did you not permit me [.putText(\[245]потреби\)] to kiss my sons and my daughters farewell?” Greenfield argues that this is a semantic style-switch: this use of the root יושב, usually in biblical Hebrew “to leave, abandon,” to express the notion “permit” (in contrast to the more usual ימכור) is unique. He suggests that this usage can be explained as a calque on Aramaic שבד, which has this range of use. Here Greenfield’s reference to non-Hebrew sources is intriguing, but cannot be regarded as conclusive since the author does not, in fact, use שבד.\(^\text{68}\)

In v. 9, Jacob tells Laban “God has taken away [.putText(\[245]מלך\)] the livestock of your father, and given [ButtonText(\[175]מלך\)] them to me.” Greenfield regards this sequence of ימכור and ימכור of as a technical formula, where ימכור has the force of “seize, confiscate,” making this a switch of a syntactic-semantic nature. This pair does not appear elsewhere together in the Hebrew Bible in this usage. To demonstrate that this is an Aramaism, Greenfield adduces a parallel in a legal document from Elephantine.\(^\text{69}\) However, Greenfield weakens the strength of his hypothesis that this usage is distinctively or clearly Aramaic by comparing this to the našū-nadānu formula found in Akkadian texts at Ugarit.\(^\text{70}\) Similarly, Greenfield points to a usage in another Hebrew text, Hosea 2:11, which he regards as drawn from this same technical-terminological field:


\(^{68}\) ימכור is not attested in biblical Hebrew, but it appears in Mishnaic Hebrew, a variety of the language that displays extensive Aramaic influence. In biblical Aramaic, ימכור is, however, attested, with the meaning “leave” (Dan 2:44; 4:12, 20, 23) and “let alone,” perhaps “permit” (Ezra 6:7), as Greenfield supposes in the Hebrew of Gen 31:28.

\(^{69}\) CAP 8.19.

“Therefore I [Yahweh] will take back [אָשַׁרְתָּ בָלָק] my grain in its time, and my wine in its season; and I will take away [ַחֲלַלֵה] my wool and my flax.” This parallel is not exact, because it lacks mention of these goods being giving away again to someone else (כַּאֲלָהִים), but the broad similarity in fact suggests that this is an expression at home in Hebrew. This undermines Greenfield’s contention that what we have in Gen 31:9 is an attempt to indicate to the reader through style that this dialogue is taking place in Aramaic. This possible example of style-switching, therefore, is intriguing but again uncertain.

Finally, in 31:23, we read that, after Jacob fled, Laban “pursued him for seven days until he caught up [רִבְךָ] with him in the hill country of Gilead.” Greenfield notes that ריבך is only found rarely in biblical Hebrew with the meaning “to reach, catch up with” (otherwise in Judg 18:22; 20:42). With this meaning ריבך is attested in Imperial Aramaic, and it is the common translation in the Targums of the Hebrew term more commonly used for “reach, catch up with,” which here stands in contrast with the more standard Hebrew נשל, and in the passage this contrast is made “active,” in the terminology described above, for נשל is used two verses later (Gen 31:25).

How strong is Greenfield’s case overall? As discussed earlier, the “foreign factor,” and specifically the linguistic otherness of Laban, is made clear in this passage. In addition, Greenfield successfully identifies three usages that stand out from expected Hebrew narrative style, fulfilling the “distribution” criterion laid out above. He demonstrates that two of these usages (רייבך and נשל) are “opposed” to normal Hebrew equivalents, but fails to do this for the third (רָצֵל). As pointed out in each case, the use of non-Hebrew sources is not

---

71 Greenfield calls the use in Gen 31:23 a hapax legomenon, which is correct, insofar as the other cases differ in tense and number. However, this description does not seem to add additional support to his argument.

72 Greenfield does not discuss the possibility that ריבך conveys a different sense or nuance from נשל, which is of course possible, though since ריבך is used so infrequently in this sense in Hebrew, it is hard to know. It is possible that the two words are synonymous, but drawn from different lexical fields or arenas, as Rabin suggested may be the case with מָכַס and מָכָס in Judg 5:26.
overwhelmingly persuasive. Finally, these examples gain mutual support from their proximity to one another, and especially from their proximity to the unambiguous switch to Aramaic (גָּשַׁהְתָּם, v. 47), though Greenfield does not mention this code-switch in his article.

Overall, then, I judge Greenfield’s case to be fairly strong, but it is not indefeasible, which may be problematic for some commentators. In fact, to speak purely comparatively, the argument that style-switching is used to represent foreignness in Gen 31 is one of the strongest biblical cases, and in the scholarly literature functions as something of a parade example. It may be thought that this does not bode well for other cases, but in Greenfield’s defence, it should be remembered that the “principle of immediate intelligibility,” discussed above, means that we must expect cases of style-switching to be dubitable: so as to be intelligible to the audience, style-switched words and forms will resemble normal Hebrew in various ways.

I am thus content to proceed on the assumption that Greenfield is probably correct. We may then ask a question that Greenfield does not pursue in depth, namely, how does this device of style-switching work, or rather, how is it used in the passage? Two points may be made.

Firstly, it is not simply a way of conveying Laban’s foreignness by making Laban’s speech sound peculiar. For though Laban does appear to use a style-switched form (31:28), so also do Jacob (v. 9) and the narrator (v. 23).73 Instead the device should be seen as arising from or indicating the presence of non-Israelite elements more generally, including the characters (Laban and his posse, Jacob’s wives, etc.) and the setting (at the border with Aramaean

73 Because of this I am unconvinced by Bompiani’s suggestion that there is significance in the distribution of גָּשַׁהְתָּם (31:44, 52—in the speech of Laban) and גָּשַׁהְתָּם (31:5, 13, 38, 39—in the speech of Jacob and Yahweh); Bompiani, “Speech of Foreigners,” 17.
territory). Any claims beyond this must be considered speculative. It is certainly interesting to entertain suggestions such as that when Jacob and Laban conversed, their conversation was conducted in Aramaic (so Greenfield), or that Jacob’s own speech was Aramaized by his years abroad (so Rendsburg); but these suggestions cannot be proved.

Secondly, while the unambiguous code-switch of ١٧٨ in v. 47 alerts us to the presence of style-switches, it does not do so until the end of the interaction between Jacob and Laban. The cumulative effect of these style-switches may thus have been felt by the reader, but their nature may not have been clear. Through their strangeness they may have “defamiliarized” the reader, but in an indefinable way, as the translation theorist Lawrence Venuti describes the effect of including in a translation non-native usages that reflect the Vorlage. This strangeness may even have been lingering over the narrative since earlier than Gen 31, since Rendsburg and others also find style-switching in chs. 29 and 30. Then in 31:47 the denouement effectively uncovers the source of this strangeness to the reader, in a way that parallels the narrative arc of the story: just as the lives of Jacob and Laban become disentangled with the agreement made in the highlands of Gilead, and their respective territories are separated and defined, so their languages are finally and conclusively distinguished.

---

74 Cf. Zempel, “Bilingualism in Literature,” 21: “[t]he use of dialect as a stylistic device tends to be most frequent in the dialog …. Passages in indirect speech … will show fewer features of the dialect, while passages of narrative will show the least influence, although they too may be colored by features of the dialect or dialects used in the dialog.”

75 Greenfield, “Aramaic Studies,” 129.

76 Rendsburg, “‘Foreign’ Factor,” 183.


**B. Exodus 18**

In Exodus 18, following the Israelites’ exodus from Egypt, Jethro, priest of Midian, visits his son-in-law Moses, bringing his wife and children. Jethro acknowledges Yahweh’s mighty works, but, on seeing how resolving the disputes of the Israelites is burdening Moses, Jethro encourages him to deputize some of his responsibility to trusted Israelites, and thus create a judicial system. In this chapter, which contains a great deal of Jethro’s direct speech, peculiar words and forms have been detected and studied by Benno Jacob, Edward Greenstein, Mishor, and Bompiani.\(^7^9\) Mishor and Bompiani explain these as deliberate stylistic representations of Jethro’s foreignness (though Mishor does not use the term “style-switching”).

I shall here focus on several of the unusual features presented by Mishor, but first describe his method. Mishor was alerted to the unusual usages of the passages through comparing the Samaritan Pentateuch of Exod 18 with MT. SP appears to “correct” MT at several points in this chapter, and Mishor judged that these were points where MT did not use the expected Standard Biblical Hebrew forms (examples below). We may immediately note that through this method Mishor establishes that these MT forms are “opposed” (passively) to standard Hebrew forms.\(^8^0\)

Firstly, Mishor notes an unusual phonological form in MT, ןָּו (v. 14). The non-assimilation of the nun, except before the definite article, only occurs five other times in the

---


\(^8^0\) Mishor does not suppose that SP corrected towards SBH; he writes, “this is a result of a revision according to the ‘modern’ Mishnaic Hebrew standard”; Mishor, “Text of Exodus 18,” 225. However, the forms preferred by SP overlap with SBH forms in the cases discussed here, against MT Exod 18.
Pentateuch. This occurs in the speech of Jethro, and appears to be actively contrasted with the usage in the narrative framework, מִן הָבָרָא. The latter, where the unassimilated nun occurs before a definite article, is an unremarkable form.

Next, two unusual morphological forms present themselves. In v. 18, we find the form רֵאָהֶשׁ as the Qal infinitive construct of עָשָׂה with a 3 masc. sing. suffix; this is unique, and stands in contrast to the usual form רָאָה. In addition, in v. 20 רָאָה appears as the form of the definite direct object marker with a 3 masc. pl. suffix, instead of רָאָה. This unusual form occurs only four other times in the Hebrew Bible, which is remarkable given that רָאָה (and רָאָה) occur hundreds of times.

Furthermore, Mishor notes two syntactic peculiarities. In v. 20 Jethro tells Moses “you shall tell them the way they shall walk [הָדַרְרֵי יֵלָּד בָּהּ],” where אֱשֶׂר introducing the relative clause is omitted. While asyndetic relative clauses are frequent in poetry, they are extremely rare in prose after a definite noun. In v. 23, Jethro ends his speech as follows: “all these people will come to their place [שֵׁל מַכְמֵם בָּם] in peace.” As Mishor notes, however, the verb בָּא commonly takes the preposition אל, as in v. 15 of this chapter, rather than בָּא.

In all of these cases, SP “corrected” MT to the more usual form. Mishor additionally notes other unusual features of Exod 18 that were not removed by SP. Thus, the sole occurrence of the verb הָרָא in the Pentateuch is found in v. 20: הָרָא, “you shall instruct (them).” One of only three occurrences of the verb הָרָא, “to rejoice,” and the only occurrence in the Pentateuch, is found in v. 13: “and Jethro rejoiced [וַיִּרְאוּ בָּהּ] for all the good that Yahweh had

81 Lev 1:14 [twice]; 14:30; Num 23:7; Deut 33:11.
82 The suffixed form רֵאָה is unique in MT, but it is derived from a by-form of the 3-He Qal inf. const.,しなת (alsoしなת), one occurrence of which is in Gen 31:28, in the speech of Laban. The formしなת in turn appears to be related to the standard 3-He inf. abs. forminesis: see GKC § 75 n.
83 Gen 32:1 (in the speech of Laban); Num 21:3; Ezek 34:12; 1 Chron 6:50.
84 The verb is common in Ezekiel with the meaning “warn.”
done to Israel.”  

Finally, while the verb נָשָׁא is not uncommon, its use in v. 21 is noteworthy: “You should select(?) [נָשָׁא] able men from all the people.” It bears the meaning “select’ only here, if this is the correct interpretation, and Bompiani points out that this is the only occurrence of the verb in a narrative prose text in the Hebrew Bible; all other instances are in poetic or prophetic texts. These words apparently express notions that are not rare in biblical Hebrew, and for which more common words exist (to instruct: מַהֲלֵךְ; to rejoice: מַשְׁפָּה; to select: דָּבָר); thus we may say they are “opposed” to normal usage.

Is there a strong case for regarding these various oddities as deliberate stylistic devices to convey Laban’s foreignness? The foregoing analysis showed that these words and forms are rare within the specific style, Pentateuchal narrative, in which we find them; thus the “distribution” control is met. It also showed that these words and forms are relevantly unusual, in that they are “opposed” to normal equivalents. And there is certainly a very high concentration of these features—eight here described (and others have been put forward) within fifteen verses. On all these counts, the case for Exod 18 is strong, and we may say that we are dealing with style-switching—the deliberate divergence from expected Hebrew style. In contrast to the use of the device in the Jacob and Laban episode, the style-switches in Exod 18 seems clearly to be aimed at characterizing Jethro specifically, since almost all but one of the unusual features appear in his speech, and none of them appears in Moses’.

What is less clear is whether this style-switching is intended specifically to convey Jethro’s foreignness, which is what Bompiani and Mishor contend. Here, then, we must consider the

---

85 The others two occurrences Ps 21:7 and Job 3:6.
86 NRSV modified.
87 Greenstein suggests that the use of the verb נָשָׁא in this context implies selection by divination; Greenstein, “Jethro’s Wit,” 163. If this is correct (which is difficult to ascertain, given the rarity of this usage), then נָשָׁא here expresses a distinctive and particular meaning, beyond simply “select,” and is thus not used in contrast to a more common word like מַהֲלֵךְ.
question of the “foreign factor,” and of the attestation of these features in non-Hebrew sources. As to the foreign factor, at the beginning of the episode the narrator mentions that Jethro is the priest of Midian, but Midian is not referred to again by name. The foreignness of Midian appears to be evoked in the explanation of Gershom’s name—“I have been an alien in a foreign land [נכח תרי],” v. 3—since this name describes Moses’ first sojourn in Midian (Exod 2:22); but this is a somewhat indirect reference. At the end of the chapter, it is noted that Jethro returned, “to his land.” Thus Jethro’s foreignness is established but it is not emphasized. However, Jethro is certainly not explicitly presented in this text as a linguistic other, nor does the wider biblical context support this: Midianites are not portrayed as alloglots elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible. We must admit, then, that the case from the “foreign factor” could be stronger.

With regard to relevant non-Hebrew sources, we of course have absolutely no Midianite texts with which to cross-check the unusual aspects of Exod 18. But in any case, we could not reasonably expect the author of this passage to know any Midianite, in order to imitate it, nor imagine that his audience would have realized that the Midianite language was being imitated. For we must surely place a significant historical distance between the last references to the Midianites, in the period of the Judges, and the period in which the author of Exod 18 was writing. This is a distance apparently appreciated by at least one voice in the Pentateuch, since Num 31 describes the extinction of this people in Moses’ lifetime.

Nevertheless, some features of Jethro’s speech do seem recognizably foreign, as Mishor notes.⁸⁹ יָּאַה is the normal Aramaic word for “to see,” and יָּאַה and לָּאַה occur fairly frequently in Aramaic; יָּאַה is the standard preposition meaning “to, towards” in Aramaic; and the nun of the preposition יָּאַה most often does not assimilate in Aramaic. These are not obscure features

of Aramaic found in a few inscriptions, but well-attested in various periods; it is thus reasonable to suppose that a biblical author could have known and used them, and that his audience would recognize them.

These comments should not be mistaken for the claim that all of the peculiar features in Exod 18 are Aramaic, or that, among Semitic languages, they are distinctively Aramaic; they are not, on both counts. But this is not important once we realize that the author is unlikely to be imitating the actual Midianite language. Rather, Midianite is, we should imagine, an empty linguistic category for the author and his audience. Thus to convey Jethro’s Midianite-ness is really to convey his non-specific linguistic otherness—that is, it is important primarily that he sound different from an Israelite, which is what these Aramaic features do. But the same effect is likewise achieved by forms which cannot be explained as Aramaisms, and which may really be rare Hebrew variants, such as יהשע.90

Thus, some foreign forms are present on Jethro’s lips, of the kind that a biblical author and his audience could be expected to know. This makes it quite likely that the intent of the style-switches in this passage really is to convey Jethro’s foreignness, and so Exod 18 exhibits the device which is the subject of this chapter.

C. Judges 12:6

Judges 12:6 contains the clearest instance of style-switching to represent linguistic difference in the Hebrew Bible. We may analyse it according to the criteria laid out above, and examine its function.

Then the Gileadites took the fords of the Jordan against the Ephraimites. Whenever one of the fugitives of Ephraim said, “Let me go over,” the men of Gilead would say to him, “Are you an Ephraimite?” When he said, “No,” they said to him, “Then say Shibboleth [סִבּוֹלֶת],” and he said, “Sibboleth [סִבּוֹלֶת],” for he could not pronounce it right [רַחֶם יִכְרֹר נָא]. Then they seized him and killed him at the fords of the Jordan. Forty-two thousand of the Ephraimites fell at that time. (Judg 12:5–6)

This episode follows a dispute between the Ephraimites and Jephthah, a Gileadite judge. The Ephraimites accuse Jephtah of failing to summon them when he waged war against the Ammonites (12:1), and they threaten to kill him and his household. In response, Jephthah accuses the Ephraimites of failing to heed his summons to war (vv. 2–3). The Ephraimites also appear to insult the Gileadites, calling them “fugitives from Ephraim [סֹלֶת אָפְרָאִים]” (v. 4). A battle ensues, in which the Gileadites defeat the Ephraimites (v. 4). The verses quoted above describe how, after this battle, the Gileadites prevent the Ephraimites from escaping, by submitting them to a pronunciation test.

The unusual linguistic feature in this narrative is סִבּוֹלֶת, sibbōlet, with samekh rather than shin.

Let us first consider its distribution. Two homophones in biblical Hebrew have the form סֶלֶת: “ear of corn” (used fifteen times elsewhere); and “flowing stream” (used three times; Isa 27:12; Ps 69:3, 16). However, the form סִבּוֹלֶת is attested only here in the Hebrew Bible. This form is thus rare in all styles of Biblical Hebrew, and the “distribution” requirement is fulfilled.

As for the criterion of opposition to normal Hebrew usage, it is clear that the author of this passage has established an active opposition between the unusual form סִבּוֹלֶת and the usual

---

91 This is the standard interpretation of the insult, although its precise force is unclear, and the speaker is not specified; see Jack M. Sasson, Judges 1–12 (AB; New Haven: Yale University Press, 2014), 453.

92 Which of the meanings is used in this passage cannot be determined. “Ear of grain” is certainly more common, but the setting at the fords of the Jordan has suggested “flowing stream” to scholars including Rendsburg; see Rendsburg, “Shibboleth,” ABD 5:1211. In fact, the meaning of סֶלֶת is immaterial in the context of the story; the word functions as a vehicle of phonetic difference, and is not integrated into a sentence in which it has semantic value.
Both forms are used in the passage, the usual in the speech of the Gileadites, and the unusual in the speech of the Ephraimites. Moreover, their difference is explicitly remarked upon by the author: the Ephraimites said שְבָלַה rather than because they “could not pronounce it right.”

Furthermore, a “foreign factor” is evident in this passage, but it is of a different nature from other cases addressed in this chapter. Here, two distinct groups are in view, the Cisjordanian Ephraimites and the Transjordanian Gileadites, who are involved in a military conflict. Both groups, however, belong to a larger group, the people of Israel, which is the subject of the book of Judges. This passage therefore points to linguistic difference within Israel. In this situation, then, the linguistic “others,” the Ephraimites, have a close relationship of some kind with the group whose speech is not marked as different, the Gileadites. It should be pointed out that the linguistic otherness of Ephraim is not elsewhere highlighted in the Hebrew Bible, except implicitly in the name of the language “Judaean,” which distinguishes the language of the tribe/kingdom/diasporic people Judah, from that of other elements within Israel.

With regard to the criterion of concentration, we may note that only a single linguistic difference is at issue in this passage: the variant realizations of the initial phoneme of שְבָלַה among the Gileadites and the Ephraimites. In vv. 1 and 4, two short utterances of the Ephraimites do not exhibit peculiar linguistic features. The concentration of strange features in this episode is not, therefore, especially high. This does not significantly weaken the case for detecting style-switching here, however, because of the explicitness with which the author deals with linguistic difference.

93 Unlike Ephraim, Gilead is not generally referred to as one of the “tribes” of Israel, although it is listed in Judg 5 alongside other groups commonly described as tribes (Ephraim, Benjamin, Zebulun, Issachar, Reuben, Dan, Asher, and Naphtali). On the changing status of Gilead throughout the Hebrew Bible, see Jefferson M. Hamilton, “Gilead,” ABD 2:1990–95.
Finally, the question of confirming the style-switch through attestation in non-Hebrew sources is complicated. On the one hand, this linguistic difference occurs within Israel, and therefore (it is presumed) between two dialects of Hebrew, rather than between Hebrew and another language. The style imitated is not, therefore, a non-Hebrew style, and we have no particular reason to believe that the strange linguistic feature picked out here would be attested outside Hebrew literature. However, because the Gileadites occupy the Transjordan, and the Ephraimites the Cisjordan, scholars have generally worked from the assumption that the phonological difference indicated here is a difference between Cisjordanian Canaanite dialects/languages, and Transjordanian ones. In establishing this difference, non-Hebrew evidence could be very relevant. I shall address this issue below when I consider the precise nature of the sound difference indicated in this verse. At this point, we may pre-empt that discussion and note that evidence from relevant non-Hebrew sources for a form like ʿʬʡʱ is not forthcoming.

In sum, the factors in favour of identifying ʿʬʡʱ in Judg 12:5 as a style-switch intended to convey foreignness are: its rare distribution; the fact that it is actively and explicitly opposed to normal Hebrew usage; and the context of a dispute between two distinct people groups. These render the style-switch in this verse very clear, indeed, I would submit, the clearest in the Hebrew Bible.

We may now consider the function of this style-switch in the narrative. Through this switch, a linguistic difference is established between Gilead and Ephraim, reflecting, as Susah Niditch points out, the “‘mixed multitude’ that constituted the people.”

94 It is probably accurate, from the point of view of the modern linguistics, to describe this as a dialect difference, that is, a difference between two speech varieties that are both part of the same

---

language. However, we should note that this idea not expressed in this episode: the narrator does not indicate, through words for “a language” or through glottonyms, whether the speech-varieties of the Ephraimites and the Gileadites constituted a single language, or multiple. All that the author affirms is that Ephraim and Gilead could communicate, but their speech was not identical.  

In Judg 12:5–6, this linguistic difference is a matter of life and death. It enables the Gileadites to pick out and pick off their routed foe, and the scale of the slaughter is staggering: forty-two thousand Ephraimites die.  

As Jack Sasson notes, in the immediate context this loss of life serves to condemn the judge Jephthah, and in the broader context of the book, it is attests to the destructive strife that ravaged Israel in the period before order was established through monarchic rule. However, in the opposition between Gilead and Ephraim, the narrator is not simply a neutral observer lamenting the loss of life. At least from a linguistic point of view, the narrator stands on the side of the Gileadites. It is they who use the standard Hebrew pronunciation, whereas the Ephraimites use an aberrant one, described by the narrator as not “right, correct” (ショップ). This self-positioning of the author with Gilead against Ephraim may tie in with the fact that, as Marc Brettler has argued, the book of Judges overall reflects the focus and interests of the southern kingdom of Judah. Because of this, Brettler suggests that in Judges, Ephraim represents the later northern kingdom of Israel (also known as Ephraim in biblical texts), and that the negative representation of Ephraim is indicative of Judaean antipathy towards the northern kingdom. Judges 12:6 may thus demonstrate that this

95 Commentators have not generally been sensitive to this distinction; e.g., ibid., 138; Sasson, Judges, 454.
96 Ironically, the Ephraimites die because they failed to style-switch.
97 Sasson, Judges, 455.
99 Brettler, Book of Judges, 113.
antipathy between Judah and Israel existed at the level of language, with Israel’s linguistic peculiarities being here dismisses as errors.

1. Nature of the Sound Difference Indicated

A significant amount of scholarly literature has been generated to answer the question of the precise nature of the difference in Ephraimite and Gileadite phonology indicated in this verse. This matter is not strictly relevant to the function of ṣḇḇ in Judg 12:6: the unusual form indicates that the Ephraimites and Gileadites spoke differently, and that the Gileadites made use of this difference to their advantage. Here we may consider the major difficulties involved in determining this difference, and the weight of relevant comparative evidence.

Firstly, this text is not a primary source for establishing a difference in Gileadite and Ephraimite speech, as, say, inscribed ostraca from the Iron I period would be. Rather, this text amounts to a claim by a historiographer that such a difference existed. This introduces at least two complications for determining the sound difference: 1) the author of this text may simply be incorrect about his characterization of the situation; no such difference may have existed, or it may not have been as he described it. 2) if such a difference did exist, it might reflect the situation obtaining in the author’s period, rather than the period in which the tale is set, and several centuries could separate those two, during which time sound changes may have operated.

---

100 For a good bibliography and summary of previous scholarship, see Rendsburg, “Shibboleth,” ABD 5:1210–12.

101 For considerations related to dating the work, see Brettler, Book of Judges, 111–116. Brettler notes that the overall focus of Judges on Judah suggests a date of composition/redaction some time after the division of the monarchy (late 10th century).
Secondly, the author of this passage may not have been in a position to analyse accurately the sound difference he detected between Ephraim and Gilead. For familiarity with a sound is required to identify it correctly on hearing. But if the sound made by the Ephraimites was not part of the author’s phonemic inventory, he may not have identified it correctly, and therefore represented it inaccurately.

Finally, the Hebrew writing system may have placed constraints on the author, as it does on us. If a distinct grapheme in the Hebrew alphabet did not exist to represent the Ephraimite sound (as perceived), then that sound could not be unambiguously represented in writing. Thus, we cannot determine whether the author of this passage chose to use samekh in ♠️ because it precisely conveyed the sound he had in mind; or because it approximately conveyed that difference, and thus conveyed the fact of difference, which is the purpose of ♠️ in this passage. The writing system also constrains us because the relationship between the letters of the Hebrew alphabet, and the sounds of ancient Hebrew, is not one-to-one: ṣ in the biblical period has two values, š and ʃ, and in Old Aramaic inscriptions this letter was also used to represent ʃ. Moreover, the values of the sibilants in spoken Hebrew may have shifted during the biblical period, while Hebrew orthography was largely fixed; thus the sounds indicated in writing by ṣ and ʃ varied over time.

The historical linguist is thus faced with considerable obstacles in using Judg 12:6 to reconstruct ancient Israelite phonology, and must make a number of assumptions about the date of the passage, the competence of its author, and the nature of the writing system. Moreover, little light is shed by the comparative evidence. Cognates in other Semitic

---


103 See Kaufman, “North West Semitic Dialects,” 56. Given that orthographic practices were generally conservative, the apparently small step taken by the author of Judg 12:6 in representing the speech of the Ephraimites is significant, and requires conceptualizing the alphabet as a somewhat elastic means of recording language.
languages do not support the supposition that proto-Semitic š underlies Hebrew š in either of the Hebrew homophones כָּלָל, held by several scholars: the evidence concerning כָּלָל, “ear of corn,” is extensive, and confirms that the proto-Semitic consonant of this word was š; and while the evidence outside Hebrew for כָּלָל, “flowing stream” is slim, it also indicates original proto-Semitic š. Thus, neither כָּלָל nor כָּלָל should be taken as attempts to represent a pronunciation גיב. John Emerton is probably correct, then, to claim that the shin/samekh distinction here is attempting to represent a difference in pronunciation of sibilants (š, ŝ, s), and not a sibilant/interdental contrast. But as discussed above, the nature of this difference cannot be inferred with precision from the text of Judg 12:6.

For these reasons, then, the precise phonological difference that the author of Judg 12:6 intended to convey in the ג/㶑 contrast remains elusive.

2. Summary

A style-switch in Judg 12:6 is clear, as the application of the criteria elaborated above demonstrates. In the context, it establishes a linguistic difference between Ephraim and Gilead that the Gileadites use to devastating effect. The lamentable loss of life is highlighted in this passage, but the author appears to position himself in the conflict. The nature of the linguistic difference cannot, however, be precisely determined.


105 PMBH 41.

106 Thus modern scholarship has moved away from Speiser’s hypothesis concerning this passage; see

D. Isaiah 21:11–12

In the extremely enigmatic oracle of Dumah (Isa 21:11–12), which occurs in a set of oracles concerning foreign nations (Isa 21), Rabin and Rensdburg have detected the use of style-switching to represent foreign speech.  

11 The oracle concerning Dumah:
One is calling to me from Seir, “Sentinel, what of the night? Sentinel, what of the night?”

12 The sentinel says: “Morning comes [גֶּפֶן בָּקָשׁ], and also the night. If you [pl.] will inquire, inquire; come back again [יָשֵׁב בָּקָשׁ יָשְׁבוּ בְּקָשִׁים].

The unusual items detected in these verses are of two sorts: the lexical items בּוֹשֵׁה, “inquire,” and אָשָׁה, “come”; and the verbal morphology of בּעָרֵי, הבּעָרֵי, and בּאָה, הבּאָה.

First, we may consider the lexemes. In terms of distribution בּוֹשֵׁה is extremely rare in the Hebrew Bible, only occurring in three other texts (Isa 30:13; 64:1; Obad 6), and never elsewhere with the meaning “seek, inquire,” as here (suggested by the Aramaic cognate); less rare is אָשָׁה, but it is not common, and only occurs in poetic texts. In terms of attestation in non-Hebrew sources, the cognates of בּוֹשֵׁה and אָשָׁה are common in Old, Official, and later Aramaic, as the usual words for “seek” and “come” respectively. Moreover, they are opposed (passively in this context) to the more usual Hebrew בּוֹשֵׁה, בּוֹשֵׁה, “seek,” and אָשָׁה, אָשָׁה, “come.”

Secondly, the morphology of בּעָרֵי, הבּעָרֵי, and הבּאָה exhibits a feature that is unusual in biblical Hebrew: the retention of the historical root letter yod as a consonant in the conjugation of III-


109 DNWSI at ‘י 133–35; at בּי, 180–82. Rabin proposes that these words reflect Arabic rather than Aramaic usage, but the cognates he cites are very rare, and the attestations are obviously much later; see Rabin, “Arabic Phrase,” 304–6.
y/w verbs. These forms are thus opposed to the expected Hebrew forms without yod, though this opposition is not made active in this passage. This feature is not widespread in the Hebrew Bible, occurring mostly in pausal forms and poetic texts. In non-Hebrew sources, similar forms are found in Old and Imperial Aramaic, as well as in Ugaritic and Byblian Phoenician.

The concentration of these features is clearly high. In a single verse, we have two unusual lexemes, both repeated, and an unusual morphological feature, repeated three times. A foreign factor is clearly also at play, although it is of uncertain nature: because of the reference to Seir (v. 11), Dumah has been regarded as a location south of Judah, in Edom, but an Arabian Dumah further south is another possibility. It should be pointed out that neither in the immediate context, however, nor in the broader biblical literature, is Dumah (or Edom, or the Arabs) explicitly presented as linguistically other.

Overall, then, there is a strong case that deliberate style-switching is operating in this passage, quite possibly under the influence of the foreign setting. Rabin explains this as intended to imitate the speech of the foreign nation in view, here, which seems plausible. This is interesting because, in the vast majority of cases, biblical oracles concerning foreign nations do not display style-switching, and this passage thus represents something of a departure. Perhaps what specifically conditions this style-switching is the scene presented in the oracle: the sentinel/prophet is addressed by a voice from Seir in Edom (v. 11); in

110 PMBH 252.

111 PMBH 248; Rendsburg, “‘Foreign’ Factor,” 182; and Rosenthal, Biblical Aramaic, 51, 66.

112 LXX reads Edom for Dumah at this point, perhaps reflecting a reading influenced by the juxtaposition of “oracle” and “Dumah”: in לועדו הָשִּׁשָּׁה.

113 For the various options see, with bibliography, Juris Zarins, “Dumah (Person),” ABD 2: 235–37; Harold Brodsky, “Dumah (Place),” ABD 2:237.

114 Rabin, “Arabic Phrase,” 305.
responding to this foreign speaker, the sentinel/prophet uses a form of Hebrew that is markedly foreign-sounding, perhaps indicating the imagined language of discourse between these two individuals.

**E. Ruth**

Style-switching appears to be used in the book of Ruth to represent the speech of Naomi and Boaz. In his commentary, Holmstedt has shown that speech of these characters is marked with strange features. Unexpected morphology is found, including gender discord (1:8, 9, 11, 13; only in Naomi’s speech), paragogic *nuns* (Boaz’s speech: 2:8, 9, 21; Naomi’s: 3:4, 18). Strange verbal vocalizations are also found, such Boaz’s יָנָשָׁר, “you will pass” (2:8), and Naomi’s unusual 2 fem. sg. pf. forms, יָנָשָׁר (3:3, 4, Kethib). This generally contrasts with the narrator’s use of more standard forms (so Bompiani). The intent of these switches, many of which appear to be archaizing, has been described in various ways. Edward Campbell suggests that “our story-teller employs them to indicate the senior status of the two” relative to other characters in the book. Holmstedt differs slightly, writing: “I suggest that the narrator has used marginal—but understandable—language to give the book ... archaic (i.e., ‘back in those days they talked funny’) coloring.”

These switches in style are an important reminder that the deliberate manipulation of style can be used to other effects than simply the representation of foreignness. However, since

---


118 Holmstedt, *Ruth*, 47.

119 Bompiani maintains that these switches are indeed intended to convey foreignness, under the influence of Ruth the Moabite; Bompiani, “Speech of Foreigners,” 74–84. This does not seem to be the most likely
these do not indicate foreignness, they fall outside the scope of this chapter, and I shall, therefore, not examine them in depth. I shall, however, consider the suggestion that Ruth’s foreignness is conveyed through her speech.

Holmstedt proposes one instance of style-switching in the speech of Ruth. In 2:2, Ruth asks Naomi, “Let me go to the field and glean among (?) the ears of grain [לָקֵץ קָרָא הַשֶּׁלֶם].” According to Holmstedt, this use of the *bet* preposition with the verb לָקֵץ is unique in the Hebrew Bible; in all other uses of the verb לָקֵץ, the item gleaned is the direct object of the verb. Only in Ruth 2:2 is the item gleaned indicated by the *bet* preposition, and when elsewhere this verb occurs with a noun with the *bet* preposition, it generally indicates time (e.g., Exod 16:21, 22) or location (e.g., Isa 17:5; Ruth 2:3, 8, 17). Holmstedt regards this unusual phrasing in Ruth 2:2 as a deliberate authorial divergence from expected Hebrew style intended to convey Ruth’s foreignness: “the slightly different grammar of this clause is, in the mouth of Ruth, a sign of her slightly different dialect or Moabite understanding of Hebrew.”

Though Holmstedt goes towards establishing the relatively rare distribution of this usage in the Hebrew Bible, his example fails to meet any of the other relevant criteria. Holmstedt does not convincingly show that לָקֵץ with the *bet* preposition is opposed to expected Hebrew prose style. Prepositional usage is a notoriously idiomatic element of languages, and we cannot claim that we know the usage of לָקֵץ or of the *bet* preposition sufficiently to say that Ruth 2:2 is a distinctively outlandish usage. Instead, it may be an alternative way of expressing the

---


121 See *DCH* at לָקֵץ 4:575b–576a. In the case of לָקֵץ specifically, there are at most only two cases where it is the direct object of a verb of gathering. In Isa 17:5, לָקֵץ appears twice, once as the direct object of קָרָא, and once following קָרָא as either a direct object or as the *nomen rectum*.

idea of gleaning grain, or may convey a slightly different, perhaps unrecoverable, nuance from ʨʷʬ + direct object (e.g., “to glean amongst the ears”). Furthermore, this is the only strange feature Holmstedt detects in Ruth’s speech, and it is quite different from the peculiar morphology found in the speech of Naomi and Boaz. Thus, it is not supported by a relevant concentration of unusual features.

In failing to show opposition or concentration, we may say that Holmstedt has not shown the deliberateness of this unusual usage. But even if he had, his inference that it is intended to convey Ruth’s foreignness would be questionable. For one thing, no relevant non-Hebrew evidence is adduced. In addition, while the foreign factor, Ruth’s Moabite-ness, is emphasized here— she is referred to as הָמוֹאָבִית, “the Moabite,” eight times— the linguistic otherness of the Moabites is not stipulated. It is not commented on explicitly in this text, and the general biblical context is not clear about it. “Moabite” is never used in the Hebrew Bible as the name of a language, and the single biblical reference to a linguistic difference between Moabites and Israelites does not establish a thoroughgoing differentiation: “Anakim ... are usually reckoned as Rephaim, though the Moabites call them Emim.” (Deut 2:11). Thus, we should be cautious in presuming that the author imagined that Moabites spoke a different language from the Judaeans or Israelites.

It is reasonable to suppose that two assumptions deriving from modern scholarship have influenced Holmstedt’s analysis of Ruth’s speech. Firstly, Moabite is the name given by modern scholars to the language attested in many short, and one extensive (the Mesha Stele), inscription from the ancient kingdom of Moab; though this language is similar to ancient

---

123 In his comprehensive work on the bet preposition, Ernst Jenni classifies this usage as “Arbeit/Zerstörung an Naturdingen,” (“work/destruction of items of nature”) a category of two members, comparing it to Zech 11:1: “Open your doors, O Lebanon, so that fire may devour your cedars [הָיוֹת אֲרָכוֹת אֶרְאֵמִים]!” Jenni notes that this is an “etwas zufällig angeordneten Rubrik [a rubric arranged somewhat by chance].” The ears would thus be the object of Ruth’s action. Ernst Jenni, Die hebräischen Präpositionen (3 vols.; Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1992–2000), 1:272.
Hebrew in many respects, the two are treated as distinct by modern scholars.\textsuperscript{124} Secondly, the idea that style-switching is widely used in the Hebrew Bible to convey foreignness has been made prevalent by recent studies, Rendsburg’s being chief among them,\textsuperscript{125} although it has seldom been noted in these discussions that style-switching, as a literary device, can indicate things other than foreignness, such as a speaker’s age, sex, profession, and so on. Thus Holmstedt, seeing Ruth the Moabitic using slightly unusual, but fairly unremarkable wording in Ruth 2:2, interpreted this as a stylistic means of conveying her foreignness. In light of these assumptions, Holmstedt’s interpretation is understandable, but it is incorrect, and illustrates the distorting effect that scholarly presuppositions can exert.

We should therefore reject both Holmstedt’s identification of אָלָף הָמָה as style-switching, and the validity of his inference that it is intended to convey foreignness. We should therefore agree with Rendsburg’s observation when he writes that “in the words attributed to Ruth in the book of Ruth, I see no evidence for linguistic variation.”\textsuperscript{126} In this lack of style-switching, however, Rendsburg finds particular significance: “the intent in Ruth is to portray the heroine as joining the people of Israel, and this is accomplished through the use of language as well; her speech is assimilated to that of the other characters (Naomi, Boaz, etc.), so that she no longer is distinguishable.”\textsuperscript{127} Rendsburg is here raising the interesting point that there may be significance precisely in the absence of style-switching from a text, a point to which I shall now turn.

\textsuperscript{124} So, e.g., Kent P. Jackson: “Yet in spite of the similarities between the language of Moab and those of its neighbors, it must be emphasized that Moabite shows enough distinguishing features to demonstrate that it was a separate language with lexical and grammatical characteristics unique to itself”; Kent P. Jackson, “The Language of the Mesha Inscription” in Studies in the Mesha Inscription and Moab (ed. Andrew Dearman; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1989), 96–130, at 130. See also Garr, Dialect Geography, 224–9; Gary A. Rendsburg, “232 in Mesha Stele, Line 12,” Maarav 14 (2007): 9–25; and Erasmus Gass, “New Moabite Inscriptions and Their Historical Relevance,” JNSL 38 (2012): 45–78.

\textsuperscript{125} I take issue with this idea in the following pages.

\textsuperscript{126} Rendsburg, “‘Foreign’ Factor,” 184 n. 30.

\textsuperscript{127} Ibid., 190.
In considering this issue, we may first ask, what underlies Rendsburg’s claim, and allows him to make this inference from absence? Since Rendsburg describes the use of style-switching as “consistent” in the Hebrew Bible, and “a distinctive feature of Israelite literary style,”¹²⁸ I imagine that Rendsburg sees style-switching as a standard device within the literary toolkit of an ancient Israelite writer. If that were the case, its absence from any text where a foreigner speaks would be significant. And granting this general principle, one could argue that the lack of style-switching in Ruth’s speech is significant. For the author of the book of Ruth is clearly well-acquainted with the conventions of Classical Hebrew language and literature, and hence, as the argument would run, he would also have known about this device; its absence from the book would therefore have to be as a result of deliberate choice; and in the deliberateness of this choice, Rendsburg would argue, lies significance.

Rendsburg’s characterization of the distribution of style-switching in the Bible, however, is inaccurate. Style-switching to represent foreignness is not common in the Hebrew Bible. It is true that the device is found in several genres of literature—in prose (Gen 31, Exod 18, Judg 12) and poetic texts, including prophecy (Isa 21:11–2) and wisdom (Prov 31). But beyond these five cases, there are very few texts for which there are good arguments for detecting the use of style-switching to represent foreignness.¹²⁹ When these are compared with the large number of texts in the Bible that contain the direct speech of a non-Israelite,¹³⁰ or with the practically innumerable passages that contain a foreign element of some kind, it immediately becomes clear that the use of style-switching to represent foreignness is not widespread among biblical authors. We cannot even say that it is consistently used by certain biblical

¹²⁸ Ibid., 189.
¹²⁹ The complicated situation of Job has already been mentioned; as previously indicated, Rendsburg also detects the device in the unusual features in the oracles of Balaam (Num 23–24), although discerning such switching in this archaic, poetic text is extremely problematic; ibid., 183–84.
¹³⁰ For instance in Gen 12–50, the direct speech of a character not descended from Abraham is recorded in twenty-five chapters, in approximately 193 verses.
authors, for its use is sporadic (which is part of what makes it so hard to detect), and there is little evidence that its use extends beyond fairly small literary units and isolated episodes (e.g., Exod 18). 131

Thus, inasmuch as style-switching is not the usual biblical way to represent foreigners, we may say that its use, where it does occur, is unexpected; and we can describe the choice to use it as marked. Consequently our default position, when we approach a text in which a foreign element is present, should be to assume that style-switching is not operative, and therefore no significance can be attributed a priori to such an absence where it is found. We may not say, for example, that Joseph is Egyptianized because his speech does not diverge from that of the Egyptians, nor that David is assimilated to the Philistines because his speech is not different from theirs. These authors did not employ style-switching, but no significance can be found in that fact. Correspondingly Rendsburg may not claim that, from general principles, the absence of style-switching in Ruth is significant.

If meaning is to be found in the absence of this device from some text, it will not be derived from a general principle. Rather, a particular and specific argument will need to be made on some grounds relevant to the text in question. In the case of Ruth, Rendsburg does not offer any targeted arguments for this assumption of deliberateness of Ruth, but Holmstedt does, and his argument is worth considering. Holmstedt argues that, since the author of Ruth employs style-switching in the speech of Naomi and Boaz, that author clearly knows about and is fully capable of using the device. By choosing not to use it in the speech of Ruth (or at least not often, as Holmstedt claims), the author deliberately distinguishes Ruth from Naomi and Boaz: “The narrator sets up a light ‘linguistic curtain’ with the audience on one side and No’omi and Boaz on the other. The implication is that, while the audience is reminded

131 Gen 29–31 may be the longest unit of text that employs this device; see the discussion of Gen 31 above.
throughout the [sic] Ruth is a foreigner, they are also encouraged, by linguistic means, to identify with her.”

Though both Rendsburg and Holmstedt reach the same conclusion, Holmstedt’s argument is stronger than Rendsburg’s, in that it does not assume that the absence of style-switching is in general a deliberate choice in biblical narratives, but rather offers reasons for believing that this holds in the particular case of Ruth. In this way, I agree that the absence of style-switching from Ruth’s speech may well be deliberate, and therefore carry particular significance. However, this argument does not establish the precise nature of the significance, and the various options outlined remain viable: Naomi’s and Boaz’s switched speech may indicate foreignness, archaism, or seniority to Ruth. But in any case, the effect is similar: the audience identifies more closely with Ruth. In the words of Rendsburg, “Linguistic style and literary content merge”: a foreigner becomes an Israelite national ancestor; Ruth’s story becomes the reader’s.

The points arising from this discussion can be generalized. The absence of style-switching in any given passage is not in itself significant in the Hebrew Bible. Because it is so rare in the Hebrew Bible, style-switching to represent foreignness in not expected, and when it does occur it represents a marked choice. If its absence is to be considered significant in some case, particular reasons relating to that case need to be given. The fundamental fact that needs to be shown in such cases is that style-switching could have been expected in this text, such that its absence it noteworthy. Demonstrating this will primarily consist of proving, not only that the author was aware of the device’s existence, but that the author typically put it to use in representing the speech of his characters. For Ruth this is considerably easier than for other

132 Holmstedt, Ruth, 49. Rendsburg admits that Ruth’s speech may be distinguished from Naomi’s and Boaz’s in lacking the archaisms they contain, but he does not put this to use as evidence of the deliberateness of the absence of style-switching in the way that Holmstedt does; Rendsburg, “‘Foreign’ Factor,” 180.

133 Rendsburg, “‘Foreign’ Factor,” 190.
texts, since the book is a short but complete unit, probably from the hand of a single author, and it contains just a few characters who appear to display distinct linguistic profiles. But in the absence of conditions like these, for most biblical texts it will not be possible to establish the necessary conditions for assigning significance to the lack of style-switching.

V. Style-Switching and the Conceptualization of Linguistic Diversity

The foregoing examination reveals five concrete biblical cases in which foreignness appears to be represented through style-switching, and one case in which it is not. I shall now bring these cases to bear on a consideration of the role that style-switching plays within the broader phenomenon of the raising of linguistic diversity as an issue in the Hebrew Bible. I shall discuss this in three main areas: the recognition of the mechanical aspects in which languages differ that this device involves; the new information that cases of style-switching can provide for reconstructing Israel’s linguistic classification of surrounding peoples; and the relevance for the question of Israel’s real and self-perceived distinctiveness in the ancient world.

A. Recognizing the Mechanics of Linguistic Diversity

Examples of style-switching offer us a unique opportunity to examine concrete examples of linguistic difference that biblical authors detected and represented. In style-switching, biblical authors display their recognition of specific differences between Hebrew and other languages, and by extension their recognition of the mechanics of how languages differ. This contrasts with other examples of references to linguistic diversity that I study in this dissertation, which tend not to delve into the mucky business of the inner workings of language, but make more general or abstract observations, about language origins, language and peoplehood, and so on.
I shall now examine these particular recognitions involved in style-switching, and their implications for the treatment in ancient Israel of the idea of linguistic diversity.

Instances of style-switching detected in the Hebrew Bible display recognition, at some level, of the following differences about languages. (These lists are compiled from the examples considered strong candidates in this chapter.)

1. That languages differ from each other in the words they use and in the meanings that they give them. This is shown by the lexical and semantic examples of style-switching across verbs, nouns, and prepositions: מְנַעָה (Gen 24); מְנַעָה (Gen 31); חֶסֶר, חוֹדָה (Exod 18); חָסֶר אךוֹ (Isa 21); חָסֶר (Prov 31).

2. That languages differ in how they form words according to grammatical function. This is shown by the morphological examples of style-switching, which include verbs, nouns, and prepositions: חַפְצָה, חָסֶר (Gen 31); חָסֶר, חָסֶר (Exod 18); חָסֶר, חָסֶר (Isa 21); חָסֶר, חָסֶר (Prov 31).

3. That languages differ in how they sound, including how specific phonemes are pronounced and combined. This is shown by the phonological style-switches. מְנַעָה (Exod 18), מְנַעָה, מְנַעָה (Judg 12).

4. Finally, that languages differ in how they combine words to form sentences. This is shown by syntactic style-switching: מְנַעָה (Exod 18).

When these various forms of difference are considered together, certain patterns become evident. The first is the distribution of the different types of style-switching in the Hebrew Bible. It is clear that lexical/semantic and morphological switches predominate. This may be partly due to observational bias: the availability of lexicons and grammars of Hebrew and other languages makes these switches relatively simple to investigate and confirm. But it
should also be partly attributed to fact that the clearest ways that languages differ from one another are in words and the shape of words, lexis and morphology. Thus, without needing to think in an especially theoretical way about language, a biblical author could recognize that languages differ in these respects. In addition, lexical differences are very straightforwardly represented in writing, making them likely to show up.

Purely phonological differences occur at a much lower frequency, and I would relate this in part to the constraints of the Hebrew writing system.\(^\text{134}\) For one thing, the ancient Hebrew writingsystem had a limited capacity for representing vowels, a major locus of phonological difference between languages; correspondingly, an author’s ability to engage in vocalic style-switching was limited to the then current level of development of the matres lectionis.

Vocalic switching, communicated through matres, does however appear to be at work in some of the verbal forms in Ruth (where, it should be noted, it does not convey foreignness): משברתי (3:3, 4); and מדברתי (2:8).\(^\text{135}\) In addition, the consonantal value of a letter is not malleable, so that if a phoneme was not already represented in the Hebrew alphabet, an author could successfully convey it to an audience. This is especially relevant because the alphabet lacked distinct letters for several phonemes of the languages of peoples who lived alongside Israel (e.g., \(\delta\), \(\theta\), \(f\)),\(^\text{136}\) and lacked the further ability to distinguish between the

\(^{134}\) By “purely phonological” I am trying to distinguish these examples from the morphological instances of style-switches, which, of course, differ in sound from the normal Hebrew forms to which they correspond.

\(^{135}\) Rendsburg suggests other examples of vocalic style-switching, but they must be considered highly speculative; Rendsburg, “Foreign Factor,” 181, 186. It may be noted that the common explanation of enigmatic לַיְיוֹנֵי, “day cursers,” in Job (3:8) as “sea cursers” (expected לַיְיוֹנֵי), presumes a vocalic switch, possibly a deliberate one towards Phoenician—that is, if MT’s waw is not simply a transmission error; see Edward L. Greenstein, “The Language of Job and Its Poetic Function,” *JBL* 122 (2003): 651–66, at 654–5.

\(^{136}\) Though these phonemes were spirantized (fricative) allophones of the Hebrew phonemes \(d\), \(p\), and \(t\), the alphabet lacked the ability to specify them, as was also the case for the spirantized allophones of \(b\), \(d\), and \(k\). In the Tiberian vocalization system, of course, dagesh lene fulfils this function.
native Hebrew phonemes $h/h\acute{\imath}$, $\acute{\imath}g$, and $\check{s}/\check{s}$.

These constraints of the writing system limit the scope for phonological style-switching.

Syntactic switches appear to occur with the lowest frequency. This is partly attributable to difficulties in detecting them—though the study of Biblical Hebrew syntax has advanced rapidly in recent decades, it has not historically been a primary focus of Hebrew linguistic research and instruction. Aberrant syntactical features of Hebrew texts are therefore less likely to have been detected by scholars than lexical or morphological ones. It may even be that syntax was an elusive category of linguistic difference for the biblical authors to detect; but certain differences between Hebrew and other languages are clear (e.g., clause-final position of the infinitive in Imperial Aramaic; cf. Ezra 5:3, 9, 13). These could have been easily represented by style-switching, but so far no switches of this kind have been discerned.

How conscious, then, may we imagine the biblical authors were concerning the various linguistic facts listed above that their style-switching indicates? Could an author not represent stylistic differences in a basically automatic and unreflective fashion, much as someone who imitates an accent in speech need not be able to specify the linguistic switches he is making?

Several considerations shed light on these questions. Firstly, as a general point, these are observations of the same kind as those made elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible. For instance, prophetic texts make use of the fact that foreign languages sound different from Hebrew (e.g. Isa 28:11; 33:19). Similarly, lexical differences between languages are clearly acknowledged in, for instance, Deut 2, in which the Moabite and Ammonite names for the Rephaim are given as Emim (v. 11) and Zamzummim (v. 20), respectively. Thus, with our present
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137 See, e.g., *PMBH* 76. The distinction between $\check{s}/\check{s}$ and $\check{s}/\check{s}$ is also a feature of the Tiberian system.

138 A logographic system is even more limited in this respect.
linguistic observations, we are not dealing with a level of abstract thought that far surpasses that found in other portions of the Hebrew Bible.

Secondly, a high degree of intentionality is at work in the use of style-switching in the Hebrew Bible, which suggests consciousness of these linguistic observations. The switches of style analysed above were shown to be deliberate, and reflect an author’s choice to convey foreignness in some particular context. The placing of the switches is selective, and they are distributed according to a plan or strategy (e.g., within the speech of Jethro, but not Moses, in Exod 18). Moreover, several authors highlight their style-switches with the device dubbed “active opposition” above, namely, using the normal Hebrew form in close proximity to a switched form, to accentuate its strangeness. This suggests not only that the authors were conscious of the differences they were pointing out, but also that they had isolated the precise constituents of these differences.

If, then, it is reasonable to hold that biblical style-switchers were fully conscious of the what they were doing, can we say that the use of style-switching implies that these Hebrew authors were engaged in any form of theorizing about language? Does the practice imply the existence of a linguistic or proto-linguistic theory in ancient Israel? These types of linguistic difference—lexis/semantics, phonology, morphology, syntax—are the principal respects in which natural languages differ from one another, and are indicative of how language works as a mode of communication; they could thus certainly have formed the basis of a general theory of language.

Though this line of thought is enticing, I suspect that the biblical recognitions of linguistic difference do not amount to theorization, and that for two main reasons. Firstly, it is true that, considered together, biblical cases of style-switching make use of various kinds of linguistic difference; however, that is not to say that all of these authors made all of the realizations
outlined above. In fact, most authors only represent lexical/semantic and morphological
differences. Exodus 18 is exceptional in this regard, as the only case in which all of the
various forms of linguistic difference appear.\footnote{If, in style-switching, we are dealing with accurate imitations of the features of non-Hebrew languages (so Greenfield, Kaufman, Rendsburg, et al.), then we should expect that a diversity in types of linguistic difference would be present. See the discussion of the role of imitation in style-switching above.} Thus, in most of these cases, only one or two
building blocks of a theory of language are made manifest.

Secondly, the important theoretical step of categorizing these observations is not made in the
texts we have. These texts do not group certain types of linguistic difference together in order
to bring out the particular point that, for instance, Aramaic and Hebrew differ in
phonology.\footnote{Judg 12:6 comes closest to doing this, since it isolates a single linguistic difference and explicitly comments on it.} Instead, several types of differences appear in various combinations, giving a
general impression of the differences between languages at number of levels. But
systematizing observations about linguistic difference appears to be a necessary precursor to
the theoretical enterprise of describing, explaining, and relating them. In this respect, these
passages are in keeping with the absence in the Hebrew Bible of a developed metalinguistic
terminology that would isolate or describe these linguistic differences (as differences in
sound, vocabulary, shape of words, or structure of sentences, etc.).\footnote{For a fuller discussion of this point, see Chapter 2. This does not mean that ancient Israelites could not have described or categorized these differences, but simply that, in the Hebrew Bible, they did not.}

Thus these passages do not provide evidence of a developed linguistic theory among the
ancient Israelites. They rather show the important facts that authors of texts from a range of
genres were capable of detecting a wide variety of differences between language, and were
skilled at representing them.
B. Increasing Our Understanding of Israel’s Linguistic Map

Studies of style-switching also have the capacity to increase our knowledge of how certain biblical authors understood the linguistic geography of their region, if such studies indicate that peoples not otherwise depicted as alloglots in the Hebrew Bible are represented as linguistically other through style-switching. Now, as discussed above, the most convincing cases of style-switching representing foreignness will be ones in which the foreign factor, and specifically a character’s linguistic otherness, is explicitly stated or made clear in some way other than through style-switching (as with Laban’s code-switch). Such explicit passages will already have found their way into existing scholarship on the biblical references to languages and linguistic diversity, such as the articles of Ullendorff, Weinreich, and Block discussed in Chapter 1. Thus, an examination of cases of style-switching is unlikely to vastly extend our understanding of how Israel linguistically divided up the ancient Near East. Nevertheless, in some cases, where linguistic otherness has not been conveyed by other means, the style-switching itself provides evidence of a biblical author’s conceived linguistic geography.

For one thing, it is important to note that it is a case of style-switching that provides the sole biblical affirmation that Israel contained within it linguistic diversity: Judges 12:6, in which Gileadite and Ephraimite speech are distinguished phonologically. Now, the existence of internal differentiations of this kind are not surprising, and indeed are to be been expected. Still, it is important to note that Judg 12:6 provides the only explicit evidence that such distinctions were recognized by Israelites themselves.

As for foreign nations, we may note several new pieces of information that can be potentially derived from cases of style-switching. In Exod 18, Jethro, as I have argued above, is presented as linguistically different from Moses and the narrator. This amounts to a statement of the linguistic otherness of the Midianites from Israel (or at least from the ancestors of
Israel), which is a novum since nowhere in the Bible do we have an explicit statement that the Midianites spoke a different language from the Israelites. Now, of course we might have assumed that they did, but Exod 18 is evidence of something slightly different: that this Israelite author imagined that the Midianites spoke differently.

A similar point can be made with regard to other instances of style-switching, but when the identity of the places or peoples involved is uncertain, this observation is, unfortunately, almost devoid of content. For instance, in Isaiah’s Dumah oracle, the figures from Dumah are presented as linguistically other, but as discussed above, the location of Dumah is uncertain. Likewise, Elihu the Buzite is quite possibly a linguistic other in the book of Job (as perhaps is the righteous sufferer of the land of Uz himself), but again the precise significance of these toponyms (or demonyms) is elusive. The same may be said for the mother of Lemuel, king of Massa (Prov 31:1). Because the identifications of these people are so uncertain, little is added to our understanding of the Israelite language map of the ancient Near East beyond the general point that the Israelites recognized various other nations as linguistically different from themselves.

We must be cautious, however, in endeavouring to construct an Israelite linguistic geography from these texts. For the chief concerns of many texts may not be such as to require that they convey accurate geographical, ethnic or linguistic information. While Isaiah’s oracle, to make sense, should refer to a tangible people or region, I have given reasons above why we should not expect the author of Exodus to have known anything about the language of Midian. In these cases, style-switching heightens a sense of foreignness, and thus reinforces whatever effect that foreignness is intended to achieve (such as the greater wisdom of the East—1 Kgs 4:30). But for this to be achieved, it must merely be held by the audience that it is plausible for the foreign nation in question to be alloglots. But the conventions of these genres may
make it clear that the audience is not expected to treat this imputed linguistic otherness as
fact, or to leave the text thinking that they had learnt something new about the present or past
linguistic geography of their environs. Thus, any attempt to use cases of style-switching as an
aid to constructing a linguistic map must be attuned to considerations of a text’s genre,
purpose, and audience.

C. Israelite Distinctiveness

Lastly, I shall consider the bearing of the use of style-switching in the Hebrew Bible on
questions of Israelite distinctiveness. Rendsburg has argued that style-switching should be
associated with Israel’s distinctiveness in its ancient context in two respects. Firstly, he
suggests that this is a distinctively Israelite device; and secondly, he argues that it is an
expression of how Israel understood itself as unique among the surrounding nations.

1. Claim 1: Style-switching is a distinctively Israelite device

On the first point, I shall quote Rendsburg at length:

“Scholars of other ancient literatures (Akkadian, Egyptian, Greek, etc.) may wish
to investigate whether other texts utilize language in this fashion. My hunch is that
while occasional examples might be identified, no consistent employment of the
technique herein described will be found in these corpora. By contrast, the twin
devices of ‘style-switching’ and ‘addressee-switching’ represent a distinctive
feature of ancient Israelite literary style.”142

Rendsburg does not elaborate on the significance of this claim, but this would certainly be an
important observation if it were correct. It would indicate that a, perhaps initially fortuitous,
combination of linguistic consciousness and literary device was found especially useful in
Israel, and gained a place among the literary devices cultivated by Israelite authors. It might

142 Rendsburg, “‘Foreign’ Factor,” 189.
even show that Israel, in comparison with its ancient neighbours, had a greater or more
developed awareness of language and linguistic diversity.

There are significant problems with Rendsburg’s claim, however. Rendsburg’s suspicion, for
which he does not give a particular reason, is that style-switching will not be widespread in
other ancient literatures. It may be objected that in the absence of a thorough search of these
literatures for this feature, Rendsburg does not have grounds for suspecting its absence; in
fact, there are reasons to suspect the opposite. I noted above that sociolinguists have shown
that style-switching is a natural feature of spoken language: speakers constantly alter their
style, making use of available variations in language, to achieve various communicative
goals. It would be strange if, as Rendsburg suspects, this natural feature of language only
rarely found its way into the literatures of ancient peoples. Further, it would be quite peculiar
if linguistic otherness were not represented in Near Eastern literatures, given the high degree
of language contact which has taken place in the region throughout history.

Rendsburg may respond that his point is specifically about the consistency of the use of style-
switching. He suspects that the consistent employment of style-switching will not be found in
extrabiblical ancient texts, thereby setting up an implicit opposition with the biblical
sources. In response, let us be clear: the use of style-switching in the Hebrew Bible is not
consistent. As discussed above in relation to the book of Ruth, style-switching is only very
rarely used to convey foreignness in the Hebrew Bible, when measured against the great
number of passages in which foreign characters feature. It is therefore incorrect for
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143 Rendsburg’s argument here exhibits a pattern that Machinist has described among claims for Israel’s
distinctiveness, of avoiding absolute differences, but rather finding significance in emphasis and distribution:
“Not individual, pure traits, in short, but configurations of traits become the focus of the modern historian, if he
wants to understand the distinctiveness of ancient Israel—or of any culture”; Peter Machinist, “The Question of
Distinctiveness in Ancient Israel: An Essay,” in *Ah, Assyria…: Studies in Assyrian History and Ancient Near
Eastern Historiography Presented to Hayim Tadmor* (ed. Mordechai Cogan and Israel Eph’al; ScrHier 33;
Rendsburg to weigh extrabiblical ancient literature in the balances and find it wanting in this respect, when the Bible itself would fail the test.

And indeed there are clear instances of the representation of foreignness through style-switching in ancient literatures outside Israel. One is found in a ninth century Akkadian text from Uruk, *Ninurta-Paqidat’s Dog-Bite* (or, *The Tale of the Illiterate Doctor*), which tells the story of a priest who travels to Nippur to be rewarded for saving a native of that city from a dog-bite. In the priest’s exchange with one of the local women, several humorous misunderstandings arise when she speaks to him in Sumerian, still the vernacular language of this ancient Babylonian religious centre, though the priest understands her to be speaking his vernacular, Akkadian. Finally the priest is condemned for his ignorance. Here switching of code and switching of style are blended, since the woman’s Sumerian can also be understood as a peculiar and distorted form of Akkadian, though of course with entirely different meaning from what she intends. As Erica Reiner pointed out, this device in context achieves sophisticated literary ends, and shows awareness of the role of language in defining social and religious status, through its associations with high-prestige cultural realities like tradition and literature.

Among classical examples, we may note the representation of the Persian speech of Pseudartabas, the “Eye of the Great King” in Aristophanes’ *Acharnians* (94–110). In the play, this cryptic speech, difficult for a Greek audience to comprehend, is understood by the protagonist, Dicaeopolis, and conveys important information about the Persians’ intentions in
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their relations with the Greeks. In this text, Jonathan Hall remarks that switching plays the role of “articulating ethnic and cultural stereotypes.”

In light of these and other examples from ancient literatures, where style-switching is used in relation to familiar sociolinguistic patterns and concerns, the distribution and purposes of the device in biblical texts do not seem distinctive.

Thus, Rendsburg’s suspicion that the Hebrew Bible’s use of style-switching is somehow distinctive or unique cannot be sustained. Consequently no significance, such as Israel’s greater or deeper level of language consciousness, can be derived from that supposed distinctiveness.

2. Claim 2: Through style-switching the biblical authors were attempting to demonstrate Israel’s distinctiveness among the nations

Rendsburg’s second point is about how we should think about the use of style-switching to represent foreignness in the Hebrew Bible. Rendsburg argues that it is to be connected to the wider biblical discourse about Israel’s uniqueness or distinctiveness. This discourse is clearly documented in many texts, and the Hebrew Bible’s “preoccupation with distinctiveness” has

Jonathan M. Hall, Hellenicity: Between Ethnicity and Culture (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002), 113. Another classical example is the Poenulus (“The Little Carthaginian”) of Plautus. Here, much as in the Illiterate Doctor, the Punic phrases spoken by the character Hanno are occasionally mistaken for Latin by Agorastocles (lines 994–1027).

If Rendsburg were, nevertheless, to insist that there is indeed a relative dearth of style-switching attested in extrabiblical ancient literatures, we might point out to him that, even with centuries of study of the Hebrew Bible by legions of scholars, it is only within the last few decades that a meagre number of often dubitable cases of style-switching have been discerned in that corpus. It will be quite some time before each line of text from the enormous volume of Akkadian literature receives as many hours of scholarly attention as each verse of the Hebrew Bible.
been studied by scholars including Machinist, whom Rendsburg cites.¹⁴₈ Rendsburg writes:

“Here, then, we find an explanation for the consistent use of style-switching and addressee-switching in the Bible. The Israelites were so aware of their distinctiveness, especially in the realms of society and religion, that all efforts were made to mark the foreignness of non-Israelites. Even language was brought into this picture.”¹⁴⁹

As discussed above, style-switching to represent foreignness is not common in the Bible, so it seems an exaggeration to say that Israel used “all efforts” to mark the foreignness of non-Israelites. But while I disagree with Rendsburg’s particular way of phrasing this point, the point itself is worth consideration. Is this use of style-switching evidence that Israel conceived of its distinctiveness as, at least partly, linguistic? Does it show that the Israelites regarded their language as in some way special?

Firstly, we should note that the use of style-switching does not, in the abstract, convey a claim to distinctiveness. Strictly speaking, style-switching to represent foreignness simply points out the reality of linguistic otherness; it highlights a difference between the “us” of the reader and author, and the “them” of the foreigner. But to point this out is not in itself a claim of uniqueness. After all, all languages differ from one another; Hebrew is not unique in this. A claim of uniqueness would seem to consist rather in the affirmation that Hebrew is different from other languages in a special or unique way—that is, that Hebrew is different from, say, Aramaic and Akkadian, but not in the same way that Aramaic and Akkadian are different from one another. This kind of claim to distinctiveness is found, for instance, in postbiblical texts such as Jubilees, where Hebrew is presented as Yahweh’s language at creation (Jub. 12.25–6), and is thus elevated to a uniquely privileged position above all other

¹⁴⁸ Machinist, “Question of Distinctiveness.” An extensive list of passages that emphasize Israel’s distinctiveness is usefully collected at pp. 203–4 n. 22.

¹⁴⁹ Rendsburg, “‘Foreign’ Factor,” 189..
languages. Style-switching, however, does not point to these kinds of differences, but rather to precisely those differences by which, in varying combinations, all languages are separated: lexis, morphology, phonology, syntax, etc., as discussed earlier. Thus, style-switching to represent foreignness does not inherently contain any kind of significant claim to distinctiveness.

Thus if we are to accept Rendsburg’s position, there need to be specific reasons why style-switching in the Hebrew Bible should be regarded as part of Israel’s distinctiveness discourse. Rendsburg offers just one, and that only implicitly. By describing how the Hebrew Bible presents Israel as unique, and by emphasizing the ubiquity of these uniqueness claims in the corpus, Rendsburg implies that anything within the Bible that sets up a distinction between Israel and other peoples must be regarded as contributing to or participating in this discourse. Because that discourse is so overt, the distinction that style-switching points to cannot fail to be viewed in this way by a reader.

This is probably correct from a canon-critical perspective. In light of a great many texts which affirm Israel’s distinctiveness in so many ways, it is natural to see the effect of style-switching as setting Israel apart in this way. Indeed, Machinist notes that Israel’s distinctiveness was an important and pervasive element of the “world-view of the canonical organizers of the Hebrew Bible,” who gave final shape to the earlier sources in which they found affirmations of this distinctiveness.150

But these considerations do not show that this note of distinctiveness radically adheres to the individual biblical instances of style-switching. Rather, within the more limited contexts of the books or smaller units of text in which they occur, it still seems possible to differentiate
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150 Machinist, “Question of Distinctiveness,” 207. Machinist does not claim that these canonical-organizers’ concern for their own people’s uniqueness was in itself unique in the ancient world.
style-switching from this discourse. For instance, it seems far-fetched to hold that the switching present in the words of Job and Elihu, or of Lemuel’s mother, shows that Israel is unique among the nations. Instead the device here imparts to these texts a foreign air, furthering the conceit that these speakers come from alien lands, and perhaps have the wisdom of the East to impart (1 Kgs 4:30).

For other style-switched texts, however, the association with Israelite distinctiveness may run deeper. In particular, affirmations of Israelite distinctiveness occur in close proximity to one of the texts judged to be a strong candidate for style-switching in this chapter. In Exod 18:11, we find an affirmation of Israel’s distinctiveness in the speech of Jethro, whose words elsewhere in this same chapter contain style-switches of various kinds (on which, see above). The affirmation of distinctiveness (which does not in itself contain style-switches) occurs in v. 11, when Jethro, on learning the news about the exodus, confesses to Moses, “Now I know that Yahweh is greater than all gods, because he delivered the people from the Egyptians, when they dealt arrogantly with them” (Exod 18:11). This confession clearly evokes the declarations of Yahweh’s incomparability in the song recently sung at the sea (Exod 15:11), and, as Machinist has written, the uniqueness of Israel’s god, Yahweh, and of his relationship with his people, lies at the “core of Israel’s claim to distinctiveness.”

Machinist points particularly to Deut 4:33–34 as a passage that clearly presents Yahweh’s uniqueness and Israel’s as interrelated: “Has any people ever heard the voice of a god speaking out of a fire, as you have heard, and lived? Or has any god ever attempted to go and take a nation for himself from the midst of another nation?” In a similar way, Jethro’s confession of Yahweh’s distinctiveness in Exod 18:11 should be regarded as also an affirmation of Israelite distinctiveness. The following chapter likewise emphasizes this unique relationship: Yahweh
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151 Machinist, “Question of Distinctiveness,” 205.
promises to take Israel as his “treasured possession out of all the peoples” (Exod 19:5), distinct as “a priestly kingdom and a holy nation” (v. 6).

This case is intriguing. Is it a coincidence that both style-switching and the theme of Israelite distinctiveness occur in close proximity here? It is possible, but it is also possible that this arose out of a particular sensitivity of the author to distinctions among peoples. In Exod 18, those distinctions are conveyed both through explicit statements about Israel’s uniqueness and through a literary device. Here, I interpret the use of style-switching not as a stand-alone claim to Israel’s distinctiveness, but rather as a method of underscoring the distance between Israel and other peoples: the author subtly uses a literary device in close proximity to an explicit claim of uniqueness in order to enhance that claim.

This assessment of the function of style-switching in the distinctiveness discourse is more limited than Rendsburg’s, but it takes its cue from his arguments. While there is certainly no single common goal that style-switching achieves in the Hebrew Bible, there are indications that it is associated with biblical claims to Israelite distinctiveness in some cases. This does not mean, however, that this association was in any way standard or traditional in ancient Israel, as Rendsburg argues, for this association was only clearly found in one text. Thus, future examinations into the distribution and functions of style-switching in the Hebrew Bible should be alert to the possibility that it may accompany claims to uniqueness; but they should not assume or expect it, for the device can and does achieve a range of effects in the texts in which it occurs.
VI. Chapter Summary

There are significant methodological difficulties involved in identifying instances of style-switching in the Hebrew Bible, and in determining whether their purpose is to convey linguistic otherness. Of the texts examined, biblical authors appear to have used style-switching to this effect in Gen 31, Exod 18, Judg 12, Isa 21, while in Ruth the device appears to be another end (perhaps to convey archaism). The precise forms of the style-switches encountered in these texts reveals something of the biblical authors’ conception of the nature of language, and of their linguistic map of the Near East. The use of this device does not appear to be widespread in the Hebrew Bible, however, nor is the Hebrew Bible distinctive among other ancient sources in its use of style-switching to convey foreignness. In general this device is not used to convey a sense of Israel’s distinctiveness compared with its neighbours, but this association may be discerned in one case (Exod 18).
Chapter 5

Code-Switching: Jeremiah’s Message to the Idolaters and the Rabshakeh Episode

I. Introduction

A phenomenon studied by sociolinguists that is closely related to style-switching is code-switching. Code-switching describes a speaker’s use of two or more different languages (codes) during one discourse. A speaker may switch codes between sentences (inter-sentential code-switching) or he may switch back and forth within the same sentence (intra-sentential).¹ In either case, such switching clearly presumes at least a degree of bi- or multilingualism among the speakers involved in a discourse. In a speech community, code-switching may be an acceptable and normal element of discourse, or it may be infrequent and censured.²

With regard to the functions or purposes of code-switching, Romaine writes that this practice “is a communicative option available to a bilingual member of a speech community on much the same basis as switching between styles or dialects is an option for the monolingual.”³ That is, codes, like styles, have social values within a speech community according to the role they play in that community. A particular language might serve, for instance, as the proper language of religion, or the official language of the state, or the language of the marketplace, or the language of a minority ethnic group, etc. From these roles and associations, codes
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derive their particular social value, which can be invoked by a speaker who engages in code-switching, with the wide range of effects that was described in relation to style-switching in Chapter 4.

In a few cases in the Hebrew Bible, code-switching appears to be in view. Laban’s Aramaic name for the heap of witness in Gen 31:47 has already been discussed (Chapter 4); this is a two word intra-sentential switch, which does not presume a great knowledge of Aramaic among the Hebrew speaking audience of the work. The presence of extended portions of Aramaic in the books of Ezra and Daniel will be examined in Chapter 7, in relation to the theme of linguistic diversity in these works more broadly. In this chapter, I shall consider two texts: Jer 10:11, a single Aramaic verse in the context of a Hebrew oracle in a Hebrew book; and the accounts of the Rabshakeh’s speech before the wall of Jerusalem (2 Kgs 18/Isa 36/2 Chr 32), where the issue of code-switching is raised by the characters involved.4

II. Jeremiah 10:11: An Aramaic Message for Idolaters

The presence of a short verse of Aramaic in Jer 10:11 within a Hebrew context (Jer 10:1–16) is an example of inter-sentential code-switching. An examination of the use of this device in this passage can be connected with a specific function of Aramaic in Jeremiah’s speech community, and perhaps also an identity discourse within ancient Israel.

4 Some instances of wordplay in the Hebrew Bible may rely on knowledge of two languages, and thus be related to the phenomenon of code-switching. One possible instance is in a question put in the mouth of the king of Assyria in Isaiah: “Are not my commanders all kings [ךְֶפֶל שְׁלֹשׁ מִלְחָמִים]?” (Isa 10:8). In the use of שְׁלֹשׁ, “(subordinate) officer, commander,” and מִלְחָמִים, “king,” here, Machinist, building on a suggestion of Hans Wildberger, detects an allusion to Akkadian šarru, “king,” and malku, which is used to refer to the rulers of non-Assyrian nations, under the influence of West Semitic; Machinist, “Assyria and Its Image” in the First Isaiah,” 734–35. See also Gary A. Rendsburg, “Bilingual Wordplay in the Bible,” VT 38 (1988): 354–57. A thorough study of this phenomenon is desirable, but lies outside the scope of this dissertation.
“Thus shall you [pl.] say to them: The gods who did not make the heavens and the earth—let these perish from the earth and from below the heavens!”

A. Textual Issues

This verse is present in all textual traditions, including fragments of Jeremiah from Qumran (4QJer\(^a\) and 4QJer\(^b\)). Among the Hebrew manuscript evidence, there is some minor variety in the spelling of \(ʤʰʣʫ\), \(ʯʥʸʮʠʺ\), and \(ʭʥʤʬ\). 4QJer\(^b\) reads \(ʯʮʤʬʠ\) (with unassimilated \(nun\)), which is more usual in Aramaic and may be a correction.

B. Context

This verse appears with a larger unit, Jer 10:1–16, which has been the focus of much scholarly attention. In these verses, the prophet instructs “the house of Israel” not to follow the “way of the nations” by worshipping powerless idols—the work of human craftsmen. Instead they should affirm Yahweh, praised as the mighty creator of the world. The order of the text in MT (supported by 4QJer\(^a\)) and LXX (supported by 4QJer\(^b\)) differs extensively in these verses: LXX omits vv. 6–8, 10, and places v. 9 between v. 5a and v. 5b. Verses 12–16 are repeated in MT Jer 51:15–19, which perhaps suggests they were originally a distinct

---

5 My translation. Here, with William Holladay, I read the demonstrative pronoun \(ʤʬʠ\), “these,” as referring to \(ʯʮʤʬʠ\), “the gods,” and thus as the subject of \(ʣʡʠʩ\); hence, “let these perish.” The position of \(ʤʬʠ\) at the end of the clause is explained by the chiasmus (see below). Alternatively \(ʤʬʠ\) may modify \(ʣʡʠʩ\): “these heavens” (so LXX). See William L. Holladay, Jeremiah 1: A Commentary on the Book of the Prophet Jeremiah Chapters 1–25 (Hermeneia. Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986), 334.

These textual difficulties indicate the complex textual history of Jeremiah, which appears to have circulated early on in (at least) two significantly divergent editions.\footnote{So Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 328.}

C. Structure

This verse shows clear and careful structuring. From אהלים/אלילים to the end of the verse, a chiasm is apparent. The four elements are paired as follows: בנים/בנים, “the gods/these”; ראשו/ראש, “the earth/the earth”; חורש/חוש, “they made, created/let them perish.”\footnote{See, e.g., Emanuel Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible (2d rev. ed.; Minneapolis: Fortress, 2001), 319–26.} The central pair of this chiasm displays skilful wordplay between the similar sounding אבד, “perish,” and תבש, “do, make.” In the subsequent verses, the Hebrew cognates or semantic equivalents of these words occur, giving the impression that this verse is well integrated into its context: בושם, “maker, creator” (v. 12); שמים, “heavens” (v. 12); שמים, “earth” (v. 12); שמים, “heavens” (vv. 12, 13); אבד, “perish” (v. 15).

In addition, several scholars have pointed out that our verse is integrated into two literary structures in MT. Meshulam Margaliot has discerned an alternating pattern in the topics addressed in vv. 10–16: now the idols are mentioned (vv. 3–5, 8–9, 11, 14–15), now the true god, Yahweh (vv. 6–7, 10, 12–13, 16). The effect here is to contrast these two opposing realities.\footnote{Meshulam Margaliot, “Jeremiah X 1–16: A Re-Examination,” VT 30 (1980) 295–308, at 298.}

\footnote{For the significance of the orthographic variance between אבד and אבר, see below. Lacking a final nun, the Aramaic רבג in Jer 10:11 is jussive, as is recognized in LXX’s translation ἑξελευθερώσαν (3 pl. aorist impv.); see Rosenthal, Biblical Aramaic, 48.} In addition, E. Ray Clendenen has detected an extended chiasmus of themes and vocabulary, running from v. 3 to v. 16. At the centre of this stands the Aramaic v. 11, which
appears thereby to be highlighted. Therefore, if v. 11 is a secondary insertion into this passage, on which see below, it is not a careless one.

**D. Date**

The date of Jer 10:1–16 is uncertain. In general, these verses have been held to be an addition to the book of Jeremiah from the late exilic or postexilic periods. Of particular relevance here is the thematic and verbal similarity of the idol polemic and praise of Yahweh as creator in these verses to the prophecies of Second Isaiah (dated to the mid to late sixth century B.C.E). A significant minority of scholars, however, downplay these similarities, and regard Jer 10:1–16 as belonging to the earliest phase of the composition of the book (late seventh or early sixth century B.C.E).

But while the historical circumstances of the audience cannot, therefore, be determined with certainty, a *Sitz im Leben* is implied by the oracle’s description of the manufacture of divine statuary. The descriptions in Jer 10:1–16 appear to derive from specifically Mesopotamian practices. Thus, we may assume that the prophet is addressing a community in exile in Assyria or Babylonia, but it is unclear whether this community consists of descendants of exiles from the kingdom of Israel, as Margaliot suggests (in light of the reference in v. 1 to

---

the “House of Israel”), or of the exiles of the kingdom of Judah (or their descendants) in Babylonia, as William Holladay and others suppose.\textsuperscript{15}

A secondary issue is whether v. 11 is original to the context, or an addition to (and therefore later than) the rest of vv. 1–16. In support of the verse’s originality in this context, Margaliot and Clendenen have argued that v. 11 plays an integral role in the literary structures of MT mentioned above; similarly, Holladay has argued that in LXX, v. 11 represents the essential climax of vv. 1–11.\textsuperscript{16} However, since these arguments depend on the distinctive structures found in the two textual traditions of Jeremiah, and not shared between them, they do not inform us about the form of the putative Urtext of Jeremiah. What we can note, however, is that v. 11 is present in both of these textual traditions, and so predates their divergence.

In favour of the view that v. 11 is a secondary addition, the use of Aramaic in this verse has been pointed to by Carroll and others.\textsuperscript{17} Such scholars argue that since this verse uses Aramaic to address its audience, it was most likely composed at a stage when Aramaic had displaced Judaean (Hebrew) as the primary language of Judaeans (most likely some point in the Achaemenid period).\textsuperscript{18} This is not a strong argument, however. An Aramaic-speaking group in Judah among the educated elite is attested as early as 701 B.C.E., as will be discussed below with reference to the Rabshakeh episode. Thus, Jeremiah could have found an audience, though perhaps a slim one, for an Aramaic oracle at any point in his ministry, which is dated to the late seventh and early sixth centuries B.C.E.


\textsuperscript{16} Holladay, \textit{Jeremiah 1}, 324–25.

\textsuperscript{17} So, e.g., Carroll, \textit{Jeremiah}, 256–57.

\textsuperscript{18} See Chapter 7.
Noam Mizrahi presents two additional arguments in favour of the view that this verse is secondary to Jer 10:1–16. Firstly, Mizrahi observes that compared to its context it represents “a substantial difference in discoursive mode: while throughout the unit, in all its components, the nations are consistently described ‘from afar’, this is the only passage that dictates how to address them directly.”19 This is suggestive, but perhaps not probative, since a single author may have here made use of a degree of variation in phrasing and perspective that resulted in this difference.

Mizrahi’s second argument is that the mixed Aramaic orthography of v. 11 suggests a date in the fifth century B.C.E.20 In v. 11, “the earth” is spelt first with qof, ﷯י, and then with ‘ayin, ﷰ. The spelling with qof is more typical of Old Aramaic, where it represents d; the spelling with ‘ayin represents a sound change of d to c, and is commonly found in Imperial Aramaic. The spelling with qof appears, however, to have been retained beyond the completion of the sound change, and this situation is reflected in the use of both spellings in a single document from Elephantine from the fifth century.21 Mizrahi supposes that Jer 10:11 reflects the same period of orthographic flexibility, and therefore rejects Margaliot’s suggestion that the orthographic variance in v. 11 is deliberate, and that the variance points to two different stages in the verse’s compositional history.22

But while the parallel from Elephantine supports Mizrahi’s dismissal of the rhetorical significance of this variance, it is probably putting too much weight upon the evidence to use it to determine the date of this verse with specificity. For the sound change d to c, and

---

20 Ibid., 122–23.
21 TADAE B2.2 lines 4–6.
22 Margaliot had suggested that the earlier orthography indicates a quotation from the idolaters concerning their gods’ creation of heaven and earth, and taken from their ancient religious tradition. In contrast, the later orthography is used by to reflect the contemporary Aramaic of Jeremiah’s audience; Margaliot, “Jeremiah X 1–16,” 302.
accompanying orthographic shift of qof to ‘ayin, occurred over a long period. Moreover, the orthographic variance in Jer 10:11 may have entered the tradition at a point after the verse’s initial composition. We should probably not say more, then, than that Jer 10:11 attests to two diachronically differentiated orthographic practices, with an overlap covering the period in which the prophecies of Jeremiah were delivered, collected, and edited. To this extent I agree with Mizrahi, against Margaliot, that we should not discern authorial intent behind the orthographic variance in Jer 10:11.

E. Code-Switching in Jer 10:1–16

Overall, then, it is not clear whether Jer 10:11 is original in the context of Jer 10:1–16, nor what the historical background of that verse and its context are. Now, this uncertainty does not excuse the commentator from interpreting the switch from Hebrew to Aramaic in this context. At some point in the history of this text (perhaps at the very beginning), a situation arose by the intention of an author/redactor in which a Hebrew text contained a brief sentence of Aramaic, a code-switch. However, being uncertain about the point at which this situation arose does make it more difficult for us to understand the significance of the switch to Aramaic. This is because we cannot be certain of the sociolinguistic circumstances surrounding this switch, and specifically the relative roles and social values associated with Hebrew and Aramaic in the speech community addressed in Jer 10:1–16. The meaning of a switch to Aramaic, a language of international diplomacy, in monarchic Judah of the late seventh century B.C.E., for instance, is dramatically different from the meaning of a switch to Aramaic, an everyday language, in the province of Yehud in the fifth century, because of the


vastly different linguistic situations obtaining for Judaeans in the two periods (on which see further Chapter 7). For these reasons, we are limited in the level of detail and certainty with which we may reconstruct the significance of the code-switch in this passage, but such a reconstruction may be attempted in broad terms.

All interpreters have pointed out that the code-switch in Jer 10:11 is conditioned by the perceived addressees of this verse. Verse 11 is spoken by the prophet, who directs the House of Israel to deliver a message: “Thus shall you [pl.] say to them: . . .” The recipients of the message are not specified in this verse, but in the context they must be the idol-worshipping nations and craftsmen who form and decorate their idols, who are described at length in vv. 2–5, 8–9, 14–15. The message that Israel is to deliver is that the divine effigies that these nations prize so highly do not deserve worship, and should be destroyed: “The gods who did not make the heavens and the earth—let these perish from the earth and from below the heavens!” The function of this code-switch is “addressee specification.” According to Gumperz, this is one of the more common uses of code-switching, in which a switch “serves to direct the message to one of several possible addressees.” By switching into Aramaic at this point, the prophet implicitly indicates that this is the language that the people should use to address the audience of idol worshippers. This represents a broadening of the imagined audience from the Judean (or Israelite) addressees of the rest of vv. 1–16: all the nations encountered by the Judaeans must understand it. The fact that Aramaic is the language in which the Israelites should communicate with the idol worshippers seems quite fitting, in light of the role of Aramaic as a lingua franca from the eighth century on in the Near East. In fact, because this function of Aramaic is a long-term sociolinguistic situation, we can be

25 This is preferable to Daniel Snell’s interpretation that it is the idols themselves who are addressed in Jer 10:11; Daniel C. Snell, “Why is there Aramaic in the Bible?” *JSOT* 18 (1980): 32–51, at 42. In fact the idols are the subject matter of this verse, referred to in the 3 per.: they are the earthbound “gods” that exist not within but “under heaven,” as Holladay has pointed out; Holladay, *Jeremiah 1*, 334.

26 Gumperz, *Discourse Strategies*, 77.
fairly confident that audience-broadening (or rather, a conscious activation or highlighting of the broader cultural context in which the Judaean audience of the prophecy was embedded) was the intention of Jer 10:11 whatever its specific date of composition or insertion into vv. 1–16.

While this is surely the primary function of the code-switch in Jer 10:11, some scholars have been troubled by the fact that the prophet’s introduction to the message to the nations is also in Aramaic: “Thus shall you say to them.” Wilhelm Rudolph, for one, pointed out that to switch at this point is premature, if the switch is for the purpose of addressing Aramaic-speaking idolaters. Daniel Snell has also seen this as strange, suggesting that “an over-enthusiastic traditor may have put the beginning into Aramaic too.” These points do not recognize, however, that introducing this message in Aramaic itself fulfils a function. When the prophet addresses the “House of Israel” in Aramaic, he places his relationship with them in a larger context, and indicates that they are both part of or involved in the broader Aramaic-speaking world. It is not as if the Israelites are about to head off to distant lands that they have never known to give this message; rather idolatry is a part of the world they regularly encounter, a world through which they and the prophet move. To this world belongs a certain linguistic idiom. Through switching into Aramaic, the author of v. 11 moves the discourse of vv. 1–16 briefly into this world, making it clear in what realm the Aramaic message is to be delivered. At this point, we must admit that our uncertainty about the sociolinguistic situation of the author of v. 11 and his audience is limiting. We cannot be sure of the nature of the shared Aramaic-speaking world to which, according to the prophet, he

27 There may be others. In line with observations from Gumperz, Clendenen notes that this code-switch serves to highlight the message in v. 11, as do the various literary devices described earlier; Clendenen, “Discourse Strategies,” 408; Gumperz, Discourse Strategies, 77–81.


29 Snell, “Aramaic in the Bible,” 42.
and his audience belong. Is it the elites of the Judaean court, who speak Aramaic, as he does? Is it the community of Israelite and/or Judaean exiles throughout the Near East? Is it the remnant community of Judaeans in Yehud? Without this information, the precise social significance of using Aramaic in the address to the Israelites to evoke this world is lost on us.

In a related fashion, Mizrahi has pointed out that the author’s choice to use Aramaic in this passage in like manner renders the use of Hebrew here also optional. In general in the Hebrew Bible, Hebrew is the unmarked medium of discourse; we do not generally think it significant that an author uses Hebrew instead of some other language, for we do not think of the author has having made a choice to write in Hebrew. However, “in a bilingual situation . . . speaking either language becomes a matter of choice, a decision that encodes specific cultural constructs and distinctive social identity.” Therefore, in contexts like Jer 10:1–16, where two languages are involved, it is clear that the author made a meaningful choice to use Hebrew at some points and not at others. We are then prompted to reflect on the significance of the choice of the use of Hebrew.

In the case of Jer 10:1–16, Mizrahi points out that Aramaic is associated with a group of outsiders, the undifferentiated idolatrous nations, addressed in v 11. In contrast, Hebrew is the language in which the prophet instructs his community about their god, and in which he denigrates the outsiders; thus Hebrew is the language of the in-group. In this way, an “us” is affirmed by the use of the Hebrew language, over against the “them” of the out-group, the

---

31 We do ask, however, why the author chooses to use a certain style or register of Hebrew and not another.
32 Mizrahi, “Matter of Choice,” 124. As Mizrahi phrases this observation, it was a later editor who, by inserting an Aramaic verse into Jer 10:1–16, made the use of Hebrew in the surrounding context into a meaningful choice.
For this reason I do not, as Garnett Reid does, detect an idea of universalism in this verse. Reid regards the message that the prophet encourages Israel to deliver to the nations as kerygmatic, apparently intended to bring the nations to the worship of Yahweh; see Garnett Reid, “‘Thus Shall You Say to Them’: A Cross-Cultural Polemic in Jeremiah 10.11,” *JSOT* 31 (2006): 221–38.

Mizrahi, “Matter of Choice,” 124. In the Rabshakeh episode, in contrast, the Judaean language is a permeable membrane, through which the foreigner can influence Judah; see below.
III. Code-Switching, Aramaic, and Judaean in the Speech of the Rabshakeh (2 Kgs 18//Isa 36)

The subject of code-switching is explicitly raised in the speech of the Rabshakeh, the envoy of King Sennacherib of Assyria to King Hezekiah of Judah (2 Kgs 18:17–36//Isa 36).

Analysing the treatment of this subject in this episode reveals a great deal, in particular about the author’s sensitivity to the dynamics of language selection.35

A. 2 Kgs 18:26–28 (//Isa 36:11–13)

26 Then Eliakim son of Hilkiah, and Shebnah, and Joah said to the Rabshakeh, “Please speak Aramaic to your servants, for we understand it; do not speak Judaean with us within earshot of the people who are on the wall.” 27 But the Rabshakeh said to them, “Has my master sent me to speak these words to your master and to you, and not to the people sitting on the wall, who are doomed with you to eat their own shit and to drink their own piss?” 28 Then the Rabshakeh stood and called out in a loud voice in Judaean, “Hear the word of the great king, the king of Assyria!”

B. Textual Issues

The complexity of the transmission history of the episodes duplicated, with minor differences, in 2 Kgs 18–21 and Isa 36–39 is well known. Though there are opposing voices, biblical scholars have generally held that these were first part of the book of Kings, and later came to be included in the book of Isaiah.37 Nevertheless, at some points the text of Isa 36–

35 Another account of this event, in 2 Chr 32, from a much later period, is discussed below, after the analysis of the 2 Kgs 18/Isa 36 version.

36 NRSV modified. My citations will, in general, only be to the 2 Kgs account.

37 For the view that the location in Isa is earlier, see, e.g., Peter R. Ackroyd, “Isaiah 36–39: Structure and Function,” in Von Kanaan bis Kerala: Festschrift für Prof. Mag. Dr. Dr. J.P.M. van der Ploeg (ed. W.C. Delsman; AOAT 211; Neukirchen-Vluyn: Butzon & Bercker, 1982), 3–12; and Klaas A. D. Smelik, “King
39 is more pristine. For our purposes, we may note that there are no textual difficulties that significantly affect the interpretation of the use of language in this episode.

C. Form and Dating

In 2 Kgs 18–19, King Hezekiah of Judah’s relations with King Sennacherib of Assyria are recounted. The background for this material is Sennacherib’s campaign in Judah in 701 B.C.E., recorded in that king’s annals and in his monumental palace reliefs, which involved the destruction of the Judaean city of Lachish and perhaps a (limited) siege of Jerusalem. The biblical account of these events contains a certain amount of repetition. A short summary of Sennacherib’s campaign, and Hezekiah’s submission and payment of tribute to the Assyrian king, are reported in 2 Kgs 18:13–16 (absent from Isa 36). Following Bernard Stade, this has come to be referred to as the A account. A second, much longer, account depicts negotiations between the Assyrian and Judaean kings through intermediaries, and the deliverance of Jerusalem from its enemies by Yahweh (2 Kgs 18:17–19:37). While this B account contains material of diverse origins, it has been broadly divided into two episodes, B₁ (2 Kgs 18:17–19:9a, 36–37) and B₂ (2 Kgs 19:9b–35). Each of these displays a similar cycle: Sennacherib sends a threat to Hezekiah through his emissaries; Hezekiah petitions Yahweh for aid; and Yahweh promises deliverance through the prophet Isaiah.


The A, B₁ and B₂ accounts should be thought of as depicting the same events of 701 B.C.E., though their perspectives differ. The shorter B₂ account appears to be dependent on B₁, but the relation between these and the A account is debated.⁴⁰ There are also indications that the speech of the Rabshakeh in B₁ is composite.⁴¹ Because of this complex textual history, it is difficult to date the stages of composition and redaction of these texts. Since the brief A account accords very closely with Sennacherib’s annalistic report of his campaign, it may be nearly contemporaneous with the events described. Similarly, the B₁ and B₂ accounts, as Machinist points out, show “a clear knowledge of Assyrian officialdom and techniques of war, and the definite impress of Assyrian power argues strongly that . . . together they belong to a literary process that began within living experience of the Neo-Assyrian empire, and so well before its collapse in the years 614–609 B.C.E.”⁴² Nevertheless, it should be borne in mind that the distinctive elements of Deuteronomistic thought that are present in, particularly the B₂ account (including the idea of cultic centralization in Jerusalem), suggest an association with the reforms of King Josiah of Judah in the late seventh century B.C.E.⁴³

**D. Context**

The verses quoted above, in which the issue of the Judaean and Aramaic languages is raised, are taken from the B₁ account, which begins with the arrival of three high ranking Assyrian officials at Jerusalem, whom Sennacherib had dispatched from his camp at Lachish: the Tartan (Akk. turtānu), “Viceroy,” the king’s second-in-command who occasionally led

---


⁴³ See, e.g., Smelik, “King Hezekiah,” 128.
campaigns on behalf of the king; the Rabsaris (Akk. *rab ša rēšî*), “Chief Eunuch,” an official who often took command of military forces; and the Rabshakeh (Akk. *rab šaqê*), “Chief Cupbearer,” a high-ranking non-military officer with duties to the king’s person. 44 Three officials from Hezekiah’s Judaean court exit the city to parley with these Assyrian officers: Eliakim the palace steward (*ḵâšîr ṣul ḫâḏî*); Shebnah the scribe (*ḥâsîr ḫâḏî*); and Joah the recorder (*ḏâḵâl ḫâḏî*). The Rabshakeh states the message Sennacherib has for Hezekiah: that Hezekiah is outmatched, and that his confidence in his ally Egypt and his god Yahweh are misplaced (2 Kgs 18:19–25; speech 1). This message is interrupted by the Judaean officials, who request that the Rabshakeh speak in Aramaic instead of Judaean, so that the people on the walls of Jerusalem do not overhear (2 Kgs 18:26). The Rabshakeh refuses (v. 27), and takes the opportunity to address the people directly, attacking their confidence in Hezekiah and Yahweh, and promising them safety and prosperity in a new land if they submit to Assyria (vv. 28–35; speech 2). When these messages are reported to Hezekiah, he is dismayed (2 Kgs 18:37–2 Kgs 19:1). Hezekiah consults the prophet Isaiah, who makes known Yahweh’s decision that the Assyrian king will depart from Judah and be slain in his homeland (2 Kgs 19:2–7).

In general, it seems that scholars have been content to grant that this account preserves and builds from some historical memory of an Assyrian delegation sent to Jerusalem in 701 B.C.E. 45 However, the extent to which the biblical speeches of the Rabshakeh preserve the historical rhetoric of Sennacherib and his officers is keenly debated. On the one side are those scholars who hold that the arguments and phrasing of the Rabshakeh’s addresses closely


reflect Assyrian practices, as attested elsewhere. On the other side are scholars who argue that the words of the Rabshakeh are a free composition of the biblical authors, paralleled most closely elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible. The issue cannot be determined with absolute certainty, but it should be remembered that these biblical chapters contain a great deal of historical information that can be externally verified (e.g., the siege of Lachish; the quantity of Hezekiah’s tribute payment to Sennacherib; the patricide of Sennacherib). We should be open to the possibility, then, that the Rabshakeh’s speech contains genuine recollections of Assyrian rhetoric.

E. The Judaean Officials’ Request to Code-Switch, and the Rabshakeh’s Refusal

The Judaean officials request to code-switch from Judaean to Aramaic at the juncture of speech 1 and speech 2, and the Rabshakeh’s refuses to do so (2 Kgs 18:26–27). Somewhat surprisingly this constitutes the only reference to foreign language in the extended historical narrative from Joshua to 2 Kings. The nature and role of the request-and-refusal appear to have been carefully designed by the author of this episode, and investigating the request highlights a number of significant issues.

Firstly, as Ullendorff, Mordechai Cogan and Hayim Tadmor, and others have pointed out, the request to switch specifically to Aramaic reflects the function of that language as an international lingua franca in this period, and in particular as a language in which the Neo-


48 Although other passages in this corpus recognize distinctions within the speech of Israelites: Judg 12:6, the Shibboleth incident; and 1 Sam 9:9, the historical-semantic observation that “prophets” were once called “seers.”
Assyrian empire carried out affairs.\textsuperscript{49} As was pointed out in Chapter 2, from the early seventh century we have increasing evidence of the use of Aramaic alongside Akkadian in Neo-Assyrian administration. The biblical story presents that situation as already existing in the late eighth century, and thus is among the earliest attestations of the use of Aramaic by the Assyrians. The biblical account also supplements our knowledge of the situation in Judah. We do not yet have epigraphic evidence of Aramaic in Judah in this period, but may presume that it was used on the basis of this story.

Next we may note that the Jerusalem officials’ knowledge of Aramaic in this case highlights an important social distinction in Judah.\textsuperscript{50} For whereas the people of Judah are expected not to understand Aramaic, these important personages do.\textsuperscript{51} The officials’ knowledge should certainly be associated with their professional roles—these are individuals involved in the operation of the royal court, including foreign relations, for which knowledge of Aramaic is apparently required. But these are not simply technical interpreters; they occupy high roles in the state administration, and have direct access to the king. Thus their knowledge of Aramaic is associated with an extremely elevated social status. This observation accords with the basic sociolinguistic principle that the distribution of language use in a speech community is closely related to social distinctions. It is interesting to see this clearly reflected in this biblical episode.

We may now consider aspects of the request for a code-switch itself, including the preconditions for a switch, the motivations behind it, its consequences, and its phraseology.

\textsuperscript{49} Ullendorff, “Knowledge of Languages,” 457; Cogan and Tadmor, \textit{II Kings}, 232; Tadmor, “Role of Aramaic,” 422.

\textsuperscript{50} The Rabshakeh’s knowledge of Judaeæan will be discussed below.

\textsuperscript{51} Ullendorff is correct to note that the way this linguistic ability is expressed—
מַחְיָה הָאָרָמִי, “we understand it”—does not necessarily imply that the Jerusalem officials had active Aramaic competence, that is, that they could speak it; Ullendorff, “Knowledge of Languages,” 457. However, this distinction does not appear to be emphasized in this episode.
Firstly, what are the preconditions that allow the Judaean officials to request a switch? Why do they think that the Rabshakeh might consent? The answer to this question lies in the fact that the explicit addressee of the Rabshakeh’s first speech is Hezekiah. Speech 1 is a message from Sennacherib to Hezekiah, through their intermediaries; thus: “The Rabshakeh said to [the Jerusalem officials], ‘Say to Hezekiah: Thus says the great king, the king of Assyria: On what do you base this confidence of yours?’” (2 Kgs 18:19). On this grounds, so the officials of Jerusalem think, the people of Jerusalem do not need to know the content of the message—it is enough if Hezekiah’s agents receive it; thus surely the language of the discourse can be switched?

The Rabshakeh’s response contradicts the officials’ assumption: “Has my master sent me to speak these words to your master and to you, and not to the people sitting on the wall who are doomed with you to eat their own shit and to drink their own piss?” (2 Kgs 18:27). The point here is not merely that Sennacherib’s message is relevance to all the people of Jerusalem, since they will all face the consequences of defying Assyria. Rather, the Assyrians’ goals of bringing Judah to submission are more likely to result if fear and doubt are sown among the people. The analysis in the parallel account in 2 Chr 32:18 is thus spot on: the Assyrians spoke these words to the people “to frighten and terrify them, in order that they might take the city.” Thus, while Hezekiah may be the formal addressee of speech 1, the intended audience includes the people of Judah, and in this respect I agree with Machinist that “the two speeches really belong together as parts, or stages, of the same presentation.”52 A switch to Aramaic is therefore unacceptable to the Rabshakeh.

Secondly, the motivations of the request to code-switch are clear: the Judaean officials do not want the people of Jerusalem to understand the Rabshakeh’s terrifying speech, and this will

---

52 Machinist, “Rab Šaqēh,” 155 n. 9.
be achieved if he ceases to use Judaean. In other words, the Judaean officials want to redefine the boundaries of this discourse, in order to exclude the people of Jerusalem from it. Thus, as in Jer 10:11, we may note the operation of “addressee specification” in motivating the (desired) code-switch.\(^5\) In this case, the Judaean officials desire that code-switching be used to controlling the membership of a discourse, by excluding certain participants.

It is important to point out that this request involves an acknowledgement of the strength of the Rabshakeh’s arguments. It is only because the Judaean officials fear that the Rabshakeh’s arguments may succeed that they request the switch. As Sweeney writes, the “response by the Judean officers highlights their helpless situation.”\(^5\) Ironically, therefore, these Judaean leaders tip their hand in front of their people; in trying to mitigate the effect of the Rabshakeh’s arguments, they validate them through their own fear. In this sense, the request to code-switch may function in the narrative to emphasize the strength of these arguments. This would be in line with the observations of Machinist regarding this passage. Machinist has argued that, in the critique of the “Judaean theology” in the Rabshakeh’s speech, the author of this episode pulls no punches, so to speak. Rather this is a “frank, detailed, and apparently cogent critique” of that theology, the effect of which is “dazzling” on both the characters in the narrative and on readers of this text.\(^5\)

Thirdly, in considering the consequences of the request to switch, we may also detect irony. When the officials ask the Rabshakeh to switch to Aramaic, not only does he not switch; in fact, he begins, in speech 2, to address the people directly, instead of Hezekiah, who was the addressee of speech 1. That is, the Rabshakeh switches audience, but not code, and thus in

\(^5\) Gumperz, *Discourse Strategies*, 77.


\(^5\) Machinist, “Rab Šaqēh,” 156–57. Machinist also explores the ways in which the narrative responds to this critique, on which, see more below.
provoking this change in code, the request of the Judaean officials has an important function in the structuring of the narrative. In his second speech, the Rabshakeh uses a slightly different set of arguments that appeal specifically to the concerns of the Judaean people, as Ehud Ben Zvi has noted.\(^{56}\) For instance, he assures them that the land to which they will be deported is a fertile one, resembling their homeland (2 Kgs 18:31–32). He also repeatedly warns them not to trust Hezekiah’s promises of safety (vv. 29–30, 32). These arguments primarily address not Hezekiah’s fears, but the people’s. Thus the request to code-switch results in the Rabshakeh deploying arguments that are more direct and persuasive to the people than those given in speech 1, and hence even more likely to lead the Judaeans to submit to the Assyrians. In this way there is a keen irony in the fact that the Judaean officials’ request to code-switch achieves the opposite of its intended effect. I hesitate to draw theological conclusions from this narrative device, but in the context of the book of Isaiah, we may detect a resonance here with the repeated theme of the futility of human political scheming, in light of Yahweh’s ultimate control of terrestrial events (as in, e.g., Isa 30).\(^{57}\)

Fourthly and finally, the manner in which the request to code-switch is expressed in 2 Kgs 18:26 is extremely telling. As Polak has demonstrated, dialogue in the Hebrew Bible is often carefully structured and phrased to in accordance with the characters’ social relationships (e.g., inferior to superior) and communicative goals (negotiation, etc.).\(^{58}\) This appears to be the case in the interaction between the Rabshakeh and the officials of Judah, as I shall now describe.


\(^{57}\) On this theme in Isaiah, see, for instance, John Barton, *Isaiah 1–39* (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1995), 28–44.

\(^{58}\) Frank H. Polak, “Forms of Talk.”
Through the use of respectful and deferential language, the Judaean officials position themselves as the inferior participants in this discourse. They refer to themselves as the Rabshakeh’s “servants” (שכָּרִים), and as Craig Morrison points out, this usage conveys the “inferior status of the speaker with respect to the addressee and compliment[s] the addressee’s status.” In addition, the Judaean officials use the particle א: “Please speak [ד] Aramaic to your servants.” As Morrison notes, this particle is “typically understood as softening a command, thus rendering a request more courteous.” In contrast, the Rabshakeh’s language contains little deference or respect for the Judaeans. Cogan and Tadmor have observed that Hezekiah is never referred to as “king” by the Rabshakeh, while the Rabshakeh uses the respectful and aggrandizing title ‘הֵלֵךְ הַמַּלֶּךָ ‘, "the great king,” (2 Kgs 18:19, 28) to refer to Sennacherib. Indeed, the contempt in which the Rabshakeh holds the Judaean officials is conveyed by his use of crude language in his response to their request. He predicts that the officials, along with the people of Jerusalem, will soon “eat their own shit [הַרְחָם, K] and drink their own piss [שָׁחַרְתַּם, K]” (v. 27).

The relative positioning of these characters through respectful and disrespectful language is thus clear in the narrative. Indeed, it is in keeping with language elsewhere in this chapter that implies that Hezekiah (had) stood in some formal relationship of political subordination to Sennacherib: Hezekiah admits that he “sinned, offended” against Sennacherib (נח, v. 14); this act is described as “rebellion” (ומָלֶךְ, vv. 7, 20) and as a refusal to continue to “serve” (ומָלֶךְ, v. 7). Correspondingly, the Rabshakeh and the Judaean officials, in their interaction with one another, play out the respective roles of their masters.

60 Ibid. So also BDB at א 609a–b; IBHS 683–84. The precise function of א is disputed however, as Morrison notes.
61 Cogan and Tadmor, II Kings, 231.
62 The Qere forms are much more polite: זאָנַתַם, “their excrement,” and ימי וְרָוָתָם, “water of their legs.”
These roles of superiority/inferiority may also explain the explicit nature of the Judaean officials’ request to code-switch. For the most part, as Gumperz points out, a speaker initiates a code-switch without comment and without seeking permission; indeed, speakers are often unaware of having made a switch. However, Romaine notes that code-switching of this kind involves certain interpersonal claims. At the very least, it involves the claim that the speaker has the right to exert control over the (medium of) discourse. It often also involves the creation of a “we” between speaker and audience, that is, the claim that a bond of some kind exists between the speaker and his audience, be it a bond of ethnic kinship, or proximity in age or social status. In making such claims, the speaker exposes himself to risk: the risk that he has misread the terms of the discourse, or the nature of the relationship between himself and his audience. If this gamble fails, the consequences can be severe. Code-switching that is perceived as inappropriate by a speaker’s audience can result in severe offence or anger, and thus potentially the failure of the speaker’s communicative goals, or worse.

It seems that in the Rabshakeh episode, the Jerusalem officials are unwilling to make any such claims. Rather than simply switching the language of the discourse, the officials seek the Rabshakeh’s permission to do so. In this way, they do not presume the right to control this discourse, and thus they do not challenge the superior role that they concede to him when they call themselves his “servants.” Nor do they create a “we” with the Rabshakeh by switching into a language that they presume he and they both know. Thus, the Judaean officials reduce the risk of offending the Rabshakeh through such presumptions, and appear to be employing a carefully chosen discourse strategy, in aid of achieving their goal: that the

64 Romaine, *Language in Society*, 60.
65 See ibid., 61.
Rabshakeh code-switch to Aramaic. The Rabshakeh, of course refuses, and in so doing clearly asserts his control over the discourse. This is in accordance with his general rhetorical stance as representative of Sennacherib, in whose hands lies the fate of Judah and Jerusalem.

Thus, the interaction between the Judaean officials and the Rabshakeh appears to be carefully structured according to strategies of discourse suited to the participants’ communicative goals. In particular, the author of this episode, in representing this code-switching request how he does, has paid careful attention to the impact of switching, and the idea of switching, on the dialogue.

**F. The Rabshakeh’s Knowledge of Judaean**

A question that some (though surprisingly few) interpreters of this episode have raised is, How did the Rabshakeh come to be able to speak the language of Judah? This intrigued Ullendorff, who did not suggest an answer, except to the effect that knowledge of Hebrew cannot have been widespread in Assyria, and therefore that the “Rabshaqeh may have been specifically selected for his mission on account of his exceptional knowledge of Hebrew.”

Tadmor concurs with Ullendorff, but goes further: “The reason why the Rab-shakeh, and not one of the officers higher in rank, addressed the Judeans should be sought in the Rab-shakeh’s fluency in the language of Judah. He might even have been of Israelite extraction, from a noble family exiled to Assyria.”

---

66 Ullendorff, “Knowledge of Languages,” 457.

Tadmor’s tentatively proposed hypothesis is the only answer to this conundrum that is widely entertained, if not supported. It reflects a rabbinic tradition attested in the Babylonian Talmud: “The Rabshakeh was an apostate Israelite” (b. Sanhedrin 60a). We should note that this Talmudic hypothesis cleverly explains, as Machinist points out, not one but two surprising facts: firstly, that the Rabshakeh knew the language of the Judaeans—this is explained by calling him an “Israelite”; and secondly, that the Rabshakeh knew specific details about the religion of Yahweh—this is explained by calling him an “apostate,” one who once followed the faith, but later rejected it. By associating language and religion/theology in this way, the Talmud thus shows sensitivity to the issues involved in the narrative.

In considering Tadmor’s modern hypothesis, we must make a clear distinction between history and historiography that has, in this specific matter, not generally been emphasized. Tadmor’s hypothesis attempted to answer the historical question: How could an official in the Assyrian empire have come by knowledge of the Judaeans’ native language? However, a distinct historiographical question should also be posed: How did the author and redactors of the various retellings of the Rabshakeh episode in 2 Kgs 18//Isa 36//2 Chr 32 imagine that this Assyrian official could speak Judaean, and is this conveyed in these texts? The two questions must of course be brought into relation, but the nature of the evidence and argumentation required to construct answers to each question is quite distinct.

We may first address the historiographical question, which appears easier to answer. I submit that the origin of the Rabshakeh’s linguistic knowledge is of no interest to the author/editors

68 The function of this reference in the Talmud is to demonstrate the conditions under which a Jew who overhears blasphemy is required to rend his clothes. According to this tractate, only blasphemy uttered by Jews necessitates such a response. What explains, therefore, the rending of clothes of Hezekiah and his officials when they hear the blasphemy of the Assyrian Rabshakeh (2 Kgs 18:37; 19:1)? Surely the fact that the Rabshakeh was Israelite.

69 Machinist, “Rab Şaqēh,” 159–60 n. 23.
of these accounts. In other instances in the Hebrew Bible, individuals do occupy high roles at
courts foreign to them, as, for instance, Joseph the Hebrew at the Egyptian court (Gen 41:45),
Doeg the Edomite in Saul’s Israelite court (e.g., 1 Sam 22:9), and Nehemiah the Judaean in
Artaxerxes’ court in Persia (Neh 2:1). However, the ethnicity or country of origin of the
Rabshakeh is not stated in the accounts of this episode. What is more, only his official
Assyrian title is given, and not his name that might have suggested a land of origin to the
reader. Thus, the narrative offers no reason, except for his linguistic ability, for us to regard
the Rabshakeh as anything other than an Assyrian, let alone as specifically an Israelite.

Outside the narrative itself, there is one potentially relevant contextual indication: in 2 Kgs
18:9–12 the defeat of the northern kingdom of Israel (722 B.C.E), and the deportation of its
inhabitants to Assyria (and Media), is repeated just before the beginning of the Rabshakeh
episode. I imagine it is this that suggested the Israelite apostate hypothesis found in b.
Sanhedrin’s, but it is far from clear that the Rabshakeh’s Israelite origin is implied here.
However, it does suggest to the reader that Assyrian interests in the region were longstanding,
and that a reader might expect that the Assyrians had developed an infrastructure for
interacting with the locals. In any case, this close association of the Rabshakeh episode with
the defeat of the northern kingdom is only made in the 2 Kgs 18 telling of this episode; it is
not found in Isa 36 or 2 Chr 32. It is not, therefore, widespread in the biblical Rabshakeh
tradition, and indeed the point in the complex compositional history of 2 Kgs 18–19 at which
this link, if it is one, arose is quite unclear.

For these reasons, I feel justified in repeating that the origin of the Rabshakeh’s linguistic
knowledge is not of interest to the author/editors of these accounts. That is not to say,
however, that it is irrelevant that the Rabshakeh uses Judaean; indeed, the Rabshakeh’s use of
Judaean invites us to consider the relationship between the content of the speech and the
medium in which it is expressed. As Machinist has emphasized, one of the functions of the Rabshakeh’s speech appears to be to present a particular perspective from within Judah. The Rabshakeh casts suspicion over various aspects of the “Judaean theology,” and perhaps most notably over Hezekiah’s centralization of the cult in Jerusalem (2 Kgs 18:22). Now, it is very probable that such suspicion was voiced within Judah when Hezekiah (and/or Josiah) demolished the shrines and high places of Yahweh throughout the land. Thus, the effect of putting these arguments in the Rabshakeh’s mouth is, as Machinist points out, to externalize those arguments, to associate them with a foreigner. This both highlights these arguments, by associating them with the formidable Assyrians, and it discredits them, since these become, not the opinions of a Judaean or a Yahwist, but rather an Assyrian and an idolater. In this way, by “othering” these attitudes, the narrative polemicizes against them.

It is interesting that in this polemical externalization of an internal Judaean attitude, that attitude is not also linguistically othered. Though spoken by a foreigner, these critiques of Judaean theology are nevertheless expressed in the Judaean language. Now, there is a clear reason in the narrative why the Rabshakeh’s speech is in Judaean: so that the Judaean people understand it. But more than this, we may suspect an association between language, on the one hand, and culture and religion, on the other: the Judaean debate is naturally expressed in the Judaean language, even on the lips of an Assyrian. Alternatively, the deviousness or blasphemy of the Rabshakeh’s arguments might be heightened by the fact that he uses Judaean to express them; the Rabshakeh intrudes upon a community’s discourse that would otherwise be bounded by language, and uses the very language of Judah against that community. As Machinist writes, in the Rabshakeh’s arguments the “boundary between insider and outsider is . . . threatened.”

Thus, while the biblical author/editors do not appear

---

Ibid., 164. Indeed, it may be more than a coincidence that the Judaean officials interrupt the Rabshakeh just after he has made a potentially theologically objectionable claim (on behalf of Sennacherib): “Yahweh said to me, ‘Go up against this land, and destroy it’” (2 Kgs 18:25). In asking the Rabshakeh to switch to Aramaic,
to be interested in explaining the Rabshakeh’s knowledge of Judaean, the character’s use of that language may be associated with some of the chief concerns of the episode.

We may move, now, to the historical question: How could an official in the Assyrian empire have come by knowledge of the Judaeans’ native language? At this point, it is unnecessary to explore in depth the arguments for establishing the possibility of Tadmor’s hypothesis, and it would take us too far from the topic at hand. Broadly speaking, the plausibility of the hypothesis cannot be doubted. Provincial units, including Israelite ones, appear to have served in the Assyrian army in the late eighth century B.C.E., and senior officials in the Assyrian bureaucracy did not always come from the Assyrian heartland.71 Furthermore, it is clear that there would have been a strategic advantage to Sennacherib’s campaign in southern Palestine of bringing along someone with relevant local knowledge. Thus, there seems to be no fundamental objection to the proposal that one Assyrian Rabshakeh was of Israelite stock.

The argument from the Rabshakeh’s linguistic competence to his ethnicity should, however, be modified somewhat. The intuition underlying Tadmor’s hypothesis seems to be this: the Rabshakeh knew Hebrew; among peoples integrated into the Assyrian empire by the late seventh century, the Israelites spoke Hebrew; therefore the Rabshakeh was an Israelite. However, this train of thought involves a slight blurring of distinctions. For as Cogan and Tadmor observe concerning this episode, “[t]he Hebrew spoken is referred to as Judean, in contrast to the dialect spoken at the same time in the northern kingdom.”72 But as an Israelite,

---


72 Cogan and Tadmor, II Kings, 232.
the Rabshakeh would have spoken the northern, rather than the southern dialect, Israelite rather than Judaean.\textsuperscript{73} If this is the case, we would have to admit that the kernel of the historical memory contained in the biblical Rabshakeh episode is not that the Rabshakeh spoke \textit{Judaean}, but rather that the Rabshakeh spoke a language/dialect \textit{very much like} Judaean, a language intelligible to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, namely Israelite Hebrew.

However, if we are content to admit that the Rabshakeh spoke a dialect closely related to Judaean, the argument from his linguistic ability to his Israelite ethnicity is not strong. For, to be able to argue from this to the Rabshakeh’s Israelite identity, it would need to be established that only Israelite and Judaean Hebrew would be understood by the inhabitants of Judah. But this is not supported by the historical evidence. For one thing, as discussed in Chapter 2 above, the category “Hebrew”—being the language of all Israel, of the northern and southern kingdoms—is not attested in the Hebrew Bible or elsewhere in the pre-Hellenistic Near East. Rather, the Hebrew Bible attests two categories: the language of Judah, which is more restricted than “Hebrew”; and the language of Canaan, which is less restricted than “Hebrew.” On the other hand, epigraphic evidence does not support extreme dialectal divisions in the languages of southern Canaan, nor does it strongly support the creation of a demarcated category called “Hebrew” as the language of all Israel. That is, the dialects of the kingdom of Israel and the kingdom of Judah, which contained clear differences, are not notably more similar to one another than they are to the dialects spoken in Ammon, Moab, Edom, and Philistia.\textsuperscript{74} Dialect variants are discernible throughout the region, but a great deal of mutual intelligibility must have obtained.

\textsuperscript{73} If we suppose the Rabshakeh had some additional competence of specifically \textit{Judaean} Hebrew, on top of his Israelite Hebrew, we are undermining the explanatory force of this argument—the Rabshakeh’s Israelite identity was specifically supposed to account for why the Judaeans could understand him; further qualifications render this intuition less and less powerful.

\textsuperscript{74} See Garr, \textit{Dialect Geography}, 227–35.
Therefore, the argument cannot run “the Rabshakeh knew Hebrew; therefore he was Israelite,” since Hebrew as a concept is anachronistic for this period. The argument must instead be: the Rabshakeh knew a dialect close to Judaean Hebrew, and therefore he was Canaanite of some stripe. Independent reasons must therefore be given for why we should suppose that the Rabshakeh was, specifically, *Israelite*. Here, Tadmor’s reference to the deportations from Israel to Assyria in the late eighth century B.C.E. is suggestive. But in this period, the Levantine campaigns of Tiglath-Pileser III, Shalmaneser V, and Sargon II left few, if any, of the Canaanite states untouched, and we must assume that people from these various kingdoms were deported to Assyria. It seems just as possible, therefore, that the Rabshakeh was an Ammonite, Moabite, Philistine, etc., as that he was an Israelite.

Another argument for the Rabshakeh’s specifically *Israelite* Canaanite identity might be built from the knowledge of Yahwistic theology that he demonstrates in the speech at the walls of Jerusalem: as a member of the people of Israel, the Rabshakeh would be familiar with this theology, and could therefore use it in his rhetoric. Though Tadmor appears to reject this argument (supposing that the Rabshakeh gained his theological knowledge from Assyrian informants), the Babylonian Talmud, as noted above, appears to reason in this manner. Such an argument is, however, problematic on several grounds.

For one thing, as discussed earlier, the reference to Hezekiah’s Deuteronomistic-like centralization of the cult in the Rabshakeh’s speech may be a reflection of inner-Judaean debate, rather than an element of the historical Rabshakeh’s rhetoric. Thus, it is problematic to take it as evidence in favour of the historical Rabshakeh’s Israelite identity. But even if this did appear in the historical Rabshakeh’s speech, it does not seem to support his Israelite identity; for in the biblical speech we see a reflection of a distinctively *Judaean* theology.

---

75 Cogan and Tadmor, *II Kings*, 231.
which prioritizes the worship of Yahweh in Jerusalem, the southern capital. A northerner, however, might not be expected to have exposure to such theology simply *qua* northerner. Thus the Judaean theology in the Rabshakeh’s speech does not strongly support the hypothesis of his Israelite identity.

Overall then, it appears that, while it is possible that the Rabshakeh was Israelite, this hypothesis has as much support as that he was from some other Canaanite kingdom. If we now try to relate the history and the historiography, we may note several points. On the one hand, the biblical accounts do not rule out Tadmor’s hypothesis; since the Rabshakeh’s ethnicity is not stated in these accounts, an Israelite origin is not excluded. As noted, however, they do not support that hypothesis in particular, and, indeed, they seem quite uninterested in explaining the Rabshakeh’s knowledge of Hebrew.

It is also true that Tadmor’s hypothesis explains an anomaly in the texts, namely, the fact that a largely non-military imperial official, the Rabshakeh, would take part in a campaign in Palestine, and play such a significant role in the negotiations with Judah. The biblical authors do not have any apparent motivation to cast this particular Assyrian official in this role, and indeed they may not even have known the particular function of a Rabshakeh. Thus what would explain his appearance in this story is the brute historical circumstance that there was a Rabshakeh who, perhaps alone among Sennacherib’s senior officials, could speak with the Judaeans. In fact, this anomaly is not only explained if the Rabshakeh was specifically *Israelite*; it is also likewise explained if he was from some other people of Canaan.

Another point we may make in relating history to historiography in this episode concerns the distinction between Judaean and other Canaanite dialects. Whether we accept Tadmor’s specifically Israelite hypothesis, or a more general Canaanite identity, we would have to admit that during the course of the transmission of this text, the difference between the dialect
of the Rabshakeh and the speech of the Judaeans was obscured. Such a reference to the language of the Rabshakeh by the glottonym “Judaean” may have any number of explanations, including simple terminological imprecision or factual error in recollection.

In sum, a broadened version of Tadmor’s hypothesis, that the Rabshakeh was from some part of Canaan, presents one quite plausible explanation of the Rabshakeh’s knowledge of Judaean or a related dialect. However, unless further evidence is discovered, the issue will remain undecided, in large part because the relevant biblical texts are more interested in the threatening consequences of the Rabshakeh’s knowledge of this language, rather than its source.

IV. Sennacherib’s Message in 2 Chronicles 32

The representation of Sennacherib’s campaign in Judah in 2 Chr 32:1–23 differs significantly from that in 2 Kgs 18–19/Isa 36–37, upon which it clearly depends.\textsuperscript{76} The Chronicler’s account is shorter by approximately two thirds, and, as Sara Japhet writes, a great deal of this material is “omitted for the sake of creating a simpler and more unified account”: the Chronicler combines elements from the accounts referred to above as B\textsubscript{1} and B\textsubscript{2} into a single episode and eliminates a great deal of repetition.\textsuperscript{77} In this process, mention of the code-switching request by the Jerusalem officials has fallen away. Indeed, no mention is made of

\textsuperscript{76} 2 Chr 32:1–8 contains references to events not mentioned in the 2 Kgs/Isa telling—Hezekiah’s fortification of Jerusalem, his stopping of springs outside the city, and an exhortation he delivers to the city’s people. The first of these two may make use of earlier source materials that are no longer extant; see Sara Japhet, \textit{I & II Chronicles: A Commentary} (OTL; London: SCM, 1993), 978.

\textsuperscript{77} Ibid., 977. See also Childs, for a comparison of the 2 Kgs18–19/Isa 36–37 accounts with 2 Chr 32; Childs, \textit{Isaiah and the Assyrian Crisis}, 106–111. Childs regards the Chronicler’s activity here as “midrashic”; ibid., 111.
the Jerusalem officials at all, nor are the titles of the Assyrian officials recorded. The omission of the reference to code-switching can be related to a number of discernible concerns in the Chronicler’s reworking of the earlier source materials for these events, and of these concerns I shall here note two major ones and two minor.

Firstly, according to the Chronicler, both Hezekiah and the people of Jerusalem were confident that Yahweh would deliver them. Before Sennacherib’s messengers arrive, Hezekiah delivers a stirring oration to his people, stating that the king of Assyria compares unfavourably to Yahweh: “with him is an arm of flesh; but with us is Yahweh our God, to help us and to fight our battles”; and the people were encouraged by this speech (2 Chr 32:8). As Machinist points out, Hezekiah’s response to these circumstances contains, like Hezekiah’s prayer in the B2 version, “no hint of panic,” and, moreover, this reference to the people’s confidence is unique to the Chronicler.

In this context of confidence in Yahweh, the code-switching request from the Jerusalem officials would be entirely out of place. As was discussed above, this request acknowledges the power of the Rabshakeh’s arguments: they are too dangerous for the people to hear. But to admit that the Rabshakeh’s arguments had weight is not acceptable to the Chronicler, since Yahweh’s unchallenged supremacy is patent and indubitable. As Machinist notes, the Chronicler’s theological position is stated before Sennacherib’s messengers have arrived, and hence the reader is pre-equipped with the counterargument to Sennacherib’s claims about himself. They thus appear as merely empty boasts from the beginning. In a similar way, no persuasive force is granted to these arguments by the request to hide them from the people of

---

78 In the case of the titles of the Assyrian officials, Ralph Klein suggests that the Chronicler “may have dropped these terms since he did not understand them”; Ralph W. Klein, 2 Chronicles: A Commentary (Hermeneia. Minneapolis: Fortress, 2012), 463.


80 Ibid., 162.
Jerusalem through a switch in languages. The omission of this reference thus contributes to the Chronicler’s overall effort to undermine the force of the Assyrians’ rhetoric.

Secondly, a reference to the code-switching request would be in conflict with what Japhet has identified as the increased role played by the people of Judah in the Chronicler’s account. According to 2 Chr 32:9, Sennacherib’s messages were sent both to Hezekiah “and to all the people of Judah.” This is in contrast to the 2 Kgs 18–19//Isa 36–37 account, where Hezekiah alone is the intended recipient. In this earlier account, the address to the people (speech 2; 2 Kgs 18:28–35) arises only in the Rabshakeh’s extemporaneous and opportunistic response to the Jerusalem officials’ discomfort. The Chronicler, however, thoroughly reworks the phrasing of the Assyrian arguments from the B₁ and B₂ accounts. The second person singular verbs are replaced with second person plurals, and Hezekiah is always referred to in the third person. In this way, the people of Jerusalem become consistently the addressees of the entire message. Thus, for instance, “On what are you [pl.] relying, that you undergo the siege of Jerusalem? Is not Hezekiah misleading you?” (2 Chr 32:10–11).

In this reformulation of Sennacherib’s message, the code-switching request from the Jerusalem officials would have been entirely futile from the outset. For, in 2 Kgs 18:26 the request only stands a chance of succeeding because it is Hezekiah, and not the people, who is the formal addressee of the Rabshakeh’s message. But in the Chronicler’s account, even this (weak) ground for the request is eliminated. The people are the explicit addressees of Sennacherib’s message from the beginning, and the Assyrian emissaries could hardly be expected to begin to speak in a language that their intended audience does not understand. Indeed, the Chronicler recognizes that speaking in Judaean is required for the Assyrians to achieve their intended effect, “to frighten and terrify” the inhabitants of Jerusalem (2 Chr

81 Japhet, I & II Chronicles, 986.
Thus, a request to code-switch would stand out as hopeless and foolish in the Chronicler’s account, and run contrary to the increased role played by the people of Judah here.

Two other elements of the code-switch request may have been disagreeable to the Chronicler. For one thing, the inferiority of the Jerusalem officials to the Rabshakeh, implied in the deferential language in which their request is expressed, is incompatible with the Chronicler’s scheme. For, as Japhet and Klein point out, the language implying that Hezekiah was politically subordinate to Sennacherib, listed above, is deleted in the Chronicler’s retelling. Hezekiah and Sennacherib are thus enemies of equal political status for the Chronicler, and it would not be appropriate for the Jerusalem officials to plead before the Assyrians.

Secondly, it should be pointed out that the logic of the code-switching request relies on a linguistic situation quite different from the Chronicler’s and his audience’s. In 2 Kgs 18:26, the Jerusalem officials request that the Rabshakeh switch from Judaean to Aramaic so that he will not be understood by the people on the wall. Here, Aramaic is a language understood only by an elite class, in contrast to Judaean, the vernacular of the people of Jerusalem. But in the late Achaemenid or early Hellenistic period when the Chronicler was writing, the linguistic situation of Judaeans was quite different, and perhaps even reversed. For while the learned Chronicler appears to take pride in composing a work in an archaizing form of Judaean/Hebrew, knowledge of Aramaic among the less learned inhabitants of Yehud (or Judaea) may have been more widespread than knowledge of Judaean/Hebrew. Thus, in order to include the Jerusalem officials’ request to code-switch, the Chronicler might have felt the need to provide an explanation of how the earlier linguistic situation, reflected in his

---

82 Ibid., 987; Klein, 2 Chronicles, 459.
83 For considerations relevant to dating the activity of the Chronicler, see Japhet, I & II Chronicles, 6–11.
84 See Chapter 7.
sources from 2 Kgs, differed from his audience’s (although any reader could have inferred this from the episode in 2 Kgs 18//Isa 36). This explanation the Chronicler may have been unwilling to give, perhaps because of his desire to abbreviate rather than lengthen this episode; or perhaps because it would have raised an uncomfortable issue for him, namely, the alienation of the Judaean community from what to the Chronicler is clearly an important element of Judaean heritage—Hebrew.

The omission of the Jerusalem officials’ code-switching request is thus seen to be entirely in keeping with the Chronicler’s concerns in reworking the earlier account of Sennacherib’s campaign. Moreover, these concerns resonate throughout the books of Chronicles and form some of the authors’ major themes—the supremacy of Yahweh; the role of the people of Judah, and not simply its kings, in the nation’s political and theological history; Israel and Judah’s status as mighty regional powers; and perhaps also the significance of the Hebrew language. Examining the lack of a code-switch request from 2 Chr 32 thus provides us with a valuable opportunity to observe how the author reshaping his sources in line with these themes.

V. Chapter Summary

The use of the code-switch from Hebrew to Aramaic in the carefully worded message to idolaters in Jer 10:11 can be understood in light of a particular social role of Aramaic as a Near Eastern lingua franca. Uncertainty regarding the precise date of this verse and hence its original audience prevents us from placing this code-switch into a particular sociolinguistic context. However, it appears to be related to the establishment of a group boundary between Israel and the ubiquitous idolaters. In 2 Kgs 18//Isa 36, the Judaean officials’ code-switching
request acknowledges the force of the Rabshakeh’s arguments, and plays an important role in structuring the narrative. The precise form in which this request is phrased displays the author’s sensitivity to the dynamics of language choice. However, the author does not appear to be concerned with the question of how the Rabshakeh came to know Judaean, and we are ultimately unable to ascertain this, though we can entertain reasonable possibilities. In 2 Chr 32, the omission of the code-switching request can be clearly linked to the author’s concerns in rewriting Judaean history, and perhaps also to his sociolinguistic context.

Thus, code-switching, or the idea of it, is clearly put to different uses in 2 Kgs 18 and Jer 10. In each case, however, the author has paid careful attention to the significance and possibilities of language choice, and at play in both is the role of language as a boundary distinguishing Israel/Judah from external entities. In particular, in both cases, as might be expected, it is Aramaic that marks the out-group, whereas the in-group is indicated by Hebrew.
Chapter 6

The Invasion of the Alloglot Nation

I. Introduction

In this chapter I examine a theme repeated in biblical prophetic and related literature, that of an invading nation who speaks a foreign language. I dub this the “alloglot invader theme.”

This theme occurs in Deut 28:49; Isa 28:11; 33:19; Jer 5:15; Ezek 3:5–6. I shall first analyse these passages individually, beginning with the fullest expression of the motif in Jer 5:15, and moving to briefer or more unusual formulations of it, noting similarities and differences throughout. After this, I shall consider the question of the fundamental dynamics of the theme, and the history of this tradition. Finally, I shall address a question which these texts prompt us to consider: Do we find in the Hebrew Bible anything comparable to the ancient Greek concept of barbarity?

II. Jer 5:15

I am going to bring upon you a nation from far away, O house of Israel, says Yahweh. It is an enduring nation, it is an ancient nation, A nation whose language you do not know, nor can you understand what they say.
A. Textual Issues

As was pointed out in the previous chapter, the Greek text of Jeremiah varies widely from MT. In this passage, omissions and abbreviations seem to have occurred, although these do not require the postulation of a variant Hebrew Vorlage.

Firstly, LXX omits ʠʥʤ ʭʬʥʲʮ ʩʥʢ ʠʥʤ ʯʺʩʠ ʩʥʢ, which, as J. Gerald Janzen notes, may be attributed to haplography, since ʩʥʢ occurs four times in this verse.1 Secondly, whereas MT has two clauses about the invader’s language, LXX has only one: ężνος οὖκ ἀκούσῃ τῆς φωνῆς τῆς γλώσσης αὐτοῦ, “a people the sound of whose language you will not hear.” Several factors seem to be involved. Abridgement of parallel phrases is not uncommon in the Septuagint, and William McKane suggests that it is at work here: a composite rendering was created using the noun from the first clause of MT and the verb from the second.2 The influence of a parallel passage in Deut 28:49 is also clear, where in the LXX we find practically the same wording: ężνος, δ οὖκ ἀκούσῃ τῆς φωνῆς αὐτοῦ. Finally, the double rendering of יְנָשֶׁי יִשְׂרָאֵל as τῆς φωνῆς τῆς γλώσσης αὐτοῦ may have arisen through association with the parallel in Deuteronomy. Joseph Ziegler suggests that τῆς φωνῆς is secondary, and entered the text as a correction by the scribe according to Deut 28:49.3

The Vulgate and Peshitta support MT in this verse.

---

B. Structure and Context

There is carefully structured parallelism in the presentation of the foreigners’ language here. The stichs begin with _DOM. This is followed by verbs morphologically and semantically parallel, ߜʬ and ʬʮʮʢ, both 2 masc. sg. imperfects, which express the knowing (״แดน) or understanding (״שנה) of a language. ߞʱʬ responds to ʸʡʣʩ ʤʮ, displaying syntactic parallelism of the nominal-verbal kind.⁴

As is unfortunately the case in much of the book of Jeremiah, a definite structure or sense of unity in this chapter is difficult to discern. The immediate context of the verse under discussion is a description of the punishments which Yahweh will inflict on Israel (vv. 15–19), involving the coming of a powerful enemy. This enemy will devour Israel’s sons and daughters, and its livestock and agricultural produce, and will assault its fortifications, without, however, utterly annihilating Israel. A description of Israel’s crimes is found in vv. 11–13 and Yahweh announces his judgement in v. 14. Thus the context in which this verse should be interpreted is most naturally 5:11–19.

C. Interpretation

According to a standard prophetic trope, the punishments decreed in this section fit the wrongs that Israel had committed. Israel is accused of a complacent, misplaced confidence, expressed in a series of denials which Yahweh will prove false: “No evil will come upon us [תֵּבָא עַלָּנוּ], and we shall not see sword [ךְוָרֶב] or famine” (v. 12). Yahweh declares, however, “I am going to bring upon you [הֵנֵנִי פָּכוּ חַלָּפִים] a nation from far away” (v. 15); the coming of

⁴ See Berlin, Biblical Parallelism, 54–56.
this nation, which devours everything in its path, will lead to famine; and by its sword (חרב) will Israel’s defences be demolished (v. 16).

This careful compositional strategy may also go towards explaining the formulation of the reference to the ancient nation’s unintelligible language. In v. 13, Israel denies the validity of Yahweh’s prophets thus: “The prophets are nothing but wind, for the word [דברים] is not in them. Thus shall it be done to them!” Yahweh counters this claim, proving that the prophetic word is not “hot air” by transforming it into ravaging fire: “Because they have spoken [דברים] this word [דברי], I am now making my words [דברי] in your mouth a fire, and this people wood, and the fire shall devour them [אכלהם]” (v. 14).5 The threefold repetition of the root דבר in this short verse underscores its importance to the passage, and suggests that its occurrence in the following verse is correspondingly significant: “I am going to bring upon you a nation …. whose language you do not know, nor can you understand what they say [מלשון דברי] (v. 15).” This verbal resonance links the language of the foreigners with the prophetic word rejected by Israel and reaffirmed by Yahweh. Likewise, the invaders’ voracious appetite, which consumes everything in its path (the root אנא appearing four times in v. 17), connects them with the devouring fire of Yahweh’s word.

The effect of this careful patterning is complex. On the one hand, it presents the ancient nation as a physical manifestation of Yahweh’s word, perhaps even a personification. This is an extreme variation on a long tradition within Israelite prophecy of presenting foreign armies as tools that Yahweh uses to enact his designs.6 The invasion of the ancient nation is also hereby portrayed as a fitting punishment for Israel’s crime: Israel rejected prophetic speech, wishing it back on the heads of the prophets; in the future it will be assailed by

5 This verse appears to contain an allusion to the description of the “prophet like Moses” in Deut 18:15–19, into whose mouth Yahweh will place his prophetic word; however, in Jer 5:14 Yahweh’s word is only destructive.

6 Perhaps this technique is developed most fully in the prophecies of Isaiah of Jerusalem (e.g., Isa 10:5–19), on which see, inter alia, Machinist, "Assyria and Its Image."
speech that it cannot even understand. As will be shown below, this association of foreign language with the rejection of prophecy is a recurrent element in the texts which form the subject of this chapter.

One further aspect of this verse which merits comment is the juxtaposition of the foreign nation’s antiquity with the unintelligibility of its language: “It is an enduring nation, it is an ancient nation, a nation whose language you do not know, nor can you understand what they say” (v. 15). Rashi explains this joint presentation in the following way: “From days of yore it began to rebel against Me, in the generation of separation [דָּרוּת הָפֶּלֶת] in the land of Shinar.” Since Shinar is the name of the land where the tower of Babel is built (Gen 11:2), the implication is that the nation described by Jeremiah is the Babylonians, who are heir both to the land and to the habits of the ancient builders. In his comment on Gen 11:1, Rashi portrays the building of the tower as an act of war against Yahweh, in defiance of Yahweh’s exclusive ownership of “the upper regions.” Like the ancient builders, Jeremiah’s Babylonians oppose Yahweh, by warring with his people.

Throughout Jeremiah, Babylonia is the nation which threatens Israel, so the fact that Rashi would identify the unnamed nation in Jer 5:15 with Babylonia is quite natural. A further explanation of Rashi’s linking of these two passages may be a specific verbal connexion, namely, the use of שָׁמַע in the sense “to understand (a language)” in both (Gen 11:7; Jer 5:15). It is quite possible that this allusion is intended, since others have detected awareness elsewhere in Jeremiah of the tower of Babel episode. By invoking an event from ancient history at this point, Jeremiah may be using a technique which is especially widespread in

---

7 Rashi’s interpretation is noted in passing by McKane, *Jeremiah*, 1:124. The “generation of separation” is the standard rabbinic way of referring to the Tower of Babel episode.

apocalyptic prophetic literature, that is, the likening of the future to the past, the end to the beginning, which pictures history as one great ring composition.⁹

Thus it becomes evident that the strange speech of the ancient nation in Jer 5:15 is woven into a text which displays an intricate compositional structure, both at the level of the individual poetic stich (parallelism) and within the larger unit in which it occurs. The theme is developed through several prophetic modes, and is employed in service of sophisticated literary and theological ends.

III. Deut 28:49

Yahweh will raise a nation from far away, from the end of the earth, to swoop down on you like an eagle, a nation whose language you do not understand.¹⁰
(Deut 28:49)

A. Textual Issues

For ἐκ οὐκ άκούσης ρήμα φωνῆς αὐτοῦ, LXX has ἐκ νος, ὥστε άκούσης τῆς φωνῆς αὐτοῦ. John William Wevers claims that the translator of LXX Deut failed to notice the reference to foreign language here.¹¹ This is because τῆς φωνῆς αὐτοῦ, which he translates as “its voice” or “sound,” is used to translate ןָשָׁהָ, and the idiomatic meaning of שָׁהָ as “to understand (a language)” is not conveyed by άκούση (unlike, for instance, intellegere in Vulg.). Wevers

---

⁹ For the classic exposition of this prophetic technique, see Hermann Gunkel, Schöpfung und Chaos in Urzeit und Endzeit: Eine religionsgeschichtliche Untersuchung über Gen 1 und Ap Joh 12 (Göttingen: Vandenhoek & Ruprecht, 1895).

¹⁰ NRSV modified.

suggests that “the translator took the image of the swooping eagle to refer to the silence of the attack, and so translates the continuation as ‘a nation whose voice (or better “the sound of which”) they did not hear’; it would be a surprise attack.”

I disagree with this assessment for the following reasons. Φωνή, which can mean “speech” and “a (particular) language,” 12 is in fact a very sensitive translation of יָם in this usage. In addition, literalness of translation in LXX is not a good indicator of (mis)understanding; LXX Greek is full of calques from Hebrew usage. Thus, the use of ἀκοῦση in Deut 28:49 (and in Jer 5:15) cannot be taken to imply that the translators misunderstood יָם here. Thus Wevers is incorrect to argue that LXX appears to have mistaken the Hebrew sense.

The other ancient versions show no significant textual issues in this verse.

**B. Context and Dating**

This verse forms part of the curses (vv. 15–68) invoked upon Israel if it disregards the law of Yahweh as laid out in Deuteronomy. These curses are paired with a (much briefer!) list of blessings that Israel should expect if it observes its god’s commandments (vv. 1–14). This chapter has a complex editorial history, one probably fairly representative of the processes which the entire book of Deuteronomy underwent. While the blessings saw little expansion, the curses seem to have acted as something of a repository for the many ills that eventually befell Israel, but dating the redactional layers that accrued is made difficult by the absence of names and dates from the vivid curses of this chapter. Though many of these are presumed to

---

12 See LSJ at φωνή, definition A.II.2.
be *vaticinia ex eventu*, specifics appear to have been avoided by the book’s redactors as anachronistic.

Verse 49, with which we are concerned, comes at the head of a stratum which is characterized by a different tone from those which precede it. From v. 47 to v. 57, the curses are presented unconditionally, as if Israel’s faithlessness is a done deed, and as if the curses listed will certainly come. Thus Richard Nelson assigns it to a third compositional layer of four, the first being the original curses (vv. 15–19), the second an early expansion of them (vv. 20–46), and the fourth a clearly postexilic addition (vv. 58–68).

This redactional stratum narrates the events of an invasion step by step, and because of this apparent familiarity with military defeat it has been dated to the exilic period by, among others, von Rad. But while this is plausible, it is not certain, as Nelson notes. Conquests and deportations were not limited to a single episode in the history of Israel and Judah, and descriptions like these could have been elicited by any one of the more-or-less destructive campaigns by the Assyrians and Babylonians to the southern Levant from the late eighth to the early sixth centuries. Indeed, as John Thompson points out, images and descriptions which appear in these verses were used throughout this period, such as the eagle (𐤉𐤃; Hos 8:1; Jer 48:40; Ezek 17:3).

---


15 von Rad, *Deuteronomy*, 175.

16 Nelson, *Deuteronomy*, 323.

C. Interpretation

The curse in Deut 28:49 is related to others recorded in this chapter (and which are generally considered to be earlier): “your sons and daughters shall be given to another people [לעם אחרים], while you look on” (v. 32); “a people whom you do not know [עם אחרים לא ידעת] shall eat up the fruit of your ground and of all your labors” (v. 33); “Yahweh will bring you, and the king whom you set over you, to a nation that neither you nor your ancestors have known [גידי אלשר לא ידעת אחוה ואברך]” (v. 36). 18

These descriptions are primarily negative. They portray the unknown nation as one with whom Israel has had no prior relationship, and hence about whom Israel knows absolutely nothing, except what these curses describe. The literary effect of such apophasis is to increase tension: the unknown holds greater fear than the known, and these descriptions allow the reader or listener to imagine the very worst about this enemy. In comparison with these earlier descriptions, v. 49, which mentions for the first time the nation’s language, introduces a new unknown factor, and thus intensifies the impression, as Jeffrey Tigay has noted. 19

There may also be a historiographical purpose to describing the unknown nation in these terms. Israel’s knowledge of political geography was informed by the normal processes of its foreign relations: trading and warring with close neighbours, turning to Egypt in difficult times, and so on. But the nation described in Deut 28 sits beyond the boundaries of this constructed geography, so extremely distant (גידי מרחקים מחצה הארץ) that Israel has had, as yet, no knowledge-building encounter with it. That such a nation should begin to play a part in Israel’s history is a statement to the effect that the course of Israel’s history will change

18 We may also compare Deut 32:17, “They sacrificed to demons, not God, to deities they had never known [לי אלשר לא ידעת]”

dramatically; a new era in the nation’s life will begin, of quite a different type from what
came before. Such is the significance of choosing to disobey Yahweh’s commands. This is
effectively conveyed by descriptions of the nation as one unknown to Israel.

In this section of Deut 28, the moulding of threats to the crimes they punish is at work. For
example, in vv. 47–48 we read that “Because you did not serve [לא תעבדת] Yahweh your God
… therefore you shall serve [עבדת] your enemies whom Yahweh will send against you.” This
device is present also in the reference to foreign language in Deut 28:49, as it was in Jer 5:15.
In v. 49, a nation will come “whose language you do not understand [לא תשמעת] Yahweh your God.” We should
connect this with the use of שמעת in v. 45, which reads “All these curses shall come upon you
… because you did not obey [לא שמעת בקול] Yahweh your God.” This paronomasias plays
upon the polysemy of שמעת, “hear,” in Hebrew. When followed by קול or בקול שמעת, שמעת
takes on the specific nuance “to obey, heed.” In another usage, when a language is the object of
hearing, this verb means idiomatically “to understand.”

Thus the sin of not listening to Yahweh’s words will be punished by subjecting Israel to baffling sound of their conqueror’s
language.

D. Relationship to Jer 5:15–17

The similarities between the curses outlined in Deut 28:47–57 and the judgement pronounced
by Yahweh in Jer 5:15–17 have long been recognized. Not only are there specific verbal
connexion, but, as Winfried Thiel has commented, the sequences in which the items are
presented are also alike. Some relationship is therefore generally accepted to obtain

20 The other instances of this usage are Gen 11:7; 42:23; 2 Kgs 18:26; Isa 33:19; 36:11; Jer 5:15; Ezek 3:6.
21 Winfried Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 1–25 (WMANT 41; Neukirchen-Vluyn:
between these texts. The verses we have been dealing with—Deut 28:49 and Jer 5:15—may be used to illustrate this relationship.

Both verses begin with Yahweh’s declaration to bring upon Israel a nation from afar, and specific verbal parallels are apparent: רָעִי (Deut 28:49); נָעֵר (Jer 5:15); נָעֵר (twice in Deut 28:49, four times in Jer 5:15); נָעֵר (Deut 28:49); נָעֵר (Jer 5:15). After this, both texts claim that Israel will not understand כְּלָל (Deut 28:51; Jer 5:17). Thus we see here specific linguistic connexions as well as a similarity in order.

These similarities are striking enough to show a direct relationship between these passages. That is to say, the author of one these passages knew the other passage in some form. What is difficult to determine is the direction of this relationship, because no simple description of the relationship between the books of Deuteronomy and Jeremiah explains the complex set of textual connections between them. Philip Hyatt, for instance, argued that Jeremiah knew a form of Deuteronomy, but that later additions to Deuteronomy were made with reference to Jeremiah, and that editors inspired by Deuteronomy altered and expanded the text of Jeremiah. Thus, the direction of influence needs to be decided on a case by case basis.

In the case under discussion, the overall brevity of the description in Jer 5 slightly suggests its primacy over Deut 28:47–57. This is emphasized by Ernest Nicholson, and also by Hyatt, who imagines the editor of Deuteronomy to be validating Jeremiah’s prophecy through this reference. However Jer 5 is not shorter at every point. For instance, where Deut 28:49 has a single clause describing the language of the foreign nation, Jer 5:15 has two. Because these two clauses in Jer 5:15 contain, broken apart, the entirety of the single clause in Deut 28:49


Jeremiah’s reformulation of this expression constituting an allusive expansion of an earlier tradition, associating Israel’s sins in the prophet’s time with the ancient law of Yahweh and the curses consequent on breaking it.

Internal factors do not therefore clearly demonstrate the direction of influence between Jer 5 and Deut 28:47–57. Moreover, as is often the case in biblical studies, the absolute date of these passages cannot be ascertained with certainty. Therefore, we must admit that the question of priority between these texts is not currently resolvable. It is, however, important to note the closeness of the relationship, which may suggest the origin of them both in a similar historical situation. Because of this uncertainty, we are unfortunately unable to draw conclusions about the development of the alloglot-invader theme through time by comparing these passages. However, this theme constitutes a clear point of contact between Jeremiah and Deuteronomy, a point of contact apparently important within these texts themselves, in that it forms a locus of allusion and redaction, and so one valuable to our scholarly understanding of these books.

E. Parallels in Other Ancient Near Eastern Literature

In structure and content, as has long been discussed, Deuteronomy shares many features with ancient treaty documents from Mesopotamia, Asia Minor, and the Levant. For instance, one recurring feature in these texts is a historical prologue outlining the relationship between the covenanting parties, which the opening chapters of Deuteronomy resemble. Chapter 28 especially, the blessings and curses consequent upon observing or abrogating the terms of the

---

covenant with Yahweh, has been illuminated by such comparisons, and this holds true also in the case of threats of defeat by a foreign enemy.

Though many texts with general similarities could be adduced, I mention here only two parallels which display particular relevance to Deut 28:47–57. Firstly, among the curses invoked upon perfidious parties in the Vassal Treaties of Esarhaddon, defeat by a foreign enemy is listed. For instance, “may your sons////[not possess] your house; may a foreign enemy [nakru aḫu] divide your goods” (6.429–30). Secondly, in the curses at the close of the Laws of Hammurabi, Ishtar is invoked to punish the one who does not heed Hammurabi’s pronouncements as follows: “May she deliver him into the hands of his enemies [ana qāt nakrīšu], and may she lead him bound captive to the land of his enemy [ana māt nukurtīšu]” (50.92–51.23).

Despite these similarities, no mention is made in these texts of the language spoken by the foreign enemy, and we may thus, with von Rad, regard the curse of the alloglot invader as originating in prophecy, rather than treaty or legal literature. The biblical attestations to this theme, after all, are concentrated in prophetic literature (Jer 5:15; Isa 28:11; 33:19; Ezek 3:5–6), with Deut 28:49 as the only exception. This would be another respect in which Deuteronomy in its current form is related to the Israelite prophetic tradition. This bears on the broader relationship of the curses in Deuteronomy to ancient treaty documents. When Moshe Weinfeld described this relationship, he saw greater influence of the “Levantine

27 Translation taken from Martha T. Roth, Law Collections from Mesopotamia and Asia Minor (2d ed; SBLWAW; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1997), 139.
28 von Rad, Deuteronomy, 175.
lifestyle” on the curses in Lev 26 than on Deut 28, the latter being more closely aligned with
treaty curses than the Leviticus passage. However, the presence of the alloglot-invader
curse in Deut 28 shows that these predictions of doom were also distinctively influenced by
Israel’s intellectual heritage.

IV. Isa 28:11

Truly, with stammering speech and with alien language he will speak to this
people. (Isa 28:11)\footnote{NRSV modified.}

A. Textual Issues

Plural verbs in the LXX (λαλήσουσιν) and Targum (הוה מלעשין) suggest that their Vorlagen
read *דְּרֵבְרֹא. As discussed below, both sg. and pl. would make sense in context, and do not
significantly change the interpretation of the verse. Otherwise the versions support MT.

B. Context

Chapter 28 begins with the condemnation of the “drunkards of Ephraim” and Israel’s
religious officials, intermixed with predictions of their downfall, which extends to v. 8. This
is followed by a rhetorical question, “Whom will he teach knowledge?,” (v. 9) and the
notorious crux interpretum: בַּעַל זְכָר יִשָּׂאֶת כְּשָׂא מְשָׂא וְלֹא יִתֵּן צְרִיכוֹ אֲפִלּוּ נַפְּשׁוֹ (v. 10). After v. 11 (the

\footnote{Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, 57.}

\footnote{NRSV modified.}
one relevant for our purposes), an unheeded message about giving “rest to the weary” is recalled, and then Yahweh’s word of judgement is stated: first the formula from v. 10 is repeated (v. 13), and a punishment, in the form of an “overwhelming scourge,” is decreed for a people who covenanted with death (vv. 14–22).

C. Meaning of the root in לַלְכַּנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְנַנְn (Isa 28:11) and לַלְכַּנְנַנְn in לַלְכַּנְn שָפָה (Isa 33:19)

The root also appears in a similar context in Isa 33:19, in the phrase לַלְכַּנְn שָפָה. I shall discuss this verse in greater detail below, but here I shall consider the meaning of the root in these two verses. The standard modern interpretation of לַלְכַּn here attributes to it the meaning “to stutter, stammer,” whereas ancient interpretations generally understood the word in its more usual sense in biblical Hebrew, “to mock, deride.” Thus the meaning of the root deserves attention.

Firstly, we may consider it established that these usages should be viewed in tandem. Both of the passages in which they occur are concerned with foreign language, expressed in each case through the parallel terms שָפָה and שָפָה. That foreignness is at issue is shown by the use of אֲרָה, “other, strange” in Isa 28:11 (see below), and seems clear in Isa 33:19 from the reference to נַפְלֵים שָפָה מֵשֶׁהוּ, “people of an obscure speech that you cannot comprehend” (with which compare Ezek 3:5–6). In addition, these are apparently the only two uses of לַלְכַּn in the Hebrew Bible in connection with foreign language, occurring within a few chapters of each other in the book of Isaiah. Thus it is natural to interpret them together.


33 E.g., LXX φανολογοῦν, “contempt” (Isa 28:11) and πεφανολογοῦν, “contemned” (Isa 33:19); Tg. וְזֵרֵעֵב, “ridicule” (Isa 28:11). The etymological renderings of Isa 33:19 in the Tg. and Syr. make their interpretation unclear.
The construct plural form of the noun הָלָשׁ (ם, 34) which seems in all other instances of the noun in biblical Hebrew to mean “mockery, derision.” Only here does this noun occur in the plural. In Isa 33:19 is to be analysed as a Niphal masculine singular participle in the construct state. This is the only use of the Niphal of this verb in the Hebrew Bible. The verb is also attested in the Qal (more than ten times) and Hiphil (five times), where it always means “to mock, deride.”

Therefore the chief obstacle—and it is a very strong one—to interpreting הָלָשׁ as “stutter” is the fact that Isa 28:11 and 33:19 would be the only two cases in biblical Hebrew where the root means that. There are factors, however, which speak in favour of this understanding.

Firstly, this meaning is attested in cognate languages. The root הֶלֶשׁ in Aramaic (sometimes) and Syriac (regularly) means “to stammer, stutter,” 35 which makes it conceivable that the word in Hebrew may have carried the same sense. The two meanings—“stammer” and “deride”—could indeed be related, as suggested in HALOT (“to stammer in someone’s face, to deride”; compare English “snigger”), although this must be regarded as speculative.

Secondly, the meaning of “stammer, stutter” fits the context well. In Isa 33:19 “a people … of mocked [perhaps ‘ridiculous’] language [וַּעֲבֵר הָלָשׁ]” is not an appropriate designation of an enemy which is otherwise presented fearfully, but “stuttering of tongue” is, since, as I discuss further below, it is common cross-culturally to liken the sound of foreign languages to speech defects. For the same reason, “with stutterings of speech, with speech-stutterings [וַּעֲבֵר הָלָשׁ; Isa 28:11]” makes better sense than “with mockeries of speech.” Additionally, in Isa 28, this description seems to be linked to the formula בָּשָּׁמַיָּהוּ (vv. 10,

---

34 The form הָלָשׁ is also attested in Ps 35:16, where it is usually interpreted as an adjective (from הָלָשׁ), “mocking” (so BDB and HALOT); however, both the reading and the meaning of that verse are uncertain.

35 Sokoloff, Syriac Lexicon, at לֱכִי. A cognate in Akkadian, Arabic, or other Northwest Semitic languages is not apparent.
13). Though the semantic value of this string of repeated syllables is very unsure (see below), nevertheless when considered phonetically, it certainly displays the characteristic feature of stuttered speech.

Thus there is sufficient cause for taking נפש to mean “stutter” in these passages.

D. Interpretation

It is not possible here to resolve the interpretative difficulties of Isa 28, of which scholars have offered widely differing opinions in their attempts to discern coherent sense. One interpretation of the central section, vv. 9–13, however, seems to have gained widespread acceptance, and sheds light on v. 11. According to this interpretation, which is accepted by Otto Kaiser, Blenkinsopp, and others, v. 9–13 contain a dialogue between the prophet and his audience (where changes of speaker are not, unfortunately, indicated). It is the corrupt religious officials of Israel (v. 7) who pose the questions, “Whom will he teach knowledge, and to whom will he explain the message? Those who are weaned from milk, those taken from the breast?” (v. 9). By asking these, the officials suggest they regard the prophet’s teaching as more properly directed towards infants than themselves, and that the prophet insults them with preaching this message to them. The repetitive formula of v. 10 (דְּבֵ֫דַל, etc.) is interpreted as a parody of this infantile message, either because it mimics a baby’s babbling or because it is a fragment of a school lesson.37

36 Kaiser, Jesaja, 243; Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1–39, 381. This interpretation is not accepted by Ulrich Berges; see Ulrich F. Berges, The Book of Isaiah: Its Composition and Final Form (trans. Millard C. Lund; HBM 46; Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix, 2012), 192.

37 The alphabetic sequence, and רְשָׁי (perhaps “little one, child”) suggested the school context to Ibn Ezra, and has been accepted by some modern scholars; see Kaiser, Jesaja, 243.
Verse 11 is interpreted as the prophet’s response to these charges. He affirms (the כ is asseverative) that Yahweh will indeed speak to Israel in “stammering speech” (an accurate description of the childish sounds of v. 10); ironically, however, this will not be the way Isaiah’s opponents expect. Rather, Yahweh will speak לִשְׁגָּדֹת אָבָרָתָהוּ, “in an alien language.” אָבָרָתָהוּ, “other” is commonly used in the Hebrew Bible in cases where the referent is conceived as foreign, such as “another people” (Deut 28:32), “another land” (Deut 29:27), and the very common “other gods” (e.g., Exod 20:3), and the word is also used substantively to mean “foreigner” (e.g., Jer 6:12). Thus לִשְׁגָּדֹת אָבָרָתָהוּ should be taken as referring to a foreign language, specifically the speech of an invading nation, a nation described in Isa 28:2, 15, 17–19 with the Isaianic metaphors of tempest and flood.

This illuminates v. 13, where the string of syllables from v. 10 is repeated, this time introduced as “the word of the Yahweh … to them [לָהֶם].” In light of the “alien language” of v. 11, it appears now to serve a new purpose, that of imitating the gibberish Israel would hear when the invader comes. Here, לָהֶם may indicate the subjectivity of Israel’s perception: to them, the foreign nation’s language seems like nonsense.

Admittedly, this expansive interpretation is somewhat tortuous. Yet it has the advantage of explaining many otherwise curious elements, while also linking them with each other and with the rest of the chapter. Thus it can be (cautiously) affirmed. As for the question of the date of this passage, in general, scholars have attributed it to the oracles of the “First Isaiah,” the late eighth-century Jerusalem prophet.38 However, Reinhard Gregor Kratz has argued that, at least in its current form, Isa 28–31 contains a sophisticated rewriting and

---

38 Among others, Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1–39, 381; Wildberger, Isaiah, 3:23; Kaiser, Jesaja, 246. According to John Watts, this oracle stems from somewhat later than the time of Isaiah of Jerusalem, the mid to late seventh century, during the waning of Assyria’s power; John D. Watts, Isaiah 1–33 (WBC; Waco, Tex.: Word Books, 1985), 363.
reorganization of original Isaianic material, aimed at highlighting certain important themes.\textsuperscript{39} We must admit, therefore, that the date of our verse is uncertain.

\textit{E. Verse 11}

Within this unit, then, v. 11 fulfils an important function. It acts as a pivot separating the two iterations, and meanings, of the \( \ddash \) formula, and indeed provides the key for understanding the second instance of this formula. It is thus interesting to note how succinctly the notion of the invading alloglot nation is expressed. This is achieved primarily by the implicit reference which this verse makes to threats such as those found in Deut 28:49 and Jer 5:15. The allusion is established by the use of features which belong to this complex of ideas, features which occur in various permutations through this network of passages. In Isa 28:11 these are the keyword \( \ddash \) (Isa 33:19), the pairing of \( \ddash \) with \( \ddash \) (Isa 33:19; Ezek 3:5–6), and the concept of foreign language (here expressed through \( \ddash \ddash \ddash \); indicated in the other passages in various ways). Unlike these other passages, however, Isa 28:11 does not use a noun to describe the alloglot nation (\( \ddash \) in Deut 28:49 and Jer 5:15; \( \ddash \) in Isa 33:19 and Ezek 3:5–6), nor does it claim explicitly that Yahweh will bring them, though this is made plain elsewhere in the chapter (Isa 28:2, 15, 17–19).\textsuperscript{40} This brevity of phrasing in our passage, then,


\textsuperscript{40} The pl. verb of LXX and Tg. would most naturally be interpreted as referring to the alloglot nation: “with stammering speech and with alien language \emph{they} will speak to this people.” Because the implicit subject here (\( \ddash \) or \( \ddash \), collective nouns) can be grammatically sg. or pl., this interpretation could also be true of the sg. of MT: “it will speak to this people.” This is possible because the subject of MT \( \ddash \ddash \), generally assumed to be Yahweh, is not stated. In any case, v. 13 makes it clear that this stammering speech of the foreigner is ultimately
attests to the widespread knowledge of the theme among biblical authors, signalling that it was as a well-established element in the intellectual repertoire of ancient Israel. Indeed, the highly allusive form in which the theme occurs here suggests that the theme was well-developed by the time this oracle was composed, thus perhaps already in the time of Isaiah of Jerusalem, in the late eighth century B.C.E., if indeed Isa 28 is to be dated to that period.

Further similarities to Jer 5:15 can be noted. As in Jer 5:15, foreign language in Isa 28:11 is associated with the rejection of the prophetic word. The religious officials of Israel scorned Isaiah’s message, and so Yahweh will send a people of strange language against them. We may note also the use once more of the theme that the foreign language of an enemy, afflicted upon Israel, is a punishment which fits the crime. The prophet’s opponents derided his valid warnings as infantile or nonsensical; Yahweh will therefore present his words in a nonsensical form. Furthermore, in Isa 28:11 the foreign nation is in some sense the voice of Yahweh: their “stammering speech” constitutes “the word of Yahweh” to Israel. This is comparable to Jer 5:15, where, as I argued above, the “ancient nation” is depicted as a physical manifestation of Yahweh’s word. Yahweh’s prophetic word rarely comes to non-Israelites in the Hebrew Bible,41 so this nonce-association of foreign speech with prophecy may be primarily a poetic, rather than theological, device, but it is noteworthy nonetheless.

---

41 Balaam, in Num 23, is one exceptional case.
V. Isa 33:19

“You will not see the nôʾāz people,
a people with speech too deep to understand,
with a language so stuttered as to be incomprehensible.”

A. Textual Issues

The LXX at this point is confusing, and clearly the translator had difficulty in understanding his Hebrew Vorlage. To focus on the points important for our purposes, we may note that MT נ׳א is rendered with a verb meaning “to counsel, advise” (συνεβουλεύοντο), on which, see further below. Each element in the sequence עליך שפה משמעת appears to be represented (though misunderstood), but no appropriate translation of לしゃם occurs, though in its place תםukoועוי to be retroverted as יڥڥڥڥڥڥ, appears. Parablepsis may explain the LXX’s reading: the translator’s eye may have skipped from לしゃם to לしゃם two words earlier. Retroversions of other variants in LXX are not certain. Other ancient witnesses do not show significant variants.

B. Context

This chapter begins with a condemnation of the as yet undestroyed destroyer (v. 1), whose destruction is foretold. Next, a series of fragmented images is presented, marked by desolation and waste (vv. 2–13), followed by something resembling a cultic entrance

---

42 My translation.
The section in which our verse occurs (vv. 17–24) describes a glorious future reality, in which the “king in his beauty” will become apparent, and which is marked by the absence from Jerusalem of various evils. These evils include the “nôʾāz people” of v. 19, illness and sin (v. 24), and, curiously enough, sailing ships (v. 21).

C. Interpretation

This chapter contains several shifts of tone, address, and subject matter, as well as some very unusual images, which make any straightforward interpretation difficult. Perhaps the most enlightening explanations connect this chapter with the book of Isaiah at large. Willem Beuken described this as a a Spiegeltext, arguing that it presents, in reverse order, the topics of the chapters of Isaiah (up to this point), as a kind of summary inserted by the author of Isa 56–66 (Third Isaiah), as a guide to the work. Hugh Williamson also assigned a special compositional function to this chapter, but in the work of the Second Isaiah (Isa 40–55); this chapter, he argued, was composed by the author of Second Isaiah as a bridge text, to link his work to the earlier Isaianic corpus. In light of this breadth of scholarly interpretation, it is no surprise that the passage cannot be dated securely; the foe mentioned in v. 19 has been variously identified as the Assyrians (Walter Zimmerli), the Babylonians (Williamson), the Persians (Beuken), and the Ptolemies or the Seleucids (Kaiser).

43 Thus originally Gunkel; see Brevard S. Childs, Isaiah (OTL; Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John Knox, 2001), 244–46.
D. 

The meaning of לatron in this verse is not clear. In form, it appears to be a Niphal masc. sing. participle from a root *ʦʩ (*ʦʩ), a root not attested elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible. The interpretation of the LXX, συνεβουλεύοντο, connects the verb with עָנָה, “to counsel, advise,” perhaps suggesting that *ʦʩ is a by-form of עָנָה. The meaning in context of the verb on this interpretation would be unclear (“the people who take counsel you will not see”).

Alternatively, an emendation has been proposed. In light of the foreign-language reference in the verse, the editors of BHS propose emending this word to a form of the root הָנַה, “to speak unintelligibly,” used to describe the Egyptians in Ps 114:1. However, since הָנַה is a hapax legomenon in biblical Hebrew, it is not a likely candidate for an emendation. It also has no ancient version or manuscript support.

The translation of the Targum, תֶּקֶר, “strong,” apparently connects the word with the root הָנַה, “to be strong, fierce.” Since Niphal participles of geminate verbs are rare and show a great variety of forms, we should not be especially surprised when we find an apparently irregular form (the expected form being *ʦʩח [or rarely *ʦʩח]). Alternatively (and this is how the BDB and HALOT list it) we could speak here of a root *ʦʩח, being a by-form of הָנַה. This connection with the root הָנַה has contextual support, given the violent terms in which this people is described earlier in this chapter. It also makes sense in comparison to other passages that describe an alloglot intruder, since they associate the people’s language with its ferocity (e.g., נָשִּׁם in Deut 28:50). Thus interpreting לatron as “strong, fierce” seems prudent.

---

47 See PMBH 258–59.

48 BDB’s “barbarous,” which conveys the impression of “strong, fierce,” should be avoided because that word in English carries connotations about foreign language (albeit weak ones, as discussed in Chapter 2) that הָנַה may not; BDB הָנַה 418a–b, at 418b.
**E. Structure**

Isaiah 33:19 is composed of parallel phrases modifying (hemistich a) and (hemistich b). The use of in hemistich a to express (not) understanding a language is familiar from Jer 5:15 and Deut 28:49, except here it is used in a comparative structure: the people speech is “deeper than understanding,” that is “too deep to understand.” This structure helps us to understand the function of (there is no understanding.” in b. Like , this probably expresses the incomprehensibility of the fierce people’s language, rather than, as the Targum would have it, that people’s inherent lack of intelligence, or, as Beuken would have it, their lack of “culture.” Moreover, just as in a the unintelligibility results from the speech being “deep,” by analogy the incomprehensibility in b likely follows from its being “stuttered, stuttering” (ךלתיה). Thus “a people … with a language so stuttered as to be incomprehensible.”

Like the other passages so far discussed, this text lacks specificity (names, dates) in its description of the “fierce people.” But whereas in those passages this element of the unknown contributed tension and terror, that cannot be the case here, because of the imagined situation of the prophecy: this prophecy appears to place itself after the invasion of the alloglot nation, since it describes the withdrawal of an occupying force. Thus, the identity of that invader should have been very clear by the time this oracle was proclaimed; the unknown had become the known. What explains this lack of specificity, I believe, is the allusive way in

---

49 I shall discuss the implications of below, in connection with Ezek 3:5–6.

50 Tg. reads .

51 Beuken, 28.

52 This is especially clear if the , “weigher,” and the , “counter (of towers)” (v. 18) are understood to be imperial provincial administrators (tax assessors and collectors); this is the interpretation of many modern scholars (e.g., , 247–49; Watts, 498), who follow Ibn Ezra in this respect. The question “Where are they?” (v. 18) implies the sudden disappearance of this class of officials, as if they had come to be an everyday feature of life in the land.
which this prophecy reverses those previous ones. By staying close to the phrasing of this theme elsewhere, this verse points to these other predictions (whether to the ones preserved in the Hebrew Bible or to others made in similar words by other ancient prophets). The associations of those passages are thus introduced here, even though they are unstated, associations like Yahweh’s role in bringing this alloglot nation in the first place. By implying that these prophecies will be reversed, Isa 33:19 affirms that they were fulfilled in the first place: since the alloglot nation is now to leave Jerusalem, it must once have entered the land, which is what the other prophecies foretold. Thus this oracle, through its retention of the vagueness of these earlier predictions, deliberately but subtly situates itself within the tradition of Israelite prophecy, and validates earlier prophecies of an alloglot invader.

The passage in which v. 11 appears, and which describes the glorious Jerusalem of the future, should probably be connected with the trope referred to as the “inviolability of Zion,” which is found throughout the book of Isaiah and beyond. It is interesting to note what role language plays in the Zion of days to come. The removal of the deep-speeched, stammering people restores Jerusalem’s linguistic integrity, which is a token for the restoration of the national boundaries that invasions and occupations had eradicated. Similar sentiments are voiced elsewhere, as in Isa 52:1: “Put on your beautiful garments, O Jerusalem, the holy city; for the uncircumcised and the unclean shall enter you no more.” Here, circumcision, not language, is the sign used to single out foreigners. Similarly, in Joel we read: “Jerusalem shall be holy, and strangers [הים] shall never again pass through it” (Joel 4:17). Thus we see foreign language here as one element used to depict a Jerusalem-centric, ideal future age.

53 As discussed in the previous note, this passage depicts the reversal of the ill fortunes suffered by Jerusalem, and therefore does not in fact claim “inviolability” for Jerusalem, but does afford the city a special place in Yahweh’s dealings with the world.

54 The particularism exhibited here at times causes discomfort for modern readers. The universalistic biases which underlie this discomfort manifest themselves in interpretations of another potentially linguistic-diversity aware text, Zeph 3:9. See my discussion in Chapter 3.
The removal of the stuttering, deep-speeched people in Isa 33:19 may also involve concerns for absolute bodily integrity in the future age. Described, as they are, with words suggestive of speech defects, such people may be unfit for the new Jerusalem, where “no inhabitant will say, ‘I am sick’” (Isa 33:24). We may compare Isa 32:1–5: in an age when “a king will reign in righteousness” (v. 1), then “the tongues of stammerers will speak readily and distinctly” (v. 4).55

VI. Ezek 3:5–6

5For you are not sent to a people of obscure speech and difficult language [but] to the house of Israel,
6not to many peoples of obscure speech and difficult language, whose words you cannot understand.
Surely, if I sent you to them, they would listen to you.

A. Textual Issues

The repetitiveness of MT in these verses has led some scholars to suggest emendations. Zimmerli, for one, makes two plausible deletions.56

Firstly, Zimmerli regards אֲלֵיה יִשְָרָאֵל as a gloss, because in the Hebrew it is syntactically rather stark (the “but” in the English translation is epexegetical), and because without it he discerns a cleaner parallelism. Zimmerli may be correct in this, but the gloss has made its

55 BDB suggests a relationship between כן והעל, בד, and יד, לַעֲנָה, לֵּעָה, BDB at .541a–b.
56 Zimmerli, Ezekiel, 93.
way into all textual traditions, so it is not clear whether this is really a text-critical or a composition-historical issue.

Secondly, Zimmerli deletes the second ʯʥˇʬ ʩʣʡʫʥ ʤʴˈ ʩʷʮʲ (v. 6). Doing so creates an elegant, rather than a repetitive, pairing: ʯʥˇʬ ʩʣʡʫʥ ʤʴˈ ʩʷʮʲ ʭʲ ʬʠ ʬʠ ʠʬ ʩʫ. Indirect support for this deletion is also found in LXX, where the first appearance of the phrase (v. 5) is translated βαθύχειλον και βαρύγλωσσον, “of deep lip and heavy tongue,” whereas the second is translated ἄλλοφώνους ἢ ἄλλογλώσσους, “of another speech or another language.” These differ significantly, both syntactically (και/ἡ), and semantically (in whether they interpret the Hebrew descriptions physically or figuratively), and these differences could be explained by supposing that the second pair in Hebrew is an addition: LXX originally only contained the first pair, but when the second was added to the Hebrew, the Greek was “corrected” towards it; the correction was, however, carried out by a different translator who rendered the Hebrew in another way.57 The addition in the Hebrew may have been simple dittography, prompted by the similar ʯʥˇʬ ʩʣʡʫʥ ʤʴˈ ʩʷʮʲ ʭʩʮʲ.

For these reasons, I would emend MT beginning at ʯʥʭ (v. 5) up to ʯʥʭ (v. 6) to the following: 58

5 For you are not sent to a people of obscure speech and difficult language,
[to the house of Israel]
6 not to many peoples whose words you cannot understand.

---

57 LXX contains a double translation of ʯʥʭ in v. 6: ἄλλογλώσσους and συμφωνοῦν τῇ γλώσσῃ ὑπερτής (being sturdy in tongue). This pays witness to a complex internal Greek textual history

58 This differs from Zimmerli’s reconstruction, as he makes the additional deletion of ʯʥʭ based on Codex Vaticanus’ single adjective in v. 5, βαθύγλωσσον, “deep-tongued.” Pace John Olley, this appears to be a case of haplography within the Greek (skipping between βαθύγλωσσον and βαρύγλωσσον), rather than a translation of either ʯʥʭ or ʯʥʭ ʯʥʭ ʯʥʭ. John W. Olley, Ezekiel: A Commentary Based on Iezekiel in Codex Vaticanus (SepComm; Leiden: Brill, 2009), 249.
I propose one additional emendation. In the form it appears in MT, \( \text{שׂנָה} \) seems to come from an adjective \( \text{שׁנָה} \).\(^{59}\) However, this form is otherwise unattested, and the normal adjective form of this root is \( \text{שׁנה} \) (\( \text{שׁנה} \), etc.). For these reasons, it is best to regard the form in MT in this instance (and in Isa 33:19), as arising due to the influence of \( \text{שׁנה} \). \( \text{שׁנה} \) is a much more common adjective, and here it appears in a parallel phrase in a very similar construction (\( \text{שׁנה} \); compare also \( \text{שׁנה} \) in v. 7).\(^{60}\) This is preferable to supposing that the root has a second adjectival form used exclusively to describe speech, as the dictionaries seem to do. Thus I suggest emending the pointing of the MT in Ezek 3:5, 6 (and in Isa 33:19), to \( \text{שׁנה} \).

\[\text{B. Context}\]

At the beginning of ch. 3, Ezekiel receives a prophetic commission from Yahweh: he is ordered to consume a scroll and then speak in Yahweh’s words to Israel. However, Ezekiel is warned that his mission may be futile; Israel, unlike any other nation, will ignore him, because of its hardness of heart. For this reason Yahweh likewise hardens the prophet’s resolve, and sends him on his way, miraculously transporting him to the exiles at Tel Abib. The superscription (1:1–2) dates the action of this passage to the fifth year of Jehoiachin’s exile, that is, 593 B.C.E., though, because of the pessimism the chapter displays about the receptiveness of the prophet’s audience to the divine word, we may want to date the composition of the passage to later in Ezekiel’s ministry.

\(^{59}\) So BDB and HALOT ad loc.

\(^{60}\) I am grateful to Adam Strich for his observations on this point.
C. Structure

One notable structural device shaping these verses sheds light on the way the theme of the alloglot nation is used here. Verses 5–7 contain three instances of שמעת: Ezekiel cannot understand (לא שמעת) the nations (v. 6), because of the language barrier; but Israel is unwilling to heed (לא שמעת) Yahweh’s instruction (v. 7). These two uses display the meanings of שמעת discussed earlier, and played upon in Deut 28:49. Between these two occurs one more, where the meaning of שמעת is not self-evident: “Surely, if I sent you to them, שמעת ההם י tremendיה (v. 6).

Because these foreigners are being compared, favourably, to rebellious Israel, we naturally hear this clause as “they would heed, listen to you.” The presence of י tremendיה here also supports this since שמעת באחר, much like שמעת אל, can have a technical meaning “to obey, heed.”61 But coming immediately after, as it does, Yahweh’s claim that Ezekiel “will not understand” this nation, our understanding of שמעת ההם י tremendיה is coloured by this other meaning of שמעת. Thus, שמעת is, in some sense, polyphonic: its two senses resound at once, in a backward- and forward-facing reference which constitutes an, as yet unnoticed, case of Janus parallelism. In fact, only if this is so would the situation described in these verses make sense. The foreign nation could not heed Ezekiel if it did not understand him (Ezekiel, after all, does not understand them); but even if it did understand him, it might not necessarily heed him (this is Israel’s problem); in fact it both understands and heeds, which shows the importance of recognizing the paronomasia involved here. It seems that two meanings of שמעת, also used effectively in Deut 28:49, were thus a fruitful locus for wordplay in these alloglot nation passages.

---

61 See BDB שמעת 1033a–1034b, at 1034a.
The meaning of the phrases כבדי לועז and טמך שפה is not self-evident, and various interpretations have been offered. Determining the meanings of these phrases is complicated by the polysemy of all the words involved. All four words can indicate specific, physical realities: כבדי לועז and טמך שפה denote body parts (the lip and tongue respectively); טמך ספח is an adjective of spatial dimension (depth); and כבד one of material quality (heaviness). In the context of Ezek 3, the corporeality of these words is suggested by the mention, in just a few verses, of the body parts: mouth, belly, innards, forehead, heart, face, and ear (vv. 1–10). Thus I disagree with Moshe Greenberg when he claims that the meaning of טמך שפה כבדי לועז here is not intended to be physical. The difficulty lies in trying to assign meaning to these words in combination. What precisely does it mean to call a tongue heavy, or a lip deep?

At this point arguments made by Tigay about similar phrasing in Exod 4 are relevant. At his first encounter with Yahweh, Moses is told to deliver a message to the Israelites. Moses expresses his reticence to complete the mission in these words: “O my Lord, I have never been eloquent … but I am slow of speech and slow of tongue [כבד פיה כבדי לועז אמאר]” (Exod 4:10). With reference to Akkadian medical texts, Tigay has defended a traditional rabbinic interpretation of this verse as referring to a speech impediment. He notes that Akkadian kabtu is used with the names of many bodily organs as a terminus technicus to describe a range of ailments and dysfunctions. Evidence from the Hebrew Bible also supports this, where כבד is sometimes used analogously to עצם, “uncircumcised,” to describe defective body parts. Thus compare “Make the mind of this people dull, and stop their ears [כבד תלבוש]” (Isa

---

62 Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20, 68.
64 CAD K kabtu 24b–28b, at 26a.
6:10) with “See, their ears are closed [חרל אלה, they cannot listen.”(Jer 6:10). These considerations render it plausible that תֵּיתָב denotes an injury, illness, or defect of the tongue in Exod 4:10 and, indeed, Ezek 3:5–6. Unfortunately, as Tigay notes, the precise nature of this defect cannot be determined from the textual evidence, but the context makes clear that it is one of speech production.

In our case, given the use of תֵּיתָב, “stutter, stammer,” in other texts describing foreign language, the idea that תֵּיתָב might refer to a speech impediment in Ezek 3 is not surprising (we might suggest “tongue-tied” in English). תֵּיתָב is another matter, however. The root is not used to describe bodily defects in Akkadian or Biblical Hebrew in this way. Some have suggested that it denotes sounds which come from far back in the vocal tract, that is, “deep” in the throat, sounds we often refer to as “guttural.” But it seems unlikely that a speaker of ancient Hebrew, a language with a range of pharyngeal and laryngeal consonants, would remark upon the fact that any foreign speech was “guttural.” Rather, if we are to attribute to תֵּיתָב some physical meaning here, our best guess, from its being paralleled with תֵּיתָב, is that it indicates some kind of speech impediment about which, however, we are otherwise uninformed.

As noted above, the four words of the phrase in Ezek 3:5–6 are polysemous, and the text gives indications that their other meanings are at play here. In v. 7 Israel is described as חזק, חזק ובשם, “strong-browed and hard-hearted.” Here, words for body parts are used with their extended meanings, to describe character traits and behavioural dispositions, rather than physical organs. This description resembles the paired phrases we are discussing.

---


66 Ullendorff points out that Akkadian was in fact “less, rather than more, ‘guttural’ than Hebrew”; Ullendorff, “C’est de l’hébreu,” 129. That is, the Akkadian of the biblical period contained only one laryngeal or pharyngeal consonant, ې, compared to Hebrew’s four, ך = چ; ې = ۍ; ې = ې; ې = ې; see PMBH, 32, 76.
and כבדיلاعب. Indeed, the similarities are morphological and semantic: construct adjective (masc. pl.) + noun (abs. sg); word of physical quality + body part. A major function of this parallelism is to juxtapose Israel and the foreign nations, reinforcing the comparison which governs this section between the hypothetical receptive foreigners, and obstinate Israel. It also indicates to us that, like “strong-browed and hard-hearted,” we ought to look out for an extended meaning of כבדיلاعب beyond the anatomical.

From the other passages we have been dealing with, the extended meanings of כבדיلاعب and ppm are familiar, namely, what is produced by the organs of speech, that is, “speech” and “language.” As for the adjectives כבד and(pm, both can express the idea of “difficulty.” In several psalms and proverbs, we find that plans, thoughts, hearts, and minds are “deep,” in the sense of unfathomable, impenetrable, or unsearchable; that is, they cannot be fully understood (e.g., Ps 64:7; 92:6; Prov 25:3). Similarly, hard tasks in the Hebrew Bible are described as “heavy,” as in burdensome or unmanageable: driving chariots through mud (Exod 14:25); one man’s being responsible for the entire people of Israel (Num 11:14). Thus, to describe language and speech as כבד and ppm, is to call them “difficult,” which is entirely appropriate characterization of how a language is perceived by a non-speaker.

Thus the pair appears to contain two distinct but related meanings, both of which make sense as applied to foreign language, the one indicating the resemblance of the sound of a foreign language to a speech defect (“deep-lipped and heavy-tongued”), the other, its incomprehensibility (“of obscure speech and difficult language”). Ezekiel’s use of both meanings simultaneously is impressive. It indicates that a degree of thought went into this

67 Unfortunately these two meanings cannot be conveyed at once in translation, but it is interesting to note that the two pairs of translations offered in LXX (see above) approach the two sorts of meanings I have described here, the one physical, the other extended. Perhaps inspired by LXX here, Cooke suggests that MT’s repetition of the pair in vv. 5–6 stresses first the physical, and then the extended meaning; Cooke, Ezekiel, 1:39.
presentation and thus reveals the significance of the theme of foreign language to this passage.

**E. Relation to Passages Already Examined**

Ezekiel’s point in these verses seems clear enough. Israel will not listen to Yahweh’s words. This is astounding, since even peoples who speak different languages from the prophet would listen to those words. Compared with these peoples, Israel has no excuse; there is no language barrier, but it still refuses to obey. In making these points, Ezekiel uses concepts, terminology, and associations that we have seen elsewhere. The basic concept is the nation who speaks an unintelligible language, familiar from Deuteronomy, Isaiah, and Jeremiah. In addition, Ezekiel employs this concept to criticize Israel’s rejection of Yahweh’s word, as it was also employed in Deut 28:29, Isa 28:11, and Jer 5:15. In how this concept is expressed, the Ezekiel passage shows close verbal similarities with the others: דַּמַּן שָׁפֶם (also Isa 33:19); the pairing of הָאָשֹׁמֶל שָׁפֶם and לֹא הָשָׁמֶל (also Isa 28:11; 33:19); and the parallelism of יָשָׁמֶל שָׁפֶם with root יָשָׁמ (also Deut 28:49; Jer 5:15).

However, the way in which this concept is used is very different. The chief difference is that in Ezek 3:5–6, the alloglot nation is not pictured as an enemy. In all the other passages, the nation represented a looming threat (or, in the case of Isa 33:19, a present oppressor), ready to swoop down upon Israel. Instead in Ezekiel, this nation, or rather these many nations (שָׁפֶם ראָשָׁמ), as this prophet has it, are not presented as interacting with Israel at all. Instead, they serve as a foil for Israel, in a rhetorical device which resembles a parable or thought experiment. Yahweh says that if שָׁפֶם he sent Ezekiel to these nations, they would listen to
him. But he does not send Ezekiel to them. This mission is purely hypothetical, and the rhetorical point (of disgracing Israel) may in fact be stronger if a mission to the nations would be regarded as unlikely or preposterous. Thus the literary form in which the alloglot nation appears in Ezekiel differs from the predictions found in Deuteronomy, Isaiah, and Jeremiah.

The character of the nations in this passage is also quite different, at least at first sight. Whereas the ferocity of the nation was emphasized in the other passages, here, before a single prophet of Yahweh, the nations are pliant and submissive. This is quite unexpected, and this unexpectedness heightens Ezekiel’s rhetorical point. We may assume that the link between foreign-language, and strength and violence was known to Ezekiel and his audience. For one thing, Ezekiel’s phraseology shows a close relationship with other expressions of the alloglot-invader theme. What is more, the attestation of this theme in several texts from different periods indicates that knowledge of it was widespread. Given this background knowledge, Ezekiel’s claim, that typically aggressive nations would yield before Yahweh’s prophet, is extremely stark, and it emphasizes the power of Yahweh’s word. By these means is the goal of this passage advanced: for Israel not to heed Yahweh’s commands, it must lack even the minutest degree of sensitivity and obedience.

Undoubtedly, the historical circumstances of the exilic age can help to understand these differences from this theme’s use elsewhere. For instance, the plurality of the nations (םירavigator) is a new element in the presentation of this theme. As Zimmerli states, “this must reflect directly the very large number of groups of deportees which were here and there around

---

68 As in oath formulas, the ℞ in this clause probably serves an asseverative function; so Cooke, Ezekiel, 1:39.

69 The situation imagined in Ezek 3:5–6 finds a parallel in narrative in Jonah’s mission to Nineveh; however, that book does not contain reference to foreign language.

70 This contrast is strengthened if an allusion to the tower of Babel episode is intended in the reference to many peoples in connection with linguistic diversity. (After all, Ezekiel and his compatriots were deported to Babylonia, where some of the action of his book is set.) If rebelliousness characterized those original builders (as Rashi claimed), and infects their multilingual descendants, it is remarkable that they listen to Yahweh’s word, and even more remarkable that Israel does not. This allusion, however, is not certain.
Ezekiel’s own place of exile.”71 This may also explain why the nations are not spoken of as “distant,” unlike in Jer 5:15 and Deut 28:49. But I am hesitant to say that such historical circumstances explain Ezekiel’s use of the idea of the alloglot nation. For instance, one explanation for why the prophecy is not simply restated is that by Ezekiel’s time it could be seen to have come true: one distant, mighty alloglot nation had defeated and put an end to the northern kingdom, and another had conquered and deported the southerners. But as is shown in Isa 33:19, where the prophecy is reversed, the theme could still have force in predictions even after it was thought to have been fulfilled. Ezekiel’s choice is to reinterpret the alloglot invader theme creatively in accordance with his own particular aims and purposes.

VI. The Alloglot Invader Theme in Narrative? The Case of the Rabshakeh

It is interesting to consider the Rabshakeh’s use of the Judaean language in 2 Kgs 18//Isa 36 in light of the prophecies of the coming of an alloglot invader. In the Hebrew Bible there is no narrative that depicts precisely this reality, at least explicitly; in the many narrative accounts of the invasions of Israel and Judah, the invading nation’s foreign language is not mentioned. In the Rabshakeh episode, however, we have an interesting situation. Here, an invading foreign force, the Assyrians, encamps outside Jerusalem, and the people of Jerusalem hear the speech of one of these foreigners—the Rabshakeh, speaking on behalf of King Sennacherib. However, the speech that the people of Jerusalem hear from this foreigner is not in an unintelligible language, but rather it is in their own language, Judaean. Yet, this foreigner’s speech still induces fear, like the “obscure speech” of the prophecies. But this fear arises from the content of the speech, which foretells the defeat of Judah because of

---

71 Zimmerli, Ezekiel, 137; similarly Paul Joyce, Ezekiel: A Commentary (LHBOTS 482; New York: T&T Clark, 2007), 79.
misplaced confidence, not from the fact that it cannot be understood. Furthermore, in this story it is Judaeans who suggest that the foreigner cease speaking a familiar language, and instead speak a language that is strange and unintelligible to the majority of the population—this occurs when the Jerusalem officials request that the Rabshakeh speak in Aramaic instead of in Judaean. But the request is denied, and unintelligible speech is not uttered; the prophecies are not fulfilled.

The significance of this parallel is unclear. It is possible that the parallel is deliberately intended, and if not by the original author of episode, then perhaps by the editor who included this story in the book of Isaiah. After all, two prophecies that make use of the alloglot invader theme are found elsewhere in Isaiah (Isa 28:11; 33:19), and the Assyrians are the focus of much of that book. Moreover, the inclusion of the Rabshakeh episode in Isaiah involved careful thought. Thematically, the episode is closely linked with the prophecies of Isaiah, as Blenkinsopp has pointed out, since the episode dwells on the Assyrian king’s arrogance, the folly of an alliance with Egypt, and Yahweh’s protection of Zion.\(^\text{72}\) In addition, several scholars have argued that Isa 36–37 serves an important compositional role in the transition between the oracles of Isa 1–35, including the words of Isaiah of Jerusalem, and the prophecies of an exilic prophet contained in Isa 40–55.\(^\text{73}\) It is thus entirely possible that the linguistic element of this story, too, intentionally resonates with the alloglot invader theme, and if the parallel is deliberate, the similarities and differences may be meaningful.

Their meanings, however, are elusive. Perhaps we should detect irony: from within Judah comes the request that the Rabshakeh speak a foreign language, and thus effectively that he fulfil one element in a prophecy of Judah’s military defeat. But the effect of this irony is


\(^{73}\) So, for instance, Smelik, “King Hezekiah,” 97–105.
unclear. We might also draw a parallel between how this prophecy maps onto the narrative, and the events of the narrative. Just as in the narrative the alloglot invader prophecy is within a whisker of being fulfilled, so also is Judah on the cusp of defeat at the hands of the Assyrians. However, neither, in fact, comes about; only the Judaean language is heard in the narrative (although an imaginative reader will hear the foreign speech of the Assyrian soldiers in the background); and Jerusalem is saved. If there is a parallel to be drawn here, then, we might detect the work of divine providence in the Rabshakeh’s refusal to speak a foreign language; just as Yahweh saved Jerusalem from the Assyrians, so also he did not allow the conditions of this destructive prophecy to be met. In these ways the similarities and differences between the Rabshakeh episode and the alloglot invader prophecies are suggestive, but they remain speculative, and the influence of the alloglot invader theme on biblical narrative remains unclear.

VII. Dynamics of the Alloglot Invader Theme

I have now examined the occurrence of the alloglot invader theme in all of the occurrences in which it can be detected in the Hebrew Bible. This examination highlighted the contextual dynamics of this theme as it was presented in these particular passages. I shall now take a more synoptic approach, and consider the issue of the general dynamics of this theme. What overall effects does mentioning a foreign nation’s language have, and why is it repeated in these texts?

We should firstly note that the most commonly repeated idea in these passages (beyond foreign language) is the unintelligibility of that language. This is expressed in various ways:

74 That is, at least, in the presentation of these events in 2 Kgs and Isa; in contrast, in the presentation of these events in 2 Chr 32 a favourable outcome for Judah is a foregone conclusion.
through words of understanding (negated): יָשַׁר, וְיָאִיר; and through words which convey the difficulty of the speech for the listener: בָּאָר, וּמְבָרֵך. But the implications of this unintelligibility, that is, why it should be considered a problem, that is, are not stated in these texts. Consequently, commentators have noted various respects in which not being able to understand your invader might be problematic. For instance, in his commentary on the book of Jeremiah, Jerome wrote, “it is a comfort in the face of disaster if you have enemies whom you are able to petition and who can understand your entreaties.” Block and McKane reiterate this point about the impossibility of negotiations with such an unintelligible enemy, and Holladay makes a related one: “it is utterly terrifying to be subjected to the barked orders of military invaders which are incomprehensible.” What these comments pick up on is the powerlessness that comes with not understanding or speaking a language. Knowledge on which to base one’s actions cannot be acquired, nor can one influence the actions of others. Thus almost all control over the future is lost, which is a frustrating, humiliating, frightening, and hopeless experience.

Tigay contributes a rather different observation: in the context of ancient Israel, the claim that an enemy’s language will be unintelligible emphasizes the great distance from which the enemy must be coming. “It will come from so far away that its language will be unintelligible, unlike Israel’s close neighbors who spoke languages similar to Hebrew.” That is, this invader will not be one of Israel’s typical opponents in war, the other states in Canaan, but will come from much further away.

76 Daniel I. Block, Deuteronomy (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan, 2012), 658; McKane, Jeremiah, 1:124.
77 Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 188.
78 Tigay, Deuteronomy, 269.
This theme should also be connected with the violation of national boundaries. As discussed in Chapter 2, in the Hebrew Bible peoplehood is associated (at times closely) with language, as it is with kinship and territory. The threat of the alloglot invader targets one aspect of this complex concept, and by doing so threatens the entire system. That is, the encroachment of speakers of a foreign language into Israel’s territory threatens its existence as a people, by loosening the bonds between kin group, land, and language.79 In this way the alloglot invader theme is used to similar effect as those predictions, found alongside it in these passages, which threaten the institutions of national life. For instance, Deut 28:36 strikes at once at the political, religious, and territorial aspects of Israel’s identity: “Yahweh will bring you, and the king whom you set over you, to a nation that neither you nor your ancestors have known, where you shall serve other gods, of wood and stone.” Such predictions thus rob Israel and the Israelites of their identity, which is both frightening and humiliating.

The inferences drawn from the alloglot-nation theme in the foregoing paragraphs are all frightening prospects, and could indeed be the original implications of the ancient authors. It should be noted, however, that it may well be deliberate that these ramifications of being invaded by a foreign nation are left unstated in the passages under discussion. By leaving the implications of the invader’s strange language unsaid, the reader or listener is invited to draw his own inferences and to fear the worst from this situation. This is in keeping with the element of mystery, discussed above, evoked by the vagueness of these texts: the alloglot nation is named in none of these passages, even those in which the unknown has presumably become the known (Isa 33:19; Ezek 3:5–6). Indeed, because of the persistence, throughout these texts, of such ambiguity, we must see the efforts of scholars to identify the nations

79 Correspondingly, the ejection of the alloglots (Isa 33:19) expresses the hope for the restoration of proper boundaries.
involved as misguided, at best, and, at worst, as likely to obscure an important device in
operation here.\textsuperscript{80}

\textbf{VIII. History of the Tradition}

We are now in a position to make some observations concerning the history of the alloglot-
nation tradition in biblical literature. However, because of the small sample size, and the
difficulty in dating the texts involved, these remarks are offered with an appropriate degree of
uncertainty.

Apparently the earliest extant attestation to this theme is in Isa 28:11, which is often dated to
the ministry of the late eighth-century B.C.E. Isaiah of Jerusalem, although as pointed out
above, this dating is disputed. This is also the briefest formulation of the theme, and appears
to be highly allusive, presuming the network of associations made in the other passages.
From this I would tentatively surmise that already in the late eighth century the theme was
widely known, and its major components worked out: the invasion of a powerful nation
speaking a foreign language. Isaiah 28:11 forms part of this tradition, but did not originate it.
However, the association of this theme with the rejection of Yahweh’s word, which is taken
up in Jer 5:15, Deut 28:49, and Ezek 3:5–6, may be original to Isaiah.

Next to be considered are Jeremiah 5:15 and Deut 28:49, the fullest expressions of the theme.
A relation of dependence seems to exist between these two, although the direction of that

\textsuperscript{80} Among scholars who identify the foreign nations involved, Eichrodt is perhaps the most confident: “Isaiah
threatens them [sc. his opponents] with a message from God, in an unintelligible foreign language, that of their
Assyrian conquerors, about the meaning of which there can be no possible doubt”; Eichrodt, \textit{Ezekiel}, 65. In
contrast, Brueggemann counsels caution, although for different reasons from mine: “It is futile for us to try to
identify the specific army from the general description, because the language is not descriptive but imaginative
characterization”; Walter A. Brueggemann, \textit{A Commentary on Jeremiah: Exile and Homecoming} (Grand
dependence cannot be determined. The similarities between these and Isa 28:11 are not indicative of a direct relationship, however, which suggests the theme was still widespread in Israel’s intellectual tradition. The Jeremiah passage is likely to be dated to the late seventh or early sixth century B.C.E., and by association this may hold for this section of Deuteronomy.

Ezekiel 3:5–6 represents a departure in the use of the theme, this time not as a threat, but as an element in a rhetorical device emphasizing Israel’s wickedness. These verses also seem to show specific, separate, similarities to the passages both in Isaiah and in Jeremiah and Deuteronomy, with which it thus may have direct acquaintance. For these reasons and because of the dates generally assigned to Ezekiel, this passage should be dated to the first half of the sixth century B.C.E., probably later than Jer 5:15 and Deut 28:49.

The place of Isa 33:19 in this sequence is uncertain. It is a reversal of the prophecies which involve the theme, and so assumes that this theme was already well developed and widely known; but since this appears to be the case already at the time of the first attestation in Isa 28:11, that fact is not an indicator of date. Since it describes the presence of the alloglot nation in the land, but expresses optimism that that nation will disappear from Jerusalem, it may stem from a time after invasions but before hope was lost for the restoration, in which respect it resembles the outlook of Second Isaiah (mid sixth century B.C.E.).

Thus the theme spans more than 150 years of biblical literature, roughly the “golden age” of Israelite prophecy. As discussed in the previous section, the threat is best suited to a period of Israel’s history when a straightforward association between people, language, and land could be thought to be unproblematic. The absence of this theme from later literature may be traced to new historical circumstances. As I describe in the next chapter, life after the exile was marked by regular encounters with foreign languages for the Judaeans. In this period no
straightforward relationship between people, language, and land could be assumed, and exposure to foreign language was taken for granted rather than feared.

In terms of form and genre, in the Hebrew Bible this theme is a clearly primarily a feature of prophetic literature. The descriptions in these passages have been seen by Holladay, Mayes, and others, as part of a “stereotyped” tradition in ancient Israel, although it should be noted that, beyond these passages, we have no direct evidence as to the form of the tradition within Israelite intellectual discourse. These passages certainly display some important element of stereotyping, namely, vagueness or ambiguity, and relation to a larger, widely known set of concepts and terminology. In other ways, however, this description is not helpful. As Thiel notes, to call some text “stereotyped” is often to claim that direct contacts between it and other texts cannot be observed, when in fact among these texts several direct relationships may be discernible.

In ancient Near Eastern literature, the theme is only precisely attested in the Hebrew Bible, but the significance of this fact is unclear. In giving it weight we must consider the paucity of extant non-Israelite prophetic literature from this region in this era. It is certainly possible that we are dealing with a distinctively Israelite tradition, but the circumstances of Israel and Judah’s close neighbours in the Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian periods were similar enough that this threat would have resonated among them too.

---

81 Holladay writes “descriptions like this were doubtless traditional stereotypes”; Holladay, *Jeremiah*, 88; compare also Andrew Mayes writing on Deut 28:49, 50: “The expressions used to describe the enemy in these verses are in many cases stereotyped; they could be used of any conqueror. It is the existence of a common tradition and not direct literary dependence which explains the contact” with similarly worded texts; Andrew D. H. Mayes, *Deuteronomy* (NCB; London: Oliphants, 1979), 356–57

82 Thiel, *deuteronomistische Redaktion*, 97 n. 64.
IX. Barbarity

When commenting on the passages we have been analysing, scholars, in order to characterize these biblical descriptions of alloglot nations, have often used terms derived from Greek βάρβαρος, like “barbarian,” “barbarous,” “barbaric,” “barbarity,” and so on, which in Chapter 2 were seen to be inappropriate translations of לָשׁוֹן (Ps 114:1). The chief sentiments that scholars are apparently attempting to convey when they invoke barbarity in commenting on these Hebrew texts is that foreigners talk funny and they act funny. That is, there is a connexion between the language foreigners speak and the way they act, and neither of those things is “quite right.”

From the analysis presented in this chapter, it should be clear this minimal conception of barbarity applies to the texts discussed. foreigners do not speak “quite right.” They stutter (לָשׁוֹן) and display speech impediments (לָשׁוֹן). Furthermore, I have argued that there is also a strong link between this speech and behaviour here, with the majority of the relevant passages describing (or assuming) that the foreign nation is a strong and violent one.

In other ancient Near Eastern literature, we may detect negative characterizations of foreigners as uncouth at various times and places. One notable example is the description of the Gutians as dogs and apes, uninhibited, unintelligent, and unlike humans in appearance, in the Sumerian Curse of Agade.

The characterization of unskilled Akkadian/Sumerian scribes as hurru, “Hurrian; stupid?” is similarly unflattering. The specific link between these


foreigners’ objectionable behaviour and their foreign language is not, however, generally made. In this respect we may compare Sargon II’s cylinder inscription (dated to ca. 707 B.C.E.), discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, in which the king describes the building and settlement of his fortified city, Dūr-Šarrukīn. Regarding the settling of the city, Sargon claims the following: “The people of the four (quarters), of foreign tongue and divergent speech, inhabitants of mountain and plain ... I made them of one mouth and put them in its (= Dūr-Šarrukīn’s) midst. Citizens of Assyria, (who were) over-seers and supervisors versed in all manner of culture, I ordered to teach them correct behaviour, to fear god and king.”

Here, the link between language and behaviour is clearly made: when the peoples are introduced, they are merely described as speaking several languages; but the “solution” to this problem is twofold, both to teach them one manner of speaking, and to instruct them in proper values. Clearly, then, a difference in social values is implied in the comment that the peoples spoke various languages. Unlike the biblical texts, however, this passage passes no comment on what the foreign languages sounds like. Ḩû, “foreign,” is a fairly neutral descriptor, and la mitḫartu, “not matching, divergent” (perhaps, as discussed above, “not harmonious”) describes the relation of the languages to one another, not their inherent properties.

In this passage, the superiority of the Assyrian way of doing things is made clear. The process of incorporating foreign peoples into Assyria involves teaching them language and proper behaviour. The latter is explained succinctly as reverence towards god and king, that is, respect for the religio-political order. In privileging these Assyrian values, this passage is similar to Greek conceptions, on which see below.

86 The translation is taken from Machinist, “Assyria and Its Image,” 732.
87 “One mouth” in this passage may indicate a single authority that is imposed upon these peoples, or unanimity, rather than monolingualism; see Machinist, “Assyrians on Assyria,” 95–96.
Thus the association of speech and practice is attested in both biblical and Assyrian sources. However, the Greek conception of barbarity consists of more than strange language and strange behaviour, and it will be worth considering the evidence from Greek sources before deciding whether to detect this notion in the Hebrew Bible.

In relation to the origins and development of the idea of Greekness among the Greeks, Jonathan Hall has studied the concept of barbarity. The word βαρβαρόφωνος in the Iliad is the first attestation of root, which shows its early connection with sound. The term βάρβαρος becomes common in the fifth century, particularly in texts about the Persian Wars. It is associated with the absurdity of the Persians’ language in many texts, as in, for instance, Aristophanes’ Acharnians, which contains extended sequences of what is, from a Greek point of view, gibberish. During this period, several aspects of the behaviour of the barbarian became commonplaces. For one thing, the barbarian was primitive, exhibiting ways of life which Greeks had progressed beyond, as Thucydides observes. Moreover, the barbarian was submissive, like a slave or a woman, in contrast to the free Greek, as we see clearly for the first time in Aeschylus’ Persians. Overall, Hall points out, many of the characteristics of barbarians could be attributed to their lack of the typically Greek virtue σωφροσύνη, “moderation.”

---

88 See Hall, Hellenicity, 111–17, and 172–89.
89 Il. 2.867.
90 For an extensive discussion of the influence and perception of Persia in Greek society and thought of this period, see Margaret C. Miller, Athens and Persia in the Fifth Century B.C.: A Study in Cultural Receptivity (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997).
91 Acharnians 94–110. It is possible that some real words, phrases, or sentences in Old Persian are recorded in these sequences; see the discussion in S. Douglas Olson, The Acharnians (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), xxxi–xxxix.
92 Histories 1.5–6.
93 Hall, Hellenicity, 176.
Hall is careful to point out the various functions that this multifaceted term βάρβαρος played in ancient Greece. Significantly, in providing an antitype to Hellenicity, it aided in the development and spread of that unifying concept. For Greek foreign relations, it provided legitimization for projects of colonization and enslavement. And within Athens, where much of the discourse about the barbarians was carried out, it justified a political order in which only native-born citizens could be enfranchized. Through time the meaning and use of the concept changed so that, for instance, in the Hellenistic period merely to speak Greek and exhibit Greek manners was enough to remove one from the class of “barbarian.” This change is naturally linked to the spread of Greek learning and practice into the territories conquered by Alexander.

It is true that read in light of these descriptions certain features of the biblical texts stand out. For instance, the antiquity of the “enduring nation” in Jer 5:15 may at first appearance be reminiscent of the “primitiveness” of the barbarian. However, this antiquity is apparently mentioned in Jeremiah to demonstrate the nation’s great staying power, rather than its backwards behaviour. Also, the disrespect shown to the old and the young by the aquiline nation in Deut 28:49 implies a disregard for accepted mores, as in the Greek use of βάρβαρος. In other respects, however, these texts are quite different. Throughout, foreign language is presented as something to be feared, not something to be derided. Jeremiah 5:16 emphasizes the dominance and masculinity, not the servility or femininity, of the alloglot nation: “all of them are mighty warriors [גֶּבְרוֹת].” And as to the issue of superiority or inferiority, the foreign nations in Ezek 3:5–6 show a much greater degree of what Israel perceives to be the supreme virtue, obedience to Yahweh, than does Israel.

94 Ibid., 172–89.
95 That is, unless the characterization of foreign speech as a speech defect is an example of mockery.
These similarities and differences are thus sporadic and do not establish a close equivalence of the Greek and Hebrew concepts. In fact, it should be apparent from the above account of barbarity in ancient Greece that there can be no straightforward equivalence between this concept and any Hebrew one. Barbarity is a highly “indexed” notion, integrated into ancient Greek history and literature. It played important roles in Greek society, particularly with regard to the development of the notion of Hellenicity. In contrast to this, the antitypes against which Israelite identity is defined in the Hebrew Bible, most notably the Canaanite peoples (in Deuteronomy especially), differ from Israel especially in their religious practices; but linguistic otherness is not a part of their difference from Israel. Moreover, the histories of Israel and Greece with regard to “outsiders” are so different that a concept fulfilling a comparable function is not likely to arise. Israel and Judah were not colonizers or major traders; they were rarely able to repel the invasions of the regional superpowers, and never gained the influence Greece and Greek did.

Beyond an extremely minimal and general conception, “barbarity” is therefore not present in these biblical texts, and descriptions of the alloglot invaders as “barbarians” is potentially misleading.

X. Chapter Summary

In this chapter, I have found that the alloglot-nation theme in the passages in which it occurs is characterized by a web of linguistic and conceptual connexions. Though there are variations in how this theme is expressed and in the purpose to which it is put, I have discerned some shared assumptions which were prevalent, assumptions such as the association of foreign language with a speech impediment, and the link between the foreign
nation’s language and its violent behaviour. Nevertheless, I do not agree that these associations were particularly close to the ancient Greek concept of barbarity. I have argued that the power of the theme comes from the threat of powerlessness that it contains, as well as the way in which it jeopardizes Israel’s national integrity. I have linked the force of those threats to their applicability to particular periods in Israel’s history. In the following chapter, I shall outline how changes in Israel’s historical circumstances led to a different understanding of foreign language.
Chapter 7

Translation, Bilingualism, and Linguistic Nationalism in the Books of Esther, Daniel, and Ezra-Nehemiah

I. Introduction

The books of Esther, Daniel, and Ezra-Nehemiah, form a natural grouping on the basis of subject matter, style, language, and date of composition. One element which they also share in common is a degree of thematization of linguistic diversity which far exceeds other biblical texts. In these books references to linguistic diversity occur in a variety of forms. In this chapter I shall first provide evidence for the claim that these books contain a high frequency of references to linguistic diversity relative to other biblical books. I shall then examine the passages in these books that include such references, alongside related passages from other books, through three, overlapping, but nonetheless useful, groupings: translation; bi-/multilingualism; and linguistic nationalism. In these sections I shall relate the forms in which references to linguistic diversity occur to the historical circumstances to which the books refer and in which they were composed in an attempt better to understand these texts.
II. High Relative Frequency of References to Linguistic Diversity in Esther, Daniel, and Ezra-Nehemiah

Relative to other books in the Hebrew Bible, these books display a very high frequency of references to linguistic diversity. This can be shown by two measures: the frequency of words meaning “a language” in these and other biblical texts; and the frequency of names of particular languages in these and other biblical texts.

A. Distribution of Words Meaning “a Language”

1. Hebrew שמות and פלש

There is a marked trend in the distribution of these terms as applied to languages in the Hebrew Bible. In total, שמות is used eighteen times to indicate a particular language.¹ Nine of these occurrences, that is, half of them, are in clearly postexilic texts:² Isa 66:18; Zech 8:23; Esth 1:22 (twice); 3:12; 8:9 (twice); Dan 1:4; and Neh 13:24.³ The books of Esther, Daniel, and Ezra-Nehemiah contain seven of these occurrences, more than a third. פלש bears the sense “a language” in ten instances.⁴ As was noted in Chapter 2, פלש does not occur with this meaning in any text which is indisputably postexilic, including Esther, Daniel, and Ezra-Nehemiah.

¹ Gen 10:5, 20, 31; Deut 28:49; Isa 28:11; 33:19; 66:18; Jer 5:15; Ezek 3:5, 6; Zech 8:23; Esth 1:22 (twice); 3:12; 8:9 (twice); Dan 1:4; Neh 13:24. I also pointed out that Ecc 10:11 belongs on this list. See Chapter 2.
² By “postexilic” I mean dating from after the end of the exile (ca. 535 B.C.E.).
³ As will be discussed below, two of these occurrences (the second in Esth 1:22; Neh 13:24) are probably not original in these verses.
⁴ Gen 11:1, 6, 7 (twice), 9; Isa 19:18; 28:11; 33:19; Ezek 3:5, 6.
In total, then, a word for “a language” is used twenty-eight times in biblical Hebrew. Esther, Daniel, and Ezra-Nehemiah contain seven of these instances, a quarter. Since these books together only account for approximately a twentieth of the Hebrew text of the Bible, this is a significant deviation in the expected distribution of these terms.\(^5\)

2. Aramaic ר"ש

ר"ש, the normal word for “lip” in Aramaic, is not attested in the Aramaic portions of the Bible. Aramaic ר"ש, always meaning “speakers of a language, linguistic community,” occurs seven times (only in Daniel).\(^6\) This constitutes a rate or occurrence of once per 37.9 Aramaic verses of the Bible, or once per 1.1 chapters. This is significantly more frequent than in the Hebrew of the Bible, where a word meaning “a language” (i.e., ר"ש or ר"ש) occurs once every 824.1 verses, or once per 51.7 chapters.

3. Hebrew and Aramaic Together

Counting the Hebrew and Aramaic occurrences together, then, there are thirty-five cases in the Hebrew Bible where a word is used to mean “language.” Fourteen of those instances, that is, two fifths, occur in the books of Esther, Daniel, and Ezra-Nehemiah, which account for, as stated, only around a twentieth of the biblical text. By this measure, then, these books display raise the issue of linguistic diversity unusually often.

---

\(^5\) These books constitute 5.2% of the Hebrew text of the Bible counting by verses, and 2.9% counting by chapters.

B. Distribution of Names for Languages

A similar trend is observable in the distribution of names for foreign languages in the Hebrew Bible. Thirteen references are made to languages by name, using a total of five different names: יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּגָר הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּגָר הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּגָר הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּגָר הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּגָר הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּגָר הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּגָר הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּגָר הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּגָר הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּגָר הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּגָר הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּגָר הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּגָר הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּגָר הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּגָר הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּגָר הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּגָר הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּגָר הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּגָר הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ�א הָרָדְתָּא יָנָה יִזֵּק יַפָּ7 6 4 3 2 1

Seven of those references, more than half, occur in the same twentieth of the Hebrew Bible, Esther, Daniel, and Ezra-Nehemiah. Only one of these names, is not used in these texts.

These two measures, then, show that the books of Daniel, Esther, and Ezra-Nehemiah show a very high frequency of references to linguistic diversity, in comparison with the rest of the texts of the Hebrew Bible.

III. Translation and Interpretation

Texts which mention translation, both written and oral (“interpretation”), raise the issue of linguistic diversity, since an act of translation assumes the existence of multiple languages.

---

7 2 Kgs 18:26, 28; Isa 36:11; 2 Chr 32:18; Neh 13:24.
8 2 Kgs 18:26; Isa 36:11; Dan 2:4; Ezra 4:7.
9 Neh 13:24. The identity of this language will be discussed below.
10 Isa 19:18.
11 Dan 1:4. The identity of this language will be discussed below.
12 Five of the other references to these languages are found with reference to a single event, in the three versions of the presentation of Sennacherib’s message to Hezekiah (2 Kgs 18:26; Isa 36:11; 2 Chr 32:18).
13 These figures are different if we include the oblique reference to the language of the Judaeans in Esth 8:9: fourteen total references, and eight in Esther, Daniel, and Ezra-Nehemiah.
Familiarity with translation is evident in passages in Esther, Ezra-Nehemiah seems particularly to arise from the circumstances of postexilic life for the Judaeans. I shall now examine the passages in which translation is depicted, including a discussion of interpretation in Gen 42. I shall deal first with the role translation plays within them, and later with the picture of translation that emerges from these texts considered together, and with the historical factors which contributed to that picture.

A. Gen 42:23

Then Reuben answered them, “Did I not tell you not to wrong the boy? But you would not listen. So now there comes a reckoning for his blood.” But they did not know that Joseph could understand, since there was an interpreter between them. He turned away from them and wept; then he returned and spoke to them. And he picked out Simeon and had him bound before their eyes. (Gen 42:22–24)

1. Context

When Jacob’s sons come to Egypt seeking to buy grain for their starving families, they must do business with the Egyptian official who oversees the land’s granaries, though they are unaware that that official is their brother Joseph whom they had previously sold into slavery. Joseph recognizes his brothers and treats them harshly, accusing them of espionage, and imprisoning them for three days. Joseph agrees to release nine of them, holding one hostage until they bring their youngest brother before him. This situation leads the brothers to speculate that they are being punished for how they mistreated Joseph. Overhearing this

---

14 NRSV modified. The text of this verse is secure, as LXX and other textual witnesses support MT here. The fem. pl. form apparently indicates specifically that the division (“between”) occurs within the group referred to in the suffix. In contrast, the form would appear in the fuller construction of the form “between him and (between) them”; GKC §102.2. This distinction is not strictly maintained throughout biblical Hebrew.
speculation, Joseph begins to weep, dismissing the brothers according to the conditions previously stated, though he arranges for the price they paid for the grain to be repaid to them in secret.

2. Date

Scholars generally agree that the “family history of Jacob” contained in Gen 37–50 is, as it stands is a composite work, incorporating older and younger sources. However, no firm date can be assigned to the work of the redactor responsible for the final novella-like form of these chapters, which focuses chiefly on the turbulent life of Joseph. An early date in the Israelite monarchy was advocated by von Rad, who detected the influence of Egyptian wisdom literature in the story. In contrast, a later date is preferred by Donald Redford and John Van Seters, among others. Redford argues that the references to elements of Egyptian culture in these chapters, apparently aimed at adding a sense of verisimilitude to the tale, reflect a period not earlier than the seventh century B.C.E. Van Seters bases his exilic or postexilic dating of these chapters on a set of significant structural and thematic similarities that these chapters share with books which clearly belong to the latest period in biblical literature, Esther, Daniel, and Nehemiah. Like these books, Gen 37–50 is generally concerned with the life of an Israelite who is prominent in a foreign court, and illustrates the perils and rewards involved in such a life. Specific parallels among these texts may also be

15 See, e.g., Arnold, Genesis, 303–7; Brueggemann, Genesis, 265–69.


noted, such as the dual names, one Hebrew, one not, that some of these characters bear (Gen 41:45; Esth 2:7; Dan 1:7). While these and other features do not necessitate any particular date for the Joseph novella, they make it clear that close comparison between it and postexilic texts is warranted. It is thus to be hoped that an analysis of one evident commonality, reference to translation, in this section will prove fruitful.

3. Interpretation: מֶלִיש

The understanding of מֶלִיש, *mēliš*, in this passage as “interpreter” is common to the ancient versions, 19 and standard among modern scholars, 20 but has been disputed by, among others, Maurice Canney. 21 Determining the function of this word in the sentence is important in deciding whether this verse does in fact deal with translation.

מֶלִיש is to be analysed as a Hiphil participle (masc. sg.) of the verb מַעְנֵי, in a substantivized usage. In the Qal and the derived stems the verb means “to scorn.” 22 The meaning of the substantive is not clearly derivable from the verb. It is used in four other cases in the Hebrew Bible apart from Gen 42:23, where it appears to be applied to intermediaries of various kinds. An embassy is referred to in 2 Chr 32:31 when מַלְיָן שלו Babylon” are sent to Hezekiah to inquire about his miraculous recovery from illness. 23 These individuals clearly serve in a representative function, so the meaning “intermediary,

19 E.g., LXX ἐραμενεύτης; Vulg. *interpretem*; Tg. *Onq*.

20 Among them is Westermann, *Genesis*, 3:111, who does, however, point out that this is the only case in which the word bears the meaning “interpreter” in Hebrew.


22 BDB 539 a–b.

23 In the parallel passages in Isa 39:1–8 and 2 Kgs 20:12–19, King Meradoch-baladan of Babylon sends letters and a gift, the bearers of which are simply referred to as מֶלִיש.
spokesperson” is suggested. This is true also for Job 33:23. The verse seems to describe the (effective) intercession of a מָלֵאך (māleḵ) on behalf of an ailing sinner. The parallelism with מָלֵאך and this intercessory role support the interpretation “intermediary” once more. The referent in the Job passage may be human or superhuman.

Less clear are the two other occurrences. In Isa 43:27, we read: “Your first ancestor sinned, and your מְלֵישִׁם [mēlišîm] transgressed against me.” If we accept the meaning “intermediary, spokesperson” from the previous examples, we can offer one possible explanation of this verse. It could refer to iniquitous religious officials throughout Israel’s history (kings, priests, prophets, etc.), who, through their roles, are perceived to have acted as go-betweens in the people’s relationship with Yahweh (compare “vicar” in English). The use of the word מָלֵאך in parallel with מִשְׁפָּט, “judge, ruler” in Sir 10:2 supports this interpretation. In Job 16:20, the short sentence מָלֵאך is very difficult. Possible interpretations include “my friends are the ones who scorn me” and “my friends are my spokesmen.” The latter is rendered a little more likely by the use in the previous verse of the words מִשְׁפָּט and מָלֵאך, both “one who testifies, a witness,” implying that the passage is concerned with advocacy in some way.

Thus these Hebrew uses can be explained if מְלֵישִׁם is understood to mean “intermediary, representative, spokesman”; in none of these cases does the meaning “linguistic interpreter, dragoman” suggest itself. In postbiblical Hebrew, מְלֵישִׁם is also used to mean “one who speaks on behalf of someone, a defender.” Canney therefore argued that we should understand the use of this word in the Joseph narrative in the same sense. He translates “And they did not know that Joseph heard them, for the intermediary was between them,” explaining “Joseph

---

25 See, e.g., Jastrow 701a.
did not hear them, either because he was separated from his brethren by the intermediary, or because the intermediary, being a talker by profession, drowned their words.”

Canney is correct to assert the ambiguity of the cognate evidence. Phoenician \(ml\) is defined in dictionaries as “interpreter,” but in fact the nature of the office to which it refers is not made clear in the scarce attestations. Charles Krahmalkov reasons that since it is modified by what he regards as an ethnically derived glottonym (\(hkrsym\)), \(ml\) means “interpreter” as in “interpreter of the Corsic language.” However the meaning “spokesperson, representative” would also fit here, as in “ambassador to the Corsi.” In fact, it is not clear whether \(hkrsym\) does refer to a people group, since this is the only occurrence of \(krsy\) in a Northwest Semitic text.

We may, however, note two contextual factors which argue in favour of regarding \(ml\) as a reference to an interpreter in Gen 42:23. For one thing, the phrase \(ךָּגֶשׁ \%
\(רַקֶלֶתֶשׁ \%
\) in Gen 42:23 is suggestive of the semantic field of linguistic diversity. As discussed in the previous chapter, \(ךָּגֶשׁ\) can be used as a technical term to denote the ability to understand a language. It appears clearly in this sense in 2 Kgs 18:26, a passage which provides a particularly close syntactic parallel to this one, “Please speak to your servants in Aramaic, for we understand it [ךָּגֶשׁ \%
\(רַקֶלֶתֶשׁ \%
\).” The predicate-subject word order in both phrases, and the use of present participles of \(ךָּגֶשׁ\), suggests that the verb is also used technically in Gen 42:23. It follows that, if Joseph’s

26 Canney, “The Hebrew \(ךָּגֶשׁ\),” 137.
28 For this definition, and for the attestations, see \(DNWSI\) at \(lyș\), 575–6; and Charles R. Krahmalkov, \(ml\) (I), \(Phoenician-Punic Dictionary\) (OLA 90; Studia phoenicia 15; Leuven: Peeters, 2000) 290–1.
29 “The Corsi were a people of northern Sardinia”; Krahmalkov, \(Phoenician-Punic Dictionary\), 290.
30 See \(DNWSI\) at \(krsy\), 537.
brothers naturally converse in a language other than the language of the business transaction (presumably Egyptian), the reason that a render figure was between them and Joseph was to act as an interpreter.

An additional contextual consideration supports the understanding of render as “interpreter.” It is extremely important for the brothers to be certain that they cannot be overheard by Joseph, because their safety is at risk if he understands their words, as I discuss below. If, however, the only thing stopping Joseph from hearing them was the chattering of a spokesperson (as Canney suggests), the brothers could not be sure that their discussion would remain private; if the intermediary stopped for some reason, or if Joseph listened very hard, they would be caught out. They can, however, feel certain that Joseph will be oblivious to the contents of their discussion if they are confident that he is ignorant of their language, of which the presence of an interpreter would be clear assurance.

There is good reason, then, to regard render in this instance as denoting an interpreter. It may well be that “intermediary, spokesperson” is the more basic meaning of the term, with “interpreter” being a specific semantic value that the word has acquired through continued application to a specific type of intermediary, namely, the translator. Indeed, the use with the definite article Gen 42:23 suggests that it refers to a recognized position within Joseph’s bureau, and whereas “spokesperson” would seem too vague an office to be referred to thus, the dragoman, as Ignace Gelb has shown, was a standard feature of international relations in the Near East from early on.

---

31 Much as, for instance, render, “messenger,” through frequent application to divine emissaries gained the semantic value “angel” in Hebrew, like ἄγγελος in Greek.

We may thus regard it as established that this verse really is talking about translation, and move on to an analysis of the role translation plays in the story of Joseph.

4. Narrative Function

Firstly, a remarkable amount of information is conveyed by the single word(className="hyperlink") remarkably. At the very least, the reader is made aware: that the Egyptians spoke a different language from the Israelite ancestors (let us call their language “Hebrew,” despite the anachronism); that the brothers did not know Egyptian; that the Egyptians, in general, did not know Hebrew; and that there was a system in place to facilitate communication across the language barrier, at least in the business of grain. Additionally, informs us that Joseph knows both languages involved, presumably through having spent time in both Egypt and Canaan.

None of this information is surprising, and perhaps could have been inferred by a reader, but this verse confirms any suspicions and speculations. This verse also affects a reader’s understanding of the brothers’ interactions with Joseph looking backwards and forwards. The translator figure must be imposed upon all the scenes where the brothers stand before Joseph, mediating and structuring all of their intercourse. Greater depth is also given to the brothers’ reaction later in the story to Joseph’s self-disclosure. After dismissing all of his

---

33 See Chapter 2 for a discussion of the biblical names for the language of the Israelites.

34 Much information about this system is omitted, including who it was who hired the interpreter (the brothers or Joseph), and how he came by his bilingual proficiency. Midrashic exegesis fills some of these gaps by identifying the interpreter as Joseph’s son Manasseh, who was fluent in the language of Egypt through his upbringing in that land, but was taught Hebrew by his Israelite father. See Gen. Rab. 91.8; Tg. Ps.-J. and Tg. Neof. at Gen 42:23. This tradition is noted by Benno Jacob, Das Buch Genesis (Stuttgart: Calwer, 2000; repr. of Das erste Buch der Tora: Genesis; Berlin: Schocken, 1934), 771.

35 In Roger Crumb’s enjoyable and thought-provoking comic-book style illustrated interpretation of Genesis, The Book of Genesis (New York: Norton, 2009), this auditory experience is conveyed visually: Joseph’s speech-bubbles contain Egyptian hieroglyphs, with the interpreter providing the (English) translation for the brothers.
attendants, Joseph utters five words, “I am Joseph. Is my father still alive?” (45:3), which leaves his brothers dismayed (חֵפְרוֹדֵו) and dumbfounded. In light of the mention of the צָלַמִּים in 42:23, we must assume that their shock arises partly from the fact that the mighty Egyptian official addresses them in their own tongue, a tongue they were sure he did not know.

That all this information should be conveyed by this simple statement צָלַמִּים בְּנַחֲמָו is typical of Hebrew narration. Details irrelevant to plot or characterization are on the whole omitted, which creates a terse, powerful style. The relevance of mentioning the interpreter is evident in how Joseph’s eavesdropping sets in motion an important events chain of events, as I shall now explain.

In vv. 21–22, the brothers lament a rather incriminating event in their collective past: their role in the abandonment and possible death of one of their siblings. Because the brothers assume their interlocutor cannot understand their language, they talk frankly and with candour about this event, without fear of condemning themselves. Given that the great Egyptian official before whom they stand (Joseph) already suspects the brothers of treachery (יִרְכָלִים אָסִים, “you are spies!” v. 9), they would hardly be so foolish as to mention this act of possible fratricide before him. In fact, this great Egyptian has demanded a demonstration of their integrity (אס נבון אסם, “if you are honest . . .” v. 19) to which they have agreed: they must leave one of their number in his custody as a sign of their sincere intent to return. But the Egyptian official would be rather unlikely to trust them in this matter if he knew that they had previously abandoned a brother in need. Thus, at risk in this case, if the great Egyptian overhears them, is the liberty of all of the brothers and the survival of their dependent
families, currently languishing from famine in Canaan. In this way it is of paramount importance that the brothers believe that their words cannot be understood.

They are, however, understood, and, in a great irony, the Egyptian official is in fact the abandoned brother they are discussing. But rather than proving damaging to their plight, this has consequences that the brothers could not have expected. In fact, this moment proves to be a turning point in the story. Until now, Joseph’s dealings with the brothers displayed coldness, if not cruelty: he had spoken harshly with them (v. 7), accusing them of espionage (v. 9), and had held them in custody for three days (v. 17). This suggests that the brothers’ arrival primarily triggered feelings of anger and resentment within him, understandably enough. Overhearing his brothers express something like regret or remorse, however, moves Joseph in a different way: he “turned away and wept” (v. 24). This expression of tender emotion is the first hint in the narrative that some kind of reconciliation might be possible; an imagined language barrier provides the opportunity for unity. After this point, Joseph does not relent in his harsh demand that one of the brothers remain in custody (v. 24), but he does do them the (ambivalent) kindness of secretly repaying them the cost of the grain they had bought (v. 25).

Thus, in this passage the idea of the barrier of communication that linguistic diversity involves, is used by the author to very strategic purpose. Westermann writes: “[t]he way he uses it as a narrative device shows that he has reflected carefully on the mechanism of

---

bridging the language gap.” Specifically, it provides the opportunity for an important shift in the course of the narrative. I therefore disagree with an understanding of this verse proposed by Gunkel. Of this verse, Gunkel claimed that, in the mere fact of mentioning the interpreter, it is “particularly demonstrative of a very advanced, one could almost say refined, narrative art.” Such art is absent in other “naively recounted” patriarchal narratives which contain no references to the necessity of translation in the encounters of Israel’s ancestors with diverse peoples and nations. Gunkel connects this feature to other references to Egyptian custom and practices in the Joseph story (43:32; 46:34), and claims that these add “foreign charm” to the tale. Against Gunkel’s assessment, I would argue that translation is brought up here, not for its own sake, but because of its importance to the development of the story; it is not mentioned in the brothers’ first encounter with Joseph (42:6–16), for instance, but only when the brothers say something in Hebrew that has a major effect on Joseph. Consequently, the absence of such references in the majority of biblical narratives should not be reckoned as demonstrative of any kind of naivety, or of lack of cosmopolitanism in them, but is quite possibly attributable to the fact that no plot point in those cases depended on linguistic difference.

To continue assessing the role of this event in the Joseph story, it seems significant that chance is apparently at work in turning the phantom language barrier between Joseph and his brothers into an important plot point. The brothers happen to voice their thoughts within earshot of Joseph, when they could have kept them to themselves, or shared them on the journey back to Canaan. If they had remained silent in Joseph’s presence, Joseph’s heart

37 Westermann, Genesis, 3:111.

38 Gunkel, Genesis, 425–26. The elements of Egyptian culture in the Joseph story are analysed in detail in Redford, who argues that they do not betray an especially notable familiarity with the customs of Egypt; see Redford, Story of Joseph, 187–243.

39 Gunkel, Genesis, 383.
would not have been softened, and the subsequent course of events might have been quite
different. The language barrier provides the opportunity for this chance act to occur, in one of
the series of (un)fortunate events that befall Joseph in his uneven journey towards the
stewardship of Egypt. It is precisely in these chance occurrences that Joseph discerns the
outworking of divine providence (Gen 45:7–10; 50:20).

As far as the author’s attitudes towards Hebrew and foreign language are concerned, this
passage is decidedly neutral. It is not considered impressive that Joseph, who has lived in
Egypt for many years, speaks Egyptian. This is in contrast with the prestige apparently
attributed to Daniel for learning “the language of the Chaldeans,” which required three years
of devoted study for an individual who could already be described as “versed in every branch
of wisdom, endowed with knowledge and insight” (Dan 1:4). Nor is emphasis placed on the
strange sound or frightfulness of foreign language. Thus, the use of foreign language here
differs from its use in the prophets and Deuteronomy, and from the effect of Ps 114:1’s
description of the Egyptians as שֵׁם הָגָלִים “a people who speak unintelligibly.”

In Gen 42:23, a difference between the language of the sons of Jacob, and the language of
Egypt is acknowledged, as it is elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible (Isa 19:18; Ps 114:1). In that
this story presents such a difference as obtaining in the patriarchal period, we may compare it
with Gen 31:47, where the language of Laban the Aramaean differs from Jacob’s. Snippets
and echoes of Egyptian language may be dotted through the story, in Egyptian names (e.g.,
Gen 41:45) and the herald’s cry of רֹאשׁ, ‘abrēk, before Joseph (41:43). However, no name
is given to this language, or to the language of Jacob’s sons, and this anonymity should

---

40 See Chapter 2 for a discussion of other allusions to the Egyptian language in the Hebrew Bible.
41 Numerous understandings of this word have been proposed; see Jürgen Ebach, Genesis 37–50 (HTKAT;
probably be attributed to the irrelevance of the names of those languages to the story.

Alternatively, the author may have recognized the anachronism that would have resulted from referring to the language of Jacob’s sons by the name most commonly given to Hebrew in the Hebrew Bible, יְהוָה, “Judaean.” For this is derived from the name of just one of those sons, Judah.

B. Translation and the Royal Edicts in the Book of Esther

[Ahasuerus] sent letters to all the royal provinces, to every province according to its own script and to every people according to its own language (Esth 1:22; cf. 3:12; 8:9).

A theme which punctuates the book of Esther is the issuance of irreversible decrees by the authority of the Persian king Ahasuerus. This occurs three times in the book, first in the matter of the divorce of Vashti (1:22), second when Haman desires to eradicate the Judaeans (3:12), and third when Mordecai arranges a counter-decree permitting what we might euphemistically call Judaean “pre-emptive self-defence” (8:9). The publication of these edicts is expressed in a standard manner (with some variation), repeated elements of which include the date of the decree, the summoning of scribes, the mention of satraps, and so on. In every case, it is stated that the decree is sent to מִן כֹּל הַמֵּלֶשֶׁת [A] כַּל הָאָדָמִים, 766F 42 "every province in accordance to its own script and every people according to its own language." 42 Though in

42 In Esth 1:22, the first מִן is preceded by יְהוָה, and the first כַּל by יְהוָה.

43 LXX has variations of a shorter formula, κατὰ γέρον κατὰ τὴν λέξιν αὐτῶν, “by country according to their speech [or: ‘diction’]” (1:22). As Kristin De Troyer points out, this is probably an abbreviation of what was seen
these passages script and province are repeatedly paired, as are people and language, these pairs are not to be separated, for the peoples of the empire dwelt within its provinces, and languages are always written in some script or other. Thus, as Berlin notes, we should regard this formula as hendiadys: to each “ethno-province ... according to its written language.”

In the Hebrew Bible, the word בַּּבּ is confined to the books of Esther, Daniel, Ezra-Nehemiah, and Chronicles, and so is considered a Late Biblical Hebrew term. It most frequently refers to written documents (letters, lists, edicts, and so on), but the meaning “manner of writing, script, writing system,” which is clear from the context in Esther, is not indisputably attested elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible for this word. These passages may thus be the only ones in the Bible which raise the issue of variety among the writing systems (alphabetic and logo-syllabic; written on clay, papyrus or stone; etc.) in use across the Near East. In communicating in these various written languages, Ahasuerus’ scribes accomplish a formidable task. Translation is involved in this process at the stage of writing these many letters, as it is assumed that these bi- or multilingual scribes are capable of expressing a decree of their Persian king in the many languages of the empire. It should be noted that this kind of literary translation is different from the action of the simultaneous interpreter imagined in the Joseph story.

---


45 So, e.g., Hurvitz, who regards it as an Aramaic loanword (though of course the root is attested in all periods of Hebrew); Hurvitz, *Late Biblical Hebrew*, 147–50.

46 בַּּבּ in Ezra 4:7 is regarded by some as meaning “script.” See the discussion below.

47 Though this diversity of scripts may be implied in the reference in Dan 1:4 to the “literature בַּּבּ and language of the Chaldeans. See the discussion below for the nature of this literature and language.
In the use of the formula “to every province according to its own script and every people according to its own language,” many biblical exegetes have detected a reference to Persian imperial tolerance of various forms of diversity among the subject peoples of the realm.

Commenting on this passage, Harald Wahl, for instance, has written of “das kulturpolitisch tolerante Selbstverständnis der zentral geordneten Administration des Vielvölkerstaates.”

Michael Fox regards this imperial respect for distinctiveness as a device which generates irony in Esther, since Haman’s argues for the destruction of the Judaean people on the grounds of its difference from others.

However, the representation of the Persian multilingual administration in Esther appears to be exaggerated. The question of the languages of administration in the Persian empire is a complex one, and variation may be expected across the great extent of the empire, and in the two centuries of the empire’s hegemony in the Near East. Yet several general points may be noted. The native or historic language of the Persians, Old Persian, was not a written language of normal imperial administration, and apparently did not have a standardized script before the Achaemenid period. When this language does appear in writing, as in the Behistun inscription, it appears to display a particular ideological motivation. The Behistun inscription, along with other evidence, also attests the court’s competency in Akkadian, but this language also does not appear to have played a role in Persia’s domestic administration.


51 In the Behistun inscription, Old Persian is represented in cuneiform; however, Julius Lewy argues that this text contains reference (§70) to the promulgation of an alphabetic script for this language; Julius Lewy, “The Problems Inherent in Section 70 of the Bisitun Inscription,” HUCA 25 (1954): 169–208.
or in its relations with its provinces. In the administration of the Persian heartland, the largest role may have been played by Elamite, at least in the empire’s first century, as is attested by the great quantities of Elamite cuneiform tablets discovered at Persepolis. This language was not, however, one in which the chancellery communicated with the provinces. Rather, this function was served by a particular form of Aramaic, as a great deal of evidence from the far reaches of the empire in Egypt and Bactria demonstrates. As Gzella writes, “Achaemenid Official Aramaic acted as an empire-wide and highly standardized chancellery language.”

Aramaic was also used in within the provinces in their internal administration, but it did not (immediately or completely) displace more established local scripts and languages. For instance, the tradition of written Akkadian and Egyptian continues, though to a diminished degree, in this period.

The picture presented in Esther of the Achaemenid court sending out a royal edict in all the various languages of the subject peoples of the empire does not, therefore, correspond to the historical reality. What we may have, in Esther, is a recognition of the multilingual competence of the imperial chancellery. The role of this multilingualism in the court’s relations with the provinces, however, appears to have been misremembered or exaggerated for the purposes of the story. Indeed, Berlin has suggested that in Esther’s references to the many languages of the Persian empire we may detect a reflection of a particular element in Achaemenid imperial rhetoric and ideology. As Pierre Briant has noted, various Persian sources stress the great linguistic diversity of the territories of the empire. For instance, in Achaemenid titulature, we find the title “king of absolutely every linguistic community”

---

(Akkad. šar napḥar lišānī gabbi) used of Darius I and Xerxes I. ⁵⁵ This is also dramatically manifested in visual form in the extended monumental trilingual inscription of Darius I at Behistun. Outside of Persian sources, the Greek historian Xenophon also stresses that Cyrus “ruled over these [many] nations even though they did not speak the same language as he, nor one nation the same as another.” ⁵⁶ Briant infers from these indications that the great linguistic diversity of the subject peoples formed an important part in how the empire conceived of and represented the nature of its territory, perhaps because it stressed the great extent of the empire, as well as the supreme competence of the Persian kings in managing it. It is therefore quite possible that in Esther we have an allusion to, and perhaps a parody of, the Persians’ pride in their multilingual empire. ⁵⁷

It should be remembered, however, that the image of Xerxes’ realm in Esther is unlikely to be grounded in direct experience of that emperor’s court, but rather in popular and literary traditions about it, and in experiences of life in the Persian empire at a later period. Berlin has pointed out that Esther’s presentation of Persian courtly affairs conforms to a standard type also attested in Greek literature, emphasizing Persian vices like excess and bureaucracy. As such, the book need not stem from the Achaemenid period, but may, like Daniel, have its origins in the Hellenistic period. ⁵⁸ However, specific correspondences like that just described between Persian royal rhetoric and biblical narrative, remind us that the, albeit caricatured,

---

⁵⁵ With reference to Xerxes see, e.g., E. Herzfeld, Altpersische Inschriften (Berlin: D. Reimer, 1938), text 14, page 27. For further references see CAD L lišānu at 214a. The origins of this claim are perhaps to be located in the Neo-Assyrian period, since Sargon II claims that he settled peoples “of all languages” in Dūr-Šarrukīn; see the discussions in Chapter 3 and 6.

⁵⁶ Cyropaedia 1.1.5

⁵⁷ It may also be noted that this claim to dominion over peoples of many languages is made by Xerxes I (see note above), who is the most likely candidate for the book of Esther’s king “Ahasuerus” (אחשורוש). See Berlin, Esther, xxix–xxxii.

⁵⁸ Ibid., xxix–xxxii.
image in Esther, did have as its subject some definite historical reality, with which it had real, if mediated, contact.

As noted, Xerxes and other Persian kings stressed the vastness of their empire through reference to its great linguistic diversity. The magnitude of the Achaemenid empire is also emphasized in the Esther passages under discussion, which speak of “the provinces from India to Ethiopia, one hundred and twenty-seven provinces” (e.g., 8:9). In Esther, however, the reference to the various languages and scripts serves purposes beyond emphasizing the vastness of the empire. The empire’s great size, combined with its “exaggerated” bureaucratic methods, produces a dramatic effect. In the case of Ahasuerus’ marital dispute with Vasthi, this effect is comic, as Berlin remarks, since we witness “the machinery of state going to great lengths to send out nonsensical edicts.”  

But, as Jon Levenson points out, in the case of Haman’s edict the effect is terrifying: it creates “a sense of a vast, uncaring, faceless bureaucracy that relentlessly, deterministically pursues an agenda that no human mind has considered or reviewed in appropriate fashion.”  

Levenson’s characterization of the Persian bureaucracy as mindless, here, is astute. The scribes in Ahasuerus’ court remain nameless throughout, and undertake no individual action; the story assigns them no role but the mechanical conversion of a message handed down from on high.

We see here, then, a notable difference in the use of foreign language from the alloglot-nation theme in the prophets. There, the strange speech of a conqueror was used primarily to convey fear. Here in Esther, the foreign language is not inherently threatening, but can be used to various ends, including fear and comedy. Nevertheless, though it is used towards these ends,

---

59 Ibid., 20.

the linguistic diversity depicted in Esther is grounded in a genuine feature of Persian administration. The distorted scale of this feature may well be due to inaccurate knowledge of the actual system, or it may be a deliberate exaggeration, in line with the other excesses attributed to the Persian court.

**C. Translation in Ezra 4:7**

“And in the days of Artaxerxes, Bishlam, Mithredath, Tabeel and the rest of their associates wrote to King Artaxerxes of Persia; the text of the letter was written in Aramaic and translated. Aramaic:”

(Ezra 4:7)

1. **Context**

Ezra 4:11–22 contains two Aramaic letters. The first is sent to Artaxerxes by certain groups opposed to the rebuilding of Jerusalem associated with Samaria, and the second is his response decreeing that reconstruction should cease. The Aramaic verses before these letters (vv. 8–10) intend to set the context of these letters, but are quite opaque. The events in 4:1–6 (in Hebrew) are thematically related to these Aramaic letters, but refer to separate events in widely different periods (Cyrus, Darius, and Xerxes). Our verse, Ezra 4:7, which introduces

---

61 K; Q: נִנְשַׁקָּה גֵּתָב אֲרָמִיִּים אֶל־אָרָמִיִּים אֲרָמָּאִים.

62 K; Q: יִנְשַׁקָּה גֵּתָב אֲרָמִיִּים אֶל־אָרָמִיִּים אֶל־אָרָמִיִּים אֶל־אָרָמִיִּים.

63 NRSV modified.

64 Loring Batten noted that “[i]t would be difficult to find a text more corrupt text than vv. 7–11”; Loring W. Batten, *A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Books of Ezra and Nehemiah* (ICC; New York: Scribner’s, 1913), 166.
the Aramaic letter to Artaxerxes, serves as the bridge between the Hebrew summaries in vv. 1–6 and the Aramaic letters that follow.

2. Interpretation

This chapter of Ezra is beset with interpretative difficulties. For instance, though these events are generally dated to the fifth century, it is not at all clear which of the several bearers of the several royal Persian names used here (except for Cyrus) are meant. The authenticity of the Aramaic letters is also debated; Williamson, for one, supports it, while it is denied by, among others, Grabbe. Until further evidence is discovered that sheds light on these events, it seems that these issues will not be satisfactorily resolved. For that reason, I shall here specifically address only issues relevant for interpreting the mention of translation in v. 7.

The most straightforward, relevant interpretative difficulty to resolve is the duplication of רָכִּים. As it stands, MT appears to claim that a letter written in Aramaic was translated into Aramaic, which is nonsensical. As in Dan 2:4, however, רָכִּים appears at the transition of the Hebrew text to Aramaic. We may thus regard it as a note marking the transition. It is possible that this note is secondary addition to the text, as it is absent from LXX (2 Esdras). The significance of the presence of Aramaic in Ezra will be in my next section, on bilingualism.

Next, we may consider the function of בֵּיתָן. It is not clear which meaning, either “text, document” or “script, writing system” is intended in Ezra 4:7. Williamson is among those


scholars who take כְּתֵב to mean “script” in this case. The statement that the script of the letter was “written in Aramaic,” according to this interpretation, makes the point that the letter was written in that particular alphabetic script used to write Aramaic, in contrast to other alphabets, like the Phoenician or the Palaeo-Hebrew. Scholars differ as to why this would be remarked upon here. Williamson imagines that the letter that the author had in front of him was a Hebrew translation of an Aramaic original. That Hebrew translation, however, was written in the Aramaic script, rather than the Palaeo-Hebrew, which merited comment. This seems unlikely, however, given that the letter which has been included in Ezra 4 is actually written in Aramaic, and not in Hebrew.

Among those who interpret כְּתֵב, here, to mean “letter, document, text” is Blenkinsopp, who regards it as a gloss clarifying the rarer כַּהֵן. This removes the repetitive phrasing of the verse (כַּהֵן כְּתֵב כָּתוּב אֵרֵם). The claim of the verse would therefore be that the letter was written in Aramaic, which of course fits the context well, since a letter in Aramaic immediately follows this verse. This also accords with the apparent function of (the first) כַּהֵן here: in light of the claim that the letter was כָּתוּב אֵרֵם “translated,” כַּהֵן should be taken to indicate a language rather than a script. Blenkinsopp’s proposal is therefore to be favoured.

Exactly what act of translation is being referred to here is also a matter of debate. Jacob Myers writes that the letter “was translated for the benefit of the exiles who had returned”

---

67 Williamson, Ezra, Nehemiah, 54.
68 Ibid., 54.
70 Such a gloss would appear to have been necessary. LXX fails to understand כַּהֵן here, rendering it with φορολόγος, “tax collector.”
from Babylon to Judah, thus imagining the translation to be part of the afterlife of the letter: an originally Aramaic letter sent to Artaxerxes from those opposed to the rebuilding of the temple later came into the hands of a Judaeans, who shared it, in translation, with the community.

Another explanation, which connects this verse with v. 18 seems more likely, however. In 4:18, King Artaxerxes informs Rehum, Shimshai, et al., that “the letter that you sent to us has been read mappaš before me.” Alone this would not be very suggestive. The verb פָּרֶשׁ in Aramaic has the basic meaning “to separate,” but the extended meaning “to explain” is attested in Imperial Aramaic. “Explained” (for the Pael pass. ptc.) would certainly make sense in Ezra 4:18. However, פָּרֶשׁ in v. 18, and מַפְרֵשׁ in v. 7 have been viewed as linked by Blenkinsopp and others: the event in v. 18, the “explanation” of the letter before Artaxerxes, is considered the referent of the act of translation mentioned in v. 7; מַפְרֵשׁ in turn, provides the meaning of פָּרֶשׁ as “translated” in this instance. We may note that, in the Persian court, viva voce translation was probably involved in communicating the contents of a letter like this one, in Aramaic, to the king, likely an Old Persian speaker.

This interpretation of מַפְרֵשׁ is made possible, but is not strongly supported, by evidence from Aramaic and cognate languages, where the meaning “to translate” is suggested, but not

---

71 Jacob M. Myers, Ezra. Nehemiah (AB; Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1965), 32.
72 Myers seems to imagine that the translation was from Aramaic to Hebrew, although he does not state this.
73 DNWSI at prš, 944.
74 Blenkinsopp, Ezra-Nehemiah, 112. See below for a discussion of מַפְרֵשׁ in Neh 8:8, which has also been regarded as meaning “translated.”
required, by a handful of passages. However, none of the ancient translations of the Hebrew Bible interprets the ֶתפַּרְשׁ in Ezra 4:18 passage in this way.

The case is thus difficult to determine. Because interpreting ֶתפַּרְשׁ as referring to translation in this instance illuminates both v. 7 and v. 18, I am inclined to accept the association with ֶתפַּרְשׁ. If the linguistic evidence is not conclusive, and we attribute to the more usual meaning “explained” here, we may still regard ֶתפַּרְשׁ as referring to the same act as ֶתפַּרְשׁ. After all, the conveying of the content, in translation, of the letter before Artaxerxes, could reasonably be described as an act of explaining. That is not to say, however, that the precise semantic content of ֶתפַּרְשׁ is “translated” in this context.

3. The Role of Translation in Ezra 4

This discussion had led to the interpretation of v. 7 as a statement that a letter was written to Artaxerxes in the Aramaic language, and then translated; verse 18 completes the thought by informing us that the letter was translated before the Persian king. A note follows (“Aramaic”) indicating that the subsequent verses are in that language. What role does translation play in these verses, and what attitude is displayed towards it? The answer is not straightforward, and depends on whether or not we regard the Aramaic letters as authentic correspondence sent to the Persian court. Since both positions are tenable, I shall offer an analysis of the role translation here in both “possible universes.”

76 DNSWI at prš, 944; TADAE D27.24 line 15. Krahmalkov cites a tantalizing case for Phoenician/Punic, in a Latin play, the Poenulus of Plautus, in which Punic speech is recorded; Krahmalkov, Phoenician-Punic Dictionary, at p-r-š, 408.
Assuming that the letters are authentic, the function of מַלְתַּרְבָּתְךָ in v. 7 may be to explain a potentially perplexing datum in one of these texts, namely, Artaxerxes’ comment that the letter from Rehum, Shimshai, et al. was read out מַפְרָשִׁי before him (v. 18). If the latter word is being used in the unusual sense “translated,” it is clarified by מַלְתַּרְבָּתְךָ, as other details in vv. 7–10 are aimed at clarifying the scenario of the letters.

If these letters are not authentic, we have to imagine that the author of Ezra 4 is the originator of both references, מַפְרָשִׁי and מַלְתַּרְבָּתְךָ. The question then becomes, Why did the author choose to include in this exchange of letters reference to translation? One answer which suggests itself is for reasons of verisimilitude. We may impute to the author a desire to make his historiographic work believable, and thus to make the “letters” he composes seem genuine. Introducing translation, here, achieves that affect, since it shows familiarity with the actual procedures involved in corresponding with the Persian court, namely, through the medium of (Achaemenid Official) Aramaic, as discussed above.

It seems, then, that what lies behind the reference to translation in Ezra 4 is a definite historical reality: the use of Aramaic as a means of communication in the Persian empire, and of the use of translation to deliver the messages so communicated effectively. This helps us to understand the references to translation in Ezra 4, whether or not the letters are genuine. If they are genuine, Ezra 4:7 mentions linguistic diversity to explain the givens of this material. If they are not genuine, linguistic diversity lends an air of credibility to the documents.

Once again, the use of the idea of linguistic diversity in this chapter stands in clear contrast to the use of the theme in Deuteronomy and the prophets. The highly charged rhetoric or those
texts is absent here, and instead the attitude is decidedly neutral and pragmatic. Translation appears in this text precisely because it was a normal part of imperial administration.


D. The Interpretation of the Book of the Law of God (Neh 8:8)

“So they [sc. the Levites] read from the book, from the law of God, with interpretation. They gave the sense, so that the people understood the reading.”
(Neh 8:8)

There is a long history of tradition which detects an act of translation in this verse, which describes the reading aloud of the law of Moses (Neh 8:1) to the postexilic remnant community of Judah, an event organized by the priest-scribe Ezra. The Babylonian Talmud comments that in this verse is recorded the simultaneous translation of the Law into Aramaic, that is, the first act of Targum. Translation is also discerned here by some modern interpreters. Since this understanding is not universally accepted, I shall now analyse the relevant linguistic, contextual, and historical evidence.

The primary linguistic evidence indicating translation is the word , a Pual masc. sg. participle of verb . This verb is rare in biblical Hebrew. As in Aramaic, the verb has the basic meaning “to separate” (see Ezek 34:12), and is used twice with an extended meaning of

77 b. Megillah 3a. This interpretation is not attested in the LXX (2 Esdras) or Vulg.B
78 Myers, Ezra. Nehemiah, 150. Compare NJPS: “They read from the scroll of the Teaching of God, translating it and giving the sense.”
“to state distinctly, make clear, specify” in the context of a legal decision: thus “it had not been made clear [לָא כֹּלַש] what should be done to him” (Num 15:34; compare Lev 24:12). 79

Either of these two meanings could apply in the case of Neh 8:8. If פָּלַש had the meaning “stated distinctly, made clear,” it could mean that, when the Law was read aloud, it was “clarified, explained” in this context. This is apparently the function LXX attributes to this word, which it seems to translate with ἔδωκαν, “he taught” (subject: Ezra; 2 Esd 18:8). In this case, פָּלַש expresses a similar meaning to בָּאָס, “giving the sense.” Alternatively, Williamson defends an interpretation of פָּלַש in the sense of “separated,” here, taking it to mean that the reading was done, not continuously, but in sections, “paragraph by paragraph.” 80 We may compare the postbiblical use of בָּאָס to refer to lectionary divisions of the Torah. In this case, פָּלַש conveys different information from בָּאָס.

What prompts the proposal that פָּלַש means “translated, in translation” is the use of the verb, as discussed above, in Aramaic in Ezra 4:18. In both cases, the verb appears in a passive participle form, modifying שָׁם. On the basis of the similar form and usage, Myers and others conclude that Ezra translated the Law, written in Hebrew, into the everyday language of the postexilic Judaean community, Aramaic. 81

The reasoning can be challenged in several respects. Firstly, it was conceded that, though פָּלַש and בָּאָס seem to refer to the same event in Ezra 4:18, that does not imply that they mean the same thing; the translation “explain” for פָּלַש could also have applied to an act of

79 See BDB at פָּלַש, 831b.
80 Williamson, Ezra, Nehemiah, 277.
81 Myers, Ezra. Nehemiah, 150. The linguistic situation of Judah in the Persian period is discussed further below.
translation. This would have removed the strength of the parallel with Neh 8:8. Secondly, if we claim that כֹּּפֶּרֶשׁ does mean “translation” in Ezra 4:18, that would be in light of a contextual clue, וַיָּשְּׁרְנוּ. No such clue is found in the episode in Neh 8. Finally, the arguments made above for כֹּּפֶּרֶשׁ in Ezra 4:18 were about an Aramaic word in an Aramaic passage. There is no guarantee that this same considerations would apply to the Hebrew word in Neh 8:8. It is possible that Aramaic had developed a specific technical meaning that the root in Hebrew had not. 82

We should not, therefore, regard כֹּּפֶּרֶשׁ as denoting translation in Neh 8:8. Apart from this, only one word in this verse belongs to the semantic field of foreign language: בָּלֶתֶן. 83 In Isa 33:19, the root בָּלֶתֶן is used to express the idea of understanding a foreign language. Thus in Neh 8:8, it may carry this nuance too: the people understand the Law because it has been translated into a language they understand. 84 This is a possible, but not a necessary, interpretation of the verb, however. It could simply mean that they understood the Law because it had been explained.

Let us now move to a discussion of contextual considerations relevant to determining the meaning of כֹּּפֶּרֶשׁ. To explain the apparent repetitiveness of Neh 8:1–8, where the reading of the Law is described twice, Williamson plausibly assigns this verse the form of a “concluding

---

82 Perhaps recognizing this possibility, NRSV has “in translation” for כֹּּפֶּרֶשׁ in Ezra 4:18, but “with interpretation” for כֹּּפֶּרֶשׁ in Neh 8:8.

83 בָּלֶתֶן is never elsewhere used in Biblical Hebrew to describe the understanding of foreign language.

84 Blenkinsopp regards כֹּּפֶּרֶשׁ as a Hiphil verb, because no change in subject from כֹּּפֶּרֶשׁ is indicated. Thus, the Levites “gave understanding” to the people, where “the people” is understood; Blenkinsopp, Ezra-Nehemiah, 288. In contrast, Williamson parses כֹּּפֶּרֶשׁ as Qal, noting the absence of a direct object (expected in the Hiphil): “the people understood”; Williamson, Ezra, Nehemiah, 279. In either case, the verb could carry the nuance of understanding a foreign language.
summary” of the action previously narrated. But since translation is not hinted at earlier in this chapter, it would be a surprise to find it mentioned here in this summary. In the wider context of Ezra-Nehemiah, we may note that inability to speak Hebrew is not widely commented upon, although it is presented in Neh 13:24. There, some of the children of mixed Judaean-Ashdodite marriages are said to be ignorant of Judaean. However, this is portrayed as a historically and geographically limited state of affairs that seems particularly outrageous to Nehemiah. Moreover, only half of the children of such unions are affected. Thus, we have no indication that the Judaean populace, as envisaged by the authors of Ezra-Nehemiah, was unable to understand Hebrew, and so a description of translation in Neh 8:8 would be unexpected.

Historical considerations support this. While epigraphic evidence of Hebrew from Persian-period Yehud is scant, evidence from later periods, including the Qumran texts, the Bar Kochba letters, and the Mishnah indicates that Hebrew persisted at least in some locations as a spoken language. As Lester Grabbe writes, “Hebrew continued to evolve and develop as a living language for many centuries after this,” and consequently “[t]he assumption that the people of Jerusalem would have needed an Aramaic translation of a Hebrew text is based on an unproved hypothesis.” That is, if the Ezra’s audience could understand Hebrew, there would have been no cause for the translation of the Law.

We see, then, that the view that translation takes place in this verse rests entirely on a particular interpretation of the very uncertain שַׁמָּה, while the weight of the other evidence

---

85 Williamson, Ezra, Nehemiah, 290.
inclines away from this reading. It is safest, then, not to regard this as an act of translation. The description seems rather to be of explanation and interpretation of other sorts.

This does not mean, however, that this text cannot be concerned with linguistic difference. It is quite possible that at least one of the reasons why the Levites need to explain the Law to the people is linguistic. Obscure lexis, morphology, and syntax hamper modern scholarly attempts to understand the Pentateuch, as they may have ancient readers. In particular, the language of the Pentateuch may have seemed archaic to speakers of Hebrew in the fifth century B.C.E., so that linguistic difference may be at work in obstructing understanding. However, in Neh 8:8, language change through time is not explicitly stated as the reason why the Judaeans required an explanation of the law; therefore we cannot claim this as a text clearly aware of linguistic difference.

**E. Translation in these Texts**

Both literary translation and simultaneous oral interpretation are depicted in Ezra, Esther, and Genesis, and in the contexts in which translation is mentioned, the subject is treated largely dispassionately. It is put to no single use in Genesis, Esther, or Ezra, but all three recognize it as a regular part of international relations and court bureaucracy. In Gen 42, the presence of the interpreter leads to an important plot development. In Esther, the court practices of the Persians are parodied through reference to translation. In Ezra, translation is mentioned because of the genre of the texts recorded there (letters). These texts thus take as given the multilingual contexts from which they arise, and display various ways of dealing with that reality.
IV. Bilingualism in Daniel and Ezra

Rarely in the Hebrew Bible is it made apparent that the author of a book knew more than one language, and rarely is a character in a narrative presented as being bilingual. In this and previous chapters, I discussed several examples of bilingual biblical authors (Gen 31:47; Jer 10:11) and bilingual biblical characters (Joseph in Gen 42:23; the Rabshakeh and the Judaean officials in 2 Kgs 18//Isa 36; the Persian scribes in Esther). Here I shall examine the bilingualism of and in Daniel and Ezra, and attempt to explain the occurrence in these books of these forms of references to linguistic diversity.

A. Dan 1:3–4

“Then the king told his chief officer Ashpenaz to bring some of the Israelites, some of the royal family, and some of the nobility, boys without physical defect and handsome, versed in every branch of wisdom, endowed with knowledge and insight, and capable of serving in the king’s palace; and to teach them the literature [or: writing] and language of the Chaldeans.”

1. Context

The king mentioned here is Nebuchadnezzar II of Babylon, and the Israelite boys that the chief officer selects are Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah, all Judaeans (v. 6), although it is not clear from which of the three classes mentioned here (Israelites, royalty, nobility) each of these belongs. The presence of these Judaeans in Babylon is explained with reference to the exile of Jerusalem. In accordance with their new role in the Babylonian court, the

---

87 The word translated “nobility” here is חֲרֵם (ḥărēm), a word ultimately of Persian origin, perhaps mediated though Aramaic; see John J. Collins, Daniel: A Commentary on the Book of Daniel (Hermeneia; Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993), 21.

88 NRSV modified.
palace master soon renames these Judaeans Belteshazzar, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego. With God’s help, these four grow in intellect and acquire knowledge of all “literature and wisdom” (v. 17), to the extent that they are ten times more proficient than the all of Nebuchadnezzar’s “magicians and enchanters” (v. 20).

2. Interpretation

Behind this depiction of the education of the Judaean boys at the Babylonian court may lie a historical practice of the Achaemenids, of taking selected individuals of local peoples and instructing them to be familiar with the ways of the empire. This provides the context for the only instance of foreign-language learning mentioned in the Hebrew Bible, but a phrase used earlier in the passage may prepare the reader to expect that linguistic diversity will play a role in this tale. As Norman Porteous has noted, the reference to Babylonia as "客户需求" (v. 2) may be a deliberate allusion to the story of the tower of Babel, where the same (rare) collocation is found. By using it here, the author may be highlighting the association of Babylon with linguistic diversity, which Daniel and his companions are to experience first-hand.

It is notable that a degree of prestige is associated with the learning that these boys undertake, apparently because of its perceived difficulty. To qualify to enter the royal education, the boys must already be “versed in every branch of wisdom, endowed with knowledge and insight.” In addition, during their studies they receive divine assistance (Dan 1:17). Later the author proudly records the resulting success of the Judaean characters over the native

---

89 See Collins, Daniel, 136.

Babylonian specialists, and clearly attributes that success to God (v. 20). This intellectual triumph is of a kind not generally praised in the Hebrew Bible, but “knowledge” (דבש) and “insight” (תבל) are frequently praised in wisdom literature, where they often have ethical and theological connotations. For this and other reasons, scholars, including von Rad and Fox, have contemplated the influence of wisdom texts and thinking in the book of Daniel. 91

The prestige here attributed to the boys’ skill in their studies has bothered some interpreters. Porteous remarks, “[i]t is strange that the author feels no incongruity in this introduction of the Jewish lads to the ambiguous world of heathen thought and practice.” 92 Perhaps aware of the risk that exposure to foreign thinking poses, the author of Dan 1 immediately emphasizes these Judaeans’ commitment to their people’s customs and values: in v. 8, Daniel and his companions refuse to partake of the royal food rations, lest they defile themselves. In fact, Daniel and his companions risk death (see chs. 3, 6), rather than take part in foreign practices incompatible with their way of life.

This is an apparent disruption of the link between language and behaviour that may have been at work in the prophecies of the alloglot invader. Daniel and his companions are unscathed by their exposure to foreign thought and language. However, the narrative does not shield these characters from such exposure, or censure them for it, as Porteous’ comment perhaps implies that it should. In fact, to imagine that the narrative would (or should) do this, reveals a mistake in perceiving one of the purposes of the book of Daniel, and of the related


92 Porteous, Daniel, 27.
works Esther and Ezra-Nehemiah, as “diaspora literature.” These books are not primarily accounts of Judaean resistance to imperial overlords, in contrast to, for example, 1 & 2 Maccabees. Rather, they depict the possibilities available to dispersed Judaeans living under a greater authority. These depictions are certainly not utopian, but neither are they fundamentally pessimistic about the prospect of finding a Judaean way of participating in, and even prospering within, an imperially-organized world.

3. Literature (or Writing) and Language of the Chaldeans

In Dan 1, the native language of Daniel and his fellows is not mentioned, but it is reasonable to assume that it is imagined to be Judaean (Hebrew). The four Israelites are referred to as יֶדֶנֶיהָ, “Judaeans,” (v. 6), and the introduction to the book implies that they were among those exiled from Jerusalem (vv. 1–2). Thus, if they had grown up in the kingdom of Judah, their first language would naturally be יָדֶנֶיהָ, Judaean.

The identity of the language these boys take up in Babylon, however, is less clear. A significant interpretative difficulty in this passage is the nature of the “literature [or: writing] and language” that the boys learn. From considerations external to the book of Daniel we may note two possibilities for the identity of the “language of the Chaldeans.” Firstly, as a designation of an ethnic group, אֲחוּדָם, Akkadian kaldu, “Chaldean,” refers to a people first mentioned in Assyrian inscriptions of the ninth century B.C.E. This group came to play a significant in Babylonia, and in the late seventh century B.C.E., Nabopolassar established a Chaldean dynasty in Babylon, and defeated the Assyrians, preparing the way for the

---

conquests that would build the Neo-Babylonian empire. The language of this group is very scarcely attested. It appears to have been West Semitic (like Aramaic), although the Chaldeans are clearly distinguished from the Arameans in Babylonia. Perhaps, then, the “language of the Chaldeans” in Dan 1:4 is a reference to this language. This would be unusual, however, since references to this language elsewhere are few. Moreover, it does not appear to have played a role in the administration of the Neo-Babylonian court, so that it would be strange for Daniel’s courtly education to focus on this.

Another possible identification, prompted by external considerations, is Akkadian. This was first suggested by C. F. Keil in the nineteenth century, and is favoured among more recent interpreters, including Porteous and John Collins. Important to this identification is the use of the word חלדיאים elsewhere in Daniel as a class of specialists alongside other trained predictive and interpretative professionals (e.g., 2:2, 10). In Greek literature Χαλδαῖος also carries this professional sense, and is so used in Diodorus Siculus and Josephus. In these texts, the Chaldeans are portrayed as masters of a difficult body of knowledge contained in an arcane literature, which is clearly a reference to the Akkadian intellectual tradition, and, specifically, the Akkadian science of divination. In addition, in these postbiblical texts the Chaldeans are associated with cities (including Babylon and Nippur) where cuneiform learning was long maintained.

---


98 Diodorus Siculus, *Bibliotheca historica* 2.29; Josephus, *Ant.* 10.10.1. Herodotus notes that the priests of Bel in Babylon were Chaldeans; *Hist.* 1.181.
This identification would explain the reference to the כֹּסֶר of the Chaldeans, as well as their language. Generally in the Hebrew Bible, כֹּסֶר means “text, document,” and can refer to letters and books. In this context, כֹּסֶר might mean “literacy,” that is, familiarity with a writing system, as in Isa 29:12, thus referring to the distinctive cuneiform script in which the Akkadian intellectual tradition was transmitted. Alternatively, the reference may be to Akkadian “literature,” that is, the set of writings in which the Chaldeans’ science is recorded, although this would be a unique occurrence of כֹּסֶר in the Hebrew Bible. As Collins notes, this proposal about the content of Daniel’s education fits well with the interpretative and predictive tasks he is asked to perform in the book, including explaining Nebuchadnezzar’s dream (ch. 2), and reading the writing on the wall (ch. 5).

Considerations internal to the book, however, suggest one final interpretation of the “language of the Chaldeans”: the language that is in fact spoken in Daniel by the Chaldeans. In Dan 2, when Nebuchadnezzar’s sleep is disturbed by a dream that he cannot understand, he summons his coterie of consultants, which consists of “the magicians, the enchanters, the sorcerers, and the Chaldeans” (2:2). When the Chaldeans, as this group collectively seems to be known in the book, open their mouths to respond to the king’s request for an interpretation of the dream, they speak in Aramaic (2:4). This is notable because the book up to this point has been in Hebrew. The book continues in Aramaic until the end of ch. 7. By associating the Chaldeans with Aramaic in this way, the narrative provides its own answer to the question

---

99 See GKC § 128a for the construct chain with two nomina regentes.

100 “And if the document is given to one who cannot read קָרֵץ אֶל דָּבְּרֶץ כֹּסֶר, saying, ‘Read this,’ he says, ‘I cannot read קָרֵץ אֶל דָּבְּרֶץ כֹּסֶר’ (Isa 29:12).


102 Daniel, of course, beats the Chaldeans at their own game.

103 At this transitional point we find the word אֵּשֶׁר, the function of which I discuss below.
as to the identity of the “language of the Chaldeans.” This point holds even if composition-
historical factors are invoked to explain the presence of Aramaic in Daniel. It is undeniable
that at some point in the history of the book’s composition, a clear link was made between the
Chaldeans and Aramaic.

As well as this indicator, this identification of “the language of the Chaldeans” is supported
by another consideration. Chapters 7–12 of the book are presented in the form of the first
person narration of the character Daniel. Chapter 7 is written Aramaic, and Daniel’s ability to
compose a text in this language (and indeed the whole first half of the work that bears his
name) would be neatly explained by his earlier learning of the language in which the
Chaldeans speak in 2:4.

Thus, two candidates emerge as strong candidates for the identification of לָשׁוֹן חֲדָדָמ. Comparative evidence strongly suggests Akkadian, and the structure of the book clearly
indicates Aramaic. Since it does not seem satisfactory to ignore the weight of evidence on
either side, how are we to resolve this dilemma? Potential resolutions come in two forms.

Firstly, the apparent dual identification of the languages could have been unintentional. The
author or editor who linked the Chaldeans with Aramaic may not have known that their
professional language was Akkadian. This is made possible by the fact that, as Collins notes,
“there is no evidence that the biblical author understood the specializations of the Babylonian

104 This is the traditional identification, which explains the reference to biblical Aramaic as “Chaldee” or
“Chaldaic” in biblical scholarship up to the middle of the 19th century.
castes or was familiar with their methods.” 105 In that case, the author or editor might also have been uninformed concerning Babylonian literature and language.

Alternatively, the apparent dual identification may have been deliberate. Explanations that fall into this category could come in various forms. One option, suggested by Louis Hartman, is that Aramaic is presented in the book as the language spoken by the Chaldeans because it was their ancestral language, while the professional language of their craft was Akkadian. 106 However, we have, as already noted, little evidence concerning the ancestral language of the Chaldeans, and it seems very unlikely that the author of Daniel, writing probably in the Hellenistic era, would have had such an ancient ethno-linguistic link in mind.

I would propose another explanation which sees the dual identification as deliberate, prompted by consideration of a point made by James Montgomery: “had the writer meant Aramaic [by אֲרַמָּית] he would doubtless have said so.” 107 If he imagined the language Daniel learns in 1:4 to be Aramaic, then, why did the author not make this identification explicit? The reason may be that it was not the Aramaic-ness of the Chaldeans’ speech in 2:4 that the author intended to emphasize; rather, it was the different-ness of their speech from that of Daniel and his companions. To explain this proposal more fully, I shall now move to a discussion of the bilingualism displayed by the author of Daniel in composing a work in two languages.

105 Collins, Daniel, 139.
106 Hartman and Di Lella, Daniel, 129.
B. The Bilingual Book of Daniel

As it stands, the book of Daniel is a bilingual text. Daniel 1:1–2:4a and 8:1–12:13 are in Hebrew, and 2:4b–7:28 are in Aramaic. Thus roughly half of the text is in Hebrew, and half is in Aramaic, but the work begins and ends in Hebrew, which establishes that language as, in some sense, the default one. Various explanations have been offered for the bilingual character of the book. Source critical considerations appear to be relevant. For instance, Hartman notes that the character Daniel is absent from the (Aramaic) ch. 3, and that this story about Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, seems to be unaware of the alternative Hebrew names of its heroes. It may be, then, that originally independent sources in both Hebrew and Aramaic were edited into a larger composition which thus became bilingual.

However, source-critical factors do not satisfactorily explain the entire distribution of Hebrew and Aramaic in Daniel. The Hebrew-to-Aramaic transition occurs within a cohesive unit (Nebuchadnezzar’s first dream), not across a source boundary; and later, the switch from Aramaic to Hebrew separates a set of prophecies which are extremely closely related (ch. 7 and 8–12). I do not intend here to solve the “problem” of Aramaic in Daniel, but I shall make some observations regarding the role Aramaic seems to play in the work, with particular focus on the moments of transition (2:4 and 7:28/8:1).

At the point of transition from Hebrew to Aramaic in 2:4, we find the word אָרְמָי. With many modern interpreters, is best to regard this as a

---


109 Hartman and Di Lella, Daniel, 130.
paratextual feature, a note indicating the language shift, rather than part of the narrative.\textsuperscript{110} Thus we should translate: “the Chaldeans said to the king, [Aramaic:] ‘O king, live forever!’”; instead of “The Chaldeans said to the king in Aramaic, ‘O king, live forever!’”\textsuperscript{111} The comparable use of רָאִמְיָה (second occurrence) in Ezra 4:7, where it may also be a gloss, speaks in favour of this paratextual interpretation. This is further supported by the apparent contextual function of רָאִמְיָה: it introduces six continuous chapters of Aramaic, and not simply the Aramaic dialogue of the Chaldeans.

The fact that רָאִמְיָה serves a paratextual function makes it possible that it is a secondary addition to the text. This is made more likely by the fact that the word is apparently omitted at this point in the manuscript 1QDan\textsuperscript{a}.\textsuperscript{112} If we delete this gloss, then, the effect of the transition to Aramaic in the text is striking. The Chaldeans open their mouths and, without warning, a new language comes out. Because the reader expects to read Hebrew here, the speech of the Chaldeans is jarring, and its difference from the preceding Hebrew narrative is emphasized. Indeed, if רָאִמְיָה is deleted, the different-ness of the Chaldeans’ speech stands out more than the fact that it is specifically Aramaic.

This suggests an explanation for the apparent dual identification, discussed above, of “the language of the Chaldeans” with both Akkadian and Aramaic. Instead of regarding the Aramaic speech of the Chaldeans as a claim that “the language of the Chaldeans” was Aramaic, we should perhaps view it as a stylistic device used to indicate that there was a

\textsuperscript{110} So Porteous, Daniel, 40; John E. Goldingay, Daniel (WBC; Dallas, Tex: Word Books, 1989), 32. However cf. Collins, Daniel, 156; and the verse in NJPS and NRSV.

\textsuperscript{111} The verb יָדַע can, like יָדַע, serve to introduce direct speech; see BDB יָדַע 180a–182a, at 180b.

\textsuperscript{112} Concerning this omission, Collins writes: “There is a blank space before the words of the Chaldeans, but there is still sufficient space for רָאִמְיָה in the lacuna at the end of the preceding line”; Collins, Daniel, 148. The word is not omitted in either of the Greek traditions of Daniel.
linguistic difference between, on the one hand, the Chaldeans and the officials of the Babylonian court, and on the other Daniel and his companions. However, the narrative may not be seeking to identify the specific languages involved. We may compare Caesar’s sudden switch to Latin in Shakespeare’s *Julius Caesar*: “*Et tu, Brute?*” Here, the language of Caesar’s question is not especially important (it is, fittingly for this Roman figure, Latin), but the fact of a switch, aimed at capturing the historical Caesar’s switch to Greek before his death (*καὶ σὺ τέκνον*) that Suetonius reports.  

In this respect, we can do justice to the weight of evidence which linked מַשָּׂרְתָּם in Dan 1:4 both to Akkadian and to Aramaic. The fact that the language chosen to represent the foreign speech of the Chaldeans is in fact Aramaic is related to the competencies of the target audience of the book, as is the use of Latin in *Julius Caesar*. Thus the author or editor of Daniel by associating מַשָּׂרְתָּם with Aramaic achieves a wide ranging dramatic literary effect. Aramaic used throughout the book becomes a token to convey the foreignness of the Babylonian and Persian courts. This is in addition to the fact that Aramaic, a language that played an important role in the administration of those courts, is an extremely appropriate medium to convey the stories and prophecies of the book of Daniel which meditate upon the nature and meaning of empire, as Kratz has argued.

The change back to Hebrew in Dan 8:1 is also sudden, although, since it occurs at the juncture between two vision episodes, it is not as striking as the first switch in Dan 2. After

---

113 Shakespeare, *Julius Caesar*, 3.1.87; Suetonius, *Julius* 82.2.

114 This passage may thus differ in intent from Gen 31, in which Laban utters an Aramaic phrase. There, the author is apparently attempting to indicate that the Hebrew/Aramaic Israelite/Aramaean distinction has a long history.

six chapters of Aramaic, it can hardly be said that the reader anticipates the resumption of Hebrew at this point. Nor is the first word of this section an unambiguously Hebrew one, רַשׁ. Rather, it is the second word of Dan 8:1, חַֽדְשֵׁי, which brings the realization that the language of the text has changed, forcing the reader to readjust his understanding of the verse. The effect is that the switch to back to Hebrew is abrupt, and this may be intentional. The motivation for the switch back, however, is obscure. ¹¹⁶ Snell attributes it to a change in theme in the work, though without specifying the nature of the change. ¹¹⁷ However, this is unsatisfactory, since Dan 8 is similar in setting (in Belshazzar’s Babylonian court), and content (visions concerning the fate of the great kingdoms) to the previous chapters. More promising is the suggestion of Bill Arnold that the switch back to Hebrew is intended to convey to the reader that his perspective on the material that follows the switch should change, since the material ceases to be presented in Aramaic, the “outsider” language of kings and their courts, and it now related in the insider language of the Judaeans. ¹¹⁸ Indeed, the framing of the book of Daniel, which begins and ends with Hebrew, is a clear claim that the work is primarily for the Judaean audience.

C. The Bilingual Book of Ezra

The bilingualism of the book of Ezra is much more limited. Two short blocks of Aramaic occur in an otherwise Hebrew composition, 4:8–6:18 and 7:12–26. The presence of these

¹¹⁶ Source critical considerations are relevant here, since Dan 7:28 (“here the account ends”) presents itself as the conclusion of a literary unit.


blocks is somewhat simpler to account for than in the case of Daniel. It is certainly to be related to the language of the sources (or “sources”) used: apart from Cyrus’ decree (1:2–4), all of the communiqués in the book are in Aramaic. As discussed above, the reason these sources are in Aramaic, is, evidently, that Aramaic was the language in which the Achaemenid empire corresponded with its provinces. This explanation applies, as noted earlier, whether or not we regard the letters in Ezra as authentic.

We should not of course oversimplify the situation. As Williamson points out, there are significant portions of narrative material in the Aramaic section of Ezra (especially 4:23–5:5; 6:13–18). But these come immediately before or after (or are sandwiched between) the Aramaic letters, so the language of the letters is likely influencing these passages. Especially with the Aramaic block 4:8–6:18, we may be dealing with a pre-existing Aramaic source (of mixed epistolary and narrative material) incorporated wholesale into Ezra.

The manner in which the Aramaic is incorporated in Ezra, however, can still be usefully analysed. In contrast to Daniel, we may note that the inclusion of the Aramaic sections in Ezra is orderly, and seems designed not to be jarring to the reader. The first Aramaic block receives an introduction where the language of material to follow is explicitly stated (4:7). The second block receives a very similar introduction (7:11), and while it does not mention the language of the letter which follows, the reader can expect a language switch, given that it happened previously in the same circumstances.


The transitions to Hebrew, while not explicitly noted, are also less jarring. The reader anticipates the switch back more strongly than in Daniel since Hebrew is more clearly the default language of Ezra. The words that begin the resumptions are also unambiguously Hebrew, unlike in Daniel, lowering the risk of confusion: רָאָשָׁה (6:19), and יִשָּׁה (7:27). In terms of content, it is understandable that the material following 7:27 be presented in Hebrew rather than Aramaic.\textsuperscript{121} The theme of the material in chs. 8ff. is the work of the Judaean figure Ezra, on behalf of the Judaeans, in the province of Yehud. It is natural then that the Judaean language is used to recount this material. By contrast, the Persian court ceases to figure in the action of the book, and the language of the Persian administration disappears from the book.

In Ezra, then, a much smoother effect is achieved, one less jarring for the reader. In contrast to Daniel, Aramaic is not used to convey a general, unspecified air of foreignness (e.g., the foreignness of the Chaldeans). Rather, the Aramaic of Ezra, clearly marked off from the Hebrew, is the specific medium of communication used in the Persian empire, and does not appear to function as a token for some other implied language difference.

There are thus significant differences in the way the books of Ezra and Daniel use bilingualism, and the effects which this use achieves. There are also some fundamental similarities. One of the latter is the relationship, in both, between bilingualism and an encounter with empire. The presence in both texts of bilingualism is in contexts of encounters with imperial administration, reflecting the distinct impression of the historical reality of the role of Aramaic in the ancient Near East.

\textsuperscript{121} See Arnold, “Aramaic in the Hebrew Bible,” 8–10.
The use of bilingualism in these two texts is also similar in that it is underpinned by a shared assumption, namely, that the audience of the work was fluent in Hebrew and Aramaic. At this point we may consider the linguistic situation of Judaeans in the Persian period to understand the background of this use of Hebrew and Aramaic.

D. The Linguistic Situation of the Judaeans in the Persian Period

Unfortunately, a satisfactory understanding of the linguistic situation of Judaeans in the Persian period is very difficult to ascertain. In trying to reconstruct this situation, scholars point to several lines of evidence.

Contemporary epigraphic evidence witnesses directly to the use of written language in the life of Judaeans in this period. In Yehud, hundreds of short inscriptions in Aramaic script and language have been found that date from the two centuries of Persian rule.\textsuperscript{122} Longer Aramaic texts addressed to Jerusalem are found among the letters from Elephantine.\textsuperscript{123} By contrast, inscriptions in Hebrew language or script are extremely rare. From the early sixth century B.C.E. come several seal impressions, which use an Aramaic-like script and contain distinctively Hebrew words (e.g., הָעֵשִׁי, “son of”).\textsuperscript{124} Several coins from the mid-fourth century


\textsuperscript{123} TDAE A4.9. Outside Yehud, the fifth century B.C.E. archive from Nippur of the Murašû family of bankers indicates that Judaeans in Babylonia could conduct their affairs with Akkadian speakers, recording their transactions in both Akkadian and Aramaic. See, for instance, Matthew W. Stolper, \textit{Entrepreneurs and Empire: The Murašû Archive, the Murašû Firm, and Persian Rule in Babylonia} (Leiden: Nederlands Historisch-Archaeologisch Institut te Istanbul, 1985), 12.

\textsuperscript{124} Nahman Avigad, \textit{Bullae and Seals from a Post-Exilic Judean Archive} (Jerusalem: Hebrew University, 1976).
B.C.E. contain the Hebrew words הַנְּזִיר, “priest,” and נְצִיר, “governor,” written in Palaeo-Hebrew script. In the late fourth century B.C.E., from Samaria, come two seal impressions, including the seal of “the son of Sanballat, governor of Samaria,” written in a form of the Palaeo-Hebrew script.\(^{125}\) Schniedewind notes that these uses of Hebrew—in seals and coinage—are of a highly symbolic character, and attest primarily to the identity claims of their makers, owners, and users, rather than their linguistic proficiency.\(^{126}\) Evidence of widespread knowledge of Hebrew is not therefore attested in the epigraphic findings.

Another source of evidence is the linguistic situation of Palestine after the Persian period. As mentioned above, the evidence of the Bar Kochba letters, the Mishnah, and Hebrew Qumran texts, appears to indicate that Hebrew was used as a spoken language in the Hellenistic and Roman periods. We should therefore imagine that Hebrew survived among some of the inhabitants of Palestine through the Persian period. However, significant demographic changes occurred in Judah in the early sixth century B.C.E. that likely reduced the number of locations where Hebrew was spoken: following the Babylonian invasions and deportations, the settled area of Judah decreased by approximately 80\%.\(^{127}\)

The Hebrew Bible has also been used as a source in this discussion. Biblical texts composed before and during the exile must have been copied and edited during the Persian period. Many scholars also regard the Persian period as one of intense literary composition, during

---


which many biblical books were composed. Thus, Hebrew must have been a language known in this period, at least among a learned scribal group. Polak argues further that biblical texts from the Persian period contain evidence of spoken Hebrew styles.

The picture that emerges from these pieces of evidence is open to several interpretations. Knowledge of Aramaic appears to have been widespread in Yehud in this period, but the extent of Hebrew knowledge is unclear. According to one interpretation, Hebrew did not occupy a central position in Persian period, being replaced by Aramaic in nearly all functions. According to another interpretation, in Persian period Yehud we may already be dealing with a situation of diglossia—a state of societal bilingualism, in which two or more languages occupy distinct roles. In this case, Hebrew would have been the language of traditional learning and religion, and Aramaic the widespread vernacular.

Wherever on the spectrum between these views the truth may lie, it appears that among Judaeans of Persian Yehud, Hebrew and Aramaic co-existed. This contrasts with the pre-exilic situation, when we do not have good reason to believe that knowledge of languages other than Hebrew was widespread among the population of the kingdom of Judah. From this co-existence, a more structured relation of Hebrew, Aramaic (and Greek) develops in the late Second Temple period, as Bernard Spolsky has shown. The Persian period therefore

---


131 See Polak, “Parler de la langue.”

marked a very significant change in the history of the Judaeans’ relationship with their language, and it is in light of this change that the bilingual books of Ezra and Daniel are to be understood.

V. Linguistic Nationalism

As noted in Chapter 1, Aaron has traced the history of relationship between Judaism and Hebrew in antiquity, detecting the beginnings of a strong association of Hebrew with the Jewish people in late Second Temple literature, including 2 Maccabees and Jubilees. In this period, Hebrew begins to be presented as a symbol of distinctiveness and national unity in which Jews can take pride, and as a holy language associated with God. In this section I shall examine uses of language in the books of Esther, Daniel, Ezra-Nehemiah which potentially exhibit similar sentiments to those found in the literature of the late Second Temple period. I shall be particularly concerned with the issue of whether there is a sense in these texts that a people should have a particular kind of relationship with its language. Here I use the term “linguistic nationalism” with a minimal sense, as an ideological claim that a nation ought to be unified by its language.

A. Synecdoche in the Use of_spinner and spinner

Seven times in the book of Daniel the Aramaic phrase שְׁמִשַׁרְשְׁרֶשֶׁר בַּשָּׁם, “all peoples, nations, and languages,” occurs, with minor variations. As was discussed in Chapter 2, spinner in this phrase is used with the synecdochic sense “speakers of a language, linguistic

community.” In the context of Daniel, the phrase “peoples, nations, and languages” is distinctive. In the book, יִשְׂרָאֵל and יִשָּׂעַ are found only in this formula, and only alongside these other two words does יהו occur in the plural. The formula thus functions as something of a leitmotif, and acts as a unifying compositional device. Four of the total seven occurrences of יהו are found within one narrative episode (Dan 3), in which Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego refuse to worship Nebuchadnezzar’s colossal idol. This long-winded phrase contributes a note of bombastic absurdity to the already bizarre action of this chapter, and thus achieves a similar effect as the references to the many languages and scripts of the Persian empire in Esther.

In all but one case, the formula refers is to the subject peoples of the king of Babylon or Persia, and is found on the lips of an imperial official (Dan 3:7) and the king (Dan 3:29, 31). It is possible, then, that this phrase in Daniel echoes the Achaemenid rhetorical topos discussed above in connection with Esther, according to which the diversity of languages of the Persian empire is particularly stressed. If this is so, then the phrase is somewhat anachronistic in the context of the reign of the Neo-Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar, but such anachronisms are not uncommon in the book of Daniel. In the final climactic occurrence
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135 The book of Judith contains a very similar usage to Daniel: “[Holofernes] had been commissioned to destroy all the gods of the land, so that all nations [יוֹן] should worship Nebuchadnezzar alone, and that all their languages [אֵל] and tribes [אֵל] should call upon him as a god” (Jdt 3:8). If Judith is an originally Greek composition, as Joosten has argued, this use of אֵל is an imitation of the word’s use in LXX, which is a calque from Hebrew יִשְׂרָאֵל (as in Isa 66:18) and Aramaic יִשָּׂעַ. See Jan Joosten, “The Original Language and Historical Milieu of the Book of Judith” Meghillot 5–6 (2008): *159–*176.

136 Collins notes that this phrase becomes a “cliché” in the book of Revelation; Collins, Daniel, 311.

137 Hartman and others have suggested that this episode originally existed independently of the rest of Daniel, on the basis of its distinctive features (absence of the character Daniel; use of the non-Hebrew names Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego); Hartman and Di Lella, Daniel, 130. If this is so, the formulaic phrase under discussion may have originated here, where it is most common, and been imitated by the author/editor of Daniel in other passages.

of the phrase in Dan 7:14, the overlord is not a Babylonian or a Persian, but the divinely-commissioned “one like a human being,” who assumes dominion from the earthly kingdoms.

These uses of לֵשֶׁת alongside שֶׁם אָמֶה show a particularly close association between language and nation. However, there is no sense that this synecdochic usage of לֵשֶׁת is anything more than descriptive. It picks out a group by a recognized feature; it does not make any prescriptive claim, such as that a linguistic community should be especially unified through its language, or should reject other languages. It cannot therefore be said to express the sense that a people should be bound by its language.

B. Potential Indications of Linguistic Nationalism in Esther

Two passages in Esther may indicate a more-than-descriptive association between language and people, 1:22 and 8:9.

1. Esth 1:22

He sent letters to all the royal provinces, to every province according to its own script and to every people according to its own language [אֶל חַתָּן קְלָתִים], declaring that every man should be master in his own house and speak the language of his people [ואֶל בָּנוֹת קְלָתִים]. 139 (Esth 1:22)

This is a difficult verse. After Ahasuerus was made to look a fool in front of his guests by his disobedient queen, Vashti, we can readily understand why Ahasuerus should declare every

---

139 NRSV modified.
man “ruler in his household.” However, nothing in the chapter prepares us for the stipulation that “every man should ... speak the language of his people.” As is typical when the Hebrew text is difficult, scholars have suggested three types of approach: deletion; emendation; understanding.

Because a translation of רְמִשָׁם חוֹדֶשׁ תָּמִם is missing from LXX, it has been considered an addition in Esther. Removing these words leaves a more understandable edict, but it does not remove the interpretative difficulty entirely. Even if this is an addition, we must presume that it was made with a particular intention in mind, which we should attempt to recover if we are to understand the history of this biblical book.

If deletion does not solve the problem, one may turn to several emendations that have been proposed. Gillis Gerleman suggests emending the Piel participle to a Pual, and understands it as a claim that the edict should be read/spoken to the head of each household in his own language. The reasons why this should be specified, however, are not clear, and so this explanation replaces one unknown with another.

Other interpreters have tried to make sense of the text as it stands. The traditional rabbinic interpretation takes this as a rule that, in the marital home, the husband’s language should be spoken, if it differs from the wife’s. Thus the text is to be read alongside Neh 13:24, where...
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142 Carey Moore proposes extensive emendation to יָשָׁב אֲשֶׁר לֹא שָׁמֵעַ, interpreted as “and he should command everything that suited him.” However the meaning “to be pleasing, suitable to” for שָׁמֵעַ, “to be smooth,” is only attested very rarely in the Hebrew Bible (perhaps Esth 7:4; Ps 119:30).
anxiety is expressed about children of mixed unions who cannot speak Judaean.\textsuperscript{143} However, it should be noted that the household is not explicitly in view in this phrase, but rather in the previous one (شرح דבורה). The domain in which a man is to speak his people’s language is not, strictly speaking, specified.

An important syntactic observation is made by Berlin.\textsuperscript{144} In the description of the other royal edicts in Esther, phrases like this one, beginning with דבורה, describe, not the content of the decrees, but their intended effects: “so that they [sc. all the peoples] would be ready for that day” (3:14); “so that the Judaeans would be ready for that day” (8:13).\textsuperscript{145} This places a limit on how we are to interpret Ahasuerus’ edict: it did not declare every man ruler in his house, and legislate that he must speak in his people’s language; rather, these were the intended effects of the decree. Unfortunately, this does not bring us closer to understanding why Ahasuerus would desire this.

Another limitation which we should impose on any interpretations of this verse arises from consideration of the context of this phrase. This is something willed by the erratic, fickle Ahasuerus, in response to a personal slight. It does not, therefore, necessarily represent the view of the author (of editor) of Esther; indeed, it may be being ridiculed. Fox claims too much, then, when, in this verse, he detects a hint of linguistic nationalism on the part of the author of Esther: “[t]he author believes that all people are and should be concerned with the preservation of their national languages.”\textsuperscript{146}

\textsuperscript{143} For this association see Levenson, \textit{Esther}, 52. This interpretation is evident in \textit{Esth. Rab.} and Rashi’s commentary, among other texts.

\textsuperscript{144} Berlin, \textit{Esther}, 20.

\textsuperscript{145} My translations.

\textsuperscript{146} Fox, \textit{Character and Ideology}, 230.
From this discussion, no satisfactory explanation of the words המדבר כלאשים ענה has emerged, though certain interpretations have been excluded, and limitations established for further attempts to understand it. It must therefore be admitted that the intent and significance of these words is unclear. The phrase is certainly suggestive of some kind of linguistic nationalism; it seems to be Ahasuerus’ goal for men to speak the languages of their respective peoples, but in what contexts and for what reasons we cannot say. This verse, then, contributes little to our discussion.

2. Esth 8:9

An edict was written, according to all that Mordecai commanded, to the Judaeans and to the satraps and the governors and the officials of the provinces from India to Cush, one hundred and twenty-seven provinces, to every province according to its own script and to every people according to its own language, and also to the Judaeans according to their script and their language [אוליאוּרָדָו נָכַתְבוּ כֶּלַשׁוֹנָם].

This verse, which follows Esther’s brave request that the king take steps to prevent the slaughter of the Judaeans, was discussed above in connection with the idea of translation in the book. Here I shall consider the reference specifically to the language and script of the Judaeans.147

On one level, it is obvious why this particular message is sent specifically to the Judaeans: it applies to them in a special way, permitting them to defend themselves against their assailants, and thus ensure their survival.148 In addition to this practical reason, however, we
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147 The phrase אוליאוּרָדָו נָכַתְבוּ כֶּלַשׁוֹנָם is not rendered in LXX, and so it may be a secondary addition in the Hebrew. In this case, it may be aimed at completing the thought begun earlier in the verse: “and an edict was written, according to all that Mordecai commanded, to the Judaeans and to the satraps....”

148 On a literary level, we may also note that this emphasizes the excess of the Persian bureaucracy. For if, let’s say, a hundred and twenty-seven letters (one for each province) needed to be sent out before, now two hundred and fifty-two must be sent out, one to each province in its own language and script, along with one in the Judaean language and script to the Judaeans in that province.
may detect behind this statement certain potentially idealistic assumptions about the linguistic situation of the Judaeans in Ahasuerus’ empire.

For one thing, and at the very least, this is an affirmation that the Judaeans have their own language. We should identify this with the language elsewhere called יידיש, “Judaean.” As Fox notes, it is unlikely that Aramaic is meant here, since that language was a regional lingua franca, and while many (or most) Judaeans in the empire probably spoke it, the author of Esther is unlikely to have considered it distinctively Judaean.149

The next assumption that his verse makes is that this distinctively Judaean language was spoken by the Judaeans scattered throughout the empire. Only if this is so would it make sense for the Persian foreign office to dispatch letters in that language to every corner of the realm. Fox points out, however, that “[t]he notion that the Jews actually did speak their own language in the diaspora and that it was recognized by the Persian chancellery represents an ideal, not any historical reality we know of or that is likely to have existed.”150 Though, for reasons stated above, we may assume that Hebrew was known to those in the Persian territory of Yehud, we have little or no evidence for it elsewhere in the empire. In fact, the evidence we do have suggests that Judaeans outside Judah did not use Hebrew, for, in the Elephantine papyri, the correspondence between Judaeans in Jerusalem and in Egypt is conducted in Aramaic, even where religious matters are at issue. The picture of a widely dispersed community of speakers of Judaean Hebrew imagined by the author of Esther is thus an unrealistic one, and is indicative of an association between Judaean language and peoplehood.

149 Paton considers, but, for want of evidence, rejects, identifying the Judaeans’ “script” with the Palaeo-Hebrew characters; Paton, Esther, 273. It may be that no particularly Judaean script is in mind here, and that the word סמך is included simply because it is part of an established formula used throughout the book.

150 Fox, Character and Ideology, 231.
that this author makes: for this author, the language of the Judaeans clearly has an important part to play in their national life.

Fox’s further assessment of the situation, however, may overestimate the significance of this theme in Esther. According to Fox, when Ahasuerus issues a decree in the Judaean tongue, “[t]he Jews’ language is thus given official status.” 151 This, Fox claims, fulfils the author’s “wish that the Jews be autonomous (in the sense of controlling their lives within their communities) while enjoying the status of a recognized ethnus, like many of the peoples among whom they lived.” 152 If this were true, it would be a strong affirmation of the significance of the Judaean language for Judaean identity.

However, the status of the Judaean as an “official” people by the end of the book is quite unclear. The sending out of a royal decree in their language could be imagined as ad hoc, a one-off expedient required by the unusually perilous circumstances in which the Judaeans stand. Moreover, it is not the administrative status of the Judaeans which is the focus of the book, but their existential one: the grave threat that Haman’s pride poses to their very survival. In his interpretation of this verse, Fox may be guided by the ideological claim he supposes the author is making in 1:22, that all peoples should be concerned with the preservation of their national languages. As discussed above, I do not agree with his understanding of that verse. 153
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151 Ibid., 230.
152 Ibid., 232.
153 If Fox’s assessment were correct, then we might expect Judaean linguistic autonomy to be emphasized in letters send by Mordecai and Esther to the Jews of the empire encouraging the celebration of Purim (9:20, 29), but the language of these letters is not mentioned.
Thus, the note in Esth 8:9 that the edict was also sent to the Judaeans in their language and script is informative of the author’s imagined historical picture of the Judaeans in the earlier Persian period. In this idealized picture, the Judaean language had a special role to play. However, this verse does not seem to constitute a declaration about the status of the Judaeans within the empire. A sense that the Judaean language should or must play a role in Judaean peoplehood is not, therefore, strongly displayed in this verse.

C. Linguistic Nationalism in Neh 13

We may now move to the passage which, among these books and indeed in the whole Hebrew Bible, most clearly displays some form of linguistic nationalism.

23 In those days also I saw Judaeans who had married Ashdodite, Ammonite, Moabite women; 24 and their children—half spoke Ashdodite, and they did not know how to speak Judaean, but the language of each people. 154 (Neh 13:23–24)

1. Textual Issues

LXX omits וכוללשה טעם וכמה. In MT this phrase is awkward in its position in the sentence, since it would most naturally follow ייחודית, rather than יידודית, אשתרות, and we should regard it as an addition. 155 the form of which displays the typically Late Biblical Hebrew distributive

---

154 NRSV modified.
construction (םש תמש), apparently influenced by similar phrasing in Esther (תמש תמש in Esth 1:22, 8:9; also למש in Esth 1:22).

Williamson suggests that this expansion was motivated by an earlier addition to the previous verse, namely כְּפַרְתָּה מַאֲבֻיָּה, identified by Loring Batten.156 These terms differ from the category “Ashdodite” in denoting nationalities rather than affiliation with a particular city. Moreover they stand out since they are, contrary to normal Hebrew style, listed asyndetically. If these are additions, they serve the purpose of linking this passage with the separation of Ammonites and Moabites from Judah earlier in this chapter (vv. 1–3), and with the mixed marriage episode in Ezra 9, both of which draw on the law in Deut 23:3 preventing Ammonites and Moabites from entering “the assembly of Yahweh.” Regarding these two words as additions has the advantage of leaving in these verses two pairs, Ashdodite women and Ashdodite language; and Judaean men and Judaean language.

Unlike כְּפַרְתָּה מַאֲבֻיָּה, the sequence asיָבַיָּה מַאֲבֻיָּה is represented in LXX. Williamson thus posits a three stage compositional process: the original verse was expanded with כְּפַרְתָּה מַאֲבֻיָּה (at which point the Greek translation was made); later another editor added למש. This second insertion was made by an editor who felt that the reference solely to the Ashdodite language was not sufficient; surely the children of the unions with Ammonites and Moabites would have spoken those languages.

This reconstruction seems sensible, and we may tentatively conclude that Nehemiah’s point was originally made specifically about intermarriage with women from Ashdod, and about the Ashdodite language, rather than about various peoples and languages.

156 Batten, Ezra and Nehemiah, 299.
2. Context

This verse occurs in a short narrative (Neh 13:23–27) which tells of Nehemiah’s encounter with Judaean men who had entered into marriages with Ashdodite (Moabite, Ammonite) women. Nehemiah verbally and physically chastises these men for their sin, citing Solomon’s apostasy as evidence of the great risk foreign women pose even to great men. This is one of several pious interventions recounted in this chapter that Nehemiah makes to life in and around Jerusalem, the others being aimed at enforcing Sabbath observance and cultic propriety. In the wider context of Ezra-Nehemiah this episode should be linked to the great communal divorce of foreign wives under Ezra (Ezra 9–10).

3. The Identity of נֵחשׁוּב

One significant interpretative difficulty with this verse is the identity of the language referred to as נֵחשׁוּב. "Ashdodite" is not mentioned elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible or other ancient Near Eastern sources as a specific language, and the epigraphic evidence from Ashdod in this period is not conclusive. The single inscription from Ashdod in the Achaemenid period yet discovered is extremely short and is written in cursive Aramaic script. Its language may be Aramaic, Phoenician, or some other Canaanite dialect. Scholars have reasoned from historical and contextual considerations, but to various identifications. Aramaic, suggested by Rudolph and others, may be excluded because a standard Hebrew name for Aramaic, גֵּרָה, is attested in other places in the Hebrew Bible (four times in total), including in texts roughly contemporaneous with Nehemiah (e.g., Ezra 4:7). It would thus be strange if a
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157 See Bob Becking, Ezra, Nehemiah, and the Construction of Early Jewish Identity (FAT 80; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2011), 103.
158 Wilhelm Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia (HAT 1.20; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1949), 208–9.
different word were used to designate that language here. David Janzen makes another
suggestion: the role of Ashdod as an important port in the Phoenician trading network in this
period may indicate an identification with the language of Tyre and Sidon.\footnote{David Janzen, \textit{Witch-Hunts, Purity and Social Boundaries: The Expulsion of the Foreign Women in Ezra 9–10} (JSOTSup 350; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 2002), 144. Archaeological evidence indicates the relative
prominence of Ashdod on the coast of the southern Levant in the Persian period; see David Ben-Shlomo,
“Ashdod,” \textit{Oeba} n.p.}

Offering quite a different interpretation, Ullendorff sees in the use of \textit{Ḳאשדודית} in this passage a
parallel to the English phrase “it’s all Greek to me”: “Ashdodite stands here for some
barbarous and unintelligible tongue. Ashdod, as one of the five federated city-states of the
Philistines, is selected in this passage as a model of a non-Semitic and totally
incomprehensible language.”\footnote{Ullendorff, “C’est de l’hébreu,” 133.}

Moreover if we are to delete \textit{แปลกנויות מאסיבית} from v. 23, then “Ashdodite” in v. 24 here did not
(at least at first) stand in for the language of all three, but specifically the language of
Ashdod, and thus does not resemble the use of Greek as “gibberish” in English (or \textit{hébreu} in
French, etc.).\footnote{For the longest continuous text from a Philistine city yet discovered, from the late 8\textsuperscript{th} or early 7\textsuperscript{th} century
B.C.E., see Seymour Gitin, Trude Dothan, and Joseph Naveh, “A Royal Dedicatory Inscription from Ekron,”
\textit{IEJ 47} (1997): 1–16. Well before its discovery, Batten observed that “[f]rom the free intercourse between
Israelites and Philistines in the early days we would infer that their languages were mutually intelligible”;
Batten, \textit{Ezra, Nehemiah}, 300.}

Thus we may reject Ullendorff’s suggestion.

In making proposals about the identity of \textit{Ḳאשדודית}, scholars seem to have been influenced to
look far afield by Nehemiah’s claim that (half of) the Ashdodite-Judaean children do not
know (Hiphil of \textit{יידוי}) the Judaean language. The reasoning is that if Ashdodite were a

\footnote{Assuming, with Ullendorff, Philistine to be a non-Semitic language, Myers suggests that the Ammonite and
Moabite languages are not mentioned in v. 24 because Nehemiah did not have a strong objection to them, being
more similar to Hebrew than Ashdodite was; Myers, \textit{Ezra, Nehemiah}, 216.}
Canaanite dialect closely related to Judaean, these children would naturally understand both Ashdodite and Judaean, no matter which one they grew up speaking. In this case, Nehemiah would have no grounds for complaint, but since Nehemiah claims they do not know both, Ashdodite and Judaean must not be closely related.

In fact, as Machinist has noted, such scholars have failed to make an important distinction which undermines this line of reasoning: the distinction between active or passive knowledge of a language—the ability to speak or merely to understand. As I have pointed out, passive knowledge of a language is generally conveyed in biblical Hebrew by הושִּׁיע, “hear; understand.” It might be imagined that the same would hold for יהַדֵּד, here. Since the Hiphil of יהַדֵּד generally means “to recognize” (a person), we might assume that passive knowledge is being described in Neh 13:24. But in fact, as Machinist points out, it is active knowledge that is at issue here. The phrase is מָהֵדֵד וַעֲשֵׂי, “they did not know how to speak Judaean.”

Thus we cannot deduce anything about how different Ashdodite was from Judaean, from Nehemiah’s claim that the children did not “know how to speak” it. These languages may well have been mutually intelligible—that is, a speaker of one would automatically have understanding of the other. It does not follow, though, that that speaker would have good active proficiency in the other language. Though a Swede can understand Norwegian, for instance, Norwegian does not sound like good Swedish to a Swede. Therefore, Nehemiah’s accusation would hold even in cases of mutual intelligibility, and his criticism may have been

---


164 If יהַדֵּד had been absent here, יהַדֵּד may have been ambiguous between active and passive knowledge, much like English “know.”
of “an inability to speak proper Judaean,” as Machinist puts it, not of a complete ignorance of the language.\(^{165}\) Therefore, it may well be the case that Ashdodite, then, indicates the dialect of the Canaanite language family used in Ashdod at this period, and hence we must admit that the precise identity of יִשְׂרָאֵל is quite uncertain.

4. Explaining Nehemiah’s Reaction

Nehemiah is quite upset by the situation he comes across. He appears to detect two undesirable elements in it: marriage to Ashdodite women; and children who cannot speak Judaean. It is clear that the more significant of these evils is marriage to the Ashdodites, which Nehemiah denounces in his homily (Neh 13:25–27), primarily on the grounds that foreign women can lead men into apostasy, as they did Solomon. Concerning the evil of children who cannot speak Judaean, Nehemiah takes no measures to change the situation (he does not take the children away from their mothers, or institute some educational programme),\(^{166}\) nor does he mention the topic in his speech to the Judaean men. It is certainly less significant, then, than mixed marriages.

Nevertheless, the linguistic concern is a voiced very clearly. In this concern we are dealing with a clear indication that the relationship between language and people should be of a certain kind, and thus with a trace of linguistic nationalism, according to the minimal definition of it given earlier: Nehemiah is angered by the fact that children of Judeans

\(^{165}\) Machinist, “Philistines and Israelite History,” 75 n. 76; emphasis added. Here we might note André Lemaire’s interesting suggestion that Neh 13:24 tells us, not that half of the children spoke Ashdodite, but that the children spoke “half Ashdodite,” a mixed language or pidgin. See André Lemaire, “Ashdodien et judéen à l’époque perse: Ne 13,24,” in Immigration and Emigration within the Ancient Near East: Festschrift E. Lipiński (ed. by K. van Leerghe and A. Schoors; OLA 65; Leuven: Peeters, 1995), 153–63.

\(^{166}\) Compare Ahasuerus’ decree, discussed above, aimed at making every man “speak the language of his people” (Esth 1:22).
cannot speak Judaean; we may therefore infer that he believes that the children of Judaeans should speak Judaean. That is, Nehemiah holds the belief that the Judaean language has a part to play in being Judaean. The question is, then, what leads Nehemiah hold this belief?

One possibility is offered by Williamson. In attempting to understand what leads to Nehemiah’s prioritizing of Judaean, Williamson cites the role of Hebrew as a scriptural language: “For a religion in which Scripture plays a central part, grasp of the language is vital; one might compare the importance of Arabic for Islam.”167 On this interpretation, Nehemiah would be emphasizing the role that Judaean, as the language of the holy writings, must play in the religious life of Judaeans, and the threat that a foreign language poses for that religious life.

In favour of Williamson’s view, it is certainly true that religion is at issue in this passage. Nehemiah warns the Judaeans that foreign women led Solomon to apostasy, and so we may posit some kind of association between language and religion. However, the scripturality of Judaean is not explicitly raised in this passage (or, indeed, anywhere in the Hebrew Bible). Nehemiah does not describe Judaean as the language of the Law. Thus we must modify Williamson’s claim, and detect, at most, a sense that there is a religious, rather than a scriptural, dimension to Judaean in this passage. But this too is not stated explicitly.

Nehemiah does not call Judaean holy, or associate it with Yahweh or the cult. In fact, the connexion between religion and language is made only indirectly. Both apostasy and foreign language are linked to foreign women, but at different points of this passage. Thus there is no direct link between apostasy and foreign language and hence no direct link between the

167 Williamson, *Ezra, Nehemiah*, 391. Williamson’s view should be contrasted that of Batten who states that Nehemiah did not have religious reasons for commenting on Ashdodite, here, but was “disturbed purely by the corruption of the language, and feared the Jewish people were losing their identity”; Batten, *Ezra and Nehemiah*, 301.
Judaean language and Judaean religion. Here, the assessment made by Aaron originally with reference to Gen 31 might also be said to apply: “Language usage clearly has some part in this ethnic and religious differentiation, but only as an ancillary aspect of the narrative.”

I would offer another explanation for Nehemiah’s strong reaction. This passage is the only one in the Hebrew Bible in which it is stated that an Israelite or Judaean (or child thereof) cannot speak the language of his people. The situation that Nehemiah faces is thus, biblically speaking, unprecedented. For the first time, Hebrew and Israel (Judaean and Judah) do not stand in an automatic relationship; the role of Hebrew in Judaean identity is potentially subject to change. Perhaps Hebrew could even cease to exist among Judaeans.

This is a very uncanny thing to realize. Here, we may detect the basic intuition that ethnic divisions are often associated with distinct languages. Therefore, the loss of a distinct Judaean language might eventually lead to the disappearance of the Judaean people. But even without a worked-out concept of the various roles that Hebrew played in Judaean identity (in history, religion, literature/scripture, etc.), Nehemiah would have been able to perceive that a great deal was at stake if Hebrew were at risk. Thus he reacts strongly, but his objection is amorphous. It is more a protest at the situation, expressing outrage, than an argument about what the precise problem is with the children of Judaean men being ignorant of Hebrew.

I would suggest, then, that we cannot discover precisely what motivates Nehemiah’s objections because those objections were vague and inchoate. They are based on a sensitivity and a perception of danger, but are not embedded in any particular theory that sets out clearly what is at risk.

---

168 Ibid., 62.
D. Summary of Linguistic Nationalism

The analysis of linguistic nationalism in these books has not uncovered indications of the sentiments concerning Hebrew expressed in the works from the late Second Temple period. The uses of יִשְׂרָאֵל in Daniel indicated a clear link between people and language, but this was no more than descriptive. In Esther, the shape of the historical picture depicted there implied that the author believed Judaeans to have some special relationship to their language, although this is not stressed. Finally in Nehemiah, a strong assertion of the importance of the Judaean language to Judaean identity was found, though the grounds of that assertion could not be firmly determined. A developed understanding of the relationship that does or ought to exist between Judah and its language, then, is not expressed in these books.

VI. Chapter Summary

In this chapter, a wide range of forms in which references to linguistic diversity occurs have been examined. It was found that the books of Esther, Daniel, and Ezra-Nehemiah contain a higher frequency of such references than is found in other texts in the Hebrew Bible. The forms in which these references presented itself proved to be mutually illuminating.

Several recurrent themes could be discerned in these texts. Firstly, the role of empire in prompting and conditioning references to linguistic diversity was extremely significant. In particular, experience (direct or mediated) of the bureaucratic practices of the Persian empire left a deep impression on these texts. In general, these books regarded those practices with
neutrality, approaching them as accepted and standard features of a life lived under imperial rule, as is shown by the fairly dispassionate presentation of linguistic diversity which was apparent in many instances.

Another significant, and related, theme was the role of language in the life of Judaeans in the diaspora. The scattering of Judaeans across the Near East led to new relationships with Hebrew and other languages. A precise categorization of the linguistic situation of Judaeans across the region in this period could not be confidently made, but the biblical texts attest varied forms of incorporating (or not incorporating) foreign languages into a Judaean lifestyle, as Judaeans found themselves in various new settings.

Finally, differences between these texts in their presentation of foreign language and their attitudes towards Hebrew were examined throughout this chapter. The wide variety of approaches to the topic of linguistic difference was related to fluctuations in the linguistic situation, over time and from place to place, of Judaeans. In this period, no one tone was sounded throughout the texts, perhaps in contrast to the repeated evaluation of foreign language as frightening in the prophetic texts and Deuteronomy.
Chapter 8

Conclusion

I. Review

In this study a large number of explicit references, and implicit allusions, to linguistic diversity have been analysed. These references and allusions have been shown to appear in many biblical books, from several genres of biblical literature and historical periods. They were seen to serve a wide range of functions in their contexts, and exhibited various attitudes towards particular languages and the reality of linguistic diversity. The categories under which these references and allusions were examined are heterogeneous. Chapter 2 examined the terminology involved in talking about linguistic difference in the Hebrew Bible, and the function of language in establishing distinctions. Chapter 3 continued this examination of language in establishing distinctions, in biblical texts that present the origins and future of linguistic diversity. Style- and code-switching were examined in Chapters 4 and 5, two closely-related forms of the manifestation of the idea of linguistic diversity. In Chapter 6 the prediction of the invasion of Israel/Judah by an alloglot nation was shown to belong to a specific literary genre, prophecy. And Chapter 7 explored the high relative frequency of references to linguistic diversity in texts from a particular historical period, the postexilic age of Israelite history. Despite the heterogeneity of these categories, they have usefully brought to light some notable functions of linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible and some significant similarities and differences in biblical attitudes towards that diversity; and for summaries of these I refer the reader to the final section of each chapter. In this concluding chapter, I shall reflect upon the overall picture that emerges from the Hebrew Bible, through
a consideration of several issues: the diachronic distribution of references to linguistic diversity; the role of empire in shaping biblical attitudes towards foreign language; the biblical authors’ attitudes towards their own language; and the general significance of linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible. Finally, I shall indicate some desirable directions that future research on language in the Hebrew Bible might take.

II. Diachronic Considerations

It is unfortunately not possible to reconstruct a detailed history of the development of ancient Israelite attitudes towards linguistic diversity. For one thing, as has become clear from the analysis of the relevant texts, much of the evidence we have cannot be dated with the certainty required to enable us to detect datable trends. In addition, the evidence is not plentiful enough for us to suppose that the picture we may draw from the Hebrew Bible is widely representative of ancient Israelite attitudes.

It is with caution, then, that I present here observations on the diachronic distribution of references to and attitudes towards linguistic diversity. Firstly, while these references are not found in the earliest corpus of archaic poetry,¹ they are not confined to biblical texts that belong with certainty to the latest phases of the composition of the Hebrew Bible (Ezra-Neh, Esth, Dan, Chr, Ecc). In the Pentateuch, we can detect reference to linguistic diversity in the Table of Nations, the Tower of Babel episode; in the encounters of Jacob and Laban, and Moses and Jethro; and in the reference to the alloglot invader in the curses of Deuteronomy. In the historical literature, we have a reference in the Rabshakeh’s speech in 2 Kgs 18. And in the classical prophets, the alloglot invader theme appears in First Isaiah (twice), Jeremiah,

¹ Saénz-Badillos gives the standard list of this corpus: Gen 49; Exod 15; Deut 32, 33; Num 23–24; and Judg 5; Saénz-Badillos, History of Hebrew, 56–62. See further footnote 25 in Chapter 3.
and Ezekiel. Now, issues in dating these texts were noted in their exegesis in the previous chapters, and they cannot be repeated here; suffice it to say that it would be extremely unlikely for none of these texts to date from the monarchic and exilic periods (tenth to mid-sixth century B.C.E.), unless there really is no material in the Hebrew Bible that stems from earlier than the postexilic period (late sixth century B.C.E. on), as the most extreme among revisionists maintain. Therefore, we may say that references to linguistic diversity appear to be established in the literature of the monarchic and exilic periods.

There is, however, a marked increase in the frequency of such references in the postexilic period. In Chapter 7, I suggested that this increase should be related to changes in the linguistic situation for the Judaeans. In this period, Judaeans, as subjects of an alloglot empire, living among speakers of foreign languages both in Judah and abroad, were confronted much more frequently with the reality of linguistic diversity. Moreover, in this period, the relationship between the people and its language changed significantly, with Aramaic replacing, or coming to stand alongside, the Judaean language as the first language or vernacular of Judaeans. In the literature of this period, attitudes towards linguistic diversity are diverse, but one earlier theme is notably absent: in this new linguistic situation, the dread of foreign language, which had been expressed in the theme of the alloglot invader, is not manifested.

Overall, then, while the near ubiquitous reality of linguistic diversity is quite naturally reflected fairly widely in the Hebrew Bible, it appears to be possible to discern the influence of historical circumstances in the form and frequency with which the issue is raised.

---

2 See Chapter 7.
III. The Encounter with Empire

In all periods, it appears that a dominant factor in the references to linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible is what we might refer to as empire: the great kingdoms of Assyria, Babylonia, and Persia which spanned much of the ancient Near East roughly in the first half of the first millennium B.C.E. Encounters with these kingdoms provoke many of the references to language in the Hebrew Bible. The prophecies of the alloglot invader reflect the threat of invasion by Assyria and Babylonia in Isaiah and Jeremiah. In the retelling of the invasion of Sennacherib (2 Kgs 18//Isa 36), the choice of language in which to discourse with the Assyrians becomes a point of controversy. In Ezra and Esther, written correspondence with the Persian court raises issues of translation and linguistic diversity. For Daniel, occupying a position at the Babylonian imperial court involves learning a new language. And imitations of imperial rhetoric appear in references to the “peoples, nations, and linguistic communities” (Dan 3:4, 7, etc.) subject to the Babylonian and Persian kings.

In particular, it may be seen that the language especially associated with empire is Aramaic. For the biblical authors, Aramaic is a language of Assyrian diplomacy (2 Kgs 18//Isa 36); it is the language uttered by the Chaldeans in Nebuchadnezzar’s court (Dan 2); and it is the language in which letters to and from the Achaemenid kings are written (Ezra 4–7). Moreover, the use of Aramaic in Daniel may be related to the central theme structuring that work—the succession of the various empires of the Near East—although this is not made explicit in the book. In so associating Aramaic with empire, the biblical texts clearly bear the impression of the special function and use of Aramaic in the history of these empires.

Thus, the ongoing encounter with empire had a large part to play in biblical references to linguistic diversity. This is natural since a great deal of biblical literature, especially in prophecy and narrative, arose out of, and indeed in response to, this encounter. But may we
further say that this association with empire has coloured the presentation of linguistic
diversity in the Hebrew Bible? Has empire affected the biblical authors’ perception of foreign
language, in positive or negative ways? The answer appears to be yes, but we must point out
that the presentation of linguistic diversity is not, to continue the metaphor, monochromatic,
just as the meaning of the encounters with the Assyrians, Babylonians, and Persians is
manifold in the Hebrew Bible.

On the one hand, in the alloglot invader prophecies (Deut 28:49; Isa 28:11; 33:19; Jer 5:15;
cf. Ezek 3:5–6), foreign language is presented as terrifying, and its terror derives largely from
its association with a merciless, insatiable, and humanly unstoppable nation—a nation which
is the spectre of the world powers, Assyria and Babylonia. Similarly, the control that the
Rabshakeh asserts over the language of discourse with the Judaean officials (2 Kgs 18:26–
28//Isa 36:11–13) is emblematic of the threat of the Assyrians’ military dominance over
Judah. These attitudes are generally reflective of the broader biblical presentation of Assyria
and Babylonia as oppressors of Israel and Judah.

In literature from later periods, however, foreign language in the context of empire has a
mixed set of associations. The skill required to learn a foreign language is acknowledged
when Daniel, because of his “wisdom, knowledge and insight,” is chosen to learn the
language of the Chaldeans (Dan 1:4). What is more, the authors of the Aramaic portions of
Ezra and Daniel were clearly content to express themselves to their community in a language
other than “Judaean.” And in Esther, Xerxes’ multilingual edicts (Esth 1:22; 3:12; 8:9) are a
remarkable element in the juggernaut of Achaemenid bureaucracy, by turns humorous—
because of the system’s excessive complexity, and the trivial purposes for which it may be
used—and frightening—because the system is impersonal and unstoppable. Thus, we see a
greater diversity of associations between language and empire in postexilic texts. This
appears to be in keeping with the mixed presentation of the Persians in biblical literature, as Judah’s liberators from Babylonian captivity, but as political sovereigns with power over the Judaeans, wielded at times capriciously with lack of interest or danger.

Thus, the meaning or value that linguistic diversity acquires from its association with empire is not uniform. In some instances it is positive, and in some negative, and in some it stands somewhere in between these two. Moreover, since linguistic diversity is a pervasive feature of human culture, it should not be thought that all references to linguistic diversity are associated with or explained through the encounter with empires. For instance, I detect no particular influence of empire in the tribal dispute between Ephraim and Gilead in Judg 12, in which the Shibboleth test was used. Similarly, an encounter with empire does not seem to motivate the description of a territorial border between Jacob and Laban in Gen 31, in which the different Aramaic and Hebrew names for the “heap of witness” are recorded. Thus, though empire plays a role in many references to linguistic diversity, it certainly does not explain them all.

IV. The Biblical Authors’ Understanding of Their Own Language

As for the biblical authors’ understanding of their own language, this study has largely confirmed Aaron’s assessment, quoted earlier: “There is no discrete notion that Hebrew had a unique value or purpose as will become the case in post-biblical eras . . . Hebrew during the biblical eras of Israelite religion . . . is not yet Judaism’s language, let alone, a holy tongue.”

However, this assessment requires significant qualification and explanation.

---

3 Aaron, “Judaism’s Holy Language,” 64.
Firstly, the Hebrew Bible does not attest a concept corresponding to our “Hebrew” — the language of all Israel that consisted of the several dialects spoken by a community in Israel and Judah unified as Jacob’s descendants and as the people of Yahweh. Instead, we have two different notions expressed in biblical texts: “Judaean” is narrower than Hebrew, being the language of the kingdom of Judah, and of the postexilic community tracing its roots to that kingdom; and “the language of Canaan” is broader than Hebrew, since it does not exclude the dialects of the nations and city-states bordering Israel and Judah. Thus, the texts of the Hebrew Bible do not indicate that all Israel is a linguistic unity, and the distinction between Israel and its neighbours, so important to the biblical authors, is not seen to consist in linguistic difference.

In this way, it is trivially true that “Hebrew” did not have “a unique value or purpose” for the biblical authors, simply because they appear not to have known of the idea of “Hebrew.” This is not to say, however, that the language of the biblical authors, however they conceived it, had no significance for them. In fact, there are several indications that this is not the case. For instance, the “language of Canaan” appears to be presented as symbol of Judah’s future military dominance over Egypt, and a proper medium for worshipping Yahweh (Isa 19:18). Thus for the author of this oracle at least, his community’s language had political and religious significance. Nehemiah’s anger at seeing children of Judaean men ignorant of the Judaean language also reveals a perception of the importance of that language (Neh 13:24), apparently in maintaining an ethnic boundary. For these and other biblical authors, then, the language of their community was not an irrelevance. However, the significance of Hebrew in these passages is not of the same kind—Nehemiah does not clearly claim that Judaean had a particular religious meaning, in contrast to Isa 19:18. In addition, we should admit that the significance that the biblical authors’ language had for them is only infrequently affirmed in the Hebrew Bible.
In a similar way, it is true, but only trivially so, that the biblical authors’ language is not yet “Judaism’s language.” For it is problematic on historical grounds to refer to the religion or religious community of ancient Israel and Judah as “Judaism.” And thus if Judaism per se did not exist in the biblical period, it cannot have had a language. But in fact, we may point out that the community called “Judah” is presented as having a distinctive language: “Judaean” is the proper language of Judah and the Judaeans (2 Kgs 18//Isa 36; Neh 13:24; Esth 8:9). Judah, then, is a community bounded and bonded by language, and while the nature of that community shifted over time—from tribe to kingdom to diasporic people—a religious dimension is never absent from the biblical presentation of this community, namely, its relationship to its god Yahweh. Hence, while the Judaean language is not in the Hebrew Bible “Judaism’s language,” it is nevertheless the historical and distinctive language of the religious community of Judah. The later development of a notion that this language is itself a “holy tongue” is certainly not inconsistent with this picture.

However, that development hardly be said to be explained through this. Indeed, Greek and Aramaic, especially as mediums of scriptural translation, came to play important religious roles among Jews, without having the historical association with the people of Judah that Judaean did. In fact, I believe that it is apparent from my analyses throughout this dissertation that late Second Temple and rabbinic ideas about Hebrew are not explained in the Hebrew Bible’s references to linguistic diversity and to its own language. Such ideas, discussed in Chapter 1, included: Hebrew as a scriptural language; as a liturgical language; as the

---

4 Several important distinctions between the religion of ancient Israel and later (particularly rabbinic) Judaism could be noted. For one thing, the important role played by the biblical canon in Jewish religion distinguishes it from the religion of the Israelites, since the latter were among the composers of that canon and are described in it. Moreover, the development of rabbinic Judaism should be associated with the destruction of the Second Temple in 70 C.E. and the cessation of the sacrificial cult. See Tzvee Zahavy, “Judaism in the Mishnaic Period,” ABD 3:1490–99, at 1491.

5 This community is also a cultural and ethnic one. At least in the biblical texts, however, the religious dimension is most frequently emphasized.

language of God (and hence an eternal language); as the original language of humanity; and as an inexpressible language. These ideas are not to be found in the Hebrew Bible’s references to its own language, and to the phenomenon of linguistic diversity, and explanations for them should be sought elsewhere. However, that ongoing search is not my purpose here.

V. The (In?)Significance of Linguistic Diversity in the Hebrew Bible

We may now consider the question of the overall significance of linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible. As has become clear, linguistic diversity is not mentioned in the Hebrew Bible in the vast majority of cases where we may suppose that it would have been an issue. In the four-century history of the united and divided Israelite kingdoms, the Israelites must frequently have had to deal with linguistic diversity. In their peaceful and hostile relations with other nations, language barriers must have been encountered, and an apparatus of some kind, perhaps including foreign language education, professional interpreters and/or document translators, must have existed. But in the narrative accounts of this period of history, the books of Samuel–Kings and Chronicles, linguistic diversity is raised only once, in the Rabshakeh episode; otherwise, from these texts alone we would not suspect that the speech of the Egyptians, Assyrians, Babylonians, Aramaeans, etc., differed from that of the Israelites.

---

7 That is not to say that scriptural “evidence” played no part in influencing these ideas. Indeed, in rabbinic texts, midrashic exegesis can be seen at work in filling out information about the “holy language.” See, e.g., y. Sotah 7.1, 21, and Smelik, “Language Selection and the Holy Tongue,” 112–13.


9 We have little or no evidence for such an apparatus, however; the bilingual Judaean officials in 2 Kgs 18//Isa 36 may be the only piece.
In passages that do make reference to linguistic diversity, the reference is often fleeting, and the situation is not explained beyond the requirements of the text. The author of Judg 12 does not tell us why the Ephraimites could not pronounce “Shibboleth,” and here and elsewhere the difference between a language and a dialect is not made clear. Similarly, the narrator of 2 Kgs 18//Isa 36 does not tell us why the officials of Jerusalem knew Aramaic while the ordinary people of Jerusalem did not, nor why these officials could have expected the Rabshakeh to know Aramaic. Even when a text goes beyond a description of a linguistic situation and evaluates it, explicit statements about the nature or meaning of linguistic diversity are rare. Thus, though Nehemiah clearly believes that the children of Judaeans should be able to speak the Judaean language, he does not categorically say so. A notable exception to this is, of course, the Tower of Babel episode, in which the origins of linguistic diversity are squarely addressed.

These observations might lead one to suspect that linguistic diversity was not a topic of constant reflection for the biblical authors, nor a matter of the utmost importance. And this is correct, to the extent that numerous other themes are much more consistently highlighted in the Hebrew Bible. However, what I believe I have shown in this dissertation is that in the places where linguistic diversity is raised as an issue, it usually plays an important role in its context and evinces a great deal of thought on the part of the author or editor of the passage. This is clear, for instance, in the very careful chiasmus and wordplay present in the Aramaic oracle in Jer 10. It is also evident in the Rabshakeh episode, in the role that the Judaean officials’ code-switching request ironically plays in structuring the narrative (in prompting the Rabshakeh’s shift in address to the people of Jerusalem with arguments targeted at them) and in the way that that request exhibits the relationships of power between Assyria and Judah. Moreover, in these and other references, the issue of linguistic diversity intersects with significant concerns of the Hebrew Bible, including Israel’s experience in Egypt, the
relationships among the tribes of Israel, and the worship of Yahweh beyond Israel’s borders. Therefore, despite the fact that references to linguistic diversity are infrequent, it would be incorrect to conclude that linguistic diversity was of no or little importance to the authors and editors of the biblical books. Rather, linguistic diversity does occur as a significant part of some biblical texts, though only occasionally.

If I were to try to account for the relative infrequency of references to linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible, I would make two observations. Firstly, the Hebrew Bible does not stand out in this regard from other ancient Near Eastern literature. For instance, in ancient Egyptian texts, as Uljas and others have made clear, references to linguistic diversity only seldom occur.\(^\text{10}\) Similarly, no glotonymms or words used with the meaning “a language” appear to be attested in Ugaritic literature. Thus, the situation of the Hebrew Bible may not call for special explanation in its ancient context.\(^\text{11}\) Of course, a larger question remains unanswered, that of why references to linguistic diversity in these literatures stemming from a multilingual region are relatively few. That issue, however, lies beyond the scope of this study, and must await further research.

Secondly, the apparent religious insignificance for the majority of the biblical authors of their own language may be relevant in accounting for the infrequency of references to linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible. Israel’s relationship with its god is certainly one of the most (perhaps the most) consistent focuses of the Hebrew Bible. Correspondingly, if Israel’s language played an important role in that relationship, as Hebrew does in later Judaism, we

\(^{10}\) See Uljas, “Language Consciousness”; Donadoni, “Gli Egiziani e le lingue degli altri”; Sauneron, “La différenciation des langages d’après la tradition Égyptienne.” It is more difficult to generalize about references to linguistic diversity in Sumerian and Akkadian literature, since synthetic reviews of the Mesopotamian situation have not yet been undertaken. It might be pointed out, however, that references to the Akkadian and Sumerian languages are fairly frequent.

\(^{11}\) Indeed, along with the “Spell of Nudimmud,” perhaps, (of which several interpretative difficulties were mentioned in Chapter 3), the biblical Tower of Babel episode is as yet the clearest and most extensive account of the origin of linguistic diversity that we have from the ancient Near East.
might expect issues of language to be raised more frequently than they are. However, as discussed above, the evidence examined in this dissertation does not lead us to believe that Hebrew did have a clear or consistent religious significance in ancient Israel. Hence, in theological and religious contexts, references to that language, and thereby to the fact of linguistic diversity, remain relatively few.

VI. Avenues for Future Research

This study has by no means exhausted the topic of language in the Hebrew Bible. The understanding of language among the biblical authors would be enhanced by a consideration of the linguistic terminology of biblical Hebrew, several items of which were encountered in this study. For instance, in the passages examined, several terms expressing linguistic competence and incompetence occurred: שומע, “understand” (e.g., Gen 42:23; 2 Kgs 18:26); יד, “understand” (Isa 33:19); ידע, “know” (Deut 28:29; Jer 5:15); ומכין, “be able to speak” (Neh 13:24); ילמד, “learn” (Dan 1:4); ושפת, “stutter” (Isa 28:11; 33:19); and so on. Other words expressing notions within the functioning of language (“grammatical” concepts) were also encountered: נקרא, “to call” in the sense “to give a name to, use a particular word for,” as in Deut 2:11; זמר, perhaps “to pronounce, make the sound of” in Judg 12:6. An examination of the lexical field of language in the Hebrew Bible, including the individual items and their relation to one another, would be informative of the ways in which the biblical authors talked and thought about language.

In addition, my focus has been on texts that raise the issue of linguistic diversity, primarily in the form of references to particular languages. However, the Hebrew Bible shows consciousness of linguistic issues of other sorts, the study of which would provide a useful
counterpart to this dissertation. For instance, the role of language in distinguishing humans from animals may be highlighted by the fact that in only a few cases do animals display the ability to speak, as when the snake persuades the first woman to eat from the tree of knowledge in Eden (3:15), or when Balaam’s ass accuses her master of maltreatment (Num 22:28–30). Moreover, the issue of the origins of language may also be addressed in the Hebrew Bible. Such appears to be the case in the story of the creation of the first woman, where Yahweh initially presents the first man with all of the animals in turn, the animals receiving their names in the process (Gen 2:19–20). A comprehensive study of the treatment of these linguistic issues and others would be illuminating, especially of the biblical authors’ conceptions of human nature, and would complement the examination of linguistic diversity in the Hebrew Bible that has been the focus of this dissertation.


